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Abstract

A theory of how people team certain procedural skills is presented. :t is based on the idea
that the teaching and learning that goes on in a classroom is like an ordinary conversation.
The speaker (teacher) compresses a nonlinear knowledge structure (the target procedure)
into a linear sequence of utterances (lessons). The listener (student) constructs a
knowledge structure (the learned procedure) from the utterance eefquence (lesson
sequence), In recent years, linguists have discovered that speakers unknowingly obey
certain constraints on the sequential form of their utterances. Apparently, these tacit
conventions, caned felicity conditions or conversational postulates, help listeners construct
an appropriate knowledge structure from the utterance sequence. The analogy between
conversations and classrooms suggests that there might be felicity conditions on lesson
sequences that help students learn procedures. This research has shown that there are.
For the particular kind of skill acquisition studied here, three felicity conditions were
discovered. They are the central hypotheses in the learning theory. The theory has been
embedded in a model, a large computer program that uses artificial intelligence (Al)
techniques. The model's performance has been compared to data from several thousand
students learning ordinary mathematical procedures: subtracting multidigit numbers, adding
fractions and solving simple algebraic equations. A key criterion for the theory is that the set
of procedures that the model "learns" should exactly match the set of procedures that
students actually acquire, including their "buggy" procedures. However, much more is need
for psychological validation of this theory, or any complex Al-based theory, than merely
testing Its predictions. Part of the research has involved Priding ways to argue for the
validity of the theory.
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Felicity Conditions for Human Skill Acquisition:

Validating an Al-based Theory
cs

)
Kurt Vani.ehn

Abstract

*R.

A theory of how people IkE.n ! certain procedural skills is presented. It is based on the idea that the
teaching and learning that goes on in a classroom is like an ordinary conversation. The speaker
(teacher) compresses a non-linear knowledge structure (the target procedure) into a linear sequence
of utterances (lessons). The listener (student) constructs a knowledge structure (the learned
procedure) from the utterance sequence (lesson sequence). In recent years, linguists have discovered
that speakers unknowingly obey certain constraints on the sequential form of their utterances.
Apparently, these tacit conventions, called felicity conditions or conversational postulates, help
listeners construct an appropriate knowledge structure fromothe utterance sequence. '!lie analogy
between conversations and classrooms suggests that there ,might be felicity conditions on lesson
sequences that help students learn procedures. This research has shown that there arc. For the
particular kind of skill acquisition studied here, three felicity conditions were discovered. They are
the central hypotheses in the learning theory. The theory has been embedded in a model. a la,ge
computer program that uses artificial intelligence (Al) techniques. The model's performance has
been compared to data from several thousand students learning ordinary mathematical procedures:
subtracting multidigit numbers, adding fractions and solving simple algebraic equations. A key
criterion for the theory is that the set of procedures that the model "learns" should exactly match
the set o'' procedures that students actually acquire, including their "buggy" procedures. However,
much more is need for psychological validation of this theory, or any complex AI-based theory,
than merely testing its predictions. Part of the research has involved finding ways to argue for the
validity of the theory. ,
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' Chapter 1
Objectives of the Research

i ,

'V

N,.

ThCri arc two goals for the research presented here. One is psychological and the other is
methodological. 'The psychological goal is to formulate and validate a theory of a certain kind of
human learning. The methodological goal is to use artificial intelligence (Al) techniques to model
that learning, and to do it in such a way that the complexity of the Al-based model does not
prdent the theory from meeting rigorous criteria of scientific validity. The first section of this
chapter discusses the psychological goal; the sccodd section discusses the methodological one. The
third section introduces -the organization of the rest of the document:

. .
111 The psychological goal: Step theory and repair theory

One goat of this research is a psychologically valid theory of how people learn certain
procedural skills. There arc .other Al-based theories of skill acquisition (e.g.. Anderson. 1982;
Newell & Rosenbloom. 1981). However, their objectives differ from the ones pursued here. They
concentrate on knowledge compilation: the transformation of slow, stumbling performance into
performance that is "faster and more judicious in choice" (Anderson. 1982. pg. 404). They sjudy
skills that arc taught in a simple way: first the task is explained, then it is practiced until proficiency
is attained. For instance, Anzai and Simon (1979) modelled a subject whose skill at, solving the
Tower of Hanoi puzzle evolved frcim a slow, stumbling first attempt into an ability to solve the
puzzle rapidly using the optimal sequence of moves. The subject received no instruction after the'
initial description of the puzzle's operations and objectives. The research presented here studies
skills that arc taught in a more complex way: the instruction is a lesson sequence. where each lesson
consists of explanation and practice of some small piece (subskill) of the ultimate procedural skill.
Studying multilesson skill acquisition shifts the central focui away from practice effects (knowlcdie
compilation) and towards a kind of student cognition that could be called knowledge integration: the
construction of a procedural skill from lessons on its subskills.

This study puts more emphasis on the teacher's role than the knowledge compilation research
does. I( is not the case that multi-lesson skill acquisition occurs with just any lesson sequence.
Rather, the lesson sequences arc designed by the teacher to facilitate knowledge integration.
Knowledge integration, in turn, is "designed" to work only with certain kinds/of lesson sequences.
So, what is really being studied is a teacher-student system that has both cognitive and cultural
roots. An equally appropriate name for the central focus of this research is Anowledgc

communication: the transmission of a procedural skill via lessons on its subskilts.

The skills chosen fOr the present investigation are ordinary, written mathematical calculations.
The main advantage of mathematitial procedures. from the experimenter's point of view, is that they
are virtually meaningless for the learner. They seem as isolated Rom common sense intuitions as
the nonsense syllables of early learning research. In the case of the subtraction procedure, for
example, most elementary school students have only a dim conception of its underlying semantics,
which is rooted in the base-ten representation of numbers. When compared to the procedures they
use to operate vending machines or play games, arithmetic procedures are as dry, formal and

10
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disconnected from everyday interests as nonsense syllabics are different fitan real words. This
isolation is the bane of tcacilCIS, but boon to psychologists. It allows psychologisks to study a skill
that is much more complex than recalling nonsense syllables, and yet it avoids bringing in a whole
world's worth of aasociations.

It is worth a moment to rle% how mathematical procedures are taught in a typical American
school. In the case of subtraction. there are about ten lessons in its lesson sequence. The lesson

csequence introduces the procedure incrementally,, one step per lesson. so to speak. For instance, the
first lesson might show how to do subtraction of two-column problems. The second lesson
deirit!nstriatektpree-column problem soloing. The third introduces burrowing, and so on. The ten
lessons arc spread over about three years, starting in the late second grade (i.e. at about age seven).

hese lessons are interleaved with rot icw lessons and lessons on many other topics. In the
,classroom, a typical lesson`ttsts an hour. Tlig,4aclier sol.es sonic problems on the board with the
class, then the students solve problems on'theik.own. If they need help, they ask the teacher, or
they refer to worked examples in the textbook. A textbook example consists of a sequence of
captioned "snapshots' of a problem being solved, e.g.,

Take% ten to Subtract Subtract
make 10 ones. the ones. the tens.

2 . 2 . 2

/15 P5 P6
- , 0 . - 1 9 - 1 9 - 1 9

.
6 16

Textbooks have. very little text explaining the procedure (young children do not read well).
Textbooks contain mostly examples and exercises.

Math bugs r,?veal the learning process ,

Error data are used in testing the theory. There have been many empirical studies of the
errors that students make in arithmetic (l3uswell, 1926; Brueckner, 1930: Brownell, 1941; Roberts,
1968; Laniford, 1972; Cox, 1975; Ashlock, 1976). A common analytic notion is to separate
systematic errors from careless errors. Systematic errors appear to stem from consistent application
of a faulty method, algorithm or rule. These errors occur along with the familiar unsystematic or
"careless" errors (c.g., a facts error, such as 7-3=5), or slips as I prefer to call them (c.f. Norman
1981). Since slips occur in expert performance as well as student behavior, the common opinion is
that they are performance phenomena, an inherent part of the "noise" of the human information
processor. Systematic errors on the other hand are taken as stemming from mistaken or missing
knowledge about the skill, the product of incomplete or misguided learning. Only systematic errors
are used in testing the present theory.

Brown and/ Burton used the meLiphor of bugs in computer programs in developing a precise,
detailed descript(ve formalism for systematic errors (Brown & Burton. 1978). The basic idea is that
a student's errors can be accurately -eproduced by taking some formal representation of a correct
procddure and making one or more small perturbations to it, e.g., deleting a rule. The
perturbations are called bugs. A systematic error is represented by a set of one or more bugs in a
correct algorithm for the skill. Bugs describe systematic errors with unprecedented precision. If a
student makes no slips, then his or her answers on a test will be exactly matched by the buggy
algorithm's answers, digit for digit. To illustrate the notion of bugs, consider the following
problems, which display a systematic error:

11
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308 80 -. 183 702 3005 7002 34 251
- 138 - 4 - 95 - 11 - 28 - 239 - 14 - 47

78 76 88 591 1087 4873 24 2'44
s

.,One could vaguely describe these problems as coming from a student having trouble with
borrowing. especially in the presence of mos. More precixiy, the student misses all the problems
that require borrowing from tem. One could say that the student has not mastered die hubhkil I of
borrowing across zero. 'Phis description of the systematic error is fine at 011C 14:4Ci: it is a testable
prediction about what new problems the student will get wrong. It predicts for example that the
student will miss 305117 and will get 315.117 correct. Systematic errors described at this level are
the data upon which several psychological and pedagogical theories have been built (e.g.. Dorm &
Scandura, 1977).

Bugs go beyond describing what kinds of exercises the student misses. They deseribe t!'!e,
actual answers given. The student whose work appears above has a bug called Borrow. Acioss-Zero.
A correct subtraction procedure has been perturbed by deleting the step wherein the zero is
changed to a nine during borrowing across zero. This modification creates a procedure for
answering subtraction problems. As a hypothesis, it predicts not only which new problems the
student will miss, but also what the answers will be. For example. it predicts that the student above
would answer 305-117=98 and 315-117=198. Since the bug-based descriptions of systematic errors
predict behavior at a finer level of detail than missing-subskill descriptions, they have the potqmial
to form a better basis for cognitive theories of learning and problem solving. Bug-based analysis is
used In testing this theory.

It is often the case that a student has more than one bug at the same time. Indeed, the
example given above illustrates co-occurrence of bugs. The as two problems are answered
incorrectly but the bug Borrow-Across-Zero does not predict their answers (it predicts the two
problems would be answered correctly). A second bug, called Diff-NN=N, is present. When
the student comes to subtract a column where the top and bottom digits are equal. instead of
writing zero in the answer, the studcnt writes the digit that appears in the column. So the student
has two bugs at once. "..

Burton developed an automated data analysis program, called Dcbuggy (Burton, 1981). Using
ft, data from thousands of students learning subtraction were analyzed, and 76 different kinds of
bugs were observed. Similar studies discovered 68 bugs in addition of fractions (Shaw et. al., 1932),
several dozen bugs in simple linear equation solving (Sleeman, forthcoming), and 57 bligs in
addition and subtraction of signed numbers (Tatsuoka & Bail lie, 1982).

It is important to stress that bugs are only a notation for systematic errors and not an
explanation. The connotations of "bugs" in the computer programming sense do not necessarily
apply. In particular, bugs in human procedures are unstable. They appear and disappear over

-----short periods of time, often with no intervening instruction, and sometimes even in the middle of a
testing session (VanLehn, 1981; Bundcrson, 1981). Often, one bug is replaced by another, a
phenomenon called bug migration. t

Mysteries abound in the bug data. Why are there so many different bugs? What causes
them? What-causes them to migrate or disappear? Why do certain bugs migrate only into certain
other buts'? Often a studcnt has more than one bug at a time why do certain bugs almost
always occur together? Do co-occurring bugs have the same cause? Most importantly, how is the
educational process involved in the development of bugs?

This research was launched partly in order to explain the mysteries just mentioned. The goal

12
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is to give a unified account of what causes students to has.: just the specific bugs that they do have.
As an illustration of the kind of explanations that the present theory offerCconsider a common king
among subtraction students: the student always borrows from the./efinsusi column in the problem
no matter which column oliginates the Borrowing. Problem a below shows the correct placement of
borrow's decrement. Problem b shows the bug's placement.

5 . 2 5

a. 3 816 b, 3 616 c. 816

- 1 0 9 - 1 0 9 - 1 9
2 5 6 1 6 6 46

(rhe small numbers represent the student's scratch marks.) Debuggy's name for this bug is Always-
Borrows-Left. It is moderately common: In a sample of 375 students with bugs, six students had
this bug. It has been observed for years (c.f. I3uswell, 1926, pg. 173, bad habit number s27}.
However, no (Inc has offered an explanation for why students have it. The theory offers the
following explanation, Which is based on the hypothesis that students use induction (generalization
of examples) to learn where to place the borrow's decrement. Every subtraction curriculum that I
know of introduces borrowing using only, twocolumn problems, such as problem c above. Multi-
column problems, such as a, are not used. Consequently, the student has insufficient information to
unambiguously induce where to place borrow's decrement. The correct placement is in the left-
adjacent column, as in a. However, two-column examples are also consistent with decrementing the.
leftmost column, as iri b. If the student chooses the leftmost-column generalization. the student
acquires Always-Borrow-Left rather than the correct procedure. According to this explanation, the
cause of the bug is twofold: (1) insufficiently variegated instruction, and (2) an unlucky choke by
the student.

The bugs that students exhibit are important data for developing the theory. These bugs will
be called observed bugs. Equally important are bugs that students don't exhibit. When there are
strong reasoni to believe that a bug will never occur, it is called a star bug (after the linguistic
convention of placing a star before sentences that native speakers would never utter naturally). Star
bugs, and star data in general, arc not as objectively attdinable as ordinary data (VanLehn, Brown &
Greeno, in press). But they are quit? useful. To see this, consider again the students who are
taught borrowing on two column problems, such as problem c above. In twocolumn problems, the
borrow's decrement is always in the tens column. Hence "tens column" is an inductively valid
description of where to decrement. However, choosing "tens column" for the decrement's
description predicts that the student would place the decrement in the tens column regardless of
where the borrow originates. This leads to strange solutions, such as d and e below:

5

d. 115 6 6
- 910

205;1
e.

15

316 6
- 1 9 0

2 6 5

To my knowledge, this kind of problem solving has never been observed. In the opinion of several
expert diagnosticians, it never will be observed. Always decrementing the tens column is a star blig,
The theory should not predict its occurrence. This has important implications for the theory. T$e
theory must explain why certain inductively valid abstractions (e.g., leftmost column) are used by

.students while certain other abstractions (e.g., tens column) are not. .

These examples have illustrated one side of the research problem: to understand certain
aspects of skill acquisition (i.e., knowledge integration/communication) by studying bugs, The next
subsection is a brief discussion of the theory. It concentrates on the insights that have been

13
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obtained into how buggy procedures arc acquired:

Step theory. repair theory and 'Hid& conditions

For historical and other reasons, it is best to view the present theory as an integration of tv.p
theories. Step theory describes how students acquire procedures from instruction. Repair theory
describes how students barge through situations where their procedure has reached an impasse.*
The two theories share the same representations of knowledge and much else. I will continue to
refer to them together as "the theory."

Repair theory is based on the insight that students do not treat procedures as hard and fast
algorithms. If they are unsuccessful in an attempt to apply a procedure to a problem. they are not
apt to just quit, as a computer program does. Instead. they will be inventive, invoking certain
general purpose tactics to change their current process state in such a way that they can continue
the procedure. These tactics:arc simple ones. such as skipping an operation that can't be performed
or backing up in the procedure and taking another path. Such local problem solving tactics are
called repairs because they fix the problem of being,stuck. They do not fix the underlying cause of
the impasse. Given a similar exercise later, the student will reach the same impasse. On this
occasion, the student might 4pply a different repair. This shifting among repairs is one explanation
of bug migration. A remarkable early success of tepair theory was predicting the existence of this
kind of bug migration before the phenomenon was observed in the data.

Step theory is based on the insight that classroom learning is like a conversation in that there
are certain implicit conventional expectations, called felicity conditions. that facilitate information
transmission. In this domain, the felicity conditions all seem to reflect a single basic idea: students
expect that the teacher will introduce just one new "piece" of the procedure per lesson, and that
such "pieces" will be "simple" in certain ways. Although students do not have strong expectations
about what procedures will be taught. they have strong expectations about how procedures will be
taught. Step theory takes its name from a slogan that expresses the students' expectations:
procedures are taught one simple step at a time. Several felicity conditions have i)cen discovered,
including:

L 36.di Eras apecra-lesson to introduceat_most one new "piece" of procedure that is, rough'y
speaking, one disjunct of a disjunction. Such "pieces" are called subprocedures. This felicity
condition will be described in more detail in a moment.

2. Students induce their new subprocedure from examples and exercises. That is, students
expect the lesson's material to correctly exemplify the lesson's target subprocedure.

3. "The students expect the lesson to "show all the work" of the target subprocedure. This
felicity condition, called the showwork principle, requires a little more explanation. Suppose
a target subprocedure will ultimately involve holding some intermediate result mentally, as
when solving 3+4+5, one holds the intermediate result 7 mentally. When this subprocedure
is introduced, the showwork principle mandates that the lesson's examples write the
intermediate result down. In a later lesson, the students may be taught to omit the extra
writing by holding the intermediate result mentally.

* John Seely Brown originated repair theory (Brown & VanLehn, 1980). The present version
remains true to the insights of the original version although most of the details have changed.
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Austin (1962) invented felicity conditions as a way of analysing ordinary conversations. A typical
linguistic felicity condition is: In normal conversation, the speaker. uses a definite noun phrase only
if the speaker believes the listener can unambiguously determine the noun phrase's referent.
Typically, neither the speaker nor the hearer is aware of such constraints. Yet, if d conversation
violates a felicity condition, it is somehow marked. e.g., by the speaker appearing sarcastic or the
hearer misunderstanding the speaker. Austin's idea has been developed by Searle. (1969), Grice
(1975), Gordon and Lakoff (1971). Cohen and Perrault (1979) and many others. It has become a
whole new field. discourse analysis. The present work is, to my knowledge, the first application of
ideas from discourse analysis to the study of learning. Two key ideas have been imported:

1. Felicity conditions arc operative constraints on human behavior despite the fact that the
participants arc not aware of them. Textbook authors probably du not consciously realize that
the lessons thcy write obey e.g.. the show-work principle. They strive only to make the
lessons effective. So too, the speakers in a conversation try only to communicate effectively,
and are not aware that they obey certain felicity conditions.

2. The seeming purpose of felicity conditions is to expedite communication. In particular, there
seem to be certain inherent problems that the listener (stiglent) must solve. For instance,
whenever a speaker uses a noun phrase, the listener must dccidc whether it refers to a
previously mentioned object or to one that is new to the conversation. The felicity condition
mentioned a moment ago helps the listener decide: If I say "the theory" right now, you will
probably take it to mean the one presented in this paper. If I say "a theory," you will
probably take it to mean a hitherto unmentioned theory that I will soon be telling you

*something about. Felicity conditions expedite communication by helping the listener solve
inherentproblems. Felicity conditions do not usually solve the inherent problem for the
listener (student). but they do simplify the listener's task. An inherent problem for classroom
knowledge communication will be discussed in a moment.

Ater ideas from discourse analysis (e.g., conversational implicature the deliberate violation of a
felicity condition in order to achieve a special effect) have not yet found analogs in the domain of
classroom learning. It remains an open question just how far the analogy between conversation and
multi-lesson knowledge communication will go.

1.2 The methodological goal: competitive arguments for each hypothesis

The rise of AI has given psychology the tools to build computer programs that apparently
simulate complex forms of cognition, such as skill acquisition, at a level of detail and precision that
is orders of magnitude greater than that achieved by earlier models of cognition. Unfortunately, the
potential of Al models to explain human learning (or other kinds of cognition) is largely unrealized
due to methodological weaknesses. Until recently, it was rare for a model to be analyzed and
explicated in terms or individual hypotheses. One was asked to accept the model in tow. Critics
have pointed out that a typical Al/Simulation "explanation" of intelligent behavior is to substitute
ont black box. a complex computer program, for another. the human mind (Kaplan. 1981). Efforts
at explicating r:ograms have increased recently. Although extracting the hypotheses behind the
design of the model is a necessary first step, many other issues remain to be addressed: What arc
the relationships between the hypotheses and the behavior? Could the given cognition be simulated
if the hypotheses were violated or replaced by somewhat different ones? Would such a change

produce inconsistency, or a plausible but as yet unobserved human behavior, or merely a minor
perturbation in the predictions? Which alternatives if any can now be rejected in favor of the
chosen hypotheses? The connection of explicit hypotheses to the data seems to me to be critical to
progress in computational theories of cognition. 'The emphasis must be on the connection:
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explication alone is only a beginning.

Ai has given psychology a new way of expressing models of cognition that is much more
detailed and precise than its predecessors. Unfortunately, the increased detail and precision in
stati-g models has not beer. accompanied by correspondingly detailed and precise. arguments
analyzing and supporting them. Consequently, the new, richly detailed models of cognitive science
often fail to meet accepted criteria of scientific theories. It is not new to point out that current
thcoriiing based on computational models of Lognition has been lax in providing such support
(Pylyshyn, 1980; Fodor, 1981). Perhaps what is new would be to give a complex Al-based theory
proper support. Not only would this be interesting in itself, but it would show that there is nothing
inherent in Al-based models dui prevents their use in scientifically acceptable theories.

The methodological goal of this research is to give an AI-based theory proper support. By
support. I refer to various traditional forms of scientific masoning such as showing that specified
empirical phenomena provide positive or negative evidence regarding hypotheses, showing that an
assumption is needed to maintain empirical content ana falsifiability, or showing that an assumption
has consequences that are contradictory or at least implausible. However. one form of support has
turned out to be particularly useful. I have found that the internal structure of the theory the
way the hypotheses interact to entail empirical coverage comes of best when the theory is
compared with other theories and o,ith alternative versions of itself. That is, a key to supporting, .,
this theory is competitive argumentation. In practice, most competitive arguments have a certain
"king of the mountain.' form. One shows that a hypothesis accounts for certain facts, and that
certain variations or alternatives to the hypothesis. while not without empirical merit, are flawed in
some way. That is, the argument shows that its hypothesis stands at the top of a mountain of
evidence, then proceeds to knock the competitors down. Two examples of competitive arguments
will br. presented so that the remaining discussion of the validation problem can be conducted on a
more concrete footing.

An argument for one-disjunct-per-lesson

Consider the first felicity condition listed a moment a o. A morn precise statement of it is:
Lean ing a lesson introduces at most one new disjunct into a rocedure. hi procedures, a disjunction
may take many forms. e.g.il a conditional branch (if-then-else). This felicity condition asserts that
learners will only learn a conditional if each branch (disjunct) of the :conditional is taught in a
separate lessoni.c., the then-part in one lesson, and the else -part] in another.

The argument for the felicity condition hinges on an indcpcnd4tly motivated hypothesis:
mathematical procedures are learned inductively. They are gtineralized from examples. There is an
important philosophical-logical theorem concerning induction If a gcniralization (a procedure, in
this case) is allowed to have arbitrarily many disjuncts, then 41 inductive ?earner can identify which
gcncraittation it is being taught only if it is given all possible examples, both positive, and negative.

kiThis is phr;...ally impossible in most interesting domains, inc uding this one. If inductive learning
is to bear even a rCmotc resemblance ro human learnin , disjunctions must be constrained.
Disjunctions are one of the inherent problems of knowledge communication that were mentioned
earlier.

Two classic methods of constraining disjunctions are (i) to: bar disjunctions from
generalizations, and (ii) to bias the learner in favor of gcncrali Lions withithc fewest disjuncts. The
felicity condition is a new method. It uses extra input informa 'on, the lesion boundaries, to control
disjunction. Thus, there arc three competing hypotheses for cvlaining hqw human learners control
disjunction (along with several other hypotheses that won't be mentioned here); (i) no-disjunctions,

i
I
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(ii) fewest-disjuncts, and (iii) one-disjunct-per-lesson.

Competitive argurri;entation involves evaluating the entailments of each of the three
hypotheses. it can be shdwn that the first hypothesis should be rejected because it forces the theory
to make almard assumptions about the student's initial set of conceptsthe primitive concepts ft5.n
which procedures are built. The empirical predictions of the .ether two hypotheses are identical.
given the lesson scquoces that occur in the data, so more subtle arguments arc needed to
differentiate between them. here are two:

(I) The one-disjunct-perlesson hypothesis explains why lesson sequences have the structure that
they do. If the fewest-disjuncts hypothesis were true, then it would simply be an accident
that lesson boundaries :all exactly where disjuncts were being Introduced. The one-disjunct-
per.lcsson hypothesis explains a fact (lesson structure) that the fewest disjuncts hypothesis
does not explain.

(2) The fewest-disjuncts hypothesis predicts that students would learn cqually well from a
"scrambled" lesson sequence. To form a scrambled lesson sequence, all the examples in an
existing lesson sequence are randomly ordered then chopped up into hour-long lessons. Thus,
the lesson boundaries fall at arbitrary points. (To avoid a confound. the scrambling should
not let examples from late lessons come before examples from early lessons.) The fewest-
disjuncts hypothesis predicts that the bugs that students acquire from a scrambled lesson
sequence would be the same as the bugs they acquire from the unscrambled lesson sequence.
This empirical prediction needs checking. If it is false. as 1 am sure it is. then the fewest-
disjuncts hypothesis can be rejected on empirical as well as explanatory grounds.

This brief competitive argument sketchs the kind of individual support that each of the theory's
hypotheses should be given. Such argumentation seems essential for demonstrating the
psychological validity of a theory of this complexity.

However, many hypotheses of the theory are so removed from empirical predictions that it is
difficult to show that they are well-motivated. This is particularly true with the hypotheses that
define the representation used for the student's procedural knowledge. AI models of cognition
invariably use some knowledge representation language. It is widely recognized that the architecture
of the knowledge representation has subtle, pervasive effects on the model and the model's
empirical accuracy. Despite this belief. most discussions of knowledge representation have been
conducted on non-empirical grounds. (e.g., Can the knowledge representation cleanly express the
distinction between the generic concept "elephant," the set of all elc itisnts, and a prototypical
elephant?) Knowledge representations have been treated as notationc t mes, but they can be
taken as theoretical assertions. It is clear that the mind contains information, and it is plausible that
that information is structured. As Fodor (1975) points out, it makes sense to ask if the stricture of
the nard's information is thf.same as the structure of the model's information, where the structure
of the model's information Is defined by the knowledge representation language. It is just as
sensical and important to ask whether hypotheses of knowledge representation are psychologically
true as it is to ask whether hypotheses of learning or problem solving processes are psychologically
true, However, it is considerably more difficult to ascertain the truth of hypothcscs zr knowledge
representation since their Impact on observable predictions is often quite indirect.

A major goal of the present research is to provide empirical arguments defending each
principle of the theory. ;nduding the principles that define the knowledge representation. The
arguments for the knowledge representation are intricate and depend crucially on other, more easily
defended principles, such as the felicity conditions. The following section sketches one of the
simplest arguments.

1?
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One-disjunct-per-lesson entails a goal stack

The argument starts with the one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis, brings in some data. and
concludes that students' procedures employ goal stacks. A goal stack allows a procedure to be
recursive. For instance. a recursive procedure for doing borrowing is:

--, Regroup (C)
1. Add 10 to the top digit of column C.
2. BorrowFrom (the next column to the left of C).

BorrowFrom (C)
1. If the top digit of column C is zero, then Regroup (C).
2. Decrement the top digit of column C by one.

li has two goals. Regroup and 8or rowF rom, both taking a column as an argument. This
procedure generates the following problem state sequence:

4 4 9
a. 5 013 b. 51013 c. 51013 d. 51013 ...........

- ,66 - 66 - 8 6 - 6 6 ....
States b and c result ftom a recursive invocation of the go41 Regroup. A goal stack is needed to
maintain the distinction between the two invocations of Regroup so that, for instance, the
invocation of18orrowF rom on the hundreds column (yielding state c) returns to the right
invocation of Regroup. This recursive procedure can borrow across arbitrarily many zeros*, e.g.,

. 4 4 9 4 9 9
a, 5 0 oip b. 6.01013 c. 6101013. d. 5101013 e. 5101013 f. 5101013

- 86 - 66p - 66 - 66 - 66 - 6 6.. , .
. _

The problem state sequences just given are exactly how many students borrow across zero. But this
does not prove that they have a recursive borrowing procedure. They could, for instance, have a*
borrow Procedure with two loops: one loop moves left, adding tens to zeros: the second loop moves
right, decrementing as it goes:'

Regroup (C) -a
1. OriginalC 4- C.
2. Add 10 to the top digit of column C.
3. C 4- the next column to the left of C. .,

4. If the top digit of column C is zero, go to step 2.
5. Decrement the top digit of column C.
6. C <- the next column to the right of C.
7. If C*OriginalC then go to step 5.

This two-loop procedure is not recursive. A goal stack is not needed to interpret it. So, two very
different procedural structures are both consistent vk ith student problem solving behavior. The one-
disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis provides a way to tell which knowledge structure students have.

...

* The maximum depth that the goal stack achieves while solving a problem is proportional to the
number of coos in the problem. Since students can solve problems with arbitrarily many zeros, the
goal stack has no apparent maximum dc.ptll. Evidently, this goal stack is not the same as the one(s)
that are hypothesized to underlie other kii.ds of cognition. e.g., parsing center - embedded English
sentences such as R. Stallman's pun, 'the bug the Mouse the cat ate bit bites."
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The recursive procedure has one disjunction: the conditional statement in Bar rowf ram. The
two-loop procedure has two disjunctiors: the conditional statements on lines 4 and 7. This is not
an accident. Any two-loop procedure must have two disjunctions. one to terminate each loop. A
recursive procedure can 'always get away with one disjunction. In essence. the goal stack
automatically performs the second. right-moving loop as it pops.

Since only one disjunct is introduced per lesson. and the two procedures have different
disjunctions. the two procedures will require different lesson sequences in order to be learned. In
particular. the recursive procedure can be learned with a single lesson. assi ming that the liarn,cr
already knows how to borrow from nonv.cro digits (i.e., the student can solve 57-9). The lesson
would have examples such as the problem state sequences given above. On the other hand, the
two-loop procedure could only he learned using two les.sons. The first lesson would introduce just
the kit- moving loop. It might use an cxamplc such as

a. 6 0 013 b. 6 01013 c. 6101013
- $ 8 - $ 8 - $ 8

which only does part of regrouping and stops. The second leSson would complete the teaching of
the procedure by showing how to do the right-moving loop. It might use an cxamplc such as

4 49 4 9 9
a. 6 0 013 b. 6 01013 c. 6101013 d. 6101013 e. 6101013 f. 6101013

- 8 6 - 88 - 8$ - 86 - 86
,
. .

At this point in the argument, a difficult knowledge structure issue has been reduced to an entirely
empirical question: if students have a two-loop kocedure, then they must have bccn taught it with
a lesson sequence like the two-lesson sequence above. On the other .hand, if the single-lesson
sequence is the only one in use. then students must have a recursive procedure. Now for the punch
line: No subtraction curriculum that I have examined uses the twolesson sequence. The curricula
all use the other one. The data support the hypothesis that students have a recursive borrowing
procedure, and hence, a goal stack. .

An important hypothesis about knowledge representation has bccn supported by an
entailment of the one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis in conjunction with a simple empirical
observation. Discovering such entailments is perhaps the most important contribution that this
research has to make. Most of this docunient is devoted to describing them. (In particular, two
other arguments supporting the goal-stack hypothesis will be presented.) However, these arguments
are often quite a bit more complex than the ones given above. The bug data arc particularly .-icky,
which is why they have bccn avoided here. ComOlex inferences arc a steep price (witness the
length of this document!). Arc they really necessary, or is there a "shallow" theory, one with more
easily tested assertions, that will account for learning in this. domain? I think not. The next
subsection explains why.

Why not use a shallow theory?

The complexity in tile theory's verification derives from the ambition that problem salving
knowledge be described ii enough detail to actually solve problems. To see this, consider the fate
of a particular shallow theory, one of a class of stochastic learning models that explairk the
ubiquitous learning curves of skill acquisition (see Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981, for a review). A
typical model has a pool of responses, some correct and some incorrect. The subject's response is
drawn probabilistically from this pool. Learning curves arc explained by simple functions which
add or replace items in the pool depending on the reinforcement given the learner. Consider what

19
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it would mean to apply such a model literally to learning the skill )iistibtfaction. A subtraction
response is a sequence of writing actions. Let's say that each time # student observes the teacher's
examples or answers a subtraction exercise correctly, the action: eil"ticirc; is added to the pool. To
answer a problem, the .student merely draws an action acquence from the pool and executes it
Clearly, the student's solution would hau(little to do with the problem. and there would never be
any learning. The model makes an absurd prediction. Although one could augment the model by
associating stimuli patterns with each action sequence in the pool, its clear that there arc far too
many subtraction problems for this to work. Onc would have to postulate a matcher that finds the
closest pool item to the problem. At last we have something that has a prayer of predicting the
data. But now all the interesting theoretical machinery is hiding in the matcher. Many learning
phenomena can be generated just by manipulating the matcher and the encoding it uses for the
stimuli. The shallowness of he theory has vanished. :To validate the architecture of the matcher
and the representation of stimuli would require the kin s of deep inferences that this approach was
supposed to avoid. The only way to get a shallow- mo el to work that 1 can sec is to ignore the
details of the response that the subjects make. and ,sim ,ly classify their response as right or wrong.
This gross description allowed the stochastic models to predict the appropriate learning curves with
some degree of accuracy. This simplification to one bit responses, right versus wrong. characterizes
much research on skill acquisition and virtually all educational research on mathematical skills.

It was just shown thaea shallow theory w-oidd not work for this d Qiik That's unfortunate.
When theories are shallow. then argumentation is easy, In a sense, the data do a arguing for you.
Most experimental psychology is like this. The arguments arc so direct that the &t.,' place they can
be criticized is at the bottom, where th t raw data is interpreted as findings. Expaimehtal design
and data analysis techniques are therefore of paramount importance. The reasoning from finding to
theory is often short and impeccable. On the other hand. when theories are deep in that the
derivation of predictions from remote structures is long and complex, argumentation becomes
lengthy and intricate. However, the effort spent in forging them is often repaid when the
arguments last longer than the theory. Indeed, each argument is almost a microtheory. An
argument's utility may often last far longer than the utility of the theory it supports.. (For examples,
see the disci__oion of crucial facts in VanLehn, Brown & Greeno, in press) As an illustration of the
transition from shallow to deep theories, linguistics provides a particularly good example.

From shallow theories and deep non-theorle4 towards deep theories

Prior to Chomsky, syntactic theories were rather shallow and almost taxonomic in character.
The central concern was to tune a graimatio cover all the sentences in a given corpus. Arguments
between alternative grammars could be evahiated by determining which sentences in the corpus
could be analyzed by each When Chomsky reshaped syntax by postulating abstract remote
structures, namely a base mmiar and transformations. argumentation .had to become much more
subtle. Since transformati ns interacted with each other and the base grammar in complex ways, it
was difficult to evaluat9 Impact of alternative formulatidns of rules. Theories of
syntax changed consta qy and gradually as interactions are unccvered. What has been retained
from the early days i not whole theories, but a loosely defined collection of crucial facts and
arguments.

As Moravcsik has pointed out (Moravcsik, 1980). Chomskyan linguistics is virtually alone
among the social sciences in employing deep theories. Moravcsik labels theories "deep" (without
implying any depth in the normative sense) if they "refer to many layers of unobservables in their
explanations.... 'Shallow' theories are those that try to stick as close to the obscrvables as possible,
[and] aim mostly at correlations between observablcs.... 'the history of the natural sciences like
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physics, chemistry, and biology is a clear record of the success story of 'deep' theories.... When we
come to the social sciences, we encounter a strange anomaly. For while there is a lot of talk about
aiming to be 'scientific,' one finds in the social sciences a widespread and unargued-foi predilection
for 'shallow" theories of the mind." (Moravcsik, 1980, pg. 28)

Al-based modelling efforts are certainly deep in that they postulate remote structures and
mechanisms that are quite unobservable. lloweNer, very few sffqrts. if any, could be called proper
theories. They lack arguments connecting their remote structures to empirical findings. In one
sense, the history of Al-based cognitive iescarai is the dial of linguistics' history. 'Iliniughout its
history, linguistics has had a strong empirical tradition. Only lately has it adopted deep theorizing.
On the other hand, Al has always had a strong tradition of deep modelling, and only recently has it
begun to connect its models to observations. The present research effort is intended to be another
step in that direction putting Al-based, deep models "on firm empirical footings.

1.3 Overview of the theory and the document

The preceding sections indicated the kind of skill acquisition under study, sketched a few
hypotheses about it, and discussed the validation method. This section summarizes the research
project by listing its main components.

(1) Learning model. The first component is a learning model; a large, AI-based computer
program. Its input is a lesson sequence. Its lutput_ is the set of bugs that are predicted to occur
among students taking the curriculum represented by the given lesson sequence. The program,
named Sierra, has two main parts: (i) The learner learns procedures from lessons. (ii) The solver
applies a procedure to solve test problems. The solver is a revised version of the one used to
develop repair theory (Brown & VanLchn, 1980). The learner is similar to other AI programs that
learn procedures inductively. For instance, ALCX (Neves, 1981) learns procedures for solving
algebraic equations given examples similar to ones appearing in algebra textbooks. Lix (Mitchell et.
al., 1983) starts with a trial-and-error procedure for solving integrals and evolves a more efficient
procedure as it solves practice exercises. Sierra's learner is similar to LEX and ALEX in some ways
(e.g., it tses disjunction-free induction). It differs in other ways (e.g., it uses lesson boundaries
crucially, while the instruction input to ALEX and LEX is a homogeneous sequence of examples and
exercises). In particular, Sierra is the first AI learner to use rate constraints (described in the next
chapter). As a piece of Al, Sierra's learner is a modest contribution. Of course, the goal of this
research is not to formulate new ways that AI programs caii learn.

(2) Data from human learning. The data used to test the theory come from scycral sources:
the Buggy studies of 2463 students learning to subtract muitidigit numbers (Brown & Burton, 1978;
VanLehn, 1982), a study of 500 students learning to add fractions (Tatsuoka & Bailie, 1983), and
various studies of algebra errors (Greeno, 1982; Wenger, 1983). The data from subtraction play the
most prominent role since they derive from the largos( sample and the most objective analysis
methods. Bugs from the other procedural skills play the secondary,.but still important role of
testing the across-task generality of the theory. As of this writing, only the subtraction data have
eon analyzed. A formal assessment of the theory's task-generality must be delayed for another

rep

(3)' 4 comparison of the model's predictions to the data The major empirical criterion for
the theory is Rbservational adequacy: (1) the model should generate all the correct and buggy
procedures that human learners exhibit, and (ii) the model should not generate procedures that
IearneTs do not acrOirc, i.e., star bugs. Althgugh observational adequacy is a standard criterion for
gencritive theories o6atural language spit*, this is th! first Al learning theory to use it.
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(4) A set of hypotheses As mentioned above, early Al-based theories of cognition used
only the three components listed so far: a model, sonic data, and a coMparison of some kind. Such
an "explanation" of intelligent human behavior amounts to substituting one black box, a complex
computer program, for another, the human mind. Recent work in automatic programming and
program verification suggests a better way tc use programs in cognitive theories: The theorist
develpps a set of specifications for the model's performance. These serve as the theory's hypotheses
about. the cognition being modelled. 'Me model tecomes a tool for calculating the predictions
made by the combined hypotheses. The present theory has 32 such hypotheses. The felicity
conditions listed earlier are three of the 32. The goal stack hypothesis is another. .

(5) A demonstration that the model generates all and only the predictions allowed by the
hypotheses. Such a demonstration is necessary to insure that the success or failure of the model's
predictions can be blamed on the theory's hypotheses and not on the mol'l's implementation.
Ideally, I would prove, line-by-line, that the model satisfies the hypotheses. This just isn't practical
for a program as complex as Sierra. However: what has been done is to design Sierra for
transparency instead of efficiency. For instance, Sierra uses several generate-and-test loops where
the tests are hypotheses of the theory. This is much less efficient than building the hypotheses into"
the generator.* But it lends credeve to the claim that the model generates exactly the predictions
allowed by the hypotheses.

. .

(6) A set of arguments one for each hypothesis, that shows why the hypothesis should be in
the theory. and what would happen if it were replaced by a competing hypothesis This involves
showing how each hypothesis, in the context of its interactions with the others, increases

observational adequacy, or 'reduces degrees of fteedom, or improves the adequacy of the theory in
some other way. The objective is to analyze why these particular hypotheses produce an empirically
successful theory. This comes out best in competitive argumentation. Each of the 32 hypotheses of
the theory has survived a competitive argument

The structure of the remainder of this document

The next chapter presents the model (component 1 in the list above) and discusses its
observational adequacy (component 3). The remaining chapters present the hypotheses of the
theory (component 4) and the arguments supporting them (component 6). They are grouped into
three levels:

1. The architecture level establishes the basic relations between lesson sequences and the acquired
skill. The acquired skill is sometimes calldd a core procedure because it cannot be directly
observed. The architecture level also establishes the, basic relations between the core
procedure and observable behavior during problem solving. Such behavior is sometimes
called the surface procedure dzspite,the fact that it is occasionally rather non-procedural in
character. The felicity conditions and the hypotheses defining local problem __.solving are
defined in the architecture level. These hypotheses are expressed without using a formal
representation for core procedures. This allows the architecture level's hypotheses to be
defended at a relatively high lbvel of detail using broad, general observations about the
character of learning and problem solving in this domain.

It takes Sierra about 150 hours of Dorado time to process a single subtractfoi. lesson sequence.
However, Sierra is a multiprocessor program that can be run unattended at night using as many
°Dorados as it can find on our,local Ethernet. It sometimes takes only a few days to process a lesson
sequence, This style of research would be infeasible without networks of fast Lisp machines, such
as the Dorado.
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i. The repres.e7itation Tilevel defines a formal representation for core procedures. The
. representation le\tref takes the 'architecture level as given, then uses the data to settle

i
j % 1

representational *ues. From another viewpoint, the hypotheses of the representation act as
. absolute constraint on learning and problem solving (as opposed to relative constraints).

Given a particular,lesson sequence, these absolute constraints determine a large space of
possible core procedures that could be acquired from it.

. .-
1

3. "Ibe. bins- li-ri ,establishes relative constraints on learning and problem sohing. Whereas the
representation kvel 'defines a space of possible core procedures, the bias level defines an
ordering relation over the core procedures in the space and states that learners choose core
procedures that art maximal in this ordering. '111e bias level takes both of the higher levels as
given. ...

The three levels can be introduced by drawing analogies to secral prominent traditions in cognitive
science. The architecture level is like a Piagctian theory in its brqad-bnish treatment of cognition,
The representational level is like a Chomskyan theory of syntax in that it is concerned with the
structure of mentally held information, The bias level is like Newell and Simon's theory of human
problem solving in its attention to dcwiled individual behAvior and its use of computer simulations.
Each level has its own, objectives, and each uses the data in different ways.

These three levels contain mostly competitive argumentation, and their format refects this.
Ilach chapter argues a single issue. The chapter begins by laying out the competing hypotheses. It
indicates which hypothesis is ultimately chosen for inclusion in the theory. The body of the chapter
shows why the other hypotheses lead to a less adequate theory. The chapter ends with a summary
of the arguments and a formal statement of the adopted hypothesis. Chapter introductions and

'conclusions have been written so that they can be understood without reading the chapter's body.
As a further aid to browsing readers, each level has a summary chapter that synopsizes the
arguments and hypotheses discussed in the level, These summaries may be read without having'
read the tette] itself.

In addition to producing .a six-component theory, the research produced a few surprises,
Mentioning one of them is perhaps a fitting end for this introductory chapter,

Felicity conditions > teleological\ rationalizations

From the outset of this research, it was clear that learning depended strongly on the examples
used in instruction. It was also.clear that learning could not depend solely on the examples. Some
other kind of information had to be involved. The issue was, what information was being provided
by the curriculum, and what information did the student already have? A highly plausible
hypothesis was that learners possessed teleological rationalizations as prior knowledge. Teleological
rationalizations express the learner's presupposition that procedures have purposes and hence that
the "right" generalization of the examples to make is the one that leads to a procedure with
recognizable purposes for each of its parts. So, the learner acquires only subprocedures whose
content rn be rationalized vis a vis the learner's general notions of purposes for prOcedures. For
instance, a simple rationalization is one that views a new step (subprocedure) as preparation for an
already; known step (Goldstein's "setup step" schema, 1974).

This view was comfortably in line with the common view that a procedure can be learned only
'to the extent that It is meaningful to the learner. Here, teleological rationalizations expressed the
meaning that learners give procedures. The rationalizations may not impart the correct semantics
(the semantics the teacher intended), so the procedure acquired may not be a correct one. Yet they
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do give the procedure some kind of semantics.

The view that learning is necessarily meaningfUl seems now to be false for the present
domain. i was unable to detect any widely held teleological rationalimtions. Moreover, those that I
guessed might be held, peithaps scattered idiosyncratically in the population, did `not constrain
acquisition enough to explain the data. On the other hand. certain felicity conditions were
dist:tn.:red that were strong enough to eliminate many of the ambiguities that teleological
rationalimtions were supposed to settle. Although I had guessed a few felicity conditions some
years ago. I was surprised to discover the showwork principle, and even more surprised to sec how
much constraint tht: felicity conditions placed on learning. Not only do the felicity conditions do as
much or more work than teleological rationalizations, they appear to be held by all individuals,
while the set of teleological rationalizations would have to be subject to individual differences. To
top it, oft the new felicity conditions are much simpler than teleological rationalizations. For
several reasons, therefore, teleological rationalizations have been excluded from the theory. It
currently seems that rationalization of subprocedures might be more in the mind of the observer
(me) than in the student's mind.

Omitting teleological rationalizations in favor of felicity conditions changes the overall
character of the learning theory. Teleological rationalizations could give the acquired procedure a
irkaning, albeit a potentially incorrect meaning, by relating it to general teleological knowledge
alieut procedures. The felicity conditions and the constraints on representation essentially allow the
procedure to be built from primitives in apparent isolation from other knowledge. This result is
coisonant with the widely held impression that mathematical procedures are often understood
syritactically (Resnick, 1982). It tends to refute the also common view that procedures can only be

1

lea ned if they have some meaning for the learner.
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Chapter 2
Sierra, the Model

This chapter concerns the model, a computer piogram namcd Sierra. The term "model" is
used in a narrow way to mean an artifact whose stns Lure and performance 14, similar, in certain
ways. to the cognition tinder study. Under this usage. "model" is not synonymous with "theory."
The model is a thing; the cognition is a thing; the theory asserts how the two things relate. In
physics. a model is usually a system of equations, which the theory relates to the physical system
being studied. A physical theory might say, for instance. which variables in the model are
measurable, which equations represent natural laws, and which equations "represent boundary
conditions that are idiosyncratic to particular experiments. Of 4ourse, theories include much more
than just assertions. This theory includes, for instance, a tacit set of distinctions or ways of
analyzing the cognition. It includes an analysis of how the data and the model's performance relate.
It includes, of course. the hypotheses and the Competitive arguments that support them. Indeed,
everything in this document is included in the theory. This chapter, however, merely describes the
model.

# Al-based models- are plagued with a methodological problem that occurs in mathematical
models as well, although it is less severe there. A typical mathematical model has parameters whose
values are chosen by the experimenter in such a way that the model's predictions fit the data as
closely as possible. Certain parameters, often called task parameters, encode features of the
experimental task (e.g., what kind of stimulus material is used). Other parameters. called subject
parameters. encode aspects of individual subjects' cognition or performance. There are other kinds
of parameters as well. The difference between the parameters lies in how they are used in fitting
the model's predictions to the data. Subject parameters may be given a different value for each
subject. Task parameters get a different value for each experimental task, but that value is not
permitted to vary across individual subjects. When Al-based models have been used for cognitive
simulations, there has often been considerable obscurity in the boundary between what is meant to

,
- be true of all subjects, and what is meant to be true of a particular subject. Often, the same

knowledge base (rule set or 'whatever) is used for both subject parameters and task parameters. Yet
it is critical that theories, even jf they use non-numeric parameters, identify which of the model's
components and principles are universal, which are task specific, and which may be tailored to the
individual. But this is just the beginning of the problem. Even if the kind of tailorins has been
clearly delineated as universal, task, subject, or whatever, there remains a difficult issue of
determining how much influence the theorist can exert over the model's predictions by
manipulating the

of
values. In a mathematical model, such power is often measured by

counting degrees of freedom or performing a sensitivity analysis. For models whose "parameters"
are knowledge bases or rule sets, there is, as yet. no equivalent measure of tailorability. It is crucial,
howe'ver, that the tailorability of such models be better understood. A model whose fit to the data
depends on the cleverness of the theorist writing the rules doesn't really tell us much of interest.
Understanding Sierra's tailorability and reducing it have been major concerns in developing this
theory. Reduced tailorability is as much a goal for the theory as observational adequacy. Many of
the hypotheses that are presented in later chapters are adopted just because they reduce 'the
tailorabillty of the model.

In addition to describing the model, this chapter discusses its observational adequacy and
tailorability in the context of one particular experiment, called the Southbaylexperiment, wherein
1147 subtraction students were tested. As Sierra is described, its various parameters will be
illustrated by mentioning the values that they are given in tailoring the predictions to fit the
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Southbay data. The effects of varying. these %alms will also be discussed as a rough sensitivity
analysis of the model. The last section of the chapter assesses the observational adequacy of the
model with respect to the Southbay data. This section is the or.ly place in the document where
observational adequacy will actually be measured, and for good reason. Hating produced the
numbers. it will be argued that there are no magic thresholds for such measurements. One can't tull
from the numbers whether the theory is good or bad. Measuring observational acicquacy is only
useful for comparing the then y to other theories, and in particular. for comparing it w other
versions of itself. That is, observational adequacy is useful primarily as'an empirical criterion for
competitive argumentation. Although it is inteiesting to go through a full.fledged measurement of
observational adequacy, once is enough. Thereafter. observational adequacy will be used only as
part of competitive argumentation.

This chapter presents the model, Sierra, in enough detail that it can be duplicated. At one
pointohis document had a separate chapter for this purpose, However. it became so redundant
with this chapter that.the two were merged. Meeting this objective sometimes involves presenting
technical details that are theoretically irrelevant. but necessary for understanding how Sierra works.
The reader may skim over these details. For reading the remaining chapters, it suffices to grasp just
the broad outline of Sierra. In particular. only sections 2.1 and 2.2 arc really necessary; the others
can be skipped on a first reading. What this chapter does not do is to justil), the model.
Motivpting, justifying and explaining why the model is the way it is these are proper functions
for competitke argumentation. Competitive argumentation is the province of the remaining
chapters.

2.1 The top level of Sierra

Sierra generates the theory's predictions about a certain class of experiments. In order to
understand ,the way Sierra makes predictions, it helps to first understand the experiments. Tlie
experiments use the folkiwing procedure. For each school district, the experimenter ascertains what
textbooks are used in teaching the given skill and when it is scheduled to be taught. In the case of
the Soon bay experiment, subtraction was taught from the middle of the second grade to the end of
the founn grade: Classrooms and testing dates are selected so as to sample this time span fairly
evenly Next, the experimenter meets with the participating teachers in order to brief them and to
give thelh Wank test forms. such as the one in figure 2-1. Soon thereafter, the teachers hand out
the test sheets to their students, who work them alone with no time limit. The teacher collects the
test sheets and mails them to the experimenter for analysis. An important point to notice is the
temporal relationship between the administration of the test and the episodes of lesson.learning.
Suppose that a certain curriculum has ten lesson, call them, L1, L2, L3, ... L10. Some of the students
have taken only lesson Li at the time they are tested, while other students have taken only L1 and
I2, and so forth. Although a few students have taken the whole lesson sequence.at the time they
were tested, many data come from students who have traversed only a prefix of the lesson sequence.

This motivates the top"-level design of Sierra, which is sketched in figure 2 -2. Sierra's major
components are called the learner and the solver. Sierra's learner is given a lesson, L1 and an initial"
knowledge state, ,KS0. (Actually, it is given formal representations of L1 and KS0. The formal
representations will be discussed later.) The learner produces a new knowledge state. KS1. It may
produce more than one knowledge state, but just one is shown in the diagram for simplicity's sake.

, In order to generate predictions about students who have only taken L1, KS1 is given to Sierra's
solver along with (a formal representation of) a diagnostic test, T. The solver produces a se:, of
solved tests, ST1. Each solved test in ST1 represents a testable prediction about student behavior.
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Subtraction Test

Name

Teacher
. ., .

o

647
- 45

...11

23

Grade

Date

835, 83 8305
-205 -44 - 3

50 562 742 106
- 2a-, -- 3 - 136 - 70

.

r

716 1564 6591 311
-598 - 887 -2697. -214

0

1813
- 215

10'2
1,0 39

,

I.

b

9007 4015
- 6880 607

702 2006 10012 8001
-108 - 42 - 214 - 43

Figure 2-1
One of the test forms used to collect the subtraction data.. ..
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Figure 2-2
The top level of Sierra

Figure 2-2 shows that KSI is also given to Sierra's learner along with lesson I.Z. The learner
produces KS2, ,which corresponds to the knowledge state of students who have seen the first two
lessons of the sequence before being tested. KS2 is passed to the solver and processed in the same
way that KSI was. This produces predictions about the performances of students who have taken
the first two lessons. Similarly, predictions are produced for students at all other stages of training,
including students who have completed the lesson sequence.

The model's predictions are the sets of solved tests, the STi. In principle, they could be
compared directly to observed test solutions, the ones mailed in by the teachers. For several
mundane reasons, this not practical. Several test form's are used in the schools in order to thwart
students who look at their neighbor's paper. If the ST1 were to be compared directly to the
observed test solutions, Sierra would have to be run many times, each with a different test form as
T. Also, direct comparison of test solutions would have to deal with the slips that students make.
A single facts error (e.g., 7-5=3) would prevent an observed test solution from matching a
predicted test solution. Some model of slip-based "noise" would have to be applied in the
matching process. Even if such a slip model were quite rudimentary, it would have to be carefully
and objectively parameterized lest it cause Sierra to be unfairly evaluated. Debuggy is used to solve
these problems. Debuggy is equipped to deal with multiple test forms and with slip-based noise
(see Burton, 1981). Its slip model, which was developed long before this theory, has been carefully
honed in the process of analyzing thousands of students' work, Debuggy is used to analyze both
predicted and observed test soluitions. When Debuggy analyzes a solved test, it redescribes the test
solution as a set of bugs. Sometimes the set is a singleton, but often a test solution, even one
generated by the model, requires several bugs to accurately describe its answers. Given these bug
sets, matching is simple. A predicted test solution matches an observed test solution if Debuggy
converts both to the same set of bugs.

This way of comparing test solutions has an added benefit. It aftbrds a natural definition of
partial matching: two test solutions partially match if the intersection of their bug sets is non-
empty. Partial matching is a useful investigative tool. For instance, if the model generates a test
solution whose bug set is {A 8), and there is a test solution in the data whose bug set is {A B C },
then partial matching allows one to discover that the model is accounting for most of the student's

4 behavior, but the student has a bug C that the model does not generate. If the two solveil tests
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Were compared directly, they would not match at all (say), yielding the experimenter no clue as to
what is wrong. So comparing sobed tests via Dcbuggy not only handles multiple test forms and
noise. it promotes a deeper understanding of the empirical qualities of the model.

Sierra has a natural internal chronology. KS2 is necessarily produced after KS,. Perhalus
chronology makes true temporal predictions. in the Southbay experiment, for instance, the testing
dates and the textbooks arc known, so the approximate locations of each student in the lesson
sequence can he inferred. It would be remarkable if an Sri matched only the test solutions of
students between the lessons corresponding to I., and 1.1+1. Longitudinal data could even be
-predicted,--proNtddith-atthe model ischir%cidslightly*. Given that a student's test solution
matched a solved test in ST,. one could predict that a later test solution would have matched some
test in STS for j>1. In fact, one may be able to predict that the second test would have to match

.

'certain tests of the Sr because only those test solutions arc derived from the knowledge state KS,
that the student seemed to have at the time of the first test. Although Sierra was not designed for

'itt Sierra can make predictions about the chronology of skill acquisition.

Even a cursory examination of the data reveals that such chro:.ological predictions would turn
out rather poorly. Partly. this is because the experiments didn't carefully assess chronological
factors. Although the general locations of students in the curricula were recorded, there is no way
to know an individual's case history in any detail. in the Southbay experiment, for instance, some
young students who had only taken the first few subtraction lessons could already subtract perfectly.
' erhaps they learned at home or with special tutoring from the teacher. Keeping careful track of
how much instruction students actually receive Is. of course, a major problem in any longitudinal
study. 6That is why I have concentrated On an a-chronological account el skill acquisition.

Even if excellent longitudinal data were available, I doubt that Sierra's prediction of them
would be anywhere near the mark. Daiically, this theory attacks only half of school-house learning:
knowledge communication. Knowledge compilation is the other half. It deals with tuning,
restructuring and other changes hi the memory trace that occur with practice, Knowledge
compilation undoubtedly affects the chronology of skill acquisition. Since Sierra doesn't model
practice eflbcts, it would be wild to take its chronology seriously as a reflection of the chronology of
human learning.

The model's empirical quality is measured in an a-thronological way. All the STi are simply
unioned. This creates a large set of predicted solved tests call u PST. Similarly, the observed
solved tests are collected together into a large set, call it OST, with' tit regards to when the students
were tested. The solved tests in both PST and OST are redescribed as bug sets using Debuggy.
Empirical quality is measured by their overlap:

OSTrIPST is the set of confinned predictions. It should be large.

OST PST is the set of observed behaviors that the model doesn't account for. It should be small.

PSTOST is the Seta predictions that are not confirmed by the data. Some ofthese predictions will
be absurd: star bugs. There should be very few of these. The rest are outstanding
predictions, Further data may verify them. It doesn't matter how large the set of
outstanding predictions is, as long as its members are all plausible predictions.

* Diagnostic testing undoubtedly has some effect on a student's knowledge state. If the model were
used to make predictions about students who are tested twice, it would be advisable to route the
solver-modified KS, back up to the learner. This is not done in the current version of Sierra
because almost all of the data come from studentg who were tested just once. Some were tested
twice, but without intervening instruction.

.01
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'Ibis overlap-based measure is traditionally called observationpl adequacy. It is the only empirical
measure that is used in validating the present theory.

, I

This section describes the way that the main parts of the model -- the learner. the solver, the
the and the ST, hook together. It also-de sc-ribot,the-way-thati-ihe.Ahcory:s-observational

adequacy is assessed. With these frameworks in.hand. it's time to plungelilto a detailed description
of tie model. The first section describes the formal representations for lqs.lms and solved tests, the
L, and ttie ST. The next few sections describe the knowledge represeniaiion. the KS,. Then the
learner is described, with a slight pause of some general remarks about induction. The solver is
described next, but somewhat sketchily since it is substantially_ the same ps the one described in
Brown & Vanl.chii (1980). The last section reveals the observational adeppiacy of the theory, vis+
vis the Southbay experiment.

22 The representation of observables: lessons and diagnostic tests!

As mentioned, Sierra takes three inputs: (1) a lesson Iequdrice, L,, (i) a diagnostic test, T, and
(3) a student's initial knowledge state, KS0. Sierra's output is:a large set f solved. tests, the ST;.
Although the theorist must guess what the initial student knowledgestag the other inputs and
outputs represent observable quantities. Sierra's accuracy as model depends somewhat on how
these observable quantities arc formalized. This section discusses the repriesentations used for the
observables: lessons, tests, and solved tests. The formal definitions are tediously simple:

A lesson sequence is a list of lessons.
A lesson is a pair: it Is a list of examples followed by a list of exercises.
An example is a sequence of problem states.
An exercise is a single problem state.
A test is a list of exercises.
A solved test is a list of examples.
A problem slate is a set of symbol-position pairs, where a symbol's positidn is represented
by the Cartesian coordinates of the symbol's lower left corner and its upjer right corner.

Moptit.

These definitions all depend on the representation of problem states, so it is worth a moment to
C)CP line that definition in detail Problem state a (see below) represents b, and c represents d

a, ;;HEAR (12 17 20 17)) b, 6 0 7 c.
(- (12 17 14 19)) - 2 9
(6 (14 19 16 21))
(0 (16 19 18 21))
(7 (18 19 20 21))
(2 (16 17 .18 19)) d. 5x +1
(9 (18 17 20 19)))

(12 10 14 12))
(14 10 16 12))
(16 10 18 12))
(18 10 20 12)))

The formal representations, a and c, are sets of pairs. Each pair represents an instance of a symbol
at a place. The first element of the pair is the symbol, usually an alphanumeric character or a
special symbol like HBAR, which stands for a horizontal bar. The second element of the pair Is a
tuplc of four Cartesian ccrordinates that represent the symbol's position. 'hie details of representing
the symbol's position don't matter. The point is only that a problem Mate is little more than a
picture of a piece of paper or a chalkboard. It is not an interpretation or parsing of the symbols.
For instance, the problem state dots not force the model to treat 507-2 as two rows, or as three
columns, or as rows and columns at all. How the problem state is p rscd Is determined by a
component of the student knowledge state, called the grammar. Gramm rs are described in a later
section,
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Trading Hundreds First

Mom

There are 304 birds at the Lincoln Zoo.
126 birds are from North America.
How many s are from other places?

304 --.12 =

Need more
ones? Yes.
But no tens to
trade. Need
more tens.

304
7126

Trade 1

hundred for
10 tens.

27

Trade 1 ten
for 10 ones.

Subtract the ones.
Subtract the tens.
Subtract the
hundreds.

9 9

al al; 2 1014

$04126 126 126
178

304

Subtract.

- 126 = 178 178 birds are from other places.

1. 401 2. 205 3. 300 4. 102 5. 406
182 - 77 -151 - 4 - 28

6. 700 7. 608 8. 503 9. 900 10. 802
513 - 39 - 304 - 28 - 9

11. 806 12. 500 13. 407 14. 904 15. 600
747 439 - 8 - 676 - 89

16. 100 17. 306 18. 204 19. 600 20. 508- 56 - 197 -* 7 - 29 - 429

21. 402 - 16 22. 700 - 8 23. 900 - 101

Figure 2-3
A page from a third grade mathematics textbook.

(Bitter. CC.. Greenes. C.E., Sobel, M.A., Hill. S.A.. Maletsky, F..M., &Welt. G.. Schulman. L. &
Kaplan. 3. thGraw-Hill,ilatheinatics.New York: McGrau -Hill, 1981. Reproduced with permission.).
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How faithful are these 'formal representations to real curricula and .real diagnostic tests?
Faithfulness of tests is easy to obtain. F.arlier, in figure 2-1. a copy of one of the diagnostic tests
was presented. It can be quite faithfully icKcsented as a sequence of exercises (problem states).
Accurately rcriesenting a lesson is not so, simple, Figure 2-3 ir a black-and-white rendering of a
page from a third grade textbilbk. It is the first page of a two-page lesson that introduces
borrowing across zero. The less- le ds...off by posing a word-probleiw It -is followed-by-an
example. 304-126. The example nsists of four problem states. (In the texthook. the four
problem states are differentiated by our lightly colored boxes, whit.h are not reproduced here.)
The rest of the page contains exerc" es. However, the teacher undoubtedly works the first few
exercises on the chalkboard. In of pet, this converts the first few exercises into examples. The

containspage of the lesson contais more exercises and a few word problems.

Sierra's. lessons differ from 71 lessons in several ways. In keeping with the hypothisis that
knowledge communication, in is domain, is inductive, Sierra's examples lack the English
commentary that the real examples have. Its lessons also omit word problems, pictures and
analogies with concrete objects like coins or blocks. They have only examples and exercises. Figure
2-4 summarizes the formal lesson corresponding to the real lesson of figure 2-3. Figure 2-4a shows
the problem state sequence that represents the first example. On the assoMptions that the teacher
would work this example on the board, the intermediate problem states that are not pictured in the
textbook are shown in the formal version of the example. Figure 2-4b summarizes the whole
lesson. The formal lesson is considerably shorter than the real lesson: it has fewer examples
(probably} and many fewer exercises. Since Sierra is slow, I have kept the lessons as short as
possible. This makes it more difficult to keep the lessons faithful to the real lessons. In a set of
examples and exercises. there might be idiosyncratic features that happens to be held by all of them.
The difficulty is that the formal lesson might have different idiosyncracies than the real lesson.
Since Sierra's lamer is mildly sensitive to such idiosyneracies, this difference can't be ignored. So
insuring the faithfulness of lessons is not trivial.

A

a. 3 04
- 128

9
2 2,1$

b. %04 c. 244 d. IX4
-128 -128 -128

9 9 9 9
2))614 2414 2 .1614 2 014

e. 1%, f. /11 g. X jir h. I SY,
- 128 -128 -128 -128

8 78 178
B 9 11 '3

2)614 7 X 14 6 X17
a. IX, b, %JA c. %%7 d. 804 et 304 f. 800

-128 -368 - 28 -368 -188 - 44
178 468 679

Figure 2-4
A shows the first example of the lesson as a problem state sequence (omitting crossing-out actions).

B summarizes the three examples and three exercises that constitute the formal lesson.
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MODEL

How an individual lesson is represented was just discussed. A curriculum is formalized as a
sequence of lessons. Some of the tacit issues behind formalizing curricula are best discussed in the
context of specific cases. Two textbooks ivere used by the schools that participated in the Southbay
experiment: the 1975 edition of Scott-Foresman's Mathematics Around Us. and the 1975 edition of
Heath's Heath IFiementan, Matkenielks. From these textbooks three formai lesson sequences were
eventually derived. (This development is interesting partly because It is a clear case of tailoring a
parameter of the model) Some curricular features that at first seemed to be iniportant turned out
not to be. In particular, both textbooks introduce muiticolumn subtraction using special notational
devices that emphasize the columns and their names. Scott.Foresman labels the digits, as in a
below. then switches to column labels, as in b, then finally to standard notation, as in C.

a
3 tens 7 ones

b tens units C

37
5 ones 3 7 - 2

5
_tens oncS 3 1

Heath starts with b, then switches to c. Generally, the textbooks would stick with their first
notation until the second lesson on borrowing. Then they would shift to the next notation, and
teach the last few lessons over again using the new notation. Sierra's first formal lesson sequences
copied these notational excursions faithfully lines, words and all. it was found that these extra
markings made no significant difference in Sierra's predictions. When the extra markings were
omitted from the examples, the resulting core procedures generated the same bugs. This finding
suggests that the extra markings are included in the examples because they 'help students learn a
grammar for subtraction notation. Sierra is given a grammar instead of learning it (this is discussed
in the next section), so it receives no benefit from the extra markings. The lesson sequences that
were ultimately arrived at use only the standard notation (type c above). This makes them shorter,
saving Sierra time.

There are a few more minor differences between the real lesson sequences and the formal
ones that will be discussed later. A major difference, perhaps the most important difference, will be
discussed next. Figure 2-5 shows the lesson sequences for Heath (H) and for Scott-Foresman (SF).
Note that, both H and SF involve a special lesson on regrouping. (In the McGraw Hill lesson of
figure 2-3, this subskill is called "trading" instead of "regrouping.") The regrouping lesson is 1.3 in
H and Li in SF. The regrouping lesson does not teach how to answer subtraction problems per se.
It teaches how to do" a subprocedure, regrouping, that is later incorporated into the subtraction
procedure. It is possible that students may not understand that this regrouping lesson has anything
to do with subtraction. After all, students are being taught many other skills (e.g., addition) as they
are taught subtraction, yet few develop subtraction bugs by mistakenly incorporating lessons from
addition or other skills. Very little is known about how students filter irrelevant lessons out of a
skill's lesson sequence. But whatever this filter is, students may use it to filter out the regrouping
lesson as well as addition lessons. To test this, a third lesson sequence was constructed by deleting
the regrouping lesson from H. This lesson sequence, HB, turned out to be quite productive. It
generated eight observed bugs that would not otherwise have been generated*. So it seems that
some students take regrouping to be a part of subtraction and some don't. Lesson sequence HB is
included with the 'other two in generating the Southbay predictions.

* The observed bugs generated by HB alone arc: Borrow-Don't-Decrement-Zero-Unless13ottom-
Smaller, Borrow-Across-Second-Zero, Borrow-From-OneIsNine, Borrow-From-One-Is-Ten,
Borrow-From-Zero, Borrow- FromZero -Is -Ten, Stops-Borrow-At-Muitiple-Zero, Forget-Borrow-
Over-Blanks, and SmallerFrom-Larger-lnsteadof-Borrow -Unless-Bottom-Smaller.
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L1.

L2.
L3.
L4.

Ls.

B

Li.

L6.

Solving two columns.
Handling partial columns.
Regrouping.
Simple borrowing.
Solving three columns

%X
8 11

2 14$18 L7.
- 1 6 1

without borrowing.

2 14
L3.

4

L6.

1-1?!
I-10.

3 6:
- 4
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I

U. I 8
¶ 3

Handling non-final-partial
One borrow
Two adjacent
Borrowing
Borrowing

.U.

9
7
it ff if

)614

3 6 8

columns.
in three columns.
borrows (3 columns).

from zero (3 columns).
from multiple zeros.

4 13.
6% LS.

- 3 9
29,

- 1 5
1429

10

7 9' 171.t,
- 6 9 3

14
9 9

7 ;49 x114

- 1 2 9
1 9 7 7 5 8 3
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5 4 4 8 7876
L1. Regrouping.
L2. Borrowing in 3digit problem.
L3. Non-borrowing in 3digit problem.
L4. Borrowing in 4digit problem.
L5. Non-borrowing in 4digit problem.

L6i . Solving 3-columns, with one borrow.
L4. Adjacent borrows, in 4-column problem.
Lis. Borrowing from zero (4 columns).
L9. Borrowing from multiple zero.

Figure 2-5
(A) The H lesson sequence. (B) The SF lesson sequence.

Sample problems are shown above, topics are listed below.

Of the three inputs to the model the initial' knowledge state KS0, the test T, and the lesson
theL one that has the most effect or; the model's predictions is the lesson sequence.

In fact, for the Southbay experiment, only three runs of Sierra were used, one for each of H. SF
and HB. The same KS0 and T were used with each rim because they have very little effect on the
ultimate output.
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2.3 The representation of procedures .

This section discusses the representation of student knowledge. The particular repicientation
to IN described is the ninth in a series of repres.ntations. which began with a homebrew version of
the OPS2 production system 'language (Fore & McDermott. 1978). The present knowledge
rep reseiitationisvery mFtliFp..rd) lict7reitiliiiiiii honing. It is not a mere notation. It expresses
metrical i;ipotheses of the theory. This methodological stance deserves comment.

Every Al-based models of cognition that.. I know of has some kind of knowledge
representation language. Various kinds of paiduction Systems are common. for example. Often.
one reads that a theorist has revised a widely available language in order to make it "better" for the
model under 'development,, yet no theoretical claims are attached to .this implicit assertion of
optimality. The knowledge representation language is being treated as a mere notation that the
theorist may chafige at will in order to make it more convenient to use.

However, one often ices conjectures that the knowledge representation is more than a mere
notation (e.g., "We confess to a strong premonition that the actual organization of human programs
closely resembles the production system organization." Newell & Simon. 1972, pg. 803). Fodor
(1975) argues that such conjectures may be legitimate as scientific hypotheses abotit the mind. It is
clear that the mind holds information (knowledge) and it is plausible that this infodnatibn is
structured in some way. Therefore, it makes sense to ask what that structure is. One way to find
out what the structure of knowledge is (in Fodor's terms. to determine the mind's mentalese) is to
find constraints that structure a model's knowledge representation in theoretically efficacious ways.
Given that these constraints succeed for information in a model of the mind, their success may be
due to the fact that they reflect constraints on information in the mind itself. This investigation's
search for the optimal representation of procedural knowledge for the model is motivated, in part,
by faith in Fodor's research programme.

The catch is showing that the success of the model actually depends on the constraints. A
proposed constraint on mentalese is not convincingly supported if violating it still allows a successful
model to be constructed. The hard part, therefore, is showing that the form of the knowledge
representation makes a difference in the model's predictions. This typically requires rather
complicated competitive arguments. I was surprised to find as many as I did. Indeed, most of the
argumentation in following chapters concerns the representation.

That's enough commentary. Lees move on to the knowledge representation itself. A student's
knowledge state is represented by a four-tuple:

1. a procedure: knowledge about appropriate problem solving actions and their sequence
2. a grammar. knowledge about the syntax of a mathematical notation
3. patches: knowledge about past impasses and repairs
4. critics: knowledge about "wrong" problem states end problem solving actions

The most important of these is the procedure (sometimes called the core procedure). Procedures
and grammars will be described in this 'section and two following it. Patches and critics are
components of repair theory that won't be described in detail in this chapter.

A procedure is represented as an AndOr graph, 9r AOG (Winston, 1977). Figure 2-6a
sketches an AOG for a version of subtraction that will be often used in this document for
illtistrations. AOG nodes are called goals, and links are called rules. Rules are directed, and are
always drawn running downward. The goals just beneath a goal are called its subgoals

,.;
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START,.

1 /SUB

BORROW /FROM BORROW/INTO

'11i

1/BFZ 2/BFZ

011
6

X/OVRWRT W/OVRWRT

B

1.17.1771:

SUB 1COL

LI1111112/:

I;11.1tel ozgE

! /SHOW2 1/BORROW 2/BORROW

*Ltd

Goal: START (P) Type:OR
1. fl (SUB P)

Goal: SUB (P) Type: AND
1. Let T,B and A be toe, bottom and answer of the

rightmost column of problem P (1/SUB T B A)

Goal: 1 /SUB (T B A) Type:OR
1. Regrouping problem format --) (REGROUP T)
2. There is a column to the left of T --) (MULTI T B A)
3. fl > (Write A (Sub (Read T) (Read B)))

Goal-; MULTI (T B A) Type: AND
1. 0 --) (SI.1131COL T B A)
2. Let NT. NB and NA be the top, bottom and answer

of the leftadjacent column to T
-4 (SUB/REST NT NB NA)

Goal:SUB/REST (T B A) Type: OR
1. There is a column to the left of T --) (MULTI T B A)
2. B is blank -4 (SHOW T \
3. fl -.) (Write A (Sub (Read T) (Read B)))

Goal: SHOW (T B A) Type: AND
1. 0) (1/SHOW T A)

Goal: 1/SHOW (T A) Type: OR
1. 0 --) (Write A (Read T)))

Goal SUB1COL (T B A) Type:OR
1. B is blank . (SHOW: T A)
2. T<B 4 (BORROW T B A)
3. 0 --) (Write A (Sub (Read T) (Read B)))

Goal: SHOW2 (T B /.) Type: AND
1. 0 -4 (1/SHOW2 T A)

Lit-DTI

MIM

SUB/REST

LEALL

1/SHOW

Goal: 1 /SHOW2 (T A) Type: OR
1. 0 .4 (Write A (Read T)))

Goal: BORROW (T B A) Type: AND
1. fl ..> (1 /BORROW T)
2. 0.4 (2/BORROW T B A)

Goal: 1 /BORROW (T) Type: OR
1. fl . (REGROUP T)

Goal: 2/8ORROW (T B A) Type:OR
1. 0 ..) (Write A (Sub (Read T) (Read B)))

Goal: REGROUP (T) Type: AND
1. Let NT be the top digit of the teltadjacent column to T

--) (BORROW/FROM NT)
2. 0.4 (BORROW,: .TO T)

Goal: BORROW/INTO (T) Type:OR
1. fl --) (OVRWRT T (Concat (One) (Read T)))

Goal: BORROW/FROM (ID) Type:OR
1. TD is zero -4 (BFZ TD)
2. (OVRWRT TD (Sub1 (Read 1D)))

Goal: BIZ (TD) Type: ANDt -4 (1 /BFZ 1D)
2. 0 --) (2/EWZ TD)

Goal: 1 /BFZ (TD) Type: OR
1. 0 --) (REGROUP 1D)

Goal: 2/BFZ (TD) Type: OR
1. 0 --) (OVRWRT TD (Sub1 (Read TD)))

Goal: OVRWRT (0 N) Type: AND
1. fl -) (X/OVRWRT D)
2. Let X be the blank space over D (W/OVRWRT X N)

Goal: X/OVRWRT (D) Type: OR
1. (CrossOut D)

Goal: W/OVRWRT (X 0) Type: OR
1. -4 (WrItee X D)

Figure 2-6
/too for a correct subtraction procedure acquired from the H lesson sequence.
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There are two types of goals: AND and OR. To execute an AND goal. all the subgoals are
executed. To executcar OR goal, just one of the subgoals is executed. AND goals are drawn with
boxes around tlkir labels. Drawings of AOGs abbreviate goals whenever they appear more-than
once. For imtance-OVRWRT is called from several places in the AOG of figure 2-6a. but its
subgoals are drawn only for one of these occurrences. Although abbreviation makes this AOG look
like a tree. it is really a cyclic directed graph due to the recursive calls of MULT I and REGROUP.

--
AOG goals are called hon-primitiN if they have subgoals, and primitive if they don't. To avoid

clutter, AOG drawings display only non-primitives goals and their subgoals. Only four kinds of
primitive goals are allowed:

1. Primitive actions cause a change in the current problem state. The only primitive actions used
in mathematics are ones that write a given alphanumeric symbol at a given position (Write
and Wr 1 teB), or ones that write special kinds of symbols,(CrossOut puts a slash over a
symbol). These three primitive actions are the only ones used in the AOGS for the Southbay
experiments. '

.

2. Facts functions return ;number without changing the problem state. The facts functions used
in the Southbay AOGs are Add. Sub, Addi, Sub l, Mul t. Quotient, Remainder, One
(which always returns 1), Zero (which returns 0), and Concat (which concatenates two
numbers, e.g., (Concat 1 4) returns 14).

3. "Pam predicates return true or false without changing the problem state. The facts predicates
used in the Southbay AOGs are: LessThan?, Equal?, and Divisible?.

4, The primitive function, Read, returns the symbol written at a given place. Thus,
(LessThan? (Read T) (Read B)) is true if the digit at the place denoted by T is less than
the digit at the place denoted by B.

.......- ....
Primitive goals are, by definition, indecomposable they have no subgoals. Since Sierra's learner
learns by composing goals from subgoals, all primitive goals are necessarily a part of the initial
knowledge state. KS°. However, the initial knowledge state may contain non-primitives as well as
primitives. For instance, the initial procedure from which the procedure of figure 2-6 was learned
contains the non-primitive goal OVRWRT, which crosses out a symbol and writes another symbol
over it.

AOG drawings, such as figure 2-6a, do not indicate several kinds of information. To see this
information in Sierra, one merely tombs a goal with the mouse (a pointing device) and the goal's
complete definition is printed out. In this document, more cumbersome methods must be used to
display goal definitions. Figure 2-6b shows the definitions for the non-primitive goals in the AOG
of figure 2-6a. Goals have arguments, which have the semantics that a recursive procedures
arguments have in a computer langlage. For instance, SUB 1COL has three arguments, T, B, and A.
A goal's rules (i.e., the rules leading from it to its subgoals) are listed in the definition. SUBICOL.

has three rules. Each rule, has a pattern and an action. Patterns zie complex, so their description
will be delayed for a moment. (In figure 2-6b, non-null patterns are replaced by English glosses; a
null pattern is always matches.) An action is a form, in the Lisp sense, which calls the rule's
subgoal. The action may pass arguments to the subgoal, often by evaluating facts functions. For
instance, SUBICOL's third rule has (Write A (Sub (Read T) (Read B))) as its action. This
form calls the goal Write passing it the value of A as its first argument, and a number, roughly
T=8, as its second argument. (Throughout this document, T. 13 and A will stand for the top
(minuend), bottom (subtrahend) and answer places in a column.) What this action does is write the
difference of the top and bottom digits of a column in the column's answer.
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An OR goal's rules arc tested in left-to-right order. The first rule whose pattern matches is
executed. The learner adds new rules at the left. Hence. the left-to-right ordering convention
corresponds to a common conflict resolution strategy in production systems called "irecency in long
term memory" (McDermott & Porgy. 1978). Because the patterns of OR rules test whether to
execute a rule. they are called lest patterns. Although AN!) ride patterns have the same syntax as OR
rule patterns, they are not used to control which rules arc executed. The order of execution of AND
rules is fixed: the tales arc executed in left-to-right order. AN!) rule patterns arc used to retrieve
information in the current problem state so that the information can be passed lt) the rule's subgoal.
AN!) talc patterns arc called fetch patterns. .

The procedure of figure 2-6 will play a role in illustrations of later sections. It is one of the
procedures acquired by traversing the H lesson sequence. It is worth a moment to explain what it
does informally. The root goal. START. and its subgoal, SUB, simply initialises column traversal to
start with the units column. 1/SUB chooses between three subgoals: MULTI is for multiple column
problems. REGROUP is for "regrouping" exercises that don't involve any subtraction at all. This
subgoal is left over from learning regrouping separately ftom multi-column subtraction (i.e., from
lesson L3). Normally, 1/SUB nem calls it. The third foal, Write, is for single column
subtraction problems. The "main loop" of multi-column traversal is expressed by MULTI as atail
recursion. MULTI calls itself via its subgoal SUB/REST. SUB IDOL processes a column. It chooses
between three methods for doing so. If the bottom of the column is blank, it copies the top of the
column into the answer via the subgoal SHOW2. If the top digit of The column is less than the
bottom. it calls BORROW. Otherwise, it writes the difference of the two digits in the answer.
BORROW has two subgoals: 1/BORROW calls REGROUP, and 2/BORROW just takes the difference in
the column and writes it in the answer. REGROUP is a conjunction of borrowing into the column
that originates the borrow (BORROW/ INTO) and borrowing from Vie adjacent column
(BORROW/FROM). In this procedure, BORROW/FROM occurs before BORROW/INTO. It would be
equally correct to reverse their order, but that is not the way that Heath teaches them. Borrowing
into a digit is just adding ten to it. Borrowing from the next column is also easy when its top digit
is nonzero: the digit is decremcnted. If the digit is zero, it calls BFZ. BFZ regroups, which causes
the zero to be changed to ten, then it decrements the ten to nine.

2.4 The representation of grammars

It is obvious that students who can solve mathematical problems must have some
understanding of the syntax of mathematical notation. The student's knowledge of the notation's
syntax is called a grammar. Grammars are formalized as two-dimensional contextfree grammars.
Figure 2-7 displays a grammar for subtraction notation. The grammar representation language has
not been subjected to the careful development that the procedure representation language has.
Consequently its conventions are, for the most part, matters of convenience rather than theoretica:
hypotheses. Nonetheless, it is worth going through the grammar representation just to show what
kinds of knowledge need to be represented and to note the few places where critical hypotheses lie.
Grammars have two kinds of rules:

1. Category redundancy rules have the form X - -> Y where the right side has just one category.
This means that everything that is in category Y is also in category X. Thus. DIGIT - -> 5

means that all 5's are digits. Several category redundancy rules may be abbreviated as one
rule by using commas in the right-hand side, e.g., SIGN --> +. means that both + and

are signs. The last six tales of figure 2-7 are category redundancy rules.
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SIGNED/GRID ---> SIGN CGRID ; HORIZ

CGRID ---> ACOL (ACOL)+ (ACOL) . ; HORIZ
ACOL ---> COL (DIGIT) . VERT BARRED

COL ---> CELL (XDIGIT) VERT UNBARRED
XNUM' ---> NUM ( /NUM)+ /NUM VERT UNBARRED

NUM ---> DIGIT (DIGIX)+ DIGIT HORIZ

2 (--

DIGIT

ID/ELT

--->

--->

ID/ELT, 2, 3, 4, 6:
0, I

6, 7, 8, 9

SIGN --t> `.1.. -
NUM ---> DIGIT

CE LL ---> DIGIT, XNUM t
PROBLEM ---> SIGNED/GRID

Figure 2-7
A grammar for multi-column addition or subtraction problems

l.
0

2. Pad-whole rules have the form X --> Y Z where the right side has two or inoredcategories.
Part-whole rules define aggregate categories in terms of their parts.4 The rule X -=> Y Z
means that X can be composed of parts Y and Z. Whenever one has a Y and a Z that are
situated in the appropriate geometric rebtionsftip, one has an XA Part-whole rules pear an
annotation, located after a semi-colon, that specifies whether the rule's categories are arranged
in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal line. For instance,

SIGNED/GRID -->.SIGN CGRID ; HORIZ e ' '
t . "

means that a signed grid is composed, of a sign followed horizontally by a cgrid (CGRID

stands for "columnar grid").

There are several biases about mathematical notation that have been built into the grammar
formalism. The most important one is ,the distinction between a topic and a list.' There are two
kinds of partwhole rules, called tuple rules and list rules. Tuple rules are like ordinary context-free
rules in that _a rule's left -hand category has exactly tile parts mentioned on the right (i.e.,
SIGNED/GRID has exactly the parts SIGN and CGRID) List rules are for defining sequences of
arbitrary length. They have a special format. They have exactly three caggories on the right side:
W > X Y+ Z means that X is the category of the first element of the sequence, Z is the category of
the last element, and Y is the category of the middle elCments. The plus sign is what differentiates
list rules from tuple rules. Both tuple and list rules mark optional categories by placing them in
parentheses:- For instance, the list iple

NUM --> DIGIT (DIGIT)+ DIGIT ; HORIZ

means that a number (a NUM) is at least two digits, with arbitrarily many digits in between. The
tuple rule

ACOL --> COL (DIGIT) ; VERT ,..*,

39 ,I
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means tivit an answer-column (an ACOL) is a column (a COL) with an optional digit under it. There
are other, minor grammarwriting notations in addition to the tuplc/list distinction and optionality.*

Some of these grammar-writing notations are more than just a convenience. They are
potential elements of a micro-theory of mathematical syntax. 1 -or instance, list rules are included
because the tripartite notion of bdgin-middle-end of a sequence is hypothesited to be highly salient.
If list" rules are absent. 'sequential categories can still be expressed using only topic rules. For
instance, a multidigit number can ice expiressed by

NUM --> DIGIT (NUM).
However, this expression loses the idea that the boundary elements of the sequence, the first and
last ones, may be special. Using tuple rules. there is no simple way to indicqte, for instance, that
the first digit should be noritcro. List rules bias the grammar to express sequences so that the first
and last elements are special.

One of the main functions of the grammar is to parse problem states (i.e., interpret them
syntactically). A parse tree is the grammar's interpretation of a particular problem state. It dictates
what groups of symbols are relevant in the current problem state. Figure 2-8 shows a, problem state
and the parse"tree that results when it is parsed with the grammar of figure 2-7. The 18 nodes of
that parse tree are essentially the only objects that "exist" in the problem state. It is worth a
moment to walk down this parse tree in order to get a feel for how the grammar "views"
subtraction problems. By the way, the grammar given in figure 2-7 is the one used in all Sierra's
subtraction runs. The whole problem is considered a SIGNED/GRID, which has two parts. The left

. part is just a minus sign, in this cast, although the grammar permits "+" to fill this role as well.
The right part of the SIGNED/GRID is aCGRID. The grammar defines CGRIDs as list of ACOLs.
In this case, there are three ACOLs, namely the hundreds. tens and units columns. ACOL is short for
`'answer column" because these are exactly its parts: an answer place and a column. In each of
these ACOLs, the answer is a BLK (i.e blank, which is a dummy category that fills optional
constituents) and the column is a COL. A COL has a top part and a bottom part. The bottom can
be blank, as in the hundreds column. Usually it is a digit. The top part of a COL is a CELL,

CFLLs are usually just digits, as they are iri all three columns here. However, they can be the kind
of symbol groups that results ftom,scratching out a number and writing another number over ik,it
(called XNuMs in the grammar),

Notice that the grammar does not define any aggregate objects corresponding to the rows of
thd problem, Essentially, the grammar says that grouping the symbols into columns is relevant but
grouping them into rows is not. From this perspective, the grammar is a skill-specific ontology. It
defines the natural kind terms that are relevant for the sal.

* To accommodate twodimensionality, the usual interpretation of constituents for one dimensional
(string) grammars is modified slightly: the rectangular region occupied by a constituent may not
overlap another constituent's region, nor may a constituent's region include symbols that are not
descendents of the constituent. Certain notational devices violate these conventions. As it turns
out, these are general devices in mathematics, so ways of handling them have been built into the
grammar formalism (as opposed to handling them in individual grammars), These are implemented
using special annotations on part-whole rules: Among the categories on the right side of a rule, /X
means that X must be crossed out. andfaX means that X must not be crossed out. After the semi-
colon, BARRED means 'dm the categorit§ in a rule must be separated by vertical or horizontal.bars,
and UNBARRED means that the rule's categories must not be separated by bars.
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53:PROOLEN:SIGNEO/GRIO

37

5 0 7
. 2 8

7:SIGN:- CGRIO

22:ACOL

20:COL 21:BLK 37:COL 38:BLK

le:CELL:OIGIT:5 19:OLK 27:CELL:0IGIT:IOENT/ELT:0 8:0IGIT:2

Figure 2-8
A problem state (at upper right) and its parse tree.

Parse nodes are labelled by a unique serial number. followed by the categories of the node,
which are separated by colons. For instance, node 18 is a CELL, a DIGIT and a 5.

35:ACOL

33:COL 34:8LK

31:CELL:OICIT:7 I2:0IGIT:8

2.5 The representation of patterns

Oran.liars have an intimate relationship with the patterns that appear on AOG rules. That is
why dexibing rule patterns has been left until now. A pattern is a set of relations, whose
arguments are goal arguments and pattern variables. Patterns do not have logical connectives,
quantifiers. equality relations, functions. or other complexities. From a logicatkdpoint, a pattern
is a pure conjunction of -literals (a literal is a predicate or a negated predicate), and a pattern
variable is interpreted as a Skolem constant. This simplicity is a result-of several importaii4.
constraints on learning that will be discussed in later chapters. 'In order to illustrate patterns, a
version of SUB 1COL which is slightly different than the SUB1COL of figure 2-6 will be used. Its
definition, with an English rendition o-the. rules, is shown in figure 2-9. The first pattern tests
whether the bottom (subtrahend) of the column is blank. The second pattern tests whether the top
digit of a given column is less than the bottom digit. The third, null pattern is always true. Both
goal arguments and pattern variables appear in the patterns. AC is SUBIC° L's argument. C, T and
B are pattern variables. .They are of three kinds of relations in patterns:

1. Categorical relations are defined by the grammar. For each category in the grammar, a
categorical relation is defined. In these patterns, ( COL C) and (BLit B) are the only
categorical relations.

Facts predicates are relations that are defined by the procedure. These were discussed earlier. Icy
these patterns, ( Less Than? T B) is the Only facts predicate.

3. Spatial relations are relations that are built into the pattern formalism. There are just six of them:
(First? S x) Object x is the first part of some sequential object S.
(Last? S x) Object x is the last part of some sequential object S.
(Ordered? S x y) Object x comes before4 in some sequential object S.
(Adjacent? S x y) Object x is adjacent to yin some sequential object S.
(1Part x y) Object x is a part of object y.
( Tup 1 e T x y z) Object T is a tuple composed of objects x, y, z etc.

Although the spatial relations are built in, they depend on the grammar for their meaning. For.
instance, since the grammar defines COL to be a vertical category, (O rde red? C T B) means
that T is above B. If COL were a horizontal category, it would mean that T is left 0113,
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. Goal: SUB1COL (AC) Type: OR

1. ((IPart AC C)
(COL C)
Mart C B)
(BLK B).
---> (SHOW2 AC)

2. (Mart AC C)
(!Part C T)
(IFFEFtCBr
(Ordered? C T B)
(LessTban? T B))
---> (BORROW AC)

3. 0 ' - - -> (DIFF AC)

If AC has a part C,
which is of category COL,
with a part B
which is blank,
then call SHOW2 with AC as its argument.

IfAC bas a part C,
whose parts are T
and-B,
where T is above B,
and the problem state has a number at location T
which is less than the number that N at location B,
then call BORROW with AC as its argument.

Otherwise, call DI FF with AC as its argument.

Figure 2-9
,

Definition for a version of SUB1COL, a goal that processes one column.

Spatial relations, categorical relations and facts predicates are the only relations that patterns
may have. There are many reasons for handling relations this way. but chief among them N the so-
called primitives problem. Any learning theory that describes how knowledge is constructed from
smaller units is open to questioning about its set of primitives: what are the units that are assumed
to be present when learning begins? If the choice of primitives is left for the theorist to decide, and
especially if the theory allows the set of primitives to vary across individuals, then it is usually
possible for the theorist to tailor the predictions of the theory to an unacceptable degree by
carefully selecting the primitives. Under the approach taken here, the theorist can only vary KS°,
the initial knowledge state, in order to tailor the primitives for individual differences °I for different
mathematical skills. KS0 includes the grammar, the primitive facts functions and the primitive facts
predicates. The latter are somewhat uncontroversial. The only part of KS° worth tailoring is the
grammar. Only by modifying the grammar can the theorist manipulate the vocabulary of pattern ,

relations. The vocabulary of primitive relations cannot be manipulated directly. This goe. s a long
way toward dealing with the primitives issue, as chapter 13 shows.

During the execution of a procedure, patterns arc matched against the parse tree of the
current problem state. However, they are matched differently depending on whether the pattern is
a test pattern or a fetch pattern. The patterns that were just used for illustration came from an OR
goal, SuBicOL. Therefore, they are test patterns. An OR rule is executed only if its test pattern is
true, where truth of a test pattern is defined to be exact matching: a pattern matches exactly if all of
its relations match. If no rule's test pattern is true, a halt impasse occurs (impasses and repairs are
described in a later section). The patterns on AND rules (i.e., fetch patterns) have the same syntax
as test patterns, but they are used differently. When an AND rule is executed, the fetch pattern is
matched to the parse tree, then the bindings of some of its pattern variables are passed_to the rule's
subgoal. The truth c fetch patterns isn't particularly useful since fetch patterns don't control the
course of execution. Fetch patterns are matched using closest matching: the matcher uses bindings
for the fetch pattern's variables that maximizes the set of relations that match. If more than one
such binding exists, an ambigua/ impasse occurs. Other than the difference ,in how they are
matched, fetch patterns and test patterns have identical syntax and semantics.
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2.6 An introduction to induction

Sierra's learner has two components. One is basically an inductive generalization algorithm or
inducer. The inducer builds a new subprocedtik, giv.en a lesson's examples. The other component.
called the deletion unit, removes one or more rules from the subproccdure that the inducer
constructs. The inducer is by far the more complex and important of the two components.
Although inducers are common in Al, they are less common than interpreters and problem solvers
(which are the main components of Sierra's solver). This section reviews some b...sic concepts .of
induction. In the following section, Sierra's learner will be described.

Induction has been defined as-the discov.er,y_of generalities by reasoning frog particulars, or
more succinctly, as generalization of examples. As a species of reasoning, induction has been
studied in many field under many names. Concept formation, learning b! example and grammar
inference are just a few of its names. Dietterich and Michalski (1981) and Cohen and Fiegenbaum
(1983) review I literature on symbolic (AO induction. Bierman and Feldman (1972) and Fu and
Booth (1975) review the literature on pattdrn induction and grammatical inference. Anderson. Kline
and Beasley (1979) review the literature on prototype formation from an Al perspective. This

.. section introduces some of the basics of induction.

Winston's early work in inductive learning is a classic illustration of induction (Winston,
1975). It will be used throughout this document to furnish simple illustrations of inductive
principles. His program learns definitions (concepts) for terms that designate structures made of toy
blocks. It does so by examining scenes that have examples of the structure being learned. Figure
2-10 shows some scenes used to teach the concept "arch." When Winston's program compares
scene a with scene b, it discovers that the block that is on top (the lintel) can be either a brick or a
wedge. It happens to have a concept, prism, which includes bricks and wedges. It induces that the
lintel is a prism. If it later saw an example with a-pyraiiiid as the lintel, it would generalize still
Naha; since a pyramid is not a prism. The learner is biased. It is biased toward the most specific
generalization that covers the examples. It won't generalize unless it has to. Until it sees a pyramid
as the lintel. it will stick with prismatic lintels.

An important distinction is the difference between positive and negative examples. A positive
example is an instance of the generalization being taught, and a negative example Is not an instance
of the generalization being taught. In the arch-learning illustration, scenes a and b are positive
examples,. and scenes c and d are negative examples. The teacher tells the learner which examples
are positive and which are negative. Winston's program made crucial use of near misses, negative
examples that are almost instances of the target concept. Scene r is a near miss. The only thing
that prevents c from being an arch is the fact that its legs are touching. Scene d is not a near miss.

.

Scene e is a near miss that raises an Important issue. It was just mentioned that Winston's
program had a conservative bias with respect to positive examples. It only generalized if it had to.
With respect to negative examples, the program has the opposite bias. In near miss 4 two relations
are missing. The left leg is not supporting the lintel, and the right leg is also not supporting the
lintel. Winston's inducer decides that both these support relations are necessary parts of the
generalization. A more conservative learner would decide that either left-leg support or

parts_

support was necessary. but it wouldn't require that both be present for a structure to be an arch. A
conservative learner would accept scenes f and g as arches, but Winston's program would not. For
the conservative learner to learn that both left -leg support and right-leg support were necessari, it
would have to be given both f and g as negative examples, So, Winston's learner has two biases:
conservative for positive examples. and liberal for near misses. It is important to understand what
the biases of an inducer are since they can be critical ;n making it learn like a human.

v
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Figure 2-10
Some examples, negative examples and near misses of Winstonian arches.

nonarch
h

The concepts of positive and negative examples, near misses and bias have been introduced.
Another key concept is the class of all possible generalizations that the learner can induce. In most

. cases, the class of all possible generalizations is determined by a representation language: any
expression that can be constructed in the representation language is a possible generalization.
Usually, the class is infinitely large. The arch learner's representation language is a certain kind of
semantic net language. It uses about a hundred primitive predicates, such as ( ISA x 'WEDGE) and
(SUPPORTS x y). A critical feature of the language is that it does not have disjunction. It has no
way to say, for instance. that the lintel-is a brick or a wedge. Of course, the language could easily
have disjunctions added, allowing it to say

(OR (ISA x 'BRICK) (ISA x 'WEDGE).)

or perhaps

go
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(ISA x (ANY-OF 'BRICK 'WEDGE)).

However. Winston chose not to allow disjunction in die language in order to constrain the class of
all possible generalizations, thereby controlling the inducer in an indirect way. This indirect
influence plays a tacit role in the treatment of scenes a and b of figure 2-10. Although the arch
learner is biased to take die most specific generalization that covers the examples, it is not allowed
to induce that the lintel is a brick or a wedge. "I"he representation language forces it to generalize
slightly beyond the evidence and decide that the lintel is a prism. Hence, it recognises scene h as
an arch, even though it has never seen it before, because the lintel is a prism, a trapezoidal prism.
If the language permitted disjunction. the learner would not make the inductive leap from "brick
Or wedge" to "Arise' and hence would not recognize scene h as an arch. in short, the constraints
on the class of all possible generalizations, which are usually determined by the representation
language, exert a crucial control over the character of the inducer's learning. To reiterate: the two
major determinants of induction are the biases of the inducer and the constraints on its possible
generalizations.

, .
The ideas that have been introduced can be summarized as follows: The input to an inducer

is a sequence of examples: the output is a set of expressions in some representation language such
that (1) each expression is consistent with all the examples. and (2) the set of expressions is maximal
respect to a certain partial order, called a bias (or a simplicity metric. or weighting function). That
is, the output consists of the simplest expressions in the representation language that are consistent

_..with_alL _the_sx =pies-- __ _____ .__ _.

The definition of consistency and bias varies with the task. For instance, suppose the task is
to induce grammars from strings. The examples arc strings, and the task is to induce expressions
(grammars) in some specified gram mar-rcpresentation language. A grammar is consistent with a
string if the grammar parses it (or more formally, the string is in the language generated by the
grammar). A typical bias is to prefer simple grammars' (e.g., fewest rules, or fewest non-terminal
categories). A bias based on counting rules or categories would be a total order, since any two
grammars can be compared. In general, biases are partial orders rather than total orders. For
instance, suppose the bias is to prefer grammar A over grammar B whenever A's rules are a strict
subset of B's rules. This means that certain pairs of grammars will be incomparable: neither may
be a subset of the other. When the bias is a .partial order, more than one grammar may be
maximal. That is why the output of an inducer, is defined to be a set of expressions, not just a
single expression. A last comment is that bias is applied after consistency, so to speak. In effect,
the inducer first finds all abstractions consistent with the examples, then k finds the maximal
elements of this set.

Negative examples and discrimination examples

Negative examples are very important. The previous discussion of near misses indicated how
important they were for Winston's inductive learner. Another important use of negative examples is
to recover from overgeneralizations. Suppose the target concept is more specific than the concept
that the inducer has at the moment (e.g., the target is PRISM but the inducer has guessed BLOCK).
A negative example can be used t. force the inducer to make its guess more specific (e.g., showing
the inducer a negative example that is a block and not a prism). No positive example could force
the inducer to retreat from the overgeneralization in this way (Gold. 1967). A critical issue for this
theory is whether instruction in mathematical skills uses negative examples, and if so, how.
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Strictly speaking. a negative example of a mathemitical procedure is a problem statc sequence
that illustrates an incorrect way to solve the problem. In a textbook, such a worked exercise might
bc labelled, "This is a wrong way to do subtraction problems Do not,use this way." I have never
seen such examples in textbooks. However, negative examples do octur in classrooms under several
circumstances. When a teacher has the class solve a problem on the blackboard. incorrect problem
suite sequences will sometimes bc generated (or partially generated before the teacher stops thc
strident solving the problem). These incorrect solutions arc negative examples. They may even
qualify as near misses. A similar situation occurs when students are doing scatwork. Students
having difficulty often ask for the teacher's help. The teacher may watch them solve a problem,
then point out where the student went wrong. Such incorrect solutions also serve as negative
examples. So, negative exanniles are not absent in normal instruction. But they are not common,
and they armor" used in--any w2thodical way.

There is another kind of example which functions as a negative example in certain ways,
although it is. not, properly speaking, a negative example. Solving a problem that doesn't require a
certain subprocedure provides a negative example for induction of the subprocedure. I believe the
traditional 'name among curricula writers for such examples is discrimination examples. .A
discrimination example is one that demonstrates when not to use the subprocedure that is being
taught in the current lesson. For instance, an example that doesn't borrow is a discrimination
example when h appears in the midst of a borrow lesson. Such an example can help the inducer
discriminate the conditions that determine when one should borrow by providing negative instances
of borrowing (i.c., problem states when one should not borrow). With regards to the induction of
the test pattern that governs a new subprocedure, negative instances act as negative examples. So a
discrimination example provides a negative instance of a certain subprocedures test pattern, but it is
not a negative example.

At first glance, it seems that some textbooks provide discrimination examples and some don't.
This is rather odd. If induction is indeed what students do, and given that induction can proceed
more efficiently when negative instances are available, then it is amazing that some curricula omit
discrimination examples. A closer examination of the textbooks in qtiestion reveals that they
actually do. have discrimination examples. However, the discrimination examples for a certain
subprocedure do not occur in the introductory lesson on the subprocedure. Instead, they are piaied
later. Often they appear in review lessons. Another place they appear is in lessons of subsequent
subprocedures. For instance, discrimination examples for simple, non-zero borrowing are provided
by the examples used to introduce borrowing from zero. In

$ 9
61017

- 2 3 8
3 6 9

subtracting the tens column always provides a negative instance for borrowing. By the time the
solver gets to processing it, the tens column's top digit has been changed to 9, so the column never
requires a borrow. This can be used by the inducer in inferring that 1%13 is the correct condition
for borrowing. So an ordinary positive example of borrowing-from-zero necessarily provides a
discrimination example for the subprocedure of borrowing. In certain cases, the same example can
be both a positive example and a discrimination example for a certain subproccdure. In short, it
appears that discrimination examples are present, one way or another, although they may occur late
in the lesson sequence.

At the present time, Sierra's learner is not able to use discrimination examples for a
subprocedure unless they occur in the lesson where the subprocedure is introduced. Consequently,
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when a textbook's content is formalized as a lesson sequence, discrimination examples are moved
forward in the sequence. For instance, example b in figure 2-4b is a discrimination example that is
not in the corresponding real lesson. It came from a review lesson that appears a little later in the

_ ..textbook. Appendix 7 discusseshow this technical limitation will be removed in later Nasions of
Sierra.

2.7 The learner

A typical inducer's task is completely specified by (1) the representation language, (2) the
definition of consistency. and (3) the definition of bias. Sierra's learner is atypical in that its
specification involves one further constraint: it may add at must one subprocedure per lesson. This

constraint is a fourth kind or constraint. It is essentially an upper bound on the rate at the
inducer may change its candidate generalizations.

As far as I know, Sierra's learner is the first Al inducer to use a rate constraint. Rate

constraints might be profitably exploited in other applications. such as the knowledge acquisition
phase of knowledge engineering. In fact, a quick Survey of the knowledge acquisition literature
reveals an amusing "hole." There is a great deal of complaining about the so-called knowledge
acquisition bottleneck. It is hard to get human experts to formalize their expertise as e.g.,
production rules. One often heard solution is to have the system learn the knowledge on its own,
e.g., by discovery or by analogy. However, few human experts acquired their knowledge this way.
Most of them didn't discover their knowledge or infer*. they learned it in school or from a mentor.
The "hole" in the knowledge acquisition research is that no one, to my knowledge, is eying to get
their expert system to learn like human experts learn. Such a system would take advantage of the
structure that its mentor places on the instruction. The present research, in its explication of felicity
conditions, should be helpful in building such a knowledge acquisition system. Presumably, such a
system will be easier for human experts to educate than present systems. Because many experts are
experienced teachers, they are more familiar with formatting their knowledge as lesson sequences
than as production rules. Felicity conditions might help solve the knowledge acquisition bottleneck.
Alas. this research is not aimed at such practical (and potentially lucrative) goals. Its aims are
merely scientific.

Representation language, the first of the constraints on Sierra's learner, has been defined
already. This section is devoted to defining the others. They are discussed in the following order:
consistency, subproccdure and bias. The actual algorithm used to implement the inducer is not
discussed here because any algorithm that meets the specifications would do just as well from the
standpoint of the theory.

The definition of consistency

A procedure is consistent with an example if and only if its solution to the example's problem
is exactly the same problem state sequence as the example itself. This definition captures a

controversial felicity condition. Teachers guarantee that any procedure that always produces a
correct problem state sequence will be acceptable. It matters less what students say or think; they

are evaluated on what they do. Consequently, in order to succeed in school, Students need only
induce a procedure that is consistent with respect to the problem state sequences of the teachers'

.examples. It's rational that students would take the Simplest, moSt efficient road to success. In fact.,

they do. Induction from problem state sequences is just what students sccm to do. The felicity
condition captures this whole complex: the teachers' guarantee, the way the guarantee simplifies
learning, and the fact that students actually take advantage of the guarantee by using the simplified
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way to learn. ibis felicity condition is labelled the induction hypothesis in chapter 3, where it is
formally defined.

The definition of subprocedures

The maximum amount of material that may be added to an AO by the learner during a
lesson is called a subprocedure. In Lisp terms, a subproccdure is like one clause from a awn
statement: it's a new conditional branch that consists of a sequence of several steps, where cacti
step calls existing code. If procedures are presented as augmented transition nets or ATNS (Woods,
1970; Winston. 1977), then a new subprocedure Is a new arc and a new level that is called by the
new arc. (see figure 2.41). in AOG terms, a subprocedure consist of several components:

SUB

MULTI

OVRWRT

SHOW

SHOW2

BORROW

REGROUP

BFZ

.

Write r, Pop

CrossOut

Write r, Pop

Write

REGROUP

OVRWRT

WriteB

Write

PPP

Pop

Pop

REGROUP OVRWRT Pop

Figure 2-11
The procedure of figure 2-12b drawn as an ATN. where arcs run left to right.

The new subproccdure's arcs are shown with double lines.
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1. a new rule. called the adjoining rule, that is added to an existingORgoal. called the parent OR.

2. a new ANt) goal, called the new AND. The adjoining rule calls it.

3. one or more new OR goals, called the trivial ORS. The trivial ORs are called by the new AND's
rules. Each trivial OR has a single trivial (i.e., null pattern) rule that calls some existing ANt) goal.
These existing AND goals are called the kids

Figure 2-12 illustrate these components of a subprocCdure by showing an A00 before and after a
subproccdure has been added. This subprocedure: by the way, is the one acquired from the lesson
of figure 2-4. teaches how to borrow from zeros. It will be used throughout this section as a
running example. The prelesson AOG (figure 2-12a) can borrow only from nonzero digits; the
postlesson AOG (figure 2-I2b) can borrow across zeros. BORROW/FROM is the subprocedure's
parent OR. The adjoining rule connects BORROW/FROM to BFZ. The new AND is BFZ. The triv61
ORs are 1/BFZ and 2/BFZ. The kids are REGROUP and OVRWRT.

The reason stibprocedures have the particular structure that they do is the subject of lengthy
argumentation, which will be presented in following chapters. To summarize that argumentation, a
certain felicity condition, onedisjunetperlesson, mandates that just one new choice be introduced
into the procedure's structure. This choice is created by adding the adjoining rule to the parent OR.
This means that there is now a new way to achieve that goal. A choice has been added. For
convenience, all places where there could eventually be choices, but so far there are none, are
marked structurally. Thus, the subgoals of the new AND are created as trivial ORs. Trivial ORS

provide a place for later subprocedures to attach. In fact, this subproccdure's parent OR,
BORROW /FROM, was created as a trivial OR for REGROUP._

*

The definition of bias

Given a lesson and a procedure, the learner first generates all possible subprocedures that
make the procedure consistent with the lesson's examples, then it uses bias to define the maximal
subprocedures, (Actually, the algorithm is more complex, but the effect is the same.) Bias is
defined by several ordering predicates. Each bias predicate will be stated and discussed in turn.
A>B will be used to indicate that the bias prefers procedure A over procedure B. -

Maximally general test patterns
If two subprocedures, A and 13, are equal in every way except that A's adjoining
rule's test pattern is a subset of adjoining rule's test pattern, then A>B.

The adjoining rule of a subprocedure is an ORrule, so it's pattern is a test pattern. It controls when
the subprocedure will be executed. For instance. in figure 2-12, the adjoining rule connects
BORROW/FROM to BFZ. If its test pattern is true, BORROW/FROM calls BFZ; if it is false,
BORROW/FROM calls a subgoal that simply subtracts one from BORROW/FROM's argument. For this
test pattern to be consistent with the examples, it should be true in all problem states where
BORROW/FROM is the current goal and the subpmcedure is invoked by the teacher. Such problem
states are called positive instances. It should be false in problem states where BORROW/FROM is the
current goal and the teacher did not invoke the subprocedure. Such states are called negative
instances. Given the lesson of figure 2-4, the positive instances are states a and b below. and
negative instances are states c and rt

1 14

a. 3 0 4 b. 7 0 7 e. 8 2 4 d. 8 214
- 1 2 8 28 - 3 5 8 - 3 6 8

8
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Figure 2-12
AOGs before (a) and after (b) H's lesson on borrowing from zero.

The new subprocedure's goals are shown in a larger font.
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There arc often millions of consistent test patterns. For illustration of how the bias affects the
induction of this tcst pattern, however. we'll consider just these four patterns, not all of which are
consistent (each pattern is followed by its English translation):

1. , 0
2. ((0 TO))

3. ((Parts C TO))
(Part! AC C))
(Part! G AC))
(Part! G X))
(Adjacent? G AC X))
(Last? G X)))

4. ((I) TO)
(Part! C TO11
(Part! AC . i
(Part! G AC))
(Part! G X))

- . -(Adjacent? G AC X))
(Last? G X)))

Always true.

BO RROW/F ROM's argument is a zero.

BORROW/ F ROM's argument TO is in a column. AC, that is .

adjacent to the rightmost column in the problem, X.
That is. BORROW/ F ROM's argument TO is in the tens column.

BORROW/F ROM's argument TO is a zero, and
it is in column, AC, that is
adjacent to the rightmost column in the problem, X.
That is, TO is a zero and it is in the tens column.

Pattern 1, the trivial pattern, is true of both positive instances (indeed, it is always true). But it is
not false of the negative instances. Hence it is not consistent with the examples. Pattern 2 is true
of both positive instances and false of the negative ones. It is consistent. Moreover, since the only
patter chit' could be a proper subset of it is I.), which is inconsistent, pattern 2 is maximally
genera It is accepted by the bias. Pattern 3 is true of the positive instances but it is not false of
one of the negative instances (c). Hence pattern 3 is inconsistent. When it is conjoined with
patterA Z the result, pattern 4, is consistent. But it is not maximally general because it contains

a
pattern 2 as a proper subset, and pattern 2 is consistent. Pattern 4 is not accepted by the bias. The
bias prefers pattern 2 instead. To put it intuitively, pattern 4 would represent students who believe
that they should only borrow-from-zero for zeros that are in the tens column. Such a belief would
appear in the students' work as a bug. But no such bug has been observed. In order to account for
this fact and many othfrs, the theory adopts a bias toward maximally general test patterns. We
move on to the next Was predicate.

Lowest parent
Given two subprocedures. A and it for possible addition to a procedure P, if A is lower
than B in that there is a path from P's root to A that passes through B, then A>B.

The best way to understand the lowest parent bias is to see an example. Figures 2-12b, 2-13c and
2-13d show three A005 corresponding to adding different subprocedures to an initial A00. The
initial AOG is shown in figure 2-12a. All three procedures are consistent with the lesson's examples.
However, subprocedure 2-13c's parent. SUB1COL, is higher than subprocedure 2-1213's parent,
BORROW/FROM. Subproccdurc 2-13d's parent, 1/SUB, is higher still. The lowest parent bias
prefers 2-1213. Essentially, 2-12b represents the idea that the new subproccdurc, BFZ, is a kind of
borrowing. 2-13c represents the idea that BFZ, is a way to process columns (i.e., there are three
kinds of columns: easy, non-borrow columns; harder, borrowing columns; and super hard, borrow
from -zero columns). 2-13d represents the idea that BFZ is a way to process a whole problem. (i.e.,
there are two kinds of problems: regular problems and problems that require BFZ.)
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Figure 2-13
Subprocedures, in large font, that are attached to higher parents.
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There is a somewhat different perspective on the lowest parent bias: the lower the Parent, the
more general the subprocedure. For instance, 2-12b and 2-13e can cope with four colUmn borrow-
from-zero problems, such as a below,

a. 5 0 7 2 b. 5 0'0 2
- 1 1 9 1 - 1 1 1 9

but 2-13d can not Fecause its subprocedure is attached above MULTI, the loop across columns.
2-12b can borrow from multiple zeros, as in b, but neither 2-13c nor 2713d can. So the lowest
parents bias is a bias toward increasing the applicability of the new subprocedure.

This bias has a certain elegant relationship to the test pattern bias. Note, first of all, that test
patterns and parent ()Rs arc two aspects of the same thing: The test pattern expresses external
conditions on when to call the new subprocedure, and the parent OR expresses internal conditions
on when to call it. i.e., what goal must be current in..order to call it. (In ordinary production
systems, test patterns and parent 0R5 would be syntactically indistinguishable because they would
both be conditions in the left-hand side of a rule.) Given this duality, their respective biases ought
to be the same, and they are. The test pattern bias is toward maximizing the applicability of
subprocedure. The lowest parent biai is also towards maximizing applicability. To put it a little
differently, these two biases both say that students would prefer to risk errors of commission (i.e.,
executing the new subproccdure when it really shouldn't be executed) rather than risk errors of
omission. On to the next bias predicate.

Maximally specc fetch patterns
If two subproccdures, A and B, arc identical except for theii fetch patterns, an d-each
fetch pattern on A's new AND'S rules is a superset or equal to the corresponding fete%
pattern in B, then A>B.

This bias prefers the largest, m< < ..-cific patterns for fetch patterns. This makes sense, given the
role that fetch patterns play. Th. basic problem that a fetch pattern solves is deciding which of the
many visible objects (e.g., which digit or which column) a subgoal should use as its arguments. In
order to maximize the fetch pattern's power to discriminate, the learner remembers everything about
the lesson's examples that might prove useful in fetching it remembers maximally specific

_patterns. It does so in order that problem solving can approximate the lesson situation as closely as
possible. If some idiosyncracy of the lesson's examples is stored, no harm is done. Although the
idiosyncratic relations won't match during problem solving, fetch patterns are matched closely rather
than exactly, so the fetch willsucceed anyway.

Besides inducing patterns, the learner builds actions for each of the new rules. This
sometimes involves inducing nests of functions. Functions are typically needed whenever the
worked example introduces a new number, a number that is not equal to one of The numbers
visible in the current problem state. These new numbers are usually the result of some facts
function that is performed invisibly by the teacher (or textbook). In the first example of the lesson
(see figure 2-4a), a 9 is introduced in problem state d Some possible candidates for the function
nest that generates the 9 follow (English presentations have been substituted for the pattern
variables that would normally appear as the arguments of Read);
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1. (QUOTE 9)
2 . ( Add ( Read <original top digit of hundreds>) ( Read <bottom of units>) )
3. (Subl (Add (Read <top of tens>) (Read <original top of tens>)) )
4. (Subl, (Read <top °Nan column>))

Function nest 1 is a constant. It turns out to be a correct function nest. Function nest 2 will be
filtered out by the lesson's next positive example. 701-28; because 7 +8A9. The third nest will
never be filtered out by any example since the subprocedure is only called when the top of the tens
column is zero. However, this function nest is ruled out by the showwork principle. The show-
work principle is a felicity condition that states that examples of a new subprocedurc are expected
by the student to show all their work. 'What this means, in practict, is that facts functions won't be
nested by Sierra's learber. To do so. as in the third nest above, is to hide an intermediate result
instead of writing it down. Apparently, students don't believe that the teacher will do that, so they
never bother to consider nested facts functions.* The fourth function nest is logically equivalent to
the first.- It too is consistent with all the lesson's examples. However, the use of Sub I instead of
the constant 9 has a subtle effect on local problem solving, which allows one to detect which one
students prefer. They prefer the constant. The following bias expresses that preference and others
like it: ,

Smallest aril.),
Iftwo subproccdures, A and B. are identical except for a function nest, and thearity of
A's nest is smaller than the arity of 13's nest, then A>I3, where the arity of a function nest
is the sum of the number of argument places in its functions (i.e., constants and nullary
functions count 0. unary functions count 1, binary functions count 2, etc.).

This is a rather minor bias that has a clear intuitive interpretation. Suppose that executing binary
facts functions requires greater use of cognitive resources than executing a unary facts function.
The bias then means that students prefer functioneliests which reduce their cognitive load during
execution. There are just two more 'bias prediciies left to discuss.

FeSest kids
If two subprocedures. A and B, have the same parent OR, and A has fewer kids
than B. then A>B.

. .
Lowest kids ,
I f two subproccdures, A and B, have the same parent OR and the same number of '
kick., and each of A's kids is lower tlian or equal to the corresponding kid in B,
then A>B, where lower' is defined as in the lowest parent constraint.

These last two biases were discovered by trial and error. Although they are needed in order to
improve the theory's predictions, I have, as yet, only a speculative interpretation for them, which is

-discussed in chapter 19. What makes these biases confining is that they aro opposing biases.
Chapter 19 shows how the tbwest-kids bias increases the generality of the sutprocedure while the
lowestkids bias decreases it.

* We can infer this by relaxing the show-work principle and seeing if the resulting predictions are
accurate. If the showwork principle is relaxed slightly so that facts functions eau be nested one
deep; then approximately 450.000 distinct function nests are induced for this lesson. Many of them
lead to star bugs.
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summary of the learner's operation

All the criteria for the learner have been defined. The representation language and
consistency were defined. Rate constraints were defined by defining subproccdures. The biases
were defined. Any algorithm that satisfy these specifications would serve as an implementation for
Sierra's learner*. Sierra's actual algorithm is not far from a brute force algorithm. However, it uses
some tricks to reduce the computational resources required. For instance, it uses a version space,to
represent the set of all consistent test patterns (see section 18.1 and Mitchell, 1982).

It was menti9ned earlier that Sierra's learner has a second, minor component, called the
deletion unit, that deletes one or more rules finm the subprocedure(s) produced by the inducer.
The deletion unit's operatic-it: is quite simple. Suppose the inducer has just produced a
subprocedure whose new AND has n rules. The deletion tinit produces 2n-2 new subprocedures,
one for each non-trivial subset of the AND rules, If the new AND has two rules, RI and m2, then the
deletion unit produces two new subproccdures. One has a new AND with just Rt. The other has a
new AND with just R2. Chapter 7 discusses why deletion must be a part of the learner. The bottom
line is that several observed bugs can't be generated without it.

2.8 Core procedure trees for the Southbay experiMent

In order to illustrate the way the learner's inducer works and to start the discussion of
observational adequacy. this section illustrates the inducer's penurmance when given a particular
subtraction lesson sequence, the one called H in section 2.2. Sierra's inducer is one-tomany in that
it may produce more than one output procedure from a single input procedure and a lesson. This
comes out dearly in figure 2-14, which shows the core procedure tree for the learner. The core
procedure tree shows which procedures are derived from which other procedures. The initial
procedure is at the top. It is called "1e. because it can only do one-column problems. The links in
the csire procedure tree are labelled with the lesson names. Thus, lesson L1 produces procedure 2e-
full. The remainder of this section is a "walk" down the core procedure tree.

The first lesson, L1, teaches how to solve problems of the form 11.11NN. The resulting
procedure, 2c-full, can do two column problems, where both columns are "full." The new AND of
the subprocedure introduced by this lesson is labelled MULTI in figure 2-6, which is the AOG from
the procedure labelled "ok" in the core procedure tree. Henceforth, the new AND's names will be
indicated in square brackets so that the reader can follow along in figure 2-6, Lesson 1.2 teaches
how to solve incomplete tens columns, producing a procedure called 2c that can do any two column
problem that does not require borrowing [SHOW]: 1,cssOn L3 hitroduces regrouping offline, so to
speak [REGROUP]. It Pies examples that are not subtraction problems. The subtraction procedure
that results from this lesson, 2c-regroup, can do both regrouping exercises and two-column
subtraction problems, but it cannot do two-column subtraction problems that. require borrowing.
That capability is taught by lesson L4.

* There are interactions among the biases, so they must be applied in the following order: lowest
parent, fewest kids, lowest kids, smallest arity, and maximally specific fetch patterns. The bias for
maximally general test patterns must be applied after the lowest parent bias, but it is independent of
the others.
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3o-1)412-P100 3c-balid-P100

Figure 2-14
The core procedure tree of lesson sequence H, with lesson labels on the left.

Lesson L.4 integrates 'regrouping into the column-traversal algorithm [BORROW]. Notice that
there are two output procedures, 2clbor and 2c-lbor-lcq. Part of what lesson L.4 teaches is when to
borrow. It uses examples like 34-18 to show when to borrow (positive examples), and examples
like 34-13 to show when not to borrow (ditcrimination examples). However, lesson 1.4 does not
include examples like 34-14, where the units column's digits are equal. Hence, the learner has no
way to tell whether the test for borrowing should be T<B or T<B. Sierra's learner thus produces
two procedures: procedure 2c-lbor borrows when 1<13. and procedure 2c-lborleq borrows when
T<B. This constitutes a prediction that some students will borrow when T=B, as in 34-14. This
is a comet prediction. Ith. ,:onesponding bug, which is called N N- Causes - Borrow, has been
observed

Lesson Ls teaches how to solve three column problems [recursive call to MULTI]. It
produces three procedures. Procedures 3cfull and 3cfull-Blk are almost identical. The only
difference is thA test pattern that they use to tell when to recurse. For procedure 3c-full, the test is
whether the current column is the leftmost column in the problem: if it is not, then the procedure
recudes. For 3cfull-131k, the test is whether there are any unanswered columns left. Both
procedures lead ultimately to correct subtraction procedures (the ones labelled ok and ok131k). The.
intermediate "131k" procedures, however, generate star bugs. Certain repairs, which attempt to omit
answering a column, will cause these Blk procedures to go into an infinite loop trying to answer the
column that was left blank. This whole branch of 131k procedures shauldet be generated. In a
moment, the underlying problem will be discussed. The third procedure output from lesson L5,
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3c-full-P100, passes arguments to the recursive call a little strangely. Whereas both 3c-full and 3c-
fui-Illk pass the rightmost unanswered column through the recursion, 3c-full-P100 passes the
leftmost column (hence its suffix. P100. which abbreviates "passing the hundreds column"). This
only works correctly for three-column problems. Procedure 3c-full-P100 will get stuck if it is given
a fourcoltinin problem, In fact, it and all its descendents are star procedures due to the strange
1.t:iys that they answer tab !ems with four or more colunins. This branch of the core procedure tree
shouldn't he generated. In chapter 10 examines the problem underlying the 13 lk branch and the
P100 branch. The blame is laid on a missing piece of common sense knowledge. The theory
should provide some schema for recognizing and building loops as iterations across "similar" objects
in a problem state. That is. the knewlcdge representation language should have. in addition to AND
goals and OR goals. a Foreach goal. Such a goal executes its body once for each object in a
sequence of objects. e.g.. each column in a sequence of columns. The current lack of such a goal
forces the learner to build a recursion in order to traverse columns, and this causes the Blk and
P100 groups of star bugs.

Lesson 1.6 teaches how to solve three column problems of the form NNNN [SHOW2]. This
lesson is a fabrication. At about this point in the Heath textbook. NNNN problems start
appearing in the practice exercises, but there is no specific lesson on the subskill. Lesson L6 has
been included In the lesson sequence in order to get around the missing Forcach loop problem. If
column traversal were structured around a Forcach loop, then the lesson that teaches how to solve
NNN problems (lesson L2) would suffice to teach how to do a partial column that occurs
anywhere in the problem. Since there is no Forcach loop in the current knowledge representation
language. omitting L6 from the lesson sequence means that all the procedures generated from H
will be unable to solve NNNN problems. In particular. all the procedures will manifest one of
the two star bugs shown below when they are run through the solver:

*Skip-Interior-BotionrBtank: 3 4 5 3 4 5
79
8 017

- a - 22 - 9

3 3X 3 2 3 7 8X
79

'Quit-WhenSecondBouom-Blank: 3 4 6 3 4 6 8 017
- a - 22 g

3X 3 2 3 8X
(In this and following examples. X marks wrong answers and d marks correct ones.) In particular,
the learner will be unable to generate a correct subtraction procedure. The proper way to avoid
these star bugs would be to study the Forcach problem, then make the appropriate changes to the
representation language. I haven't done that yet. In the interest of seeing what the theory would
generate if that were done, L6 was added to H. Lesson sequence SF does not have such a lesson.
All its predictions involve one of the two star bugs above.

Lesson L7 teaches how to solve three column problems when one of the columns (but only
one) requires borrowing. This lesson refines the fetch pattern that determines where to do the
decrement during borrowing. Prior to L7. the fetch pattern would return both the left-adjacent
(tens) column and the leftmost (hundreds) column for borrows that originate in the units column
(recall the discussion of the bug Always-BorrowLeft in section 1.1). This less n modifies the fetch
pattern so that only the left adjacent column is fetched. All the previous lessons have added new
subprocedurer, lesson L7 does not. It only modifies existing material. Lesson 18 is similar. It
teaches how to do problems with two adjacent borrows. It does not add a new subprocedure, but
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only adjusts some fetch patterns. It produces a procedure 3c-2bor (or 3c2bor-Blk, or 3c-2bor-P100)
that can correctly solve any three column problem that does not involve borrowing from zero.

Lesson 1.9 teaches how to borrow ftom zero (BM It produces two procedures that are
identical except for their test patterns. The test for 3c-bflz (or 3c-bfir.-111k, etc.) is ((0 X )1, which
causes the procedure to borrow from zero if the digit to be decremented is a zero. The test pattern
for 3cbflid is f(ID/ELT X)). which makes the procedure borrow across zeros and ones. ID/ELT
is a categorical relation that is defined by the grammar (see figure 2-7) to be true of both kinds of
identity elements. Procedure 3c-bflid corresponds to an observed bug. BorrowTreat-One-As-Zero.
The reason the learner produces two procedures is that the lesson is missing a crucial example, one
where the digit to be borrowed from is a one (e.g., 514-9). Without this example, the learner can't
discriminate which of the two possible test patterns is right. By the way, this illustrates one of the
few ways that the grammar has been tailored in order to improve the theory's -predictions. 11

ID/ELT were taken out of the grammir, then this bug could not be generated. In general, Sierra's
predictions are not particularly sensitive to the grammar. If the grammar works, in that it provides
correct parses for all the problem states that the procedures produce, then the model generates
about the same set of predictions. The ID/ELT case is the exception to this general finding.
Anyway, the learner finishes up by taking lezon L10. which teaches how to borrow across multiple
zeros. This lesson has no effect on 3c-bflz, since the procedure can already do that.

The core procedure tree has two 2-way, branches and one 3way branch. It could have as
many as 2x2x3=12 final procedures. In fact, there are just 2. The other branches are pruned
when the learner is unable to assimilate the next lesson. For instance, the branch for T<EI asthe
test for borrowing (i.e., procedure 2e-lborlap is terminated at lesson Ls because one of the
examples in that lesson is

9 8, 5
- 6 2 6

3 6 0

The procedure cxpccts the units column to have a borrow, but the example does not have a borrow
there. The learner could install a new subpocedurc that would avoid borrowing whenever T=11,
However, lesson L5 is already introducing a new subprocedure. The learner cannot introduce two
subproccdures in one lesson because that would violate the one-disjunct-per-lesson felicity condition.
So this branch of the core procedure tree is pruned. intuitively, such pruning represents
remediation.

It might seem that the model is doing a very poor job of explaining where student's bugs
come ftorn. It seems to explain only two bugs, N-N-Causes-Borrow and Borrow-Treat-One-As-
Zero. This is no great feat. Any inductive account of learning could explain these two bugs since
their "causes" lie in the absence of certain crucial training examples. However, the real test of the
learner is not what bugs it produces directly, but what structures it assigns to the procedures that it
produces. A procedures structure has a direct affect on dcleon and local problem solving. By
examining the bugs produced by the solver, one can ascertain whether the procedure's structures are
plausible or not.
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2.9 The solver

Each of the procedures output by the learner is given, one by one, to the solver. The solver
"takes" a diagnostic test by applying the procedure to solve each problem on the test. The solver
has two parts. called the mterpreicr and the local problem salver. The interpreter executes the
procedure, The local problem solver executes repairs whenever the interpreter's execution is halted
by an impasse. To describe this in more detail: When the interpreter reaches an impasse, the local
problem solver selects one of a set of repairs. Applying the selected repair changes the internal
state of the interpreter in such a way that when the interpreter resumes. it will no longer be stuck.
The local problem solver may (or may not) create a patch, which will cause the same repair to be
chosen if ever that impasse occurs again. Stable bugs are ar.i:ounted for by creating and retaining
patches for long periods: bug migrations result from short-term patch retention. By systematically
varying the choice of repairs and the use of patches during repeated traversals of the test, the set of
all predictions that can be generated fre-n the given procedure can be collected.

This section describes how the interpreter and the local pilblem solver work. For
illustrations, it uses the procedure whose AOC is sketched in figure 2 -12a. The procedure is called
3c-2bor in figure 2-14. It doesn't "know" how to borrow from zero. It can solve problems like a
or b, but not ones like c:

a. 23 b. 4 5 1 c. 5 0 7
- 1 7 - 8 7 - 2 8

This section is constructed as a scenario that traces the execution of the AOG on problem e. The
AOG reaches an impasse when it tries to borrow from the zero. Local problem solving repairs the
interpreter's state, allowing the interpreter to finish the problem. Depending on the repair selected
by the local problem solver. various bugs are generated.

By convention, AOG'S are started by calling their root goal an the initial problem SM. In this
case, START is called with the whole subtraction problem as its argument. START doesn't do
anything interesting. It merely calls SUB (if addition were part of this procedure's competence,
START would have to decide whether to call SUB or A00). SUB's purpose is to find the units
column and pass it to 1/S1113. 1 /SUB's job is to decide whether the given problem is a regrouping
problem, a single- column subtraction problem or a multicolumn subtraction problem. It finds that
there are several columns to be subtracted, so MULTI is called with the units column as its
argument.

MULTI is an AND goal that implements a loop across the columns of the subtraction-problem.
AND goals execute their rules in leftto-right order. MULTI executes its first rule, which calls
SUB1COL and passes the units column as its argument. SUB1C01. is an OR goal that chooses a
method for answering its column. OR rules are tested in left-to-right order. SUB1COL's first rule
tests for a blank in the bottom of the current column, which is the units column of S07-28. The
bottom of lie column is 8, so the test fails. SUB1COL's second rule tests whether the top digit of
the column is less than the bottom digit. Since 7(8, the second rule is executed, and BORROW is

called. tf,ORROW is an AND goal, whose definf,jan is: ,

BORROW (T B A) Type: ANO

1. 13 ---> (1 /BORROW T)
2. 0 ---> (2 /BORROW T B A)
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As the first rule is executed, 1/BORROW is passed the value of BORROW's first argument, which
happens to be the parse node for the top digit of the units column (node 31 in figure 2-8). The
usual call-by-vditte semantics applies for argument passing. 1/BORROW gets T's vz.'ile rather than its
intension (e.g.. lai.y evaluation. or call-by-name). The issue of passing intensions versus extensions
is a complex one. which is discussed in appendix 8.

1/BORROW is a trivial OR goal that calls REGROUP. REGROUP's purpose is to "regroup" a
ten to become ten ones. REGROUP is an AND goal that first calls BORROW/FROM and passes it the
top digit-place in the column that is left-adjacent to REGROUP's argument. BORROW/FROM is a
trivial OR goal, whose definition is:

BORROW/FROM (TO) Type: OR
1. {) - - -> (OVRWRT TO (Subl (Read TO)))

BORROW/FROM's argument, TO, is currently bound to the parse node for the top digit of the tens
column (node 27 in figure 2-8). Since the rule's pattern is null, it always matches. The action, like
all rule actions. is an evaluable form. in the Lisp sense. It will attempt to call the subgoal OVRWRT,
passing it the value of TO and a number. The number will be calculated by the function nest
(Subl (Read TO) ). In this case, the function nest tries to subtract one from the top digit of the
tens column. which is zero (the problem is 507-28). Trying- to decrement zero violates a
precondition of Sub1. Violating a precondition causes an impasse. Local problem solving is
initiated to find a way to change the state of the interpreter in order to make it continue.

There are five kinds of impasses. Precondition violations. such as the one just discussed, are
one kind. For completeness, the other four are listed below, but will not be discussed further:

1. Halt: OR rules may only run rules that have (a) not been run before in attempting to satisfy
this invocation of the goal, and (b) have true test patterns. If there are no such rules, then a
halt impasse occurs. The interpreter can't decide which rule to run, so it invokes local
problem solving.

2. Ambiguity: The fetch patterns on AND rules are used to bind certain pattern variables
(nicknamed "output" variables) whose values are then used in the rifle's action. If a fetch
pattern matches ambiguously, so that there are two or more values for an output variable,
then an ambiguity impasse occurs. The interpreter can't decide which way to match the fetch
pattern, so it invokes local problem solving.

3. Infinite loop: If the interpreter detects an infinite loop (e.g., because the goal stack depth
exceeds some very large threshold), then an infinite loop impasse occurs.

4. Crazy notation: If the parser is unable to parse the current problem state, which means that
it is not syntactically well-formed with respect to the grammar, then an impasse occurs.

Returning to the scenario, figure 2-15 shows the interpreter's state as local problem solving begins.
The interpreter's state consists of a goal slack, and a mode bit called microstale. Microstate
indicates whether the interpreter is canine, (microstate = Push), or returning (microstate = Pop).
The format of the interpreter's state is important because the interpreter's slate is where the local
problem solver does its problem soiling. The general idea of local problem solving is that the local
problem solver can do anything it wants to the interpreter's state as long as it leaves the slate set so
that the interpreter will continue. The local problem solver can not change the problem state (i.e.,
4.rite symbols on the page), it can only change the interpreter's state.
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Microstate = Push

(BORROW/FROM (CELL 27))
IREGROUP (CELL 31)
1/BORROW (CELL 31)
BORROW (CELL 31)(DIGIT 12)(BLK 34))
ISUBICOL (CELL 311(DIGIT 12)(BLK 34))

1/
MLTI CELL 31)DIGIT 12)OLK 34))U (

SUB (CELL 3i)(DIGIT 12)((BLK 34))
(SUB (PROBLEM 53)
(START (PROBLEM 53)1

Figure 2.-l5
The interpreter's statemicrostate and the goal stackat the time of the impasse.

Goal arguments are shown as the main category and the serial number of the parse node (sec fig. 2-8).

Which changes the local problem solver chooses is left open to individual variation so that the
model will capture the fact that different subjects repa'ir thc same impasse different ways. (Indeed,
the same subject may even repair the same impasse different ways at different times. an account for
bug migration.) However, unrestricted changes to the interpreter's state gives the local problem
solver a great deal of power: It could. for example, run the AOG in some kind of simulation mode.
The model would thus be able to generate just about anything by hypothesizing the appropriate
local problem solving. In short, a tricky problem of repair theory is to constrain the local problem
solver is such a way that the theory is refutable. but still empirically successful. The current version
of repair theory postulates five operators. called repairs. that modify the interpreter state:

Noop pops the stack. When the interpreter resumes, it will think the top goal has been
accomplished. Essentially, this repair makes the interpreter skip the stuck goal, turning it
into a null operation, or "no op" in computer jargon.

Backup pops the stack to the highest (most recently called) OR then sets microstate to Push. This
will cause the interpreter to choose a different OR rule to call. Put intuitively, thc
"student" decides to back up to the last place that a choice was made in order to go the
other way instead.

Quit pops the stack back to the root goal of the AOG, then sets microstate to Pop.
Intuitively, the "student" decides to give up on this problem and go on to the next test
item.

Refocus resets the arguments of the top goal in such a way that the precondition is no longer
violated. It does so by rematching the most recently used fetch pattern. This causes the
interpreter to execute the top goal with different arguments, "shifting its focus of
attention" to avoid the impasse. (Figure 2-16 shows Refocus applied two different ways
to the impasse currently under discussion.)

Force has different affects depending on the kind of impasse it repairs. If the impasse is a halt
impasse, where none of the rules have true test patterns, then the Force repair will pick
one of the rules and cause the interpreter to execute it. If the impasse is an ambiguity
impasse, where a fetch pattern matches several ways so that it is ambiguous which values
to pass as subgaiiiiuments, then the Force repair will pick one of the possible matches
and cause the interpreter to use it.
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Figure 2-16

(a) Refocus relaxes a relation that says that the column to borrow from should be adjacent to the
column borrowed into. This causes the decrement to Le placed in the hundreds column. This
application of the repair generates a very common bug (42 occurrences in the Southbay data)
called Borrow-Across-Zero.

(b) Refocus relaxes a relation that says that the cell to borrow from should be the first (top) cell irr
the column. Th's application of the repair generates a tare bug (1 occurrence in the Southbay
data) called Borrow-From-Bottom-Instead-of-Zero.

Given these repairs, local problem solving is simple: it is just selection and application of a repair.
However. this simple regime can generate quite complex bugs. Repairs offer, cause secondary
impasses. Since they don't actually fix the underlying defect in the student procedure but rather
just get the interpreter running again in the most expedient way, they often leave the problem in a
state that will cause further impasses. Repairing those impasses may lead to tertiary impasses. In
principle. there could be an arbitrarily iong causal chain. In practice, one rarely sees chains longer
than six impasse-repair occurrences.

The above description of the local problem solver is a little simplified. There are a few
complications concerning the creation and use of patches. A patch is an association of a repair and
impasse that the local problem solver creates in order to cache (save) the results of a particular
occurrence of local problem solving. Another complication whose 'discussion will be put off for
later concerns critics which block the selection of repairs under certain circumstances.

To return to the scenario, suppose that the local problem solver chooses the Noop repair.
This causes the BORROW /FROM goal to return to REGROUP. having made no changes in the initial
problem state. REGROUP, which is an AND goal, goes on and executes its second rule which calls
BORROW/INTO passing it the parse node for the top digit in the *units column. BORROW/INTO's
definition follows:

BORROW/INTO (TD) Type: OR

I. {} ---> (OVRWRT TD (Concat (One) (Read TD)))

This OR goal merely "adds" ten to the given digit by concatenating a one lo its left, and has
OVRWRT write the "sum" over the digit. In this case, calling BORROW/INTO yields the problem
state in figure 2-17b. Control returns to BORROW, popping BORROW/INTO, REGROUP and
1 /BORROW on the way. BORROW executes its last rule, which takes the column difference for the
units column. Now the pioblem appears as in figure 2-17c. BORROW is popped, and control
returns to MULTI. The procedure is done with the units column. It still has the tens column and
the hundreds column left to do. These are processed uneventfully, with no impasses, so it is best to
stop the scenario here. Figure 2-17 shows the remaining problem states between here and the end
of the problem's solution.
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Figure 2-17
Sequence of problem states, omitting crossing out actions, for Stops-Borrow-At-Zero

This solution to the subtraction problem involved taking the Noop repair to the impasse. The
solution is characteristic of a common bug (64 occurrences in the Southhay data) called Stops -
Borrow -At :Zero. Taking other repairs would produce other solutions to the exercise, some of which
will be bugs. Figure 2-16 illustrates two bugs generated by taking the Refocus repair instead of the
Noop repair on this exercise.

When Sierra is given a diagnostic test and a procedure, it will generate solved tests
corresponding to all possible combinations of repairs to the Impasses it encounters. This varying of
repairs to impasses is a prolific source of predictions. Figure 2-18 displays this by sketching the
impasse-repair tree for this procedure when it "takes" the diagnostic test shown in figure 2-1. The
solver reaches its first impasse on the test's 14th problem, 102-39, because the problem requires
borrowing from a zero. Each of the leftmost branches in the tree corresponds to a different way to
repair this impasse. The six nodes are labelled with the impede: "Pvc: Subl Zero?" identifies it as
a precondition violation impasse where Sub l's error test, Zero?, is true when Subl was called.
The letter following the impasse identification is a code for the repair that was applied: Q for Quit,
B for Backup, F for Force. N for Noop and R for Refocus. There are always at least five branches
for each impasse because there are five repairs. There may be more. because some repairs can
apply more than one way. Notice that there are two nodes labelled with R among the first six
branches." These correspond to two ways to apply the Refocus repair. If a repair is not applicable
to a certain impasse or the repair fails to fix the impasse when it is applied, then the corresponding
'node has "F," for filtered, as a prefix.

Some of the repairs lead to further impasses. When this happens, the node has a subtree to
its right (e.g.. the Backup repair to this impasse). On the other hand, if the test can be completed
without further local problem solving, the node is a leaf of the tree and' it has a number as its
prefix. The number is an index into the table beneath the tree. For instance, solved test 1 has
exactly the answers produced by the bug Borrow- Won't-Recurse. Solved test 2 generates exactly the
answers produced by a set of three bugs. (Actually, the "bugs" with exclamation points in their
names are called "coercions." Scc appendix 2.) ,.

Sierra's solver has a switch that controls whether it will generate bug migrations or not. The
above impasse-repair tree was generated by turning off bug migration. This causes the solver to use
patches so that whenever an impasse occurs that has occurred before on the test, the solver will
apply the same repair that it chose before. If bug migration were left on, then the solver would
generate a huge number of solved tests. Essentially, each occurrence of the original impasse (i.e.,
the borrow-from-zero impasse in this cast) would yield an impasse-repair tree. There are seven
borrow-from-zero columns on the diagnostic test. Hence. Sierra would generate approximately 207
solved tests if bug .migration were left on. Most of these would be identical, probably, but still
Sierra would have to generate them all, if observational adequacy were to be thoroughly assessed.
Needless to say. this is not. what is done. For practical reasons, observational adequacy is assessed
only with respect to bugs, not bug migrations.
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19 Pcv: Sub Less Than? Q
18 Halt: 1 /MULTI Q
1? Halt: 1 /MULTI F

Pcv: Sub LessThan? 16 Halt: 1/149LTI
F Halt: 1 /MULTI R
F Halt: 1 /MULTI B

15 Pcv: Sub Less Than? F
14 Pcv: Sub Less Than? N
F Pcv: Sub LessThan? R

11 Amb: 1/TRADE Q

Amb: 1/TRADE

10 Pcv: Sub Less Than?
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Q

6 Pcv: Sub Less Than? F
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.11F

Crazy - notation. R
Amb: 1/TRADE F F Crazy-notation N

F Crazy-notation F
F Crazy-notation 8

3 Amb: 1 /TRADE f
2 Amb: 1 / TRADE it

F Amb: 1/TRADE R

1 Crazy-notation Q
F Crazy-notation R
F Crazy-notation N
F Crazy-notation F
F Crazy-notation 8

Figure 2-18
(a) Impasse-repair tree for the core procedure 3c2bor.

(b) Debuggy's analysis of each of the 20 predicted test solutions.

9 Halt: 1 /MULTI Q
8 Halt: 1 /MULTI F
? Halt: 1 /MULTI N
F Halt: 1 /MULTI R
F Halt: 1 /MULTI B
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2.10 Observational adequacy
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In principle, the following simple procedure is used to test the observational adequacy of the
theory;

1. Administer diagnostic tests to a large number of students.

2. Collect the test sheets and code the answers into machine-readable form.

3. Analyze each test solution with Debuggy, thus redescribing it as a set of bugs.

4. Call the set of all test solutions (represented as bug sets) OST Inc observed test solutions.

5. Formalize the textbooks used by the students, producing several lesson sequences.

6. Formalize an initial state of knowledge. KS0.

7. Run Sierra's learner over each lesson sequence. This produces one core procedure tree per lesson
sequence.

8. Formalize a diagnostic test form.

9. For each procedure in each core procedure tree. run Sierra's solver over the diagnostic test. This
produces one impasse-repair tree per core procedure.

10. For each leaf of each impasse-repair tree (except the leaves representing filtered repairs), analyze
the leafs solved test with Debuggy. This produces one bug set per solved test.

11: Call the set of all such bug sets PST the predicted solved tests.

12. Calculate OSMPST, OST PST and PST OST.

13. Separate the star bugs, if any, from PST OST.

In practice, things are more complex. Steps S and 6 involve tailoring. Trying different lesson
sequences led to the discovery that omitting the regrouping lesson causes the model to generate
several new, valid predictions. In principle, the initial knowledge gate, KS0, should be a rich source
of variation since _it is likely that not all students have the same initial understanding. In the

, Southbay experiment, just one KS0 was used. Two others were tried, briefly, but they produced
almost the same observation adequacy as the chosen KS0*,

The steps that involve Debuggy, steps 3 and 10, are actually quite a bit more complex than
described so far. In fact, most of the rest of this section will be concerned with the practical aspects
of using bug-based observational adequacy. First, the reality of step 3, analyzing the observed test
solutions, will be briefly described (VanLehn, 1981, covers it in detail). Then the reality of step 10,
analyzing the test solutions generated by Sierra, will be described. Finally, the South bay numbers
for OSTr1PST, 051''PST and PST OST will be presented.

t

* The observed bug Borrow-From-Bottom-Insteadof-Zero can be generated by Modifying the
grammar rule that defines COL. The observed bug Zgro-Insteadof-Borrow can be generated by
modifying the primitive Sub function so that it implements max(0, x y) instead of Ix yi. These
are the only observed bugs that arc generated by non-standard KS0 (that I know of) and not by
the standard KS0.
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Analyzing the Southbay data

MODEL

Not all students have
among several bugs during
roughly the following proportions:

bugs. Some students know the correct algorithm. Others migrate
the test. On one experiment, the students fell into five categories in

7 ( 10%) Perfect score. No errors of any kind.
61 ( 46%) Knows the correcvalgorithm; errors due to slips alone.
34 ( 26%) Has a bug or a set of bugs (plus perhaps some slips as well).
14 ( 10%) Intra-test bug migration (plus perhaps some bugs and slips).

( 8%) Errors cannot be analyzed.
134 (100%) total

These proportions vary with the grade level. The above proportions are for third graders tested late
in the year. In general, the older the student population, the greater the proportion of students in
the slips category and the smaller the proportion in the bugs and bug-migration categories. In the
early third grade, for example, students in the bugs categories constitute over 50% of the sample
instead of 26%. This shift is not surprising. In the early grades. the students have not yet been
taught the whole algorithm. When given the diagnostic test, they will have to do local problem
solving to answer most of its items. Hence, younger students are more likely to have bugs, and
older students are more likely to have only slips.

The figures just given come from a special experiment where students were given two tests on
consecutive days with no intervening instruction (this experiment is called the Short-term study in
VatiLehn. 1981). For each problem on one test, there was a very similar problem on the other test.
These matched-item tests were designed to provided cr.:_lugh redundancy that cases of bug migration
could be found. The usual twenty-item test is too short for one to have confidence in bug
migration analyses.

The two-test experiment allowed assessment of the short-term stability of students' errors.
Various kinds of errors are expected to have differing kinds of short-term stability. Slips are
expected to vary widely over two tests given a short time apart. There may be no slips on one test
and several on another. If there are slips on both tests, they are not expected to occur on the same
problems. Impasses on the other hand are expected to remain in evidence across tests. Because

impasses derive frail the student's core procedure, and it is assumed that core procedures are stable
in the short term, impasses should be stable ip the short term as well. An impasse may show up
differently on the two tests. it might manifest as a bug on one test and as a different bug or as
intra-test bug migration on the next test. What would be unexplained is a impasse that is present
on one test but absent on the other. These considerations prompt the following tabular summary of
the percentage of students e.thibiting the various kinds of stability:

3 ( 40) No errors on either test.
32 ( 49%) Stable correct procedure; changes due to slips alone.

3 ( 4%) Stable bugs; changes due to slips alone.
12 ( 18%) Stable impasses; changes due 'o repairs (often along with slips and stable bugs)

13 ( 19%) Appearing and disappearing impasses (with slips and stable bugs).
4 (8 %) Errors cannot be analyzed.

. 67 (100 %) total

The stability patterns of the students in the first four categories (75%) conform to expectations,
while the behavior of the students in the remaining two categories (25%) remain unexplained.
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These stability data show that/the older view of errors as due to either bugs (deterministic,
repeatable errors) or slips (underdetermined, stochastic errors) is incomplete. On that view, bugs
were stable and only slips could account for short-tcnn instabilities. The impasses /repair notions
contribute substantially to our ability to understand short term instabilities (in addition to their role

asanexplanatiou of die acquisition of Dugs).

However. a significant proportion of the tests (8% of the static, one-test data. and 25% of the
stability data) cannot yet be analyzed even with these advances. Most of the'se students arc in the
unanalyzable category because the tests were siinply not long enough to give the analysts a large
enough sample of their behavior.. Without a large and variegated set of errors, it is sometimes
impossible to disambiguate the various possible explanations for thc student's errors. Such
ambiguous analyses arc counted( in the category unanalyzable. In othcr cases, species of behavior
that have not yet been form led were apparent. Some students appeared to "punt" the test by
struggling through Abe first part of it, den giving up and using some easily executed buggy
procedure. There seemed to he several casts of cheating by looking at a neighbor's paper. In short,
there will undoubtedly be some errors that have rather uninteresting causes and hence can properly
be left unanalyzed. My belief is that we have not quite reached that level of urderstanding yet.
There probably remain some undiscovered, interesting mechanisms that may further our
understanding of errors as much as the impasse/repair process did.

The figures given above were derived by hand analysis of thc matched-test data. This is
necessary because Dcbuggy cannot analyze bug migrations. It can only find bugs that are stable
across the whole test. Its analyses of the same data, and the Southbay data, arc shown below:

Southbiy Short-term
No errors 98 (10%) '14 (10%)
Errors due tdslips alone 198 (20%) 41 (31%)
Hasa set of bugs 340 (34%) 35 (26%)
Errors cannot be analyzed 377 (36%) 44 (33%)
total 1013 (100%) 134 (100%)

Notice that about a third of thc students could not be analyzed by Debuggy. The main reason that
so many students could not be diagnosed by Dcbuggy is that thcy were making too many slips
(VanLehn, 1'381:discusses this issue in detail). However, thcre was also some bug migration among
the unanalyzable students, as well as a non-trivial amount of truly puzzling behavioi. For Debuggy
to do better, it would have to have more redundant test items. Then it could locate slips in the way
that the human analysts did, by comparing a student's performance on identical or nearly identical
problems. On the other hand, Debuggy is totally objective. Unlike me, it does not "hope" for the
occurrence off certain bugs that would confirm the predictions of tie theory. In service of
objectivity, its o'inions are used throughout this document as the definition of "bug occurrence."
Also, subsequent references to the Southbay data will 'include the Short-term data as well.

Debuggy cannot invent new bugs. Its inventiveness is limited to creating new sets of bugs.
Debuggy has a database of bugs that it combines, to form analyses. (Creating a new set of bugs
may sound trivial, but it Is actually quite difficult since many bugs interact with each other in
complex ways. See Burton, 1982.) The method used to discover new bugs for the database is to
use Debuggy as a filter to remove students whose behavior is ads uately characterized by existing
bugs. This leaves the human analysts to concentrate on discovering any systematicity that lurks in
what Debuggy considers unsystematic behavior. When even the barest hint of a new bug is
uncovered by the experts, it is formalized and incorporated in Debuggy's database. That way.
Debuggy will discover any subsequent occurrences of the bug, even when it occurs with other bugs,
and even when it interacts in non-linear, complex ways with those bugs. At the end of the
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Sonthbay experiment, the database had grown to 103 bugs. The 'tests had been thoroughly
examined by myself and two 'other analysts. We were confident that fcw bugs, if any, lurked
undiscovered in the data. As will be seen shortly, our confidence was misplaced. Sierra invented
some bugs that we did not think Of, and six of them turned out to be observed bugs!

Generating and analyzing the predicted test solutions
,

To generate the Southbay predictions, Sierra's learner traversed lesson sequences H, SF and
1113. producing three core procedure trees. in principle, all core procedures in all three core
procedure: trees would be submitted individually to Sierra's solver, along with the appropriate
deletion-generated core procedures. This would be 63 core procedures, for the trees just given.
However, many of the core procedures are quite similar. Others are known to be "star" core
procedures in that all the solved tests that they will generate will be marred by star bugs (e.g.. the
P100 branch of H's tree is a "star" branch. As discussed in section 2.8, it would be blocked by
adding a " Foreach" loop to the knowledge representation language). Running these redundant
and/or star core ptocedures through the solver would only generate more instances of already
generable bugs, not bugs that could not be.gekerated some other way. Consequently, a subset of
the 63 core procedures was selected and run through the solver*. Thirty core procedures were
submitted to the Sierra's solver, generating 30 impasse-repair trees. The trees' leaves yielded 893
solved tests. The solved tests were analyzed by DubuggY

The analysis of predicted test solutions has to be more stringent than analysis of observed test
solutions. Basically, a predicted test solution counts as analyzed only if Dcbuggy's bug set for it
exactly matches its answers. Inexact analyses doesn't make sense, since Sierra does not make slips
nor did it do bug-migration (bug migration is turned off in the solver when generating the impasse-
repair trees). However. exact matching turned out to be too stringent a-criterion. In Debuggy's
versions of certain bugs, there is special code inserted to handle rare cases, such as the bug running
off the left edge of the problem while borrowing. In Sierra, such cases are handled automatically
by the usual local problem solving mechanism. However, the special case code in Debuggy's bugs
occasionally would not correspond to any of the various impasse-repair "combinations that Sierra
generated. The net effect is that none of Sierra's solved tests would exactly match the Debuggy's
bug's performance. In almost all cases. the analysis was off by one problem. That is, Debuggy's
analysis would match 19 out of 20 answers on a solved test, but the 20th problem's answer would
not match exactly (although the rightmost few digits would often be the same). Consequently, the
analyses were divided into two classes: perfect and almost perfect. The latter class is the ofFby-one
analyses.

1

1,

'1' The subset included all the core procedures from the H core procedure tree, except the P100
branch and the 131k branch. From the-SF core procedure tree, only the procedures that Ore in a
direct bite from the root to the "ok" procedure were run-. From the HII core procedure tree, only
duce procedures were run: 3c-Ibor, 3c-lbrz and 3clbfid. All the deletion-generated procedures
from \H and HB were run, ,except for those that are generated before three-column subtraction is
taugh& Since a Foreach loop would change the early procedures' structures, the procedures that
would be generated from them by deletion would be different .as well. ,
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Good Proc's No Loop Proc's All Proc's
No errors 2 (1%) 0 (0%) 2 (0%)
Perfect 209 (83%) 289 (46%) 498 (56%)
Almost perfect 28 (11%) 91 (14%) 119 (13%)
Analyzable 4 (2%) 145 (23%) 149 (17%)
)analyzable 8 (3%) 111 jxiti. 126 (14%1
total 251 (10GL) 642 (.100%) 893 (100%)

Figure 2-19
The 893 solved tests generated by Sierra, categorized by how well Debuggy's analysis matched.

At first. Debuggy's database of bugs was insuffkient to analyze very many of the solved tests.
Only 1% of the tests could be perfectly or almost perfectly analyzed. To solve this problem.
Debuggy's database was expanded from 103 bugs to 147 bugs. The 44 added bugs included star
bugs as well as bugs that could plausibly be observed bugs. Any bug was added that would get
more of the solved tests analyzed. However, a point of diminishing returns was reached. Figure
2-19 shows the number of solved tests at the point where I stopped adding bugs to the database.
The solved tests are separated into two groups corresponding to two groups of core procedures.
The "Good" group (the left column of the figure) contains solved tests from core procedures that
"know" how to loop across columns. These would presumably be roughly the same when the
"Foreace loop problem is fixed. The oilier group (middle column) comes from core procedure
that suffer the effects of not being able to process multi-column problems. I tended to add few
bugs to the data base in the service of their analysis since i expect that they will not be with us
much long-:. The figures reflect this. Enough bugs were added to the data base to analyze 95% of
the "Good" solved tests, but only 60% of the solied tested were analyzable from the other set of
§'olved tests.

After the 44 bugs were added to Debuggy's database to Sierra, the Southbay data was
reanalyz6d. Six of the 45 bugs turned up in the analyses*, Two of them even' occurred rather
frequently seven times each. This was quite .a surprise.

Results

When Debuggy analyzed the 1147 observed test solutions that constitute the Southbay data it
Fund bug sets fcr 375 of them". However, many of the solved tests received the same bug set. The
eleven most common analyses are listed in figure 2-20. One can see that the frequency of
occurrence falls off rapidly. There are 134 distinct bug sets. Most of them (99) occur only once.
Appendix 2 \Isis all the observed bug sets. Debuggy found bug sets for 617 of the predicted test
solutions (including almost perfect as well as perfect matches). There were 119 distinct bug sets.
Appendix 4 lists them. With 134 bug sets in OST and 119 bug sets in P('-' the observational
adequacy can (at lastt) be calculated:

* The bugs arc: Borrow-Across-Second-Zero (7 occurrences). Doesn'tBorrow-Except-Last (1
occurrence). Only-DoUnits (1 occurrence). SmallerFrom-Larger-Except-Last (3 occurrences),
Smaller-From-Larger-Insteadof-Borrow-Unless-Bottom Smaller (7 occurrences), and TopInstead-Of-
Borrow-From-Zero (1 occurrence).
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onnPST 11 bug sets

OST PST 113 bug sets ,

PST --UST 118 bug sets, of which 53 contain star bugs.

Appendices 5 and 6 list the bug sets in each of OSTflPST, OST PSI, and PSTOST.
Interestingly, the bug sets in OSIT1PST happen to include several of the most common observed
bug sets. Of the doyen most common bug sets (see figure 2-20), it includes bug sets 2, 3, 4, 5 and
8. . .

Because a bug-based measure of observational adequacy is being used, rather than one based
on raw test solutions, the figures above can be dissected to dmover why the observation adequacy is
the way it is. For instance, why is the most common bug set, {Smaller- From - Larger }, not in
OSTrIPS11 To answer such questions, each bug set in OSTPST is intersected with the bug sets
in PSTOST. This forms four new categories, depending on whether the intersection is empty or
not:

OST PST

PSTOST

non-empty empty

76

68

47

40

k

This chart shows that 76 bug sets from OSTPST had at least one bug generated by the model.
These 76 bug sets include the popular. bug set {Smaller-From-Urger} because it overlapped with

' the predicted bug set {Smaller- From - Larger *Only-Do-First&Last-Colutims}. The second bug in
the predicted bug set is a star bug. It is generated because there is no Forcach loop in the

. representation language. When a Foreaeh loop is added, {Smaller- From - Larger) will be properly
predicted. Using overlaps, one can find out what needs to be done to improve observational
adequacy. The overlaps are listed in appendices S and 6.

0-
From the overlaps, one can see that the main reason that OSTrIPST is so small is that many

students have bugs in addition to the bugs generated by the model. For instance, there is a set of
bugs thai the model does not generate that all involve mis-answering columns whose top digit is a
zero. The bugs in this class are (appendix 1 contains descriptions of these bugs):

mews bug

1. t03 (Smaller-From-Lstger)
2. 34 (Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
3. t3 (Borrow - Across -Zero)
4. 1'0 (Borrow-From-Zero)
5. 10 (Borrow-No-De:I-emu!' 0
6. 7 (Stops-Borrow-At-Zero Diff-O-N=N)
7. 6 (Always-Borrow-Left)
8. 6 (Borrow-Across-Zero lTouched-OIs-Ten)
9. 6 (BorrowAcross-Zero Diff-O-N=N)
10. 6 (Borrow-Across-ZeroOxer-Zero Borrow-Across-ZeroOver-Blank)
11. 6 ( Stops-13orrow-At-Zero BorrowOnce-Men-Smaller-From-Urger Diff-O-N =N)

Figure 2-20
The eleven most common bug sets, with the number of times each occurred



Di ff-0 N =0
Diff-0 N = N
0 1st= N-A fter- Borrow ,
0 N = O-A fter. Borrow
0 N = N-Except-A fter- Borrow
0 N = 0-Except-A kr- ::lorrow

Suppose the model were able to generate these bugs in such a way that they could occur in ..ny bug
set th ..: the model currently generates. This is not so implausible; a story for how that might bawl
happc led will be presented. If any of the above 0 N bugs could occur in the bug sets of PST,
then OSTnpsT would triple in size, becoming 43 bug sets large. The point is that small increases
in the productivity of the model with respect to primitise bugs can translate into big gains when
counting bug sets. This effect can be seen clearly with the aid of a toy example. S..Apose that
there were only ten primitive observed bugs, and that the model generates just two of them.
Suppose further that that all 45 pairs of these ten bugs occur as bug sets. Only one of the observed
bug sets will be in OSTrIPST. If the model generated three or four bugs instead of two, the
figures would change, but not rapidly:

2 bugs
1

3 bugs
3

4 bugs
6 osinpsr

16 21 24 OST PST with non-empty intersections
28 21 15 OST PST with empty intersections

If the model is generating less than half of the observed primitive bugs, then counting bug sets
makes it i much worse. (Conversely, if it generates more than half the primitive bugs, counting
bug sets makes it look much better.) This suggests measuring observational adequacy with respect
to primitive bugs, rather than bug sets.

Let OB be the union over all the bug sets in OST. OB is a set of 76 bugs. Let PB be the
union over PST. PB contains 49 bugs. Then:

OBliPB 25 bugs

OBPB 51 bugs

PBOB 24 bugs, of which 7 are star bugs.
1

Appendix 3 lists these bugs. Figure 2-21 displays the figures as a Venn diagram. Essentially, these
figures say that half of the theory's predictions are confirmed. On the other hand, there is much
work left to do, because two-thirds of the observed bugs are not yet accounted for.

i
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Figure 2-21
Venn diagram showing relationships and sizes of the sets of predicted, observed and star bugs.

2.11 A comparison with other generative theories of bugs

'The numbers presented here are difficult to understand without some point of reference. Two
such points are provided by earlier generative theories of subtraction bugs. An early version of
repair theory is documented in Brown and VanLebn (1980). Its empirical adequacy can be
compared with the present theory's. Clearly, this theory will do better since it includes the ideas of
its predecessor. Another generative theory of subtraction bugs was developed by Richard Young
and Tim O'Shea (1981). They conspcied a production system for subtraction such that deleting
certain of its rules (or .adding certain other rules, in some cases) would generate observed bugs.
They showed that these mutations of the production system could generate many of the bugs
described in the original Buggy report (Brown & Burton, 1978). It is important to note that many
of the 76 currently known subtraction bugs were not yet observed back then. One can assume that
their model would generate more bugs than the ones reported in (Young & O'Shea, 1981). Section
10.3 discusses their approach in some detail.

A chart comparing the results of the three theories is presented as figure 2-22. Observed bugs
the no theory generates are not listed, nor are bugs that have not been observed. (N.B., the figures
in Brown & VanLehn (1980) count bugs differently than they, way they are counted here. That
report counts combinations of bugs with coercions as distinct bugs see the note on coercions in
and l.ndix 2.) The chart shows that the present theory generates more bugs, which is not surprising
sine.' it embeds many of the earlier theories' ideas. What is perhaps a little surprising is that there
are a few bugs that they generate and it does not. These bugs deserve a closer look.
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Y&O B&V Cur. Occurs Bug

11 6 Always-Borrow-Left
1 1 Blank-Instead-of-Borrow
11 7 Borrow-Across-Second-Zero

V 11 11 41 Borrow-Across-Zero
11, 4 Borrow-Don't-Decrement-Unless-Bottom-Smaller
11 2 Borrow-From-One-Is-Nine ,
11 1 13orrow-From-One-ls-Ten

11 11 11 14 Borrow-From-Zero
11 1 Borrow-From-All-7,ero

.1 .1 2 Borrow-From - Zero - is -Ten
V 11 18 Borrow-No-Decrement

11 6 Borrow-No-Decrement-Except-Last
11 1 Borrow-Treat-One-As-Zero

11 3 Can't-Subtract
11 1 Doesn't-Borrow-Except-Last

11 15 Diff-0 N =0
11 43 Diff-0 N =N
-, 1 Diff-N N = N
V 6 Diff-N 0=0

1 7 Don't-Decrement-Zero
1 4 Forget-Borrow-Over-Blanks
V 2 NN-Causes-Borrow
11 1 Only-Do-Units

V V 5 Quit-When-Bottom-Blank
1 4 Stutter-Subtract

11 1 -, 115 Smaller-From-Larger
11 3 Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last

11 11 5 Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero
-1 7 Smaller-From-Larger-Insteadof-Borrow-Unless-Bottom-Smaller
V 3 Stops-Borrow-At-Multiple-Zero

11 1 V. 64 Stops-Borrow-At-Zero
V V 1 Top-Instead-of-Borrow-From-ZEro

,./ .. V 5 Zero-Insteadof-Borrow

10 12 25 totals

Figure 2-22
Comparison of observed bugs generated by three theories:

Y&O = Young and O'Shea; B&V = Brown & VanLehn; Cur.= current theory

Early repair theory generates a bug called Stutter-Subtract that the present theory does not
generate:

Stutter-Subtract: 3 4 6 3 4 6 8 9 7
- 2 - 2 2 2 - 87

i 2 3 X 1 2 3 11 2 3 0 X

This bug does not know how to handle one-digit columns. It impasses when it tries to do such a
column. Early repair_theory used a repair called Refocus Right to fix the impasse. It would cause
the column difference operations to use the nearct digit in the bottom row instead of, the blank.
Thus, the second column in the first problem is answered with 4-2.
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The present theory has a non-directional Refocus repair. It finds the fetch pattern responsible
for the current focus of attention and rematches the pattern. It finds the closest match that will get
the procedure past the impasse. In this case, there is no such match due to the way the grammar
structures the subtraction problem. To obtain the equivalent of Refocus Right would require a
grammar that views the problem as three multidigit rows instead of a list of threeplace columns.
Such a grammar would probably generate StutterSubtract, but might generate some star bugs as
well.

The point behind the Stutter-Subtract story is that early repair theory had some notational
knowledge embedded in its repairs. It had several Refocs repairs. and they were specialiLed for the
gridlike notation of subtraction. In the present theory, all knowledge about notation is embedded
in the grammar. The Refocus repair is general. It doesn't know about any particular notation. In
the early theory, it was stated that the repairs were specializations of weak. general-purpose methods.
They were tailored for subtraction. In the present theory, the repairs actually are general-purpose
methods, not specializations.

Young and O'Shea's model generates a class of bugs that they call "pattern errors." At that
time, four bugs were included in this class:

Diff-ON=N If the top of a column is 0, write the bottom as the answer.
Diff-ON=0 If the top of a column is 0, write zero as the answer.
Diff -N 0-0 If the bottom of a column is 0, write the zero as the answer.
Diff -NN =N If the top and bottom are equal write one of them as the answer.

Young and O'Shea derive all four bugs the same way. Each bug is represented by a production
rule, and the rule is simply added to the production system that models the student's behavior. Put
differently, they derive the bugs formally by stipulating them, then explain the stipulation
informally. Their explanations are:

The zero-pattern errors are also easily accounted for, since particular patternsensitive rules fit
naturally into the frarhework of the existing production system. For example, from his earlier
work on addition, the child may well have learned two rules sensitive to zero, NZN and ZNN
[two rules that mean N±O=N and 0±N=N). Included in a production system for
subtraction, the first, NZN, will do no harm, but rule ZNN will give rise to errors of the
"0N=N" type. Similar rules would account for the other zero-pattern errors. If the child
remembers from addition just that zero is a special case, and that if a zero is present then one
copies down as the answer one of the numbers given, then he may well have rules such as
NZ7. or ZNZ (the rules for the bugs Diff-N 0=0 and Diff-ON=0).... Rule NNN [the rule
for the bug Diff -N N= NI covers the cases where a child asked for the difference between a
digit and itself writes down that same digit. It is clearly another instance of a "pattern" rule.
(Young & O'Shea, 1981, pg. 163).

The informal explanations, especially the one for Diff-ON=N, are plausible. TO treat them fully,
one would have to explain why only the zero rules are transferred from additions, and not the other
addition rules.

The point is that one can have as much empirical adequacy as one wishes if the theory is not
required to explain its stipulations in a rigorous, formal manner. The present theory could generate
the same pattern bugs as Young and O'Shea's model simply by adding the appropriate rules to the
A005 and reiterating their informal derivation (or tell any other story that seems right intuitively).
This would not be an explanation of the bugs, but only a restatement of the data embroidered by
interesting speculation. This appmach does not yield a theory with explanatory value. In short,
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there is a tradeoff between empirical adequacy and explanatory adequacy. If the model is too easily
tailored, then* is the theorist and not the theory that is doing the explaining. The theory per se
has little explanatory value. So tailorability, and explanatory adequacy io general, are key issues in
evaluating the adequacy of the theory.

Hilklimbing

It would be foolish to claim that the present theory is wondcrfut because half of its
predictions about the Southbay experiment were confirmed. It would be equally foolish to assert
that the theory is in desperate need of improvement because it models only twothirds of the bugs
in the Southbay sample. The observational adequacy figures are meaningless in isolation. As an
absolute measure of theoretical quality. observational adequacy is nearly useless. However, it is
excellent as a reldiive measure of theoretical quality. One takes two theories and compares their

`observational adequacy over the same data, taking care to study their tailorability as well.

Observational adequacy is particularly useful in comparing a new version of the theory to an
older version. This allows one to determine whether the new rersion improves the empirical quality
or hurts it. Indeed, this is haw the present theory arrived at us current form. To put it in the
language of heuristic search (which some claim is a* good metaphor for scientific discovery),
observation adequacy has been used to hilklimb: to find a maximum in the space of possible
theories. The claim, therefore, is not that the theory's current degree of observational adequacy is
good or bad in an absolute sense, but rather that it is the best that any theory can do, given the
same data and the same objectives.

There is a well known problem with hillelimbing. One can get trapped at a local maximum
that is not a global maximum. A common solution-to this problem is to begin with a gross
representation of the landscape so that the search can find the general lay of the land and thereby
determine approximately where the global maxima will be. This done, hillclimbing can be done at
the original level of detail, but remaining in the limited area where any local maxima are likely to
be global maxima as well. The same strategy has been used in this research (or at least, one can
reconstruct the actual research history this way). There are three levels of hypotheses (which are
also the three levels of organization of the following chapters). The most general level, the
architecture level, is a gross representation of the cognitive landscape. It addresses general issues,
such as whether learning is basically inductive or not. Hillelimbing in the architectural level yields
several hypotheses that define the theory in a non-detailed way. The next lower level of detail is
the representation level. It searches through a thicket of knowledge representations issues, e.g.,
whether procedures should be hierarchical or not. The third level, the bias level, is the last stage of
hillclimbing. k finds hypotheses about inductive biases that will optimize the fit between the
model's predictions and the data. Because the arguments for hypotheses are structured into gross,
medium and fine levels of detail, one can be somewhat assured that the hillclimbing implicit in this
strategy has brought the theory to a global maximum.

It bears reiterating that empirical quality is not the only measure of theoretical validity. It
must be balanced against explanatory adequacy does the theory really explain the phenomena or
does it just recapitulate them, perhaps because they have been tailored into the model's parameter
settings? This theory is quite strong in the explanatory department. The model takes only three
inputs, and these inputs are such that the theorist has little ability o tailor the predictions to the
data. This implies that the predictions are determined by the structure of the model, which is in
turn determined by the hypotheses of the theory. So, the competitive argumentation that fills the
remaining chapters can be constriled as a hillclimbing adventure where the measure of gogress is a
combination of increasing observational adequacy and decreasing tailorability.
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Chapter 3
Getting Started

The methodological goal of this research is to provide competitive arguments for supporting
each hypothesis. But when every hypothesis needs a motivation, and a motivation needs other
hypotheses, then getting started is difficult. Some hypotheses must be given support that does not
depend on any other hypotheses. These initial hypotheses are often called, somewhat unfairly,
assumptions. This chapter states the theory's assumptions, which are two: students learn inductively,
and what they learn are procedures. The chapter trys to make these two hypotheses appear
plausible in various ways. Later chapters will be able to use these initial hypotheses as the
foundations for competitive argumentation; here, there is no such foundation, so hands must be
waved.

3.1 Teleology or program?

The first assumption is that student's knowledge about procedures is schematic but not
teleological or prototypical. To define these terms, "schematic," "teleological," and "prototypical,"
several other terms must be introduced. (Figure 3-1 is a road map for the. terms that will be
introduced.) Computer programmers generally describe a procedure in three ways:

Program: A program is a schematic description of actions. It must be instantiated, by giving
it inputs, before it becomes a complete description of a chronological sequence of actions.

Action sequences: One can describe a particular instance of a program as a chronological
sequence of actions (or as a sequence of problem states. For the present discussion well use
action sequences. reserving problem state sequences to serve the same purpose later). That is,
executing a program produces an action sequence.. In principle, one could describe a
procedure (N.B., the term "procedure" is being used temporarily to mean some very abstract,
neutral idea Soot systematic actions) as a possibly infinite set of action sequences. This is
analogous to specifying a mathematical function as a set of tuples (e.g.. ni as (<0,1>, <1,1>,
<2,2>, <3,6>, <4.24>, ...D. Action sequences ere not usually used this way. Their most
common use in progamming practice is in reporting times where a program did something
unexpected (i.e., bug reports).

Specifications: Specifications say what a program ought to do. Often they are informally
presented in documents that circulate among the programmers and market researchers on a
product development team. Sometimes specifications are written in a formal lanuguage so
that one can prove that a certain program meets them.

There are names for the processes of transforming information about the p,.cedure from one level
to another. Programming is the transformation of a specification into a program. Execution.
interpretation and running are names for the transformation of a program into an action sequence.
There are also names for static, structural representations of these transformations. A trace is a
structural representation of the relationship between a program and a particular execution of it. A
procedural net (Sacerdotl, 1977), a derivation (Carbonell, 1983b) and a planning net (VanLchn &
Brown. 1980) are all formal representations of the relationship between a specification and a
program. Actually, these three terms arc just a few of the formalisms being used in a rapidly
evolving area of investigation. Rich (1981) has concentrated almost exclusively on developing
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Specifications

Teleology Programming

Program

\IliTrace Executing

Action Sequence

Figure 3-1
Three levels of description for a "procedure." Names for thd processes of converting from higher levels

to lower levels arc one the right. Names for conversion structures are on the left.

a formalism describing the relationship between a specification and a program. In his
representation systems, both the specification and the program are plans the surface plan
(program) is just a structural refinement of the other. Rather than seeming to commit to one or
another of these various formalisms, the neutral term "teleology" will be used. Thus, the teleology
of a certain program is information relating the program and its parts to their intended purposes
(i.e., to the specification).

Since "teleology" is a new term, it is worth a moment to sketch its meaning. The teleology of
a procedure relates the surface structure (program) of the procedure to its goals and other design
considerations. The teleology might include, for instance, a goal-subgoal hierarchy. It might
indicate which goals serve multiple purposes. and what those purposes are. It might indicate which
goals are crucially ordered, and which goals can be executed in parallel. If the program has
iterations or recursions, it indicates the relationship between the goals of the iteration body (or
recursion step) and 'the goal of the iteration (recursion) as a whole. In general, the procedure's
teleology explicates the design behind the procedure.

It is an empirical question which level of description action sequences, traces, program,
teleology or specification most closely corresponds to the knowledge that student's acquire. It is
possible that students could simply memorize the examples that they have seen. In this case, their
knowledge of the procedure would be appropriately represented by a set of action sequences. One
might call them "prototypes" for the procedure (c.f. theories of naural kind terms based on
prototypes, e.g., Roach & Mervis, 1975). However, it is a fact that student's knowledge of
mathematical procedures is productive, in the sense that they can solve problems that they have
never seen solved. As discussed in section 1.2, accounting for this productivity is problematic when
knowledge is represented as sets of action sequences. It will be assumed that student's knowledge is
not prototypical. In fact, the only two levels of description that seem at all plausible are programs
and teleologies. Finding empirical differences between them is subtle, but not impossible.

Consider, for instance, a procedure for making gravy. A novice cook often knows only the
surface structure (program) of the gravy recipe which ingredients to add in which order. The
expert cook will realize that the order is crucial In some cases, but arbitrary in others. The expert
also knows the purposes of various parts of the recipe. For instance, the expert understands a
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certain sequence of steps as making a flour-based thickener. Knowing the goal. the expert can
substitute a cornstarch-based thickener for the flour-based one. More generally, knowing the
teleology of a procedure allows its bser to adapt the procedure to special circumstances (e.g.,
running out of flour), It also allows the user to debug the procedure For instance, if the gravy
comes out lumpy, the expert cook can infer that something went wrong with the thickener.
Knowing which steps of the recipe make the thickener, the cook can discover that the bug is that
the flour-fat mixture (the roux) wasn't cooked long enough. The purpose of cooking the roux is to
emulsify the flour. Since the sauce was lumpy, this purpose wasn't achieved. By knowing the
purposes of the parts of the procedure, people are able to debug, extend, optimize, and adapt their
procedures. These added capabilities, beyond merely fallowing (executing) a procedure, can be ,
used to test for a teleological understanding.

Do students acquire the teleology ofmathematical procedures?

Gelman and her colleagues (Gelman & Gallistell, 1978; Greeno, Riley & Gelman,
forthcoming) used tests based on debugging and extending procedures In order to determine
whether children possess the teleology for counting (young children don't, older children do).
Adapting their techniques, I tested five adults rot possession of teleology for addition and
subtraction. All subjects were competent at arithmetic. None were computer programmers. The
subjects were given nine tasks. Each task added some extra constraint to the ordinary procedure,
thereby forcing the subject to redesign part of the procedure in order to bring it back into
conformance with its goals. A simple task. for example, was adding left to right. A more complex
task was inventing the equal additions method of borrowing (i.e., the borrow of 53-26 is performed
by adding one to the 2 rather than decrementing the 5). The results were equivocal. One subject
was unable to do any of the tasks. The rest were able to do some but not all of the tasks. The
experiment served only to eliminate the extremes: Adults don't seem to possess a complete, easily
used teleology, but neither are they totally incapable of constructing it (or perhaps recalling it).
Further experiments of this kind may provide more definitive results. In partkular, it would be
interesting to find out if adults were constructing the teleology of the procedure. or whether they
already knew it. At any rate, it's clear that not all adults possess operative teleology for their"
arithmetic procedures, and moreover, some adults seem to possess only surface structures (programs)
for accomplishing a task.

Adults found the teleology test so difficult that I was unwilling to subject young children to it.
However, there is some indirect evidence that students acquire very little teleology. It concerns the
way students react to impasses (i.e., getting stuck while executing a procedure). Consider the
decrementzero impasse discussed in section 2.9. A hypothetical student hasn't yet learned how to
borrow from zero although borrowing from non-zero numbers is quite familiar. Given the problem

6 0 4
2 1 7

the student starts to borrow, attempts to decrement the zero, and reaches an impasse. If the student
understands the teleology of borrowing, then the student understands that borrowing from the
hundreds would be an appropriate way to fix the impasse. The purpose of borrowing is to increase
a certain place's value while maintaining the value of the whole number. Here, the tens place needs
to be increased so that it can be decremented. Borrowing will serve this purpose. In short, the
teleology of nonzero borrowing allows it to be easily extended to cover borrowing from zero.
Although some students may react to the decrement-zero impasse this way, many do not. They use
local problem solving instead, as discussed in section 2.9. Because students do not make
teleologically appropriate responses to impasses, it appears that they did not acquire much teleology
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(or if they do, they are unwilling to use it in which case its a moot point whether they have it or
not).

Mathematical procedures arc perhaps a little different than other human procedure in that
their ideology is quite complex. The complexity is duc partly to fie fact that the procedures
manipulate a representation (e.g., base-10 numerals) rather than the objects of interest themselves
(e.g., numbers). A procedure for making gravy does not have this problem. Cooks don't
manipulate representations of flour and voter. they Manipulate the real stuff. An added complexity
in arithmetic procedure is way their teleologics merge loops to accomplish several goals at once
(Vanl.ehn & Brown, 1980). The teleology of loops is so complex that only reccndy has Al made
much progress on analyzing it (Waters, 1978: Rich, 1981). In other task domains than learning
matematical procedures, more students might show evidence of teleological knowledge. In the
present domain, it is safe to assume that students knowledge is more like a program than a
teleology. That is, the knowledge is schematic rather than teleologic (or prototypical).

3.2 What kind of learning goes on in ere ellssroom?

The second assumption made by the thcory is that students acquire their procedures by
induction: they generalize from examples. This section trys to make that assumption seem
plausible. First, it snows that inductive learning is consistent with the gross features of the students'
classroom experiences. Then. it presents several other ways that procedures could be learned, and
casts a little doubt on each of them.

No one knows precisely what goes on in elementary school. Unlike college classes,
elementary school classes are not just lectures and recitations. For much of the day, the child lives
in the school classroom. Many activities that go on there have little to do with learning. Schools
are like business offices in this respect. Despite the fact that both schools and offices have ostensive
purposes, it is impossible to precisely describe all the activities going on inside their walls.
However, the gross features of classroom setting are uncontroversial.

In elementary school, math is taught once a day for a little less than an hour, usually in the
morning when children are least restless. The most common instructional activity is seatwork: the
students work exercises in their seats, occasionally asking the teacher for help. Figure 3-2 shows
how one study of math classes divides instru Alan time. It excludes non-instructional activities such
as collecting homework, dividing into groups, and dealing with disc' linary problems. The largest
proportion of instructional time is spent in seatwork.

Activity Grade 2 Grade 5
seatwork 66% 70%

discussion, recital 30% 20%
lecture, demonstration 10% 6%

games 5% 5%

total 100% 100%

Figure 3-2
Gross proportions of time spent in various instructional activities.

Adapted from Ramos-4 data reported in (McDonald & Elias, 1975).
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Most teachers follow the lesson plans of the textbook rather closely. The contents of the
teacher's textbook can be taken as a rough approximation to the material that the teacher actually
presents. Judging from the textbooks. the calculational procedures that I am calling "mathematical
skills" are only a fraction of the mathematical curriculum. Moreover, they are not taught in a nice
compact unit as one might expect from college curricula. The lessons that introduce the
components of a procedure are scattered over several years. In the ScottForesman textbook, for
instance. the first lessons on the multicolumn subtraction procedure occur midway through second
grade. The various subprocedures, such as traversing columns and borrowing, are introduced in six
chapters scattered through the last half of the second grade, the third grade, and the first half of the
fourth grade. A chapter typically has one or two lessons that introduces a new subskill, several
lessons reviewing previously taught subskills, and a chapter test. During the two years that the
subtraction procedure is actively taught (it is reviewed for many years thereafter), the students
cover about 600 pages of text. At most 90 pages directly address the subtraction procedure. These
90 pages include not only the lessons introducing new subskills, but also review lessons and tests. ft
Page counts can be translated into a rough measure of the time spent learning subtraction. If one
puts the school year at about 175 days of usable instruction, and math occupies an hour a day, then
it works out that the subtraction procedure is taught in about 50 hours. These are just rough
estimates, of course. The main points are that the subtraction procedure does not consume much
instructional time. that most of that time is spent on review, and that the skill in introduced
gradually over a long period. The same comments apply to other calculation skills. Algebra
equation solving is introduced in the fifth grade, in the ScottForesman textbook series mentioned
above. 'By the time the student takes high school algebra. most of linear equation solving has
already been presented.*

An inductive account of skill acquisition requires that the curriculum provides ,examples in
appropriate quantities and varieties. Textbooks and teachers provide some worked examples of
matheinatical procedures, but not all that many. A typical borrow lesson in a textbook might print
two worked examples and 25 exercises. The teacher will undoubtedly work through several of the
exercises on the blackboard with the class and leave some of them on the chalkboard while the
students do their seatwork. So a lesson might have a half dozen or a dozen examples for the
students to generalize from. The example set is not as small as one or two, but it is not hundreds
either. One quelion that a computational theory can address, in detail, is whether this moderate
number of examples has sufficient information for induction to succeed. To the first order,
however, it seems that the instruction in use todhy has enough examples with enough variety to
make an inductive account of learning plautiole.

It is important to consider the whole curriculum when grounding a learning model on textbook
lessons. In particular, it is easy to mistake a review lesson for an introductory lesson, Neves (1981)
built an Al program. ALEX, that learned how to solve simple algebra equations by induction. Neves
tested ALEX using examples abstracted from a high school algebra textbook. The first algebra lesson
that Neves used to test ALEX is probably a review lesson. It presents three operators for solving
linear equations, all on one page. One of these operators is taught as early as the fifth grade in the
Scott-Foresman series. Neves has ALEX learn these three operators from scratch, as if this lesson
were introducing them for the first time. I believe this. is a mistake that caused Neves to make
ALEX too powerful to be plausible as a model for the initial acquisition of procedures (see sect. 4.3).
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Specifications

Discovery

Recipe
Natural Lana.
Understanding

Program
Analogy Familiar

Program

is\Induction

Action Sequence

Figure 3-3
Ways to acquire a program level of description.

The gross features or classroom life seem consistent with an inductive account of learning.
But they are also consistent with just about any other account of learning because classrooms are a
rich, almost chaotic environment. Since the assumption of inductive learning will soon be used in
important ways, it is worth casting some doubt on the competing accounts. In order to organize
them somewhat, we'll again use the tripartite distinction between specifications, programs and
actions sequences. If the goal is to construct a description of the procedure at a program
(schematic) level, there are four possible routes (see figure

1. From specification to program: A kind of learning by doing or discovery.

2. From examples (action sequences) to programs: induction.

3. From some other schematic description, either
(a) another familiar program: learning by analogy, or
(b) a natural language presentation of the program.

Each of the four routes has a certain degree of plausibility with respect to the gross features of
classroom life. Discovery learning would take place while the students solve problem, alone,
cogitating over their mistakes. There is ample opportunity to do this in a class where 55% of the
time is spent doing seatwork. Inductive learning requires examples, which the teacher and the text
supply. Analogic learning requires the juxtaposition of familiar procedures with the target
procedures. Modern instruction does some of this by drawing analogies to monetary, transactions or
games involving other concrete numerals (e.g., Dienes blocks, Moptessori rods, abacci, etc.).
Learning by understanding natural language presentations of procedures has some support in that
recipe-like presentations of procedures are occasionally used in textbooks and (presumably)
classrooms. So all four routes have a certain degree of plausibility.

The next three sections will take three of these four accounts of learning in turn, leaving
induction aside, and show why each is not a plausible aCC011gt of the way mathematical procedures
are acquired. In the process, several of the pertinent AI studies of procedure acquisition will bj
mentioned (for a comprehensive review, see Cohen & Feigenbaum 1983). By the way, the
following remarks should, not be construed as claims that inductive instruction is the only effective
kind. Indeed, it may be that other kinds of instruction are so effective that the few students'who
actually utilize the instruction don't have bugs, and hence there would be no sign of their learning
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the bug data (I doubt this very much). It may be that inductiv: instruction is not nearly as good as
some other method in that decreasing the curricular emphasis on examples would improve students'
learning. Thct point is that this is not 3 theory about what learning should occur, it is only a theory -

about what learning does occur.

3.3 Learning by discovery

In discovery learning, students learn on their own by solving problems. The teacher has little
direct involvement, except perhaps to suggest projects or problems for the students to tackl' or to
answer an occasional question. The key assumption of discovery leap:Lib is that the stude .ts can
solve problems initially. They may only be able to solve simple problems. They may solve them
by trial and error, making many counterproductive moves in the ptocessrs. Discovery learning
requires at least this much initial competence of its participants. By solving problems on their own,
students discover ways to avoid counterproductive moves and ways to solve problems that they
couldn't solve initially.

Superficially, it appears that discovery learning is common in current mathematical education.
A typical lesson has exercises that are just a little bit harder than the ones in the preceding lesson.
Such a gradual increase in thelevel of difficulty seems just right for encouraging a discovery learner
to acquire the new subskill that the lesson teaches. One can imagine, for example, a less that
teaches carrying with exercises such as a:

a. 3 6 b. 3 5
+Z 8 + 2 1

Exercise a is just a little harder than b, a problem type that the hypothetical discovery learner has
presumably mastered already. The learner would attack ct first generating c. She would recognize
that the answer of c isn't a proper number, so she would fix it, yielding d.

c. 3 6 d. 3 5
+2 8 + 2 8

513 613
6 3

This results in a procedure with, two passes: one pass adds tht columns, the second pass converts
the answer to the canonical form Ibr numbers. Analyzing this solution and others like it may
eventually gad the learner to discover that the two passes can be merged into one. This merger
would generate the normal add with-carry procedure. So, it seems that discovery learning is quite
compatible with the kinds of instruction that today's students receive. However, when one looks a
little closer, this illusion disappears.

The key requirement of discovery learning is that students know enough about the task that
they can solve it initially, albeit in an ineffl-'nt way. This requirement is not a peculiarity of
people, but an apparently necessary pan of ..aformation processing. All Al discovery learners*
have been equipped with substantial initial domain knowledge. For instance, LEX is a program that

* Except Lenat's AM program, winch uses a representation in which relevant task domain
information was unusally dense (Lenat & Brown, 1983). By "Al discovery learners," I mean
programs for planning (e.g., Sacerdoti. 1977; Green & Barstow, 1975: Stefik, 1980), strategy
acquisition (e.g., HayesRoth & McDermott, 1976), operalization (e.g., Mostow, 1981), learning by
doing (e.g., Anderson, 1980; 1982; Anzai, 1979) and learning by debugging (e.g., Sussman. 1976).
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discovers how . Ificiently solve simple integrals (Mitchell et. al.. 1983). However, its initial
knowledge of ilk domain contains a complete set of legal mathematical transformations (e.g.,
integration by parts). This much knowledge is quite a bit trore than any beginning calculus student
has. Another well-known discovery learner is Sussman's HACKER program (Sussman. 1976). It
learns procedures for stacking toy blocks. However, its initial state of knowledge contains a
**physics" for the blocks world (e.g., two blocks cannot occupy the same place). This knowledge is
essential for detecting when the partially learned procedure has bugs. Without it, HACKER would
not know to revise its procedures. It would not learn. Similar comments apply to almost all other
AI discovery !earners. To put it in terms used before, discovery learners must have a specification
of the procedure (in some form). ^From that they can derive a program for-the procedure.

°
As noted earlier, students of mathematical procedures seem not to possess the teleology of

their procedures. -1-Pwever, without at least the specifications for a procedure, they cannot perform
discovery learning. For instance," most young students do not understand the base-10 number
system well enough to see that the answer in problem c above is not a legal number. They lack the

. ,
I

kind of knowledge that HACKER used to detect when its procedure had a bug. Without this kind of
knowledge, there is no *ay students can discover the carrying subskill on their own.

In the arithmetic domain, the essential problem is that the specifications for procedures must
be couched in terms of preserving relationships between numbers, but the procedures manipulate
base-10 numerals. More generally, all mathematical calculations manipulate symbols and not what
the symbols stand for. Since the symbols do not necessarily obey constraints that preserve their
semantics, the student must know not to violate these constraints. The symbols will not themselve:
prevent a student from creating buggy promiures in the way that HACKER'S blocks prevent it from
creating buggy procedures.

.
.1. Many educators and cognitive scientists have, tried to find ways to teach mathematical notation

thct wilt enable mathematical calculations to be learned by discovery. A typical technique involves
substituting physical objects for the symbols of the" notation. Constraints on the notation are turned
irro physical constraints on the objects. For instance. I once tried to use this technique to get
young children to discovet carrying. The basic idea was to make the principles of the base10

It
srem extremely salient by, using an appropriate physical representation for numbers. A two digit
number was represented by two egg cartons this were trimmed to hold just nine eggs. If the

' student tried to put more than nine eggs in the units carton, they would mll off the table and break.
The idea was to convert a tacit constraint of the base-10 system, that the maximum place-value
holder was nine, into an extremely salient physical constraint. Betse! Summers and I tried to coax
eight beginning ariatmetic students to synthesize carrying Not one.would do it. After they were
shown the procedure, they would perform it with no trouble (i.e., they learned it by induction).
Since the constrains defining the task were salient, their failure can only be attributed to an
inability (or perhaps unwillingness) to do the kind of problem solving that discovery learning
requires. I hasten to add that this experiment should not be taken as definitive. Young subjects
present difficult methodological problems. By changing the instructions or the experimental
irateriais, one can vastly alter the apparent competence of the subjects (c.f. Klahr and Robinson's
study of the Tower of Hanoi, 1981, or Gelman and G"alistrel's "magic" experiments, 1978). Resnick

, and others have reported more methodical experiments of thi; kind where some students were able
to discover carrying, borrowing and similar 'subprocedures (Resnick, 1982). Ncinetheless, the general
consensm is that it is,difficult and rime consuming to teach enough about the semantics of the
notatio,. thet studentrean learn calculations by ascovely. It seems safe to assume that little or no

:-- discovery learning occurs in the typical classroom.
or

,

4
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3.4 Learning by analogy

Learning by analogy is the mapping of knowledge from one domain over to the target
domain, where it is applied to solve problems. Winston (1979) showed that learning procedures br
analogy could be formalized. He constructed a program that could learn to solve Ohm's law
problems by drawing an analogy to hydraulics (see also Brown, 1977; Carbonell, 1983a; 1983b).
Analogies are heavily used in the early grades to teach base-1,0 numeration. Students are ()`ten
drilled on the mapping between written numerals and and various concrete representations of
numbers. such as collections of coins, Diennes blocks, Montessori rods and so forth. This is a
mapping between two kinds of numerals, and not two procedures. Later, this inter-numeral
mapping is appealed to in teaching carrying and borrowing. For example, a known procedure for
making change trading a dime for ten pennies is mapped into the borrowing procedure"of
written subtraction. Since this End of teaching is quite common in the primary grades, it seems
quite plausible that learning by analogy should be a prominent framework for learning procedures.

Presumably. once an analogy has transferred some knowledge, it is still available for use later
to transfer more knowledge about the procedure. In some chses, this predicts significant s"adent
competence. For instance. if the students learned skaple borrowing via the analogy, then it's quite

' plausible that when confronted with more complex borrowing problems, such as .

6 0 7
2 3 8

.

(assuming the student hasn't yet been taught how to solve such borrow across zero problems), the
student could solve the problem in the concrete domain by trading a dotar for nine dimes ar -, ten
pennies, then map back into the written domain, thus producing the correct solution. Indeed, the
analogies used in instruction may have been designed so that these productive extensions of the

, ,
base analogy are encouragtd.-

But this is a much more productive understanding of borrowing than most stinients achieve.
As discussed in the preceding chapter, when certain students discover that it is impossible to
decrement the zero, they will do local problem solving repairing their execution state. These
students do not use analogies to-familiar procedures (e.g:, making change). If the students had
learned their procedures via analogy, one would have to make ad hoc stipulations to explain why
they no longer used that analogy after they had learned the procedure. les more plausible that they
simply didn't utilize the analogy in the first place. Similar comments apply to the analogies
between arithmetic and algebra. They would predict more algebraic competence than one typically
finds. Loosely speaking, learning by analogy is too good. It predicts that students would "repair"
impasses by constructing a correct extension to their current procedure. That is, they would debug
instead of repair. Since some students do apparently have repair-generated bugs, another
explanatiorrwould be needed for how these students acquired_their-procedures. At the very least,
analogy cannot be the ofilTkiiid of learning going on, if it happens mucti at all.

Carbonell (1983) makes a telling argument about analogies between procedures. His ARIES
program was unable to form analogies between certain procedures when all it had was the program
(schematic) representations. However, Carbonell found that analogies could be forged when the
procedures were described teleologically (i.e., in Carbonell's terminology the analogy is between
derivations of procedures). Suppose one stretches Carbonnell's results l little and claims that
knowing the teleology (derivation) of procedures is necessary for procedural analogy, at least for
mathematical procedures. (Carbonnell claims only sufficiency, if that.) Since most math students
are ignorant of the teleology of their pioccduret (section 3.1), one can conclude that students did
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not acquire their procedures via analogy.

Analogies are hard to make

Flow is U that teachers can present material that is specifically designed to encourage earning
procedures by analogy, and yet their students show few signs of doing so? Winston's research
(Winston, 1979) yields a speculative answer. It indicates that the most computation intensive part of
analogy can be oiscovering how best to match the parts of the two sides of the analogy. To solve
electrical problems given hydr ulic knowledge, onz must match voltage. electrical current and
resistance to one each of pressur , water current and pipe size. There are 6 possible matchings, and
only one matching is correct The number of possible matchings rises exponentially with the
number of parts. For a simila analogy, a best match had to be selected from 111 or 40 million
possible matches. The matchi g problem of analogy is a version of a well known NP-complete
problem: finding the maxima common subgraph of two digraphs (Hayes-Roth & McDennott,
1978). Hence, it is doubt 1 that a faster solution than an exponential one exists.

If computational comple ity can be equated with cognitive difficulty, Winston's work would
predict that students would filtd it Jifficult to draw an analogy unless either it was a very simple
one or they were given some help in finding the matching. Resnick (1982) has produced some
experimental evidence suppo,hing this prediction in the domain of mathematical instruction.
Resnick interviewed students !who were taught addition and subtraction in school, using the us,. i

analogies between concrete nd written numerals. It was discovered that some students had
mastered both the numeral a Mogy and the arithmetic procedures in the concrete domain, and yet
they could not make a conn tion between the concrete procedures and the written ones. Resnick
went on to demonstrate tha; students could easily make the mapping between the two procedures
provided that the steps of the two procedures were explicitly paired. That is, the student was
walked through the concrete procedure in parallel with the written one. A step in one was
immediately followed by the corresponding step(s) in the other. If we assume the conjecture from
above, that combinatorial ;explceions in mapping equates with difficulty for humans making
analogies, and we assume that "parts" of procedures roughly correspond ,to steps, then Resnick's
finding makes perfect sense. The procedures are currently presented in school in a non-parallel
mode. This forces students to solve the matching problem, and most seem unable to do so.
Consequently, the analogy does little good. Only when the instruction helps the students make the
matching, as it did. in Resnick experiment, does the analogy actually succeed in transferring
knowledge about ones procedure to the other. In short, analogy could become a major learning
technique, but current instructional practices must be changed to do so.

81

___ _Example-exercise analogies

There is anecdotal evidence that analogy is very common, but it is analogy of a very different
kind In tutoring, I have watched students flip through the textbook to loca,e a worked problem
that is similar to the one they are currently trying to solve. They then draw a mapping of some
kind between the worked problem and their problem that enables them to solve their problem.
Anderson et al. report the same behavior for students solving geometry problems (1981). Although
the usage could be diliuted, Anderson et. al. call this kind of example-exercise mapping an analogy.
It differs from the kind of analogy discussed earlier. The abstraction that is common to the two
problem solutions is exactly the surface structure (program) of the procedure. In the analogy
between making change ana borrowing, the common,abstraction lay much deeper, somewhere in
the teleology of the procedure. To put it differently, the example-exercise analogy maps two action
sequences of a procedure together, thus illustrating the procedure's. program. The other analogy
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maps two distinct procedures together in order to illustrate a common teleology.

The former mapping, between two instances of a schematic object, is nearly identical to the
central operation of learning by examples. In bot!. cases, the most specific common generalization
of the two instances is calculated. Winston also points out the equivalence of generalization and
analogy in such circumstances (Winston, 1979). Although I hate not investigated exampleexertise
analog) in &tail, I expect it to behave almost indistinguishably from learning by generalizing
examples.

To t.immaria. one form of analogy (if it could be called that) is indistinguishable from
inductioy. The other form of analogy seems necessarily to involve the teleology of procedures.
Since studs; ts show little evidence of teleology, it is safe to assume that analogic learning is not
common in classrooms, perhaps bcwuse current instructional practices aren't encouraging it in quite
the right way.

15 Learning by being told

One framework for acquiring a procedure involves following a set of natural language
instruct:0ns until the procedure is committed to memory. This framework for explaining learning is
called learning by being gold. It views the central problem of learning as one of natural language
understanding. The key assumption is that the text describes the procedure in enough detail that all
the students need to do is understand the language, then they will be able to perform the
procedure.

Manuals of procedures are ubiquitous in adult life. Examples are cookbooks, user guides,
repair shop manuals and office procedure manuals. in using prose re manuals, adults sometimes
learn the procedures described therein, and cease to use the manual*. So learning by being told is
probably quite common among adults. The content of procedure manuals can be taken as a model
for how good a natural language description has to be if it is to be effective in teaching the
procedure.

Open any arithmetic text, and one immediately sees that it is not much like a cookbook or an
auto repair manual. There is very little text. The books are mostly exercises and worked examples.
The reason is obvious: since students in the primary grades are just beginning to yead,_they_could
make little use of an elaborate written proce_dure -- --

_ --Ba ri (197 built an AI program that reads the prose and examples of a fourth grade
.. _ .

arithmetic textbook in order to learn procedures for multicolumn addition and subtraction. Badre
sought in vain for simple, concise statements of arithmetic procedures that he could use as input to
his natural language understanding program. He comments:

During the preliminary work of problem definition, we looked fora textbook that would
explain arithmetic operations as a clearly stated set of rules. The extensive efforts in this

- search led to the following, somewhat surprising result: nowadays, young American
gradeichool children are never told how to perform addition or subtraction in a general
way. They are supposed to infer the general algorithms from examples. Thus actual
texts are usually composed of a series of short illustrated 'stories.' Each story describes
an example of the execution of the addition or the subtraction 4gorithins. Madre, 1972,
PP l'2)

Despite the fact that Badre's program "reads" the textbook's "stories" in order to obtain a
description of the examples, the role of reading in its learning is minimal. The heart of the
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program is generalization of examples. In particular, the program employs only a few heuristics
that use the book's prose to 'disambiguate choices left opcn by generalization.

The preceding paragraphs discussed primary school students learning arithmetic. Algebra
learners are secondary school students. Many can read well enough to use procedure manuals. In
secondary school algebra texts. one sometimes finds "recipes" for solving equations and the like, but
they are often too terse and ambiguous to serve as more than a simple reminder. Their level of
detail suggests that such written procedures are used as summaries and not as the primary
exposition. The fact that most of them are placed at the end of their chapters suggests that the
textbook writers also see them as play ftig a secondary. summarizing role. If I may add anecdotal
support from experiences as an algebra tutor. I have observed that students who flip through the
textbooklooking for help in solving a problem virtually always refer to a worked example rather
than a recipe. This is consistent with the view that recipes play an integrative or summarizing role.
They lack the detail to serve either as the main exposition of the procedure or even as a reference....
when additional detail's are sought.

3.6 Summary and formalization

This chapter presented two hypotheses. The theory needs them in order to get started in
arguing competitively. Since there are no independently motivated hypotheses that can be used in
arguing for these two, they can only be justified by making them seem plausible. They are, in this
special sense, assumptions hypotheses without pryer support, but ones that the theory bears
allegiance to.

One hypothesis is that the knowledge that students acquire is schematic (at the level of a
program) rather than teleologic (at the level of a specification for a program) or prototypical (at the
level of a set of problem state sequences). All three descriptive levels are logically sufficient to
describe a procedure. However, the behavior of students seems best to fit the hypothesis that their
descriptions of procedures are schematic. The argument against prototypical knowledge is that
students" problem-solving ability is much more productive, in the sense that they can solve problems
that they have never seen before, than__an account of procedEftal knowledge that is based on

_prototypes (i.e., memorized examples) would predict. On the other hand, if students possessed the
teleology of their procedures, most impasses could be "repaired" by deriving a correct procedure
(i.e.. students would debug instead of repair). At least some students, the ones with bugs, must be

Jacking such teleological knowledge. Also, there is experimental evidence that some adults have no
`teleology for their arithmetic procedures. They either never learned it or they forgot it in such a
way that the schematic level (program) was retained while the teleology was forgotten. All in all, it
is more parsimonious to assume that students learn just the schematic level descriptions for their
procedures. This implies that student's knowledge can be formalized by something like Lisp
procedure or production systems. It is not necessary to use more powerful formalisms such as
planninr Lets (VanLehn & Brown, 1980), planning calculi (Rich, 1981) or procedural nets
(Sacerdou, 1977)

The second assumption is that students learn inductively. They generalize examples. There
are several less plausible ways that procedures could be learned: (1) Leamingby-being-told
expL:ns procedure acquisition as the conversion of an external natural language information source,
e.g., from a procedural manual, into an internal comprehension of the procedure. It is implausible
in this domain because young students don't read well and older staidents' textbooks are not
procedure manuals. ;2) Learning-by-analogy is used in current mathematical curricula, but in ways
that would produce an overly teleological urri-rstanding of the procedural skills. If students really
understood the analogies, they wouldn't develop the bugs that they do. (3) Discovery learning
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requires that students have enough initial knowledge of the task that they can muddle through to a
solution. 1)iscovery learning describes how students develop solution procedures from their initial,
trial-and-error problem solving. However, mathematical tasks have difficult specifications that make
it unlikely that a student would blunder into a correct solution of e.g, a subtraction problem. Even
when these specifications are made salient, there is some experimental evidence indicating that the
initial trialanderror problem solving is too hard for many students. Besides, if students did use
discocry learning, their knowledge of the procedures would be overly teleological. Of the various
ways to learn procedures, only induction seems both to fit the facts of classroom life and to account
for the schematic (program) level of knowledge that students appear to quire.

Formalizing the hypothesesusingc-onstraints on undefined functions

Two functions, named Learn and Cycle, will be used to formalize the theory. The
functions will not be defined. Instead, they will gradually acquire meaning as the hypotheses of the
theory are stated in term of them. In the next chapter, for instance, Learn will be defined in terms
of three new undefined functions. and some constraints will be added concerning how the three
fuhctions interact. In effect, these new functions and constraints will be a partial definition of
Learn." Later chapters will introduce further constraints. When all constraints have een made,
there will still be many ways to define the various functions. Sierra provides one definition for
each. The intention is that any other definition would do as well as Sierra does at predicting the
data.

To put it a little differently, the endeaver in the following chapters is to accumulate a set of
semiformal specifications for Sierra. As new empirical facts come to light, new - specifications- must ..
be imposed on Sierra in order that its performance corresponds to the new facts. To put it baldly,
the endeaver is to uncover a teleology for Sierra. Chapter 2 presented Sierra at the schematic
(program) level. The remaining chapters build up its teleology. The structure of interlocking
competitive arguments is exactly a teleology for Sierra, except that it stops short of the actual code
itself. It is a teleology for a class or Sierra-equivalents.

The following is a list of the nomenclature, with comments on their intending meanings.

Li...Li...L.

L

P

(Examples L)

(Exercise L)
(Learn P L)

S

(Internal S)'
(External 5)

(Cycle P S)

A sequence of lesson. s. 0
A variable designating a lesson.

A variable designating the student% procedure.

A function that returns the examples crtained in its argument, which is a lesson.

A function that returns the exercises contained in its argument, which is a lessen.

An undefined function that returns a set of procedures. Its first argument, P, is a
procedure. and its second argument, L, is a lesson. It represents the various ways
that its input procedure can be augmented to assimilate the lesson.

A variable designating the current runtime state.

A function that returns the internal (execution, or interpreter) state.

A function that returns the external (problem) state. The current state is a
composite of the internal and external state.

An undefined function that inputs a procedure and a runtime state and outputs a
set of possible the next states. It represents one cycle in the
interpretation /execution of the procedure.
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Defining inductive learning is easy if one can use a consistency constraint si.ch as the following one:
If L is a lesson, and g is a generalization induced from it, then g oust be consistent with all the
examples in I.. in the case of procedures, a procedure s is consistent with an example if its solution
to the example's exercise problem is the same problem state sequence as the example's problem
state sequence. That is, consistency means a student procedure solves the lesson's example exercises
using the same writing actions that the teacher did. Given a lesson sequence, Li...1.1...Ln, the set of
observable procedures is obtained by chaining. That is, procedure P, is learnable when it is induced
from procedure Pi./ during lesson Li, and P, is consistent with lesson Lis and Pi.1 is learnable. This
recursive definition defines the set of learnable procedures to include ones that arc intermediate
procedures as well as the procedures that the learners have when they reach the end of the lesson
sequence. Although it might appear a little complicated, there is nothing special going on. This is
an ordinary way to formalize incremental induction. The formal hypotheses are:

Incremental Learning
Givcn a lesson sequence Li...Ln and an initial procedure Po:
Procedtire Pi is a Core- procedure if and o nly if
(1) Pi= Po. or
(2) Pi E (Learn Li P,.1) and Pi_i is core procedure.

Induction
If Pi E (Learn LiPi.1) then for each example problem x in (Examples Li),
the problem state sequence that is Pi's solution to x is equal to the problem state
sequence that is the solution to x used in the example. -

_o_These hypotheses express the second assumption presented in this chapter, that learning is inductive
in this domain. The first assumption is not as easy to formalize. There is no standard way to
formally distinguish between a schematic procedure (program) and a teleologically described
procedure (a teleology). The best that can be done is to appeal to the intuitive notion of an
runtime state (notated S). It changes during problem solving while another information structure,
the procedure (notated P) does not change, Later on, this inability to express the assumption
formally won't matter because a faunal representation for procedures will have been defined. The
following principle, as well as the notation defined above, is aimed at providing a foundation for the
definition of the knowledge representation and its use in problem solving.

Predictions

If So is the initial state such that (External So ) is a test exercise, then the set of

predicted problem state sequence for students with procedure P is exactly the SA

(<(External S0)...(External Sri)) I Vi Si E (Cycle P Si_1)).

This constraint puts the teeth into the whole theory. It connects observable, testable predictions
with the predicted procedures. It defines the solution of a problem to be a sequence of runtime
states Si. Since Cycle is non deterministic in that it can output more than one runtime state, many
solution sequences arc possible for the same procedure P and the .c.ame test problem ( External
So) . Note that only the sequence of problem states, the projectiGn of the Si via External, is
observable. It is just barely worth mentioning that this formalization ducks the minor issues of
initial and final internal states.
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9apter 4
The Disjunction Problem

This cimpter argues that a key problem which any inducer faces is controlling disjunction. If
the class of all generalizations is specified in such a way that disjunctions are unconstrained, then an
inducer will be unable to identify which generalization it is being Mughc even if it is given an
infinite number of positive and negative examples. It is only when the inducer is given all possible
examples that it can succeed. This is physically impossible in most interesting domains. Any
physically realized inducer that can learn successfully must be performing induction under some set
of constraints on disjunctions. In the previous chapter, it was assumed that students learn
mathematical procedures inductively. Since they don't require infinitely many examples to do so,
there must be constraints on the way disjunctions are induced. The task of this chapter is to find
out what those constraints are.

Research on machin+e induction has discovered several methods that solve the disjunction .,

problem and thus enable mechanical inducers to succeed in finitelime. For instance, two classic,
methods are to bar disjunctions from generalizations or to bias the inducer against generalizations
that use disjunctions. These methods, or any methods that solve the disjunction problem, could be
the one used by people. It is an empirical question which method people actually use. It will be
shown that the method used by students in this domain is the one-disjunct-per-lesson felicity
condition, which was mentioned in chapter I. Before arguing in defense of the felicity condition,
the disjunction problem will be introduced and several solutions will be discussed.

4.1 An introduction to the disjunction problem

By "disjunction," I mean the following: Suppose that g and g' are two generalizations from
the class of all possible generalizations They each hare an extension, where a generalization's
extension is the set of all possible examples (instances) consistent with the generalization. The
generalization is a generalization of each object in its extension and no other objects. A
generalization's extension is usually an infinite set. Let x and i be the extensions of g and 1,
respectively. The disjunction of g and g is any generalization whose extension is the union of x
and x`.

It is often the case that a representation language is used to define the class of all possible
generalizations. If so, disjunction usually co; sponds_ to certain operators or constructions in the
representation language. Disjunction takes two or more generalizations and produces a new one
such that the extension of the new generalization is exactly the union of the extensions of the old
generalizations. For instance, the disjunction of two predicates, e,g., (WEDGE x) and (BRICK x),
is their Weal disjunction, (WEDGE x) V ( BRICK x). The disjunction of two context-free
grammars is a grammar whose rule set is the concatenation of their two rule sets (assuming all non-
terminals except the root have distinct names).
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Figure 4-1

Disjunction of two flow charts.

Yes

B

The disjunction of two procedures A and B is their concatenation plus the new top-level
statement: "If such-and-such is true then call A else call B." To see this in a little more detail,
suppose that procedures are represented as flow charts (see figure 4-1). Each flow chart has a
designated node, labeled Enter. To disjoin two flow charts, a conditional branch is placed
between the two Enter nodes of the two flow charts. This forms a single, new flow chart. The
test (predicate) inside the conditional branch could be arbitrary (i.e., a random true-false generator)
or it could be something specific. It doesn't matter as long as the extension of the new flow dart is
the union of the extensions of the two old flow charts. The extension of a flow chart could be
considered to be the set of all action sequences (or equivalently, as the set of all problem state
sequences. Denotational semantics provides a more general and rigorous treatment of extensions of
procedures. See Stoy, 1977). ...

If the two flow charts were very similar, then the same effect could be achieved by merging
them. For instance, suppose the two flow charts were identical except for one conditional branch's
test (see figure 4-2). In one flow chart, the test is P; in the other flow chart, the test is Q. Given
this similarity, the disjunction is a flow chart wIth (OR P Q) as its test. Disjunction in the
procedural domain has a rather broad interpretation It can introduce new control structure or just
modify internal tests and actions.
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(Inter )
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Figure 4-2

Internal disjunction of two flowcharts.

The disjunction problem

Induction's trouble occurs when the class of all possible generalizations admits free
disjunction. That is. the disjunction of g with g' is in the class whenever g and g are. When this is
the case, induction acquires some strange properties that make it seem unlikely as a form of human
learning.

Free use of disjunction allows induction to generate absurdly specific generalizations. One
such absurdity is the trivially specific generalization: a disjunction whose disjuncts arc exactly the
positive examples that the learner received. Thus, if the inducer received positive examples tz b and
c, then the disjunction (OR a b c) is the trivially specirtc generalization. It has three disjuncts,
namely the three examples (or rather. complete descriptions of each example). The trivially specific
generalization is not really a generalization at all. Its extension is just {a 6 c }. The inducer didn't
really generalize, it just remembered. Clearly, this is not the only kind of knowledge acquisition
that people do, especially students of mathematical skills. There must be some constraints on
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induction that people have. For instance, they could be biased against trivially specific,"
generalizations. This would take rare of one problem, but there is another problem that is much
worse. It is the heart of the disjunction problem.

When disjunctions are unconstrained. the inducer has to c given the complete extension of
the generalization being taught before it can reliably discrimi "ate that generalization from the
others. To see this, first assume that for cacn possible example, there is a generalization in the class
of all possible generalizations whose extension is that example and only that example. (If this
assumption is not true, then we can reformulate the example space into a space or equivalence
classes such that the examples in a class cannot be distinguished by generalizations.) For instance, a
grammar consisting only of the rule S'a is such a generalization, where S is the root category and
a is a string of terminals. This grammar's extension is the singleton set {a }. Using such singleton,
generalizations and disjunction, any finite set of examples can be described by some generalization.
To get the generalization for {a, b }, one finds the generalizations for {a} and for {b}, then takes
their disjunCtion. Since all sets of examples correspond to generalizations. the inch:feel* can't tell
which generalization is correct until it is told exactly what the target generalization's extension is.
This means it must be shown all possiblA examples, and told which are positive examples and which
are negative examples. For grammar induction the learner must be shown all possible finite strings.
There are an infinite number of them, so this is an impossible task. (In fact, for grammar
induction, it is easy to prove that there are infinitely many grammars consistent with any finite set
of strings.)

The only way for the inducer to learn witho t receiving infinitely many examples is to bias
the learner or to constrain the use of disjunction in the representation language. .Goodman (1955)
calls this the old riddle of induction: to learn anything at all, you either have to biased or
partially blind. By hypothesis, students do learn inductively. So it is only a queston of whether
they arc, biased, partially blind, or have some other way of solving the disjunction problem.

Prior solutions to the disjunction problem

Research in induction has used five major techniques for solving the disjunction problem.
These will be reviewed briefly (see Cohen & Feigenbaum, 1983, for details). One technique has
been mentioned already: disjunction-free induction. Winston's arch-learner was of this type (see
section 2.6). Disjunctive generalizations are simply 'banned from the class of possible
generalizations. This technique is the only one of the four that solves the problem by putting
constraints on generalizations. (The remainder of this subsection is somewhat technical and can be
skipped.)

The second "technique" is based on a celebrated theorem of Gold (1967)._-As it turns out, the
technique is totally impractical in most cases because it requires that the inducer receive infinitely
many examples. Gold's work dealt specific-3.11y with inducing grammars, but the results are more
general. He proved three impbrtaat theorems: (1) If a certain brute force inducer receives only
positive examples, then it cannot learn the target generalization, except when the class of all possible
generalizations is extremely restricted. (2) If the Inducer receives both positive and negative
examples, then it will eventually converge on the correct target generalization. (3) This brute force
inducer is equivalent to all other inducers with respect to the theorems' results. Recently, certain
psycholinguists have taken these results to mean that it will suffice to explain how language is
learned if it can be shown that babies receive negative examples (sec Pinker, 1979, for a review of
this position). if they do, then they have all the information they need to induce their language,
and moreover. it is pointless to inquire what kind of induction algorithm they might be using since
all such algorithms arc, in a certain sense. equivalent. This position chooses to ignore the fact that
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Gold's second theorem requires that the inducer receive all possible examples, each bearing an
indication of whether it is a positive example or a negative example. For any interesting
formulation of inductive learning, this makes the example sequence be infinitely long. In
concentrating on whether babies receive negative examples, the position ignores the physical
impossibility of an infinite example sequence. Perhaps the infinite set of examples is taken as an
idealization of a very large set, the set of all sentences that a baby hears while it is learning a
language. However, the completeness of the example set is used crucially in the proof of Gold's
theorems. It is easy to produce counterexamples to the theorem when the condition of
completeness is violated. 're put it differently, all that Gold really showed is that his brute force
inducer converges on the correct generalization if and only if the example set is complete. The
negative examples issue is a red herring. Given a finite example set, the brute force inducer may
iiil even if it does have negative examples. The only way to account for learning is to either (1)
postulate strong restrictions on the class of all possible generalizations, as Winston did, or (2) to
postulate a bias, as the remaining three techniques do.

The third technique uses aibiasing measure based on extensions. For convenience in stating
the bias, it allows only one top-level disjunction in its generalizations. That is, a generalization has i
the form (OR c1 c2... cn) where the disjuncts c, are disjunction-free generalizations. This is not a
constraint on the class of possible generalizations. It does not decrease the expressive power of the
class.

is
only puts the generalization in a form that makes it convenient to apply the bias measure.

has is decided by comparing the coverage of individual disjuncts ci: Given an example sequence,
the coverage of a ci is the set of examples in that sequence that it is consistent with. The coverage
of a c1 is the intersection of its extension and the example sequence. Coverage is used to formalize
biases. Various biases have been used reflecting varying assumptions about the induction task
under study. Brown (1972) uses a bias that favors a generalization that has one ci with as large a
coverage as possible. along with an arbitrary number of c2 with small coverages. His induction task
involves hypothesis formation over noisy data. The ci with the largest coverage is the hypothesis.
The other c, cover the noise data. In other applications, the learner is biased to expect multiple
hypotheses of about the same coverage (e.g., Vere, 1978; 1975: Hayes-Roth& McDermott, 1976). In
this case, the bias is to take as few ci as possible, each with the largest coverage possible. This bias
implements one interpretation of*Occam's razor.

The fourth technique is stochastic. The example set given to the learner has redundant
examples. That is, an example may occur many times. The inducer's bias is based on finding a
generalization that best fits the given example distribution. Generalizations are equipped with
probabilities that are used to predict the example distribution. In particular, probabilities are
assigned to disjuncts. Given a disjunctive concept, (OR c1 c2), a probability P is assigned to c1
while 1P is assigned to c2. The inducer's bias depends on a certain computation that calculates
the likelihood of an example given a generalization that has probabilities assigned to its disjuncts.
Then, for each generalization that the inducer constructs, probabilities are assigned to its disjuncts in
such a way that the likelihood of the example distribution is maximized. The inducer then chooses
the generalization that yields the maximal likelihood value, Thus, the inducer's bias is to choose
generalizations that best predict the distribution of examples. A generalization's likelihood will
depend on how many disjunctions the generalization has and _where they occur, In general, the
more disjunctions, the easier it is to fit the generalization to the examples, and hence the higher the
likelihood value. A compensating bias is needed, otherwise the inducer will tend to generate
trivially specific generalizations. Horning (1969) assigns prior probabilities to the generalizations in
such a way that generalizations with more disjunctions (i.e., more degrees of freedom) have less
prior probability.
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A fifth major technique for solving the disjunction problem is to rate generalizations with
some complexity measure (e.g.. count the numbei of symbols needed to express it, as in Chomsky,
1975). The inducer is biased to choose the simplest generalization. This technique often tend
to overgeneralize, especially if there are few or no negative examples. For instance, a grammar
inducer will tend to chose a grammar for the unhersal language (i.e., all possible fir;.te strings) since
universal grammars are often quite simple. Feldman (1972) balanced the complexity of the
grammar itself against a second complexity measure, one based on the complexity of the derivation
of the example strings from the grammar. For instance, one might measure a derivation's
complexity by council the number of parse nodes in the string's parse tree. Another technique is
to balance the complexity-based bias. w ich tends to overgeneralize, taint the likelihood-based
bias, which tends to undergeneralize.

In addition to these five major techniques. there are many heuristic induction algorithms. It is
often difficult to tell what their biases arc. Consequently, they may have limited interest for
theoretical psychologists. A heuristic inducer has been built for algebra equation solving, a domain
presently under ,consideration. Neves" program, ALEX. inchmes procedures for solving algebra
equations (Neves, 1981). ALEX'S biases are woven into an algorithm for generalizing examples.
ALEX will be discussed later as a representative for the cuss of heuristic approaches.

Competing hypotheses considered in this chapter

With this background in hand, it is time to consider how people solve the disjunction
problem. Not all of the alternitives discussed above will be considered for this theory. The
competition will be between the following five hypotheses:

1. No disjunctions: Disjunctions are not induced. instead, they are there already. implicitly. in the
set of primitive concepts that learners have when instruction begins. This solution to the
disjunction problem is used by Winston (1975). Mitchell (1982), and others.

2. Domainspecific heuristics:_liensLeux program willbe -disetissecl-as-airexampkroftwambgbr
using ad hoc, domain specific biases.

3. Minimal disjuncts: The learner is biased to take generalizations with the rawest disjuncts possible.
This is the essence of the solution used by Iba (1979). Michalski (1969,1975). and others.

4. Exactly one disjunct per lesson: Given that the sequence of examples is partitioned into lessons,
the learner acquires one new disjunct (sub /procedure) per lesson.

5. At most one disjunct per lesson: Given ( the sequence of examples is partitioned into lessons,
the learner acquires at most one new disjunct (subprocedure) per lesson. That is, if the lesson
doesn't require that the procedure be given a new disjunction. none will be installed.

The last alternative r above is the one adopted by the theory. The first two competitors fall
because they require implausibly strong assumptions about the students' states of knowledge prior to
instruction. The fourth solution, introducing exactly one disjunction per lesson, makes bad
predictions. The third solution, minimizing disjuncts, is empirically indistinguishable from the fifth
solution, the one taken by the theory. However, the minimaldisjuncts hypothesis does not explain
why lessons help instruction. It predicts, instead, that students would do just as well without the
partitioning that lessons give the example sequence. They would learn identically from a sequence
of examples chopped into hour-long slices at arbitrary plates. Hence, the minimal-disjuncts
hypothesis is rejected on grounds of explanatory adequacy: It does not explain why lesson structure
has been found so universally helpful in education.
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4.2 Barring disjunction from procedures

On one view, an inductive learning theory must either restrict the use of disjunction in the
representacion language or bias the inducer against making disjunctive generalizations. The former
position is is little simpler. Despite the fact that it hasn't a prayer of explaining skill acquisition, it
will be considered first because it provides an easy introduction to the tacit issues involved in
controlling disjunctions.

DISJUNCTION

4

-."
By analogy with Winston's archicarner, it is easy to

.
imagine a disjunction free representation

language fur procedures. Figure 4-3 shows a Winstonian representatiOn for a worked subtraction
problem. The representation is a semantic net. The three nodes labeled a, 4 and c arc the three
visible writing actions of thk. example solution. The learner recognizes thew as instances of the
DIFF primitive, where DIFF is an action that takes the column difference and writes it in the
column's answer place. Each of the three actions ISA DI FF. The representation usc.s an AT link to
record which column the 0/ FE was taken in. The NEXT link- represents' the temporal sequence of
the actions. The LEFT link represents the relative positions' of the columns.
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Figure 4-3

ISA

A worked subtraction exercise (on the left) represented as a semantic net,
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Winston uses a special construction for representing groups of similar objects. In this
example, the actions a, b and c arc repreenteci as a group. flits is indicated b} the fact that they
arc parts (Nia three One-Part-Is links) of the GROUP node, which is labeled g. The group has a
twiral member, labeled al. which ISA DIFF, Winston uses group nodes for iterative clock
structures, such as a column of arbitraril} man} blocks, Here a group node is being used to
represent a kop, a gruup of arbitraril} man} Loluinti pimessing octant Needless to s,*, more net
structure than that shown in the figure would he neLessar) to do .10 adequate job of_representing
subtraction's main loup. liowoer. this simple divan' gi,c% enough detail to ,t1low appreciation of
the fundamental problem with this disjunction-barring approach.

The fundamental problem becomes apparent when a second subtraction problem is shown to
the learner. Figure 4-4 illustrates the orked exercise and the seniantic net for the generals/anon
that the learner should produce. To induce the correct subtraction procedure (as many students do,
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Figure 4-4

A worked subtraction exercise represented as a sernantic net show trig disjiii.ctne column action.
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so this is one criterion for adequacy), the learner has to recognu.e that the third action is not a
DI F F. but another primitive action called SHOW. The SHOW action simply copies the top digit of a
column into the answer. Given that the third action is not a D IF F. the typical member of the
group (loop) cannot be a DI F F. It has to be the disjunction of DIF F and SHOW. which is
represented by the node SUB1COL Ibis kind of generaluation is just what the Winston's arch-
learner does to induce that the lintel could be any PRISM. Prior to instruction. it thinks lintels were
BR ICKS. It is shown an arch with a WEDGE lintel. It induces that lintels could be any kind of
PRISM.

However, there are major differences between the blocks world domain and the domain of
written calculations. It is plausible that a child might know enough intuitise solid geometry to have
a concept PR ISM which disjoins BRICK, WEDGE, and a few other solids. Howeser, it is rather
implausible that a child has a concept SUB1COL that disjoin: exactly the actions DIFF and SHOW.
My intuition is that the closest a child would come to such a "naturally occurring" disjunction
would be a concept, call it DOICOL, that disjoins four actions: DIFF , SHOW. taking the column
sum, and writing the bottom digit of the column as the answer. it would take an experienced
subtraction student to know that only OIFF and SHOW are members of subtraction's loop. and that
the other actions are not. Without this experience, a student could only induce that any DOICOL is

okay as a column processing action. This would generate bugs. The following problem illustrates
the misconception that any DOICOL is okay as a column operation:

8 4 6
- 1 2 1

1 8 4

OIFF was used for the units column. the column sum was used for the tens, and the solver wrote
the bottom digit as the answer for the hundreds column. Debuggy cannot diagnose non-
deterministic bugs such as this one. hence no such bug occurs in t.i. database. Nonetheless, it
seems a plausible prediction. Ho. cr. the disjunction-barring approach predicts that all students
will have this bug, which is clearly false. The language cannot represent the correct procedure
unless it has SU81COL. It can't form SUBICOL with a condition because disjunction is banned.
This approach can only fit the facts if SUB1COL is known by students before they take subtraction
lessons. That is an absurd assumption. Barring disjunctions from the representation language fails.

it fails because it tends to overgeneralize. This is just what one would expect. It was shown
earlier that when induction is allowed to generate arbitrarily many disjunctions, it undergencralizes,
yielding e.g., trivially specific generalizations. When induction is allowed to generate no
disjunction. it tends to overgencralize. Describing human learning requires finding a middle way
between free disjunction and dis unction barring. One way is to provide the learner with a set of
"prefabricated" disjunctions. as Winston did. This is a nativist approach. However, such nativism
is implausible for the calculation domain. It is absurd to assume U. SUB1COL is innate, or even
that it is learned prior to formal instruction in mathematics.

4.3 Neves' ALEX learner

Neves' program, ALEX, induces procedures for solving algebra eauations (Neves. 1981).

ALEX'S biases are woven into an algorithm for generalizing an example. The algorithm has rules
such as "all number Constants are generalized by deleting the proposition which states which
particular number the node is and just leaves the isa tag that says the node is a number. tibid. pg.
48). A tantalizing piece of the algorithm is "If the number of a term is in the condition then the
sign of that term is also put in. There is no good rationale for this other than it works. The idea
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that the sign h imponant probably develops earlier on in the textbook." OW, pg. 48). If Neves'
LonkLture is right. then the student has aLquired a Lonstramt on genvialuatton, an welting instance
of latrine hod to learn better. Neves' use of domain speofie Lonstiamts in the LI 1eaky non innate
domain of algebi a logically entails that some kind of Lonstramt acquisition must have occurred.
Unfortunately. lie doesn't investigate the matter.

\ft \ learns very quickly It can acquire workably general knowledge of an algebraic
transformation from a single example. ihe textbook Neves used to toad) i i \ algebra was a high
school textbook, but the lessons he those concerned material that is often taught in puma) school.
it is quite likely that the lessons are actually review lessons. The lessons go throutili the material
very quickly, much too quickly for Sierra. in fact, AI t-,X has such finely tuned biases for algebra
induction that it is able to recover correct algebrait, transformations even from these abbreviated
review lesson. This leads to the conjecture that Al I \ might make l i good model for how people
Omni material they used to know, Perhaps all they retain is induction biases. they use these to
recover the procedure, whenever necessary. and forget the procedure itself.

4.4 Exactly one disjunct per lesson

A basic idea of step theory is to convert a difficult induction problem, induction with
dispirit:lions, into a series of simple. disjunction-free induction problems. the easiest way to make
this notion precise is to stipulate that there is exactly one disjunct al:wiled in each lesson. From
the teacher's point of view. the sequence of examples is partitioned into lessons so 1 that each lesson
exemplifies one, and only one. new subprocedure (disjunct). From the learner's point of view, each
lesson's examples are to be assimilated via disjunction-free induction. However. students have short
attention spans and schools have schedules. A subprocedure might be too cuniplicated to complete
in the hour that is aloud to us lesson. So. it may be that some subprocedures must be taught in
several leans. in contradiction to the hypothesis. This possibility can be swiftly ctecked by
examining the lessons sequences used in textbooks.

In most textbooks. there are lessons that are clearly intended to gencralire a subprocedure
taught earlier. rather than introduce a new one. For example. 1 loughton Mifflin's 1981 text
introduces borrowing on twocolumn problems, such as a:

5

610

- 2 3
27

4 5 4
14

b. 7 512 c. 615 7 d. 6 612
- 4 3 6 - 2 6 3 3 6 7

3 1 6 3 9 4 1 9 5

The next lesson uses examples. such as b, where a I borrowing is from the tens column into the
ones. Third lesson uses problems like c, where borro,.ng is in the left two columns. The fourth
lesson teaches adjacent borrowing, as in d. Other textbooks use similar lesson sequence. McGraw.
11111's 1981 textbook series omits the b lesson. Scott-Foresman 1975 series compresses b and c into
one lesson.

Unoer the hypothesis that there is exactly one new subprocedure per lesson, each of these
lessons would start up a new borrt.ving subprocedure. Thus. the four lessons above would generate
four born wing procedures, one for each kind of problem. In particular. there would be distinct
borrowing procedures for the units column and for the tens column. This would have several
implications. When borrowing from zero is taught. it is always taught with three-column problems
such as e:
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7 9 I 7 9 7 9

e. 81015
- 2 1 7

f. 81015
- 2 1 7

9
i

8', 0 5
- 2 9 7

5 8 8 8 8

This lesson would leave the borrowing procedure for the tens column totally unaffected. When the
tens column is reached. the problem state is as s'-own in j. No borrow ing is needed. indeed, tens
column borrov.ing is never needed when there is a borrowfrom-net) (hencefigth. 151 /} originating
in the units coiumn (see problem g). Consequently. the tens-column borrowing procedures are
never invoked during the BUZ lesson. l'here is no reason to modify them. Leaving them alone
makes .1 prediction that students will impasse if given problems that require borrowing from Lao in
the tens column. as h does:

7 9 7

h. 81015 4 i . 81015 4
- 2 1 7 1 - 2 1 7 1

5 8 8 3 5 2 8 3

Since the tens column be row doesn't know how to BFZ, it will attempt to decrement the zero in the
hundreds. violating a precondition. and reaching an impasse. Repairing this impasse would lead to
bugs that have never been observed. Problem e shows the work of one such unobserved bug. I
find such bugs implausible, but they are not star bugs.

However, no curriculum that I have seen teaches tirz for the tens column in an explicit lesson.
This means that no student will learn the correct procedure. They will all have bugs such as I. This
is clearly a false: prediction since many students eventually master subtraction. These stadents must
have learned subtraction in ways not described by the theory (a situation that Occam's razor
counsels us to avoid) or the original hypothesis that each lecsun must start a new subprocedure is
wrong.

To sum up: if there must be a new subprocedure per lesson, then there must be several
distinct borrow subprocedures since several lessons are used in teaching simple borrowing. The
correct algorithm requires that each be amended ,J handle borrowing from zero. Yet only one BFZ
lesson occurs. Therefore, students should not be able to learn the correct procedure. Yet many do,
so the hypothesis must be wrong,

4.5 Minimal-disjuncts vs. one-disjunet-per-lesson

This section discusses two solutions to the disjunction problem and contrasts them.

Always introducing a new subprocedure with a lesson has been shown to be empirically
inadequate. A somewhat more complicated hypothesis is that the learner starts a new subprocedure
for a lesson only if a new subprocedure is needcv; If the lesson's worked example exercises can be
handled by generalizing previously acquired material. then ,1 new subprocedure is not added. This
is the solution to the disjunction problem adopted by step theory. It is a felicity condition called
one-disjunct-per-lesson.

Earlier it was shown that barring disjunctions from the representation language forced
overgeneralization. This suggests a bias: allow disjunctions in the representation, but don't use a
disjunction unless it is absolutely necessary. That is. the inducer prefers generalizations that have
the minimal number of disjuncts. This will be called the minimal-disjuncts bias. This bias is a
common technique in induction. The familiar archlearning domain will be used to illustrate it-

.. 00
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lba (1979) used a minimaI-disjunction bias to solve the arch learning problem without prior
knowledge of PRISM. Ile begins the induction h giving the learner two positive examples, the
arch with the BRICK lintel and the arch Kith the WEDGE lintel, Since the inducer doesn't know the
PRISM concept. it Induces that the lintel can be any kind of block, It overgenerallies. lba then
gives the inducer ne&atie example. a (pseudo-)arch with a pyramid as the lintel, 1'his negative
example is matched by the current ait.h concept. 1 his 111C4II1S that the current arch is too general.
It shouldn't match a negative example. Making. the concept mole general won't help of course,
Ilse only possible response is to form a disjunction. In this case, an approptiate disjunction would
be to describe the lintel as (OR 'BRICK 'WEDGE). This illustrates chat 11 means for an inducer
to make the felted disjuncts possible. The learner only inserts a disjunction when it has to. This
minimal-disjuncts bias is one solution to the disjunction problem.

"lhe main difference between the minimal-disjuncts bias and one-disjunct-per-lesson is that the
minimal-disjuncts bias would detect the beginning of a new subprocedure even if it were in the
middle of another subprocedtire's lesson. That is, one-disjunct-per-lesson is a restriction on the
minimal-disjunction hypothesis. Anything that one-disjunct-per-lesson can induce can also be
induced by the minimal-disjunction bias, but not conversely. Hence, a critical case to look for is
one where a subprocedure begins in the middle of another subproccdure's lesson. This would argue
conclusively in favor of the minimal-disjuncts bias.

Leading zero suppression

I know of just one case where it could be argued that a disjunction must be started in the
middle of a lesson. However. the evidence is rather unclear. It concerns leading zero suppression.
Mastery of subtraction requires that the student suppress ieros in the answer if the zeros would be
the leftmost digits. The answer to 58-50 is 8 not 08. This subskill is never given a lesson of its
own in any of the textbooks that l`ce examined, Occasionally, the examples demonstrating another
subskill (e.g., borrowing) will suppress a leading zero. But there are no lessons devoted solely to
teaching the circumstances under which zeros should be left off the answer, Yet many students
succeed in learning leading zero suppression. This would seem a rather clear piece of evidence
against one-disjunct-per-lesson. Hokvever, the leading zero story is actually quite complex. Only the
main points can be covered here.

If the minimal-disjunc's bias is to explain the acquisition of leading Leto suppression, the
textbooks would have to have a wide variety of leading-zero examples. The following examples
Alustrate the kind of variety needed;

a. 67
- 0 3.

4 16 94 95

4

b. 7 512
- 7 3 0

0

C. 115 7
- 63

4

d. 515 7
- 4 0 2

e. 7 5 9
- 7 5 0

09 4

. 11017
- 99

9" 5 612
- 5 4 7

3 8 5

Under the minimal-disjuncts bias, it doesn't much matter ,x,here these examples occur, but they do
have to occur somewhere. However, I have yet to see an example suppressing more than on zero
used in any subtraction lesson, 12.xamples of multiple zero suppression, such as e, for g, no not
appear Despite their absence, some students acquire a cotnplete understanding of leading zero
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suppression. Subtraction is the only columnar computation that generates answers with leading
zeros. addition and multiplication de not. Long division often has subtraction problems that have
multiple leading zeros. but only as a subproblem to the whole division problem. Perhaps these
serve as examples for learning suppression of multiple leading icros. Hoaeer. many students are
suppressing leading zeros before instruction in long division begins. They must have learned the
skill some other way. Ira short, the evidence from the lesson data is net entirely clear. It doesn't
clearly support the minimal-disjuncts bias s.ncc that hypothesis would have just as much trouble as
one-disjunct-per-lesson in accounting for the acquisition of leading iero suppression.

Explaining why there are lessons

The strongest support for one-disjunct-per-lesson is that it explains why curricula are
constructed they way they are. One-disjunct per-Ltsson uses the lesvon boundaries but the minintal-
dasjunction bias does not. A minimal-disjunction learner would learn equally well if the partitioning
imposed by lessons were removed. leaving a continuous stream of examples and exercises. To the
minimal-disjunction learner, lesson structure is irrelevant.

If lesson structure were irrelevant, then textbooks could be more simply laid out as a
continuous stream of examples, exercises and other material. The teacher would use the daily math
hour to get as far as possible through it. 1here would be no lesson boundaries. This is not how
current (or past) textbooks are structured. Yet why have teachers adopted this lesson-structure
format so universally? It can hardly be an accident or a fad. Teachers arc dedicated and innovative
enough that they would ha..c dispensed with the straight jacket of lessons stnicture if they found it
ineffective. To put it differently, if one accepts the nearly universal use of lessons as a natural
phenomenon worth explaining, then one-disjunct-per-lesson explaini it but the minimal-disjuncts
bias does not. The one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis has greater explanatory adequacy than the
minimal-disjuncts hypothesis.

The minimal-disjuncts bias predicts that students would learn equally well from a "scrambled"
lesson sequence. To form a scrambled lesson sequence, all the examples in an existing lesson
sequence are randomly ordered then chopped up into hour-long lessons.* Thus, the lesson
boundaries fall at arbitrary points. The mint nal-disjuncts bias predicts that the bugs that students
acquire from a scrambled lesson sequence would be the same as the bugs they acquire from the
unscrambled lesson sequence. This empirical prediction needs checking. If it is false. as I am sure
it is, then the minimal-disjuncts bias can be rejected on empirical as well as c,:planatory grounds.

In short, we've arrived via a circuitous route at the felicity conditions thesis. It hold that
teacher-student communication is a conversation of sorts that is govaned by tacit conventions. The
conventions facilitate learning. Perhaps it would be fun to close this discussion with a little
speculation.

* Randomly ordering the examples would intr--.1ace a confounding effect. Examples from late
lessons could appear before any of the examples of the preceding lesson. For instance, the subskill
of borroving-from-zero could be exemplified before borrowing-from-non-zero. Here is a
scrambling without the confound. Suppose that tl.e examples in the first lesson of the original
sequence are labelled 1.1. 1.2. 1.3. et:. The examples of the second lesson are 2.1, 2.2, 2.3. etc. The
other lessons' examples are similarly labelled. The scramb'ed lesson sequence is; 1.1. 2.1. 3.1, 4.1,
etc. for the first lesson: then 1.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2, etc. for the second lesson. and so on, The scrambled
lesson sequence introduces all of the procedures in the first lesson, then reviews it in each of the
follohing lessons If the minimal-disjuncts bias holds, this scrambled lesson sequence should yield
the same bugs as the unscrambled lesson sequence.
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Suppose one goes a step (ilium than the felicity conditions thesis and conjectures that the
felicity conditions that exist are those that up!imz:e the information tiansuussion. lo solve the
learner's disjunction problem, the teacher's fitimal strategy would be to point to a node in the
1i:toner's knowledge structure and say "disjoin that node with the following subprocedure. "
Clearly, this is impossible. So the teacher says the next best thing. "Disjoin some node with the
following subprocedure 1he lc...liner has to figure out which node to disjoin because the teacher
can't point to it. But the learner knows now that some disjunction is necessary and that the
examples following the teachers command will determine its contents (this is the exactly -one-
disjunct- per lesson hypothesis that was discussed in section 4.4). If n were not for_the exigencies of
school scheduling. this would be perhaps the optimal information that felicity conditions could
vansmit. However. lessons h.ne to be about an hour long. flips means that only some of the
lesson boundaries will correspond to the teacher's command to start a new disjunction The other
lessons will finish up the precious lesson. In short, the optimal feasible (idiot} condition for
information transmission could well be the one - disjunct -per- lesson bias.

4.6 Formal hypotheses

The basic solution to the disjunction problem that people use has been un.:(nered. What
remains is to express that hypothesis clearly and precisely. 'Three functions, named Di sjoin,
Induce and Practice, will be used to forrnalue one-disjunct-per-lesson. The funcaons will not
be defined. Instead, they will gradually acquire meaning as the constraints of step theory are stated
in term of them. The priously undefined function Learn will be defined in terms of them. the
following is a list of the nomenclature, some of it duplicated from the pre' ions chapter, with
comments on their intending meanings.

(Examples L)

(Exercise L)

(Induce P XS)

A function that returns
which is a lesson

A function that returns
which is a lesson.

the worked examples contained in its argument,

the practice exercises contained in its argument,

An undefined function that returns a set of procedures. Its first argument,
P. is a procedure, and its second argument. XS, is a sequence of examples.
It represents the various ways that its input procedure can be generalized to
cover the examples. If there is no way to generalize the inout procedure to
cover the examples, Induce returns the null set.

(P fact ice P XS) An undefined function that returns a set of procedures. Its first argument,
P, is a procedure. and its second argument, XS, is a sequence of exercise
problems. The output procedures correspond to the various ways that 1:ie
input procedure can be generalized in order to solve the given problems.

(Disjoin P XS) An undefined function that returns a set of procedures, Its first argument,
P. is a procedure. and its second argument. XS. is a sequence of examples.
It represents the insertion of a new subprocedure (disjunct) into the given
procedure. Since there are sometimes several ways to do this, it returns
several different procedures.

With these new terms in hand. the felicity condition can be formally stated. P and L stand for a
procedure and a lesson:

0 3
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One-thsjunciver-lesson

Let
(Learn P L) -a

If (Induce P (Examples L))*() then (Learnt P L)
else (Learn2 P 1).

where

(Learnt P 1)
( P" I 3 P' such that P' E (Induce P (Examples 1))

and P" E (Practice P' (Exercises L)) ).
and

(Learn2 P 1)
( P" 1 3 P. such that P` E (Disjoin P (Examples 1))

and P" E (Learnt P' L) ).
Moreover. ( Induce P XS) and ( Practice P XS) do not introduce into P any new
disjunction or any new disjuncts on old (Injunctions, and (Disjoin P XS) inserts into P
exactly one new disjunction or one new disjunct on an old disjunction.

The function Learn produces the set of procedures that can be acquired from a given lesson and a
given initial procedure. If the procedure can be generalized without adding disjunctions, then no
disjunction is introduced (the Learnt case). If there is no such gt.neralization, then a disjunction is
introduced and the resulting procedure is generalized (the Learn2 case). Learn only introduces a
disjunction if it has to. Learn is defined in terms of the three main undefined functions. Hence,
it is just as undefined as they are. In fact, the last two clauses use the term "disjunction," which
has not been formally defined. However, enowth examples of disjunction have been given that it
should be clear what is meant even without a formal definition. The formal definition must await
definition of the representation language used for procedures.

UN
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Chapter 5
The Invisible Objects Problem

Me disjunction problem is perhaps the most famous problem in induction. A less well
known but equally critical problem concerns what could be called invisible objects. An invisible
object is someihmg that is not present in an example given to the inducer, but h nonetheless
relevant to the gem:rah/anon being induced. In the domain of mathematical calculations, invisible
objects are usually numbers, For instal cc, suppose the learner sees the teacher write 5 in a:

a. 47 b. 50
- 1 2 - 2 3

5 6
f 1. I

Consider two generalisations that explain the 5. The 5 is the difference of the digits in the units
column. 7-2, or it is a more complicated con.amation of visible digits: (4+2)-1. The latter
requires an invisible object. 6, the result of 4+2. Example b is consistent with the second
generalization but not with the first. Its invisible object is 8.

The arch learning task provides another illustration of the invisible objects problem. One
charactenstic of an arch is that it has a gap right in the middle of it. The gap must be between the
two legs, directly under the lintel, and directly on the supporting surface. As Winston points out
(1975). one way to represent a gap is to use an invisible bnck. Given this representational
construct, an arch can be represented as

(AND (ISA LINTEL 'PRISM)
(ISA LEGI 'BRICK)
(ISA LEG2 'BRICK)
(ISA GAP *BRICK)
(INVISIBLE GAP)
(SUPPORTS LEGI LINTEL)
(SUPPORTS GAP LINTEL)
(SUPPORTS LEG2 LINTEL) ...)

The representation uses ( INVISIBLE GAP) to indicate that the variable GAP is bound differently
than the other variables vi hem the patterr is matched. GAP can be bound only to "invisible bricks"
while the other variables can be bound only to visible bricks. As it turns out, Winston does not use
invisible object variables. His representation requires all Nanables to be bound to Nimble objects.
The relationship (NOT ( TOUCHING LEG1 LEG2 ) ) is used to express the gap between the arch's
legs.

...--i
Although an explicit device, such as INVISIBLE. can be used to specify whether the objects

bound to a variable are visible or not. a more common representation convention is to use functions
to designate invisible objects and variables to designate visible ones. For instance. the arch's gap

could be expressed using a distance function:

(> (DISTANCE/BETWEEN LEGI LEG2) 0)

The output of the distance function is an invisible object, a number. The arch-concept states a
constraint on this invisible object, that it he greater than zero. Function, can he used wherever
variables can be used. Under this convention, the only difference between what a variable can

10;
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designate and what a function can designate is that the variable's referent must be a 'Amble object
(c.f.. Hempel's definition of confirmation, 1946). The syntactic distinction between function and
variable replaces INVISIBLE as a way to control invisibility. Using functions to control invisibility
is )fily a syntactic device. Any nary function can be converted to an (0+1)ary relation, thereby
allowing a variable to be bound to its output. Similarly, an (n+ 1) -ary relation can be converted to
an n-ary. setvalued fiinction. In principle. the representation has total freedom to control
invisibility. Instead of INVISIBLE, it uses syntax. The net effect is the same.

The invisible object problem

Induction's troubles with invisibility come when the representation allows an expression to be
expanded arbitrarily by adding constructions that designate invisible objects. Given an example, the
learner can't see what invisible objects might be involved in the target generalization. The learner
may make some educated guesses abou" which invisible objects are relevant. perhaps. then see if
they play the same roles in the second example as they did in the first. Because the representation
allows so many choices, the learner's problem of,finding the relevant invisible objects is very hard
(indeed, it will be shown later to be unsolvable). For instance, if Winston allowed invisible bricks,
then they could be lying around anywhere. The learner would have no way to know if there were
just one invisible brick, the gap. or dozens lying about all jumbled up. similar!), if Winston
allowed distance functions and the usual arithmetic functions. then the learner couldn't discriminate
between

and

(> {DISTANCE /BETWEEN LEGI LEG2) 0)

--

(> (ADD ,DISTANCE /BETWEEN LEG1 LEG2)
(DISTANCE/BETWEEN LEG1 LEG2))

0)

The ADD function introduces a second invisible object, which is distinct from the one introduced by
DISTANCE/BETWEEN. The learner has no way to know whether or not this new invisible object is
worthy or description.

A better illustration attic invisible objects problem is provided by Langley's nAcoN3 program
(Langley. 1979). It induces physical laws given tables of idealized experimental data, For instance,
it can induce the general law for ideal gases when it is given "experiments" such as this one:

(AND (MOLES 1.0)
(TEMPERATURE 300.0)

(PRESSURE 300000.0)
(VOLUME 0.008320))

This formal representation describes the experiment in the same way that Winston's representation
described a scene in the blocks world (this is not the representation that BACON3 uses. by the way).
The expression abire says that there is one mole of gas at a certain temperature and pressure,
occupying a certain volume. The goat of BACON3 is to find a description, that is a generalisation of
the expenments that it is given. For this series of experiments, the generalization that it induces is.
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(AND (MOLES N)

(TEMPERATURE T)
(PRESSURE P)

(VOLUME V)

(CONSTANT

(QUOTIENT
(TIMES P V)
(TIMES N )M

1114 is. PV/NT is a constant. This is one way to express the ideal gas law. which IN more widely
known as pV = nit I, where R=8.32. In the representation above. notice that the last clause is a
composition of functions that hides tha intermediate iestilts PV and NT. These intermediate results
do not appear in the "scene" described earlier. This is what makes 111C0\3's job hard. BACON3'S

method for solving this induction problem is. very roughly speaking. to guess useful invisible objects
descriptors and enter their values in the scenes. It might start by forming all binary function on the
visible objects e.g., NT, P+V, N/N. PP, P/T. etc. Sitice none of these yield values (invisible objects)
that are constant across all the scenes, it trys further compositions. NT/PV. NT+V, NTPV. etc. At
this level, it succeeds. since PV/NT turns out ip be the same value. 8.32. in all the scenes.
Essen IINCON3 forms the sunplest polynomial:that is consistent with the scenes. where "siinple"
is defined computationally by the way that tiAC43\3 organizes its search. Roughly speaking, it
prefers the polynomial with the fewest intermediate temis (invisible object designators). It solves
the invisible object problem by choosing a generalization with a minimal number of invisible object
designators.

Four potential solutions to the invisibility problem will be discussed:

1. Banning invisibility. The knowledge representaton language for mathematical procedures is
defined so that no constructions designate invisible objects. This is the approach taken by
Winston's (NOT (TOUCHING LEGI LEG2)) solution.

Unbiased induction: Enough examples are provided to the learner that all invisible object
designators except the appropriate ones are eventually eliminated.

3 Minimal invisibility: The learner is biased to choose generalizations with the fewest invisible
object designators (e.g., the fewest functions. if functions are what designate invisible objects).
This is roughly what BACON3 does. (See also Brown's work on inducing kinship relations. 1,72;
1973.)

4. Show work: First, the target concept is taught in such a way that all objects that would
normally be invisib:-t are somehow made visible. Then, the learner is rg-taught the target
concept, this time with the invisible objects invisible. Me learner's task during the second
lesson is only to discover which of the visible object designators that it already knows is now
being used to designate an invisible object.

This clv.pter will take each hypothesis in order. The show-work hypothesis will be shown to
engender the best empirical and explanatory adequacy.
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5.1 Barring in objects

The simplest way to handle the invisible objects problem is to bar invisible object designators
from the representation language. But this will not work for the domain of mathematical
procedures. Constructions for designating invisible objects are needed so that one can represent
procedures such as long column addition. Long column addition solves problems such as

3
4
5

+6

The ordinary student solves this without jotting down intermediate results. The student keeps a
running sum mentally. This requires some construction in the represenotion language that can
designate invisible objects, namely the intermediate sums. Therefore. invisible objects cannot be
barred from the representation language.

5.2 Unbiased induction with fats of examples

It is not hard to see that the invisible object problem is just as unsolvable as the disjunction
problem. it is unsolvable in the sense that adding more examples doesn't narrow the set of
consistent generalizations down to a singleton set. In some domains, one can even prove that it is
unsolvable. Polynomial induction (e.g.. BACON3) is a classic case that is particularly relevant to the
domains addressed by this theory. Given a set of numbers pairs. { ...<xi, yi>...}. the task is to
induce a polynomial function such that f(x1)=yi for all r. Such functions are generalizations of the
set of example pairs. This induction task allows invisible objects in the representation. They are
the intermediate results of the polynomials. A relational representation of the polynomial function
y=x2+1 is

(AND (PAIR X Y)
(TIMES Z X X)
(INVISIBLE Z)
(PLUS Y Z 'I))

Here Z is used to designate x2, the intermediate result of x2 + I. Since it does not appear in the
example pair, it must be marked INVISIBLE.

If intermediate results (i.e., invisible numbers) were barred from generalizations (i.e.,
polynomial functions). then the problem of inducing polynomials from sets of pairs would be trivial.
When invisible numbers are allowed. it is unsolvable. That is, given any finite set of pairs. there are
infinitely many polynomial functions that generalize them. Proof: If there are n pairs, then there is
always an n1 degree polynomial that fits than. An n degree polynomial could At the n pairs plus
another pair, chosen randomly. Since there are an infinite number of possible extra pairs, there are
an infinite number of n degree polynomials that will fit the n pairs. Q.E.D.

To pick an illustration closer to home, consider inducing the function nest that provides the
answer to the tens columns in two column subtraction problems, such as'
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35
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INVISIBLE OKIPCIS

7 4 c . 3 6
- 2 1

53 24
- 1 2

Looking at a and b, an inducer might form the following generalizations:

105

I. Aio = Tio B10
2. Aio = T1 -EB1

3. A10 = (Cri0+.1.1)(B10 +B1)) A1
where the subscripts indicate the column. and T. B and A stand for the top. bottom and answer.
The first generalization is the correct one. The second generalization is that the ten's answer is the
sum of the units columns' digits. This second generalization. although consistent with examples a
and b, is inconsistent with c. Many such accidental generalizations cad be eliminated by ping lots
of examples. 1-lowiner, generalization 3 cannot be eliminated. It will be true of any subtraction
problem. This shows that there are some absurd generalizations, generalisations that students would
nee.. make. that would suRne induction even over an infinite number of examples. Students must
be applying other constraints to the induction process to eliminate this generalization, and many
others like it.

5.3 Minimal number of invisible object designators

A close consideration of long column addition supports the idea that students might be biased
to use as few invisible objects as possible. Students are introduced to long column addition with
problems that have just three numbers to add. Given an example such as

3
4

+1
8

there are many ways to generate 8 from 3, 4 and 1. Each requires various intermediate results.
Some possibilities are

concept Number of intermediate results
4+4 0
3+4+1

.
1

4x3 - 3 - 1 2

42 - 32 + 1 3

Most of these potential generalizations will be eliminated by other examples. However, there will
always be many left, as shown in the preceding section. Unbiased induction will not tell the learner
which generalization to learn. In particular, some students learn long column addition correctly, so
they must be using some bias to choose among the many generalizations that are consistent with the
examples. If the learner is biased to pick the generalization with the fewest intermediate results, the
correct algorithm will be acquired.

There are many explanations one could give for why a !earner might have such a bias. The
generalizations with the fewest invisible objects are also the ones with the fewest number fact
functions. It could be that the students are biased to choose short calculations because such
calculations are the easiest ones to perform. On the other hand, the students could also be biased
to reduce their short-term memory load. the generalizations with the fewest invisible objects are also
the procedures requiting the least use of short-term memory. These explanations are plausible.
Jnfortunately, their predictions are iiid.stinguishable from expressing the bias as a bias against
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invisible objects. The learning data provides no way to split them. Until other data arc collected, it
is a moot point whether the measure being minimized is fact function load. memory load, or
invisible objects.

An experiment :With the minimal- something bias

Sierra was originally implemented to have the bias just discussed. On the first example of a
lesson, it would find all the fact function paths between the isible numbers of the example (subject
to an ad hoc upper bound on path length). Each example after the first would remo paths that
were inconsistent with its visible numbers. At the end of the lesson, Sierra would find and keep all
the minimal length paths. These paths were (a) consistent with all the examples, and (b) of minimal
length. these paths were the generalizations that Sierra generated as its predictions for what human
learners would choose. Sierra was able to learn correct subtraction and many subtraction bugs using
this bias. Ironically, long column addition, the procedure that provided the original mothation for
inducing invisible objects, also proved to be its undoing.

Sierra's problem with long column addition was in forming the recurshe loop that would
allow it to solve problems with arbitrarily long columns. Given two-digit additions problems, it
would form one action, roughly (Write A (Add 'I 8))_). Given the next lesson, with triple-digit
problems. Sierra would form a second subprocedure, yielding a ne.v procedure that could be
roughly expressed as

(If <triple-digit>
then (Write A (Add T (Add M B)))
else (Write A (Add T B)))

where I, M and B refer to the top, middle and bottom digits of a triple-digit column. The clue that
something is wrong is that Sierra did not use its knowledge of two-digit addition to help it learn
three-digit addition. There is not use of the twodigit addition embedded in the tripledigit
addition. Sierra developed the triple-digit function nest from scratch. However, because its bias
was lenient about invisible objects, it had no difficulty inducing the nested Add functions. Given
the next lesson, with four-digit columns, Sierra again added a new subproccdure, yielding a
procedure that could be roughly expressed as

(If <four-digit>

then (Write A (Add I (Add TM (Add BM B))))

elseif <triple-digit>

then (Write A (Add I (Add M B)))

else (Write A (Add I B))

Sierra might have formed a recursion at this point, but it did not. Hence. the procedure it learned
is unable do a five-digit column. But a human learner would. I expect, be able to solve a five-digit
column after this much tutelage (1 have no data on long column addition). The reason Sierra did
not form the loop is that it couldn't recognize the three-digit problem hiding in the midst of the
four-digit problem. Parsing of problems pays special attention to boundaries. The boundary-bias
must be presen, in order for Sierra to generate several key subtraction bugs (see the discussion of
Always-Borrow-Left. section 1.1). I think it would recognize the recursion given slightly longer
columns, but this is difficult to test (the set of possible paths gets too big for the computer's address
space when the paths are long). Since Sierra did not find the recursion until after four digit
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problems %Cie presented. it became crucial to find out where in the leon sequence human
students are first expected to form the recursion. at tnree-digit, four-digit or five -digit problems? If
Sierra was a good model of human learning. then human students would need longer problems than
four-digit ones to learn the loop. A second grade textbook was purchased 'something that should
have been done long before). This led to the discovery of the showwork principle.

5.4 Show work

In almost all cases. textbooks do not require the student .o do HIS ISIble object induction.
Instead. vs henoer the text needs to introduce a subskill that has a mentally held aaennediate result,
it uses two lessons. The first introduces the subskill using special, ad hoc notations to indicate the
intermediate results. Figures 5 -! and 5-2 show some examples. Since the intermediate re;tilis arc
written out in the first lesson, the students need guess no imisible objects in order to acquire the
subskill. l'hc learning of this lesson may proceed as if imisible object designators were banned
from the representation language.

The second lesson teaches the subskill again, without writing the intermediate results. The
second lesson is almost always headed by the key phrase. "Here is a shorter way to X" where X is
the name of the skill. The students are being instructed that they will be doing exactly the same
work (i.e., the same path of fact functions). They are left with the relatoely simple problem of
figuring out how the new material relates to the material they learned just the day before. This
kind of learning might be called opiinizzation learning. It is similar to induction. Indeed. I believe
Sierra et ald be easily modified to handle optimization learning. llowe%er, subtraction curricula
have no optimization lessons. (They would if teachers taught students to suppress scratch marks,
l- . most do not these days.) Without instances of optimization learning, the bug data will not help
in discovering what is the right way to formulate such learning. Optimi/ation learning remains a
topic for future investigation.

These considerations motivate the following hypothesis:

Show work
In worked examples of a lesson, all objects mentioned by the new subprocedure arc
visible, unless the lesson is marked as an optimization lesson.

'Ibis hypothesis is not as formal as others, although its intended meaning is clear. Later, its formal
impact will be built into the knowledge representation language. Essentially, functions will be
prohibited in certain areas of the representation and strongly limited in others. The details, which
depend on the representation's syntax, are deferred until section 15.1.

The show work hypothesis is quite clearly a felicity condition. Neither the teacher nor the
student must obey it. Yet when they do, it is easier to transmit information. In Sierra, the
combinatorics of collecting function nests can be almost entirely avoided. Presumably, human
learners may also find learning easier.
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Figure 5-1
Three formats for column addition obeying the show work principle.

Exercises appear unsolved on the left, solved on the right
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Figure 5-2
Other exercise formats obeying the show work principle.

Exercises appear in normal format on let in show-work format on right.
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5.5 Invisible objects, disjunctions, and Occam's Razor

Occam's Razor is usually given a twofold interpretation. Webster's dictionary says Occam's
Razor "is interpreted as requiring that the simplest of competing theories be preferred to the more
complex ur that explanations of unknown phenomena be suught first in terms of known quantities."
If "simplest" means fewest disjunctions. then step theory claims that learncis obey the first dictum
of Occam's Razor. This was discussed in the preceding chapter. This chapter could be construed as
showing that learners also obey the second dictum. For instance, if the learner seeks to explain
where the teacher got the 6 from in the example

9
- 3

6

then Occam's Razor advises explaining it as 9-3. a function of known (i.e., visible) entities rather
than some unknown (invisible) entity. e.g.. the sum of numbers less than three. the student's age,
the phase of the moon, etc. As Occam's Razor suggests, the invisible objects problem is a general
problem, one that concerns almost any inductive account of knowledge acquisition. It's importance
is highlighted by the apparent fact that teachers and learners have a special convention for solving
it, the show-work felicity condition.

The invisible object problem and the disjunction problem arc similar in many respects. Both
can be solved trivially by barring their respective representational devices. This is not an optitai in
this domain because mathematics procedures use both disjunctions and invisible objects. Both the
invisible object problem and the disjunction problem arc unschable by unbiased induction. If the
class of all possible generalizations allows free use of them, then there are infinitely many
generalizations consistent with any finite set of examples. Hence, both the disjunction problem and
the invisible object. problem require biased induction. In both eases, an empirically plausible bias is
based on minimizing the uses of the respective devices (i.e., induction prefers generalizations with
the fewest disjuncts and the fewest invisible object designators). However. these biases do not
explain why lessons have the format that they do hale. Better hypotheses arc based on the idea of
felicity conditions. conventions that make learning easier. The felicity condition hypotheses not
only fit the facts, they also explain lesson formats as conventions for facilitating knowledge
communication. They have the same observational adequacy as the minimization-based hypotheses,
but they have more explanatory adequacy. They actually tell us something about why that
mammoth cognitive-culture artifact our educational system has the properties that it does.
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Chapter 6
Local Problem Solving.

in the preceding chapters. the focus w':. on explaining learning. It was found that inductive
learning could explain the gross features of student learning. provided that two felicity conditions
were included in the explanation. However, there are two distinct but symbiotic row of empirical
curiousity to this investigation. Finding out how students learn is one. the other is finding out what
cati,.. them to have bugs. In ills chapter and the next, the emphasis will be on explaining bugs.
This chapter will introduce some bugs and bug migrations that will be referred to throughout this
document

Given the show work felicity condition and the, one-disjunct-per-lesson felicity condition.
inductive learning will converge. Given sufficient examples, an inducer will construct a large set of
procedures. All the procedures will, by definition, be consistent with all the instructional examples.
However, most will be buggy procedures instead of correct procedures. One cause is

overgeneraliiation. An example of oergeneralization was described in section 2.7. Sierra's learner
was given examples illustrating how to borrow from zero (henceforth. BEE will be used to
abbreviate "borrow from zero"). However. the learner overgencralized the condition for executing
the BFZ subproccdure, generating a bug that performs the BI=Z subproccdure both for zero and for
one (i.e.. for identity elements). This is just one example of how learning can generate bugs.

This chapter argues that learning, and overgencralization in particular, is a very powerful bug
generator. It can. in principle, generate any conceivable bug. It is almost irrefutable. Constraints
must be placed upon it if it is to have any explanatory value. But certain bugs are very difficult to
generate if such constraints are placed on learning. In order to make explanatory, constrained
learning empirically adequate, these bugs must be generated by another mechanism. The proposed
generative source is local problem solving. To put it differently. this chapter begins by contrasting
two positions:

1. an unconstrained learning theory, and
2. a constrained learning theory plus local problem solving.

Both can generate many bugs. However, when learning is used alone. it must he given so much
flexibility that it can no longer explain why certain bugs are observed and not others. It has less
explanatory adequacy.

6.1 Explaining bugs with overgeneratization

A simple learning framework bases explanations on overgeneralization. It explains errors as
resulting from correct induction from impoverished sets of examples. For instance. the bug Diff-
ON=N, whose work appears in a:
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a. 60
- 1 6

46

LOCAL PROBLEM SOLVING

b. 5 6
- 1 0

46

c.
4

510
- 1 6

34

is explained as an or ergencralization of the correct rule N-0= N. The learner has seen examples
such as h but not examples such as c. Hence. the learner induces that N 0=0N =N. which is
perfectly consistent with the instruction received so far. The overgeneialization framework is simple
because it does not postulate "mislcarning" as a source of errors. instead, all learned concepts are
consistent with the examples. Bugs arise only from overgencralization, possibly in the context of
incomplete instruction.

Simple la% ergencralization is surprisingly powerful. The thevrist can explain very diverse bugs
by using it. It can even be used to explain bug migration, as Derek Sieeman has pointed out
(Slceman. submitted for publication). Before his suggestion is examined. an introduction to bug
migration is in order.

Bug migration

Bugs are not usually stable. It 'as uncommon for a student to have exactly the same bugs on
two tests, even if those tests are given only a day apart (see section 2.10). For instance, a student
might have bugs A and B on Monday, but or Wednesday. the student has bugs A and C instead.
Bug A was stable. but bug B was replaced by bug C. This is a kind of intertest bug instability.
Inter-test bug instability is the a.orm rather than the exception. Only 4% of the bugs remained stable
in one study (Vanl-ehn. 1981). Bunderson (1981) reports no stable bugs at all.

There is also ultra-test instability. The bugs appear and disappear over the course of one
testing se,. al. A student may have bugs A and 13 on the first third of the test. bugs A and C on
the second third, then just bug A on the last third.

One interesting kind of data is patterns of bug instability, and in particular, which bugs
alternate with each other, as B and C did in the preceding illustrations. Many of the observed
alterations wall be spurious. B just happens to disappear at about the same time that C appears.
They may have no interesting relationship to each other. However, some of the observed
alternations seem highly significant. Not only do the bugs involved seem related intuitively, but the
same groups of alternaung bugs appear much more frequently than chance would predict. These
significant alternations are termed bug migrations. A set of bugs that migrate into each other is
ca;led a bug migration class. Thus B migrates with C in the inter-test example above, hence {B, C}
is a bug migration class. In the intra-test example. B alternated with C, but both bugs were absent
on the last third of the test. it is quite common for bugs to migrate with a correct version of the
procedure. To designle this, a null is used in the bug migration class; IB, C, M.

As in the diagnosis of bugs. the diagnosis of bug migration requires careful analytical methods
in order to guard against false positives: mistaken claims that a certain bug or bug migration class
exists when in fact the cause of the observed behavior is jest a chance alignment of unintentional
errors (slips). Although the analytical methodology for bugs is quite highly developed, the
equivalent technologicial development for bug migration has just begun.
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Explaining bug migrations with overgenendiratson

To return to Sleeman's point: certain cases of bug migration may be caused by
ocrgeneralization. To explain an obi,erved bug migration class, {II, C}, one postulates that the
student has a generalized bug such that the ways to instantiate that generalized bug include the
observed bugs Is and C. For instance. earlier we saw that overgeueralization yields a rule:

If there is a zero in the column. write the other digit in the answer.

which led ultimately to the bug Diff-O-N=N. A further generalization is the rule:

If there is a zero in the column, write one of the digits in the answers.

This rule predicts an observed bug migration. The bug migration class contains two bags. The first
bug. Diff-O-N=0, solves problems as in a

a. 60
- 1 8

40

b. 6 0
- 1 8

46
It answers 0- N columns with zero. This bug results from instantiating the general rule by always
taking the column's top digit for the answer. The second bug, Diff-0- N=N, whose work appears
in b, results from instantiating the general rule another way, by always taking the column's bottom
digit. The bug migration class is Miff-0- N =O, Diff-0- N= N}. This bug migration is rather
common. Figure 6-I shows one student who exhibits it. On the first test, which was taken on a
Monday, the student has two bugs Diff-0- N=0 and Borrow-Across-Zero. The later bug doesn't
concern us here. (It affects problems o, r, I and u.) In all 0 -N columns except one, the student
answers with 0. In the exception column, problem o. the student did 0-N=N. This is a rather
skewed example of intra-test bug migration. On the second test, taken two days 'met the student
still had the bug Borrow-Acrossqtro, but now the student migrates freely between Diff-O-N=0
(problems e, i, n, p. s, t. and u) and Diff-O-N=N (problems h. m. o, and q). No instruction in
subtraction was gisen between the two tests. The bug migration is apparently a product of some
earlier experience, Overgeneralization offers one explanation.

The same generalized rale predicts a bug migration that involves exercises where there is a
zero in the bottom of a column. For N-0 columns. either the top or the bottom digit is written as
the answer. Tb4 migration is between Diff-N-0=N and Diff-N-0=0. The first instantiation,
N-0=N, is correct. So this actually predicts an intermittent bug, i.e.. the bug migration class is
{Diff-N-0=0, 0}. This bug migration has also been observed.

It seems that Sleeman's idea has some merit. Overgeneralization provides reasonable
explanations for certain bug migrations as well as for the existence of certain bugs. The next
section pushes farther.
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igure 6-1
Solution to two identical tests by student 1 ofclassroom 34.

First test is above the line, second test is below the line.
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6.2 Stretching o%ergeneralization to account for certain bugs

Overgeneralwation is a very powerful concept that can generate many bugs. On the other
hand, the collection of observed bugs is very diverse. It is not clear whether the diversity of the
bugs will oefeat the generative power of mergeneralwation. So far, in ergencialmition has been
applied in limited ways. l'he 'illustrations applied it to classes of numbers (i.e.. borrow from zero
was osergeneraliicd to borrowt from idenno deniets) and to locations (i.e., rem in *.he top digit
became rero aluithere in the column). This section leads off by discussing a bug migration class
that requires ihergcnerahration to act in new ways. The bug migration class has three bugs:

{ Borrow-Across-Zero.
Stops-Borrow-At-Zero,
Smaller-From -Larger-1 nstead-of-BorrowFrom-Zero}

These bugs are each fairly important bugs in that they often occur in competitive arguments later in
this document, They will be presented in some detail. An overgeneralization-based explanation
will be given for each. The first bug's explanation is fairly smooth. The second is a little rougher.
By the last one, overgeneraliiation will have been stretched to the breaking point.

1 he first bug in the class is Borrow-Across-Zero. This bug also cannot borrow from terns.
When it encounters a BFZ situation, it locates a nearby nonrero digit in the top row and
decrements that instead. Figure 6-2 gives a problem state sequence illustrating it, The bug does its
relocated decrement between states a and b. It does the rest of the problem correctly. The rather
Curious arrangement of decremented digits in the hundreds column is the hallmark of this bug,

To account for this bug with overgeneralization is not too hard. One postulates that the
student has only seen non-Ler° borrowing. That is, the student has seen 52-19 and 511-99, but
not 501-99. The student has induced that the "the digit to decrement is the closest top-row digit
..hat is non zero." This locative description is consistent with all the examples the student has
received, It seems a little bit strange that the overgeneraliation should mention zero despite the
fact that the student has never seen a BFZ exercise. To justify its inclusion in the description, one
would have to postulate that zero is so salient to the learner that its presence or absence is always
recorded in generalizations. This is perhaps not implausible.
, -

.

a.507 b. 4%0 7 c. 00). d. 00/4 17 4 17

- 28 - 28 - 28 - 28

3 3 3
ir 17 if 10 17 91017

e. 1 0 1 f. 1117 g. XS,
- 28 - 28 ... - 28

9 9 9 3 8 9

Figure 6-2
Problem state sequence for the bug Borrow-Across-Zero.
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Figure 6-3
Problem state sequence for the bug StopsBorrow-At-Zero.

The next bug in the bug migration class is Stops- Borrow-At-Zero (this bug was mentioned
earlier, in section 2.9). When Stops- Borrow-At-Zero borrows from zero, it doesn't _overwrite the
zcry. b:.:: sips th: c.1=erricra opciation entirely. Figure 6-3 shows a problem state sequence for
this bug. The skipped borrow-from is evident at problem state b. The bug has already done the
second step of borrowing, borrow-into. The rest of the solution is correct. The missing decrement
is its only flaw. The missing decrement can be accounted for with overgcnerahation by postulating
that the student believes that "decremenung zero is null stuff." Perhaps the student justifies this by
thinking, If I have no apples' and you try to take one, nothing happens." This generalized.
decrement operation accounts for Stops-Borrow-At-Zero.

A more difficult fact to explain is that these bugs migrate with Borrow-Across-Zero, In fact,
the migration between Borrow-Across-Zero and Stops-Borrow At-Zero is one of the most common
bug migrations observed, To account for the migration, a generalization must be found that unifies
the two generalizations:

1. Decrement the left adjacent, top-row digit, where decrementing zero is null stuff.
2. The digit to decrement is the first non-zero, top-row digit.

It would be simple just to disjoin these two generalizations. The student would believe that
burrowingfrorn is either a null-stuff decrement or a decrement to a nearby digit. However,
inducing disjunctive concepts is ruled out by the one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis. Hence, the
disjoined concept must be present befbre instruction begins. A fairly exotic concept meaning
"decrement zero is null stuff or nearby stuff' would have to be available during the induction of
borrowing. perhaps by being in the base of primitive concepts.

The last bug in the bug migration class is Smaller-From-Larger -Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero.
Like the other bugs, it solves simple borrowing exercises correctly, but deviates from the correct
algorithm when it is asked to borrow from zero. When a column requires a BFZ, the bug simply
takes the absolute difference in that column, avoiding borrowing of any kind. (Figure 6-4 shows a
problem state sequence.) The obvious explanation is that the student perceives BFZ as some kind
of difficulty and avoids it by taking the absolute difference instead of borrowing. This makes sense
if the student has not yet been taught BFZ and knows only how to do simple borrows. Note that
this intuitively appealing explanation uses a problem solving framework. It postulates that the
student detects problem situations and invents a way to avoid them. It falls outside the kinds of
overgencralization-based explanations that are currently being sought for this bug migration class.

4 4 10 4 10 4 10
a. 5 0 7 b. 5 0 7 c. )f 0 7 d. Z, 7 e. %87 f. 10,7

- 28 - 28 - 28 - 28 - 28 - 28
1 1 1 81 4 8 1

Figure 6-4
Problem state sequence for the bug Smaller-From-Lirger-Instead -of-Borrow-From-Zero.
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To explain this bug as overgeneralvation would be very difficult. One would have to
postulate a NW) of N levying the borrow subprocedurc as a whole since it is the whole subprocedure
that is replaced by absolute difference. Presumably, such a viewpoint could be funded, but the
theoretical costs of postulating such a large "primitive" would be high. Worse yet, this bug is in
the same bug migration class as the other bugs mentioned above. The new "large primitive" would
somehow have to generalize them as well.

The explanatory adequacy of overgeneralizalion

Essentially, these overgeneralimtion "accounts" are just building the observed bugs into the
set of primitives that are assumed to be present before learning begins. A wide range of primitive
concepts has been needed so far, just to capture three bugs. This would not be so bad if the
primitives that generated bugs v.cre somehow a natural class in that the class includes all concepts
of a certain kind. But if all concepts that are "similar' to the ones needed so far (whatever that
means) were allowed into the set of primitives, then the theory would ovcrgeneratc wildly. This
abandons any chance of empirical adequacy. The opposite course is to drop the constraint that the
set of primitives be somehow a natural class, and instead allow the theorist to dictate which
primitives are in the set: This would improve the empirical adequacy, but it sacrifices explanatory
adequacy. That is, the theory answers the question "why does this bug exist?" by saying "because
this primitive concept exists." but it has no answer for the follow-up question. "Why does that
pnmitive exist?" Such a theory doesn't explain the bugs, it only relabels them. It lacks explanatory
adequacy.

6.3 Impasse-repair independence

Th? essential mechanisms of local problem solving are twofold. Problematic situations (called
impasses) are detected, then they are solved or avoided (called repairing the impasses). At once one
is struck by the apparent 4-refutability of this framework. If the theorist is allowed to postulate
anything as an impasse and a repair, then the theorist is allowed, in essence, to insert arbitrary
condition-action rules into Cie procedure. The condition is the impasse and the action is the repair.
It is clear that any conceivable bug could be generated this way, by inserting the appropriate
condition-action rule qua impasse-repair combination. Such a framework would have no
explanatory value. If one asked it why a certain bug existed, it would answer only "because a
certain impasse-repair combination happens to exist."

The stipulation of an impasse and a repair would have some explanatory force if one could
provide independent evidence for the impasse and for the repair. That is, stipulating an impasse li
and a repair R1 to explain a certain bug would be believable if one could also exhibit a second bug
generated by repairing the impasse II with another repair. R2. This would be independent
evidence for the stipulated impasse I. Similarly, a good explanation requires independent evidence
for the repair, such as a bug that results from using the same relair to a different impasse, called it
12. That is, to explain the original bug, one needs to produce we arrangement of evidence shown
in this table:

R1
IR2

II 12

Bug Bus'

The original bug to be explained is Bug. Bug' justifies the stipulated repair and Bug" justifies
the stipulated impasse. Actually, if ;.he goal is to ascertain whether the local. -probkm solving

1 /N\/
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framework is correct, then it seems that requiring the existence of a fourth bug. the combination of
12 with R2 is nece,bary. Ile essence of problem solving is that an solution that works is acceptable,
If there are several possible means to an end. and if problem solving is truly the activity going on,
then each means will eventually be applied by someone to achieve the goal (all other things being
equal). In this case. Inc goal (end) is to be in a non-impasse state. Hence. the bac notion of
problem coking predicts that all repairs will be applied. by someone at some time. to each impasse.
If a certair impasse-repair combination predicts a star bug. then the theory should provide an
explanation for why that repair was not a reasonable choice for solving the problem presented by
the impasse. If it could not. then one would begin to suspect that the framework wasn't really
problem solving but something else instead. In shell, the independence of impasses And repairs is a
crucial, defining principle of local problem solving. The set of predieLd bugs is exactly the set of
all repairs applied to all impasses. Any exceptions must be explained by the theory. Put
differently. 1114p Impasses X Repairs, where X stands for the Cartesian product of two sets.

A Cartesian product bug pattern

The bug data have many instances of the kind of Cartesian product pattern that local problem
solving predicts. This will be illustrated with the three bugs mentioned earlier, paired with three
new bugs. The rest of this section presents this pattern. It and others like a are prime evidence for
the local problem solving framework. This Cartesian product pattern has two impasses and three
repairs:

decrement zero larger from smaller

Noop StopsBorrowAtZero
Refocus BorrowAcrossZero
Backup SmallerFrom.LargerInstead

ofBorrowFromZero

Blank.insteadofBorrow
Smaller-FrosnLarger
Doesn'tBorrow

Bugs from the same impasse are in the same column.
generate. The bugs will be discussed row by row.

Repairs label the rows of the bugs they

3 1

Stops.Borrow.M.Zero: 3 4 6 3 416 21017

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 -189
2 4 3 .v/ 2 1 6 4 8 X

BlankInsteadof-Borrow: 3 4 6 3 4 6 2 0 7
- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 9

2 4 3 .v/ 2 2 X 1 X

Correctly answered problems are marked with , and incorrectly answered problems with X. The
first bug. Stops-Borrow-At-Zero, is generated by assuming that the student has not been taught how
to borrow from zero. When the student tries to use simple borrowing on BEZ problems, such as
the third problem, an attempt is made to decrement the zero. The student :..Ignites that zero
cannot be decremented. An impasse occurs. The student has detected a local problem that needs
to be solved before any more of the procedure can be executed. The repair, called hoop
(pronounced "no op"). simply causes the student to skip the stuck decrement action (i.e., it turns
the action into a "null operation" or "no-op" in computer jargon). This leads to Stops-Borrow-At
Zero shown above (see figure 6-3 for a problem state sequence illustrating its solution).
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The second bug is .nk-Instead-ofBorrow. Superficially, it looks very different from Stops-
Borrow -At-Zero. It doesn't do any borrowing. but instead 1CJVCS unanswered just those columns
that require borrowing. The explanation for this bug assumes that the student hasn't learned how
to borrow yet. When the student attempts to take a larger number from a smaller one, an impasse
occurs, presumably because the student knows that "you can't take a big number from 4 stnall one."
The repair to this impasse is the Noop repair. It causes the column difference action to be skipped.
This explains why borrow columns have blank answers. In general, the Noop repair causes actions
that are "stuck" to be skipped. It is perhaps the easiest of all possible repairs. It IN a quite straight-
forward solution to the problem of being unable to execute an action.

3
0
1

BormwAcross-Zero: 3 4 6 3 416 21017

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 69
2 4 3 vi 2 1 6 vi 4 8 X

smatterFrom-Larger: 3 4 6 3 4 6 2 0 7
- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 9

2 4 3 V 2 2 4 X 1 6 2 X

BorrowAcross-Zero is generated by applying the Refocus repair to the decrementzcro
impasse. The basic idea of the Refocus repair is to shift the external focus of attention, in this case,
where to perform the decrement operation. Refocus shifts focus in a way that maintains some
faithfulness to the procedure's description. As before, the assumpitons are that the student knows
that zero can't be decremented but does not know how to borrow from zero. The procedure that
the student is following presumably describes the place to decrement as the top digit in the column
just left of the column currently being processed. Refocus relaxes that description somewhat,
shifting focus to the top digit in some column left of the current column. Any column that will
allow the decrement operation to succeed is a potential candidate. In this case, only the hundreds
column qualifies, so it is chosen. (Figure 6-2 gives the problem state sequence of the bug's
solution.)

SmalleFrom-Larger answers columns that require borrowing with a number that is the
absolute difference of the two numbers. There are several ways to explain this bug. Here, the
assumption is that the student reaches an impasse because he must process a column where the
bottom digit is too large, and he understands that one can't take a larger digit from a smaller one.
The Refocus repair relaxes the description of the arguments to the column difference operation. It
relaxes the constraint on relative vertical positions. The operation is performed as if the column
were inverted. This allows it to answer the column, thus coping with the impasse.

3 2
Smalter-FromLirger-Insteadoi- 3 4 6 3 416 310 6

Borrow-FromIero: - 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 7

2 4 3 v/ 2 1 6 vi 1 4 2 X

Doesn'tBorrow: 3 4 5 3 4 5 2 0 7
- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 9

2 4 3 V X X

These two bugs illustrate the Backup repair. Backup is perhaps one of the most difficult
repairs to present, although it underlyingly quite simple. The essence of the Backup repair is
retreating in order to take another alternative path. Backup resets the execution state of the
interpreter back to a previous decision point in such a way that when interpretation continues, it
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will choose a different alternative than the one that led to the impasse that Backup repaired. In

most cases. using Backup causes a secondary impasse. This is just what happens with Smaller
From-1,arger-1 nstead-of-Borrow.From-Zero. As with the other bugs. the student reaches an impasse
trying to decrement the aro in the tens column. The Backup repair gets past the decrementzero
impasse by "backing up, in the problem solving sense, to the last decision which has some
alternatives open. After the repair, the student tries to process the units :olumn in the ordinary
way. Immediately he hits a second impasse, since he knows that one can't take a larger number
from a smaller one. This second impasse is repaired by Refocus. yielding absolute difference as the
answer in the units column. The student finishes up the rest of the problem without difficulty.
The dernation of this bug is a little complicated. One should perhaps just try to get a rough sense
of it now. Later, it will be presented in detail.

The bug Doesn'tBorrow is simple. Whenever it encounters a column that requires
borrowing, it gives up on doing the rest of the problem, and goes on to the next problem on the
test. if there is ones The bug is generated by applying the Backup repair to the impasse of being
unable to take a column difference. At this point in the procedure, the most recent decision is not
the decision :bout borrowing. because the student doesn't know about borrowing yet. Instead, the
must recent decision invohes whether to do the problem at all. The Backup repair retreats to this
decision, and takes the open alternative: the student gives up on this problem. and goes on to the
next.

The repair-impasse independence principle makes predictions

A crucial fact about the repair process comes out clearly in the Cartesian product pattern. It
is the independence of repairs and impasses. Every repair is applicable to every impasse. In
nrinciple, a bug will be found for each pairing of an applicable repair with an impasse.

Of course, some repairs are much more popular than others, and some impasses are more
common than others. Combining an unpopular repair with an uncommon core procedure may
predict a bug that has not yet been ogerved. In fact, several bugs have been predicted by repair-
impasse independence, then observed later. When the original model for repair theory was first
tested, in September 1979. it predicted 16 bugs that had not yet been observed. When its
predictions were test against newly collected data in December 1979. 6 of the predicted bugs were
discovered (Brown & VanLehn, 1980). Since then, another of the original model's predicted bugs
has been discovered even though few new data have been acquired in the interim. So, one of the
chief advantages of the Impasse-repair independence principle is that it makes predictions that can
be used to focus empirical investigations and to test the theory.

1

Repair-impasse independence vs` bug occurrence statistics

It is not the case that'repairs and impasses are statistically independent. Although rare bugs
_ result from using uncommon repairs to uncommon impasses, it is not always the case that

combining a common repair and a common impasse results in a common bug. The frequencies of
the six bugs discussed above show this effect:_
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decrement zero larger from smaller

64 StopslorrowAt7,ero
44 Borrow -Ai reaZero
5 SmallerPronIzgernstead

of-BorrowFrortZero

These figures show the number of students in a sample of 1147 who had the specified bug (see
appendix 3). In this sample. the two impasses arc equally common. 110 students had the
decrementzero impasse. and 116 students had the larger-from-smaller impasse. However, there is a
strung skew in repair preferences. The Noop and Refocus repairs were equally popular for the
decrement-zero impasse. but the Refocus repair was strongly preferred by students who can't
borrow. This shows that a simple assumption of statistical independence is quite unwarranted.
Repair-impasse independence does not mean statistical independence.

However. there arc several problems with bug frequency data. If these can be solved,
statistical independence may be found. The main problem is that most bugs are rather uncommon,
occurring less than a half dozen times even in large samples (see appendix 3). This makes statistical
inference!. unreliable. A more subtle difficulty is that many bugs have multiple causes. Multiple
deri,ations make bugs more common than simple frequency models would predict. For instance,
Smaller-From-Larger is common because it has at least two derivations one as the application of
the Refocus repair and another as overgeneralization. The overgeneralization account is simply that
the learner chooses absolute difference as the generalization of examples such as

5
-2

On this account, students Mien that 5-2=2-5=3 despite the fact that they have never seen
examples of the latter case. 2-5=3. Given this concept of column difference, the students solve
borrow columns, e.g., the units column of

42
-15
33

without reaching an impasse. Thus, Smaller-From-Larger has a derivation as induction from an
impoverished set of examples. Accounting for bug frequencies would have to take such multiple
derivations into account.

Summary

The main purposes of repair-impasse indepen,tence are (1) to capture an important trend in
the data, the Cartesian product pattern. and (2) to give a rigorous expression of the basic notion of
local problem solving as multi* means to the same end. and (3) to rescue the theory from the
irrefutability of allowing the theorist to postulate arbitrary, non-independent impasse-repair pairs.
To the extent that the pattern holds across the data. the local problem solving framework is
vindicated. The local problem solving explanation loses its force if independence has too many
exceptions. To put it differently, the principle sets the default to independence. Any time a
particular repairimpasse combination leads to a star bug. the theory must explain why.

1 23
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6.4 Dynamic vs. static local problem solving

In the AI literature, the basic idea of detecting problems in a procedure and fixing them is
not new. Sussman's tiACKiR program had two kinds of problem detection and rectification systems
(Sussman. 1976). One :.,-.ted dynamically, that is. during the execution of the procedure. It would
detect problems such as trying to place a physical object in a space occupied by another object.
The second system acted statically: it would examine the procedure as a goal-stibgoal hierarchy,
looking for patterns of conflicting goals. It could thus detect some problems without ever running
the procedure. The same choice exists for local problem soh ing in this domain: impasses can be
detected and repaired dynamically or statically. To put it intuitively, the issue is %hen the local
problem solving process is tarried out by the student. It could be that the local problem solving
p:ocess is something like forgetting or mislearning. It could happen while the student is sleeping,
or watching the teacher, or explaining the procedure to a friend. All that one can see in the
Cartesian product pattern is the result of repair, and not when it happened. This section is a
competitive argument between two approaches. The two hypotheses are (LPS will be use to
abbreviate "local problem solver"):

1. . )ynamic 1-PS: impasses are detected during the execution of the procedure. Repairs arc
made to the current state; the procedure itself is not modified.

2, Static I.PS: impasses are detected by analyzing the structure of the procedure without
executing it. Repairs are made by changing the procedure's structure.

Really, there is hardly any cuntroversy (that is why the argument has not been given a chapter of its
own). The evidence is clearly on the side of dynamic LPS.

Bug migration and stable long-term bugs

Intuitively, bug migration is a strong argument for the dynamic local problem solving
h*)othesis. But as it turns out, the static LPS hypothesis can clo just as well at predicting bug
migration although it must be accompanied by a simple (and ad hoc) ancillary assumption.

As discussed earlier in this chapter, bug migration is the phenomenon of a student switching
arriing two or more bugs during a short period of time with nu intervening inotrucuon. The bugs
the student switches among are called a bug migration class. The theory aims to predict which sets
of bugs will occur as bug migration classes. With regard to local problem solving, the basic idea is
that the bugs in a bug migration class result from applying different repairs to the same impasse.
Th g is, the student appears to have the same procedure throughout the period of .bservation, but
chooses to repair its impasses differently at different times. This basic idea is independent of
whether local problem solving takes places statically or dynamically. Figure 6-5 presents an example
of bug migration among several of the bugs discussed earlier. It illustrates how several bugs can
occur on the same test by application of different repairs to the same impasse.
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Figure 6-5
Solution to a test by student 22 of classroom 34

showing intra-test bug migration.
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Figure 6-5 is an exact reproduction of a test taken by student 22 of class 34. She misses only
stx problems. namely the ones that require borrowing from zero. The first two problems she misses
(the second and third problems on the fourth row) are answered as if she had the bug Stops-
l3orrow-At- 7.ero. That is. she gets stuck when she attempts to decrement a zero, and uses the Noop
repair in order to skip the decrement operation. The next two problems she mir.ses (the first two
problems on the last row) are answered as if she had the bug Borrow-Acrosscro. She hits the
same impasse. but repairs by relocating the decrement leftward using the Refocus repair. On the
third problem of the last row, she uses two repairs within the same problem. For the borrow
originating in the tens column, she uses backup to retreat from the decrement-zero impasse. She

winds up writing a zero as the answer in the tens column (as if she had the bug Zero-Instead-of-
Borro.v-From-Zero). In the hundreds column. she takes the same Refocus repair that she used on
the preceding two problems. On the last problem, she uses the Noop repair fbr both borrows.

Patches present a problem for the dynamic LPS hypothesis

The student of figure 6-5 is typical in that her repairs occur in runs. The first two repairs are
one kind. the next two are another, and so on. This observation suggests that there can be a
temporary association of an impasse with a repair. These pairs are called patches. Apparently, the
first time the student of figure 6-5 hit the impasse, she searched for an applicable repair and not
only used it, but created a patch to remember that she used it. On the next problem, she again
encounters the impasse, but instead of searching for a new repair. she just retrieves the patch, and
uses its repair. She completes the next problem without encountering the impasse, which is
apparently enough to cause her to forget her patch, since the next time she hits the impasse, she
repairs it a new way. Either the patch was forgotten during the non-impasse problem, or she chose
to ignore it and try a different repair. The latter possibility is supported by her behavior at the end
of the test. where she is applying different repairs for each impasse even when the impasses occur in
the same problem. In short, there seems to be some flexibility in whether patches are ignored, aid
perhaps also in how long they are retained.

Intertest bug migration exhibits a more extensive use of patches. Inter-test bug migration is
detected by testing students twice a short time apart (say, two days) with no intenening instruction.
The student has a consistent bug on each test, but not the same bug. The bugs are related in that
they can be generated by different repairs to the same impasse. It appears that the student has
retained the procedure between the two tests, but the patch that was used on the first test was not
retained. Instead, a new repair was selected, stored in a patch, and used consistently throughout the
second test.

Bugs do not always migrate. Some bugs are held for months or years. Apparently, patches
can be stored for long periods of time.

Bug migration was predicted in advance of its observation (Brawn & VanLehn, 1980). It falls
out as a natural consequence of viewing the repair process as modifying the execution (short term)
state of the processor that interprets the stored procedure. The dynamic LPS hypothesis naturally
predicts bug migration, What it has trouble with is explaining the repetition of the satac repair to
the same impasse. a phenomena referred to above as creating. storing and reusing a patch. The
dynamic LPS hypothesis could explain this as a chance selection of the same repair over and over
again. However, it is much more plausible to add an ancillary hypothesis that some kind of patch
creation and storage exists. The patch hypothesis is difficult to verify since there is no way to tell
whether or not a student has a patch (they could just have chosen the same repair twice). The only
argument for their existence is intuitive plausibility. Nonetheless. encountenng sevath graders with
bugs that are acquired in the third grade is, for me, a fairly compelling demonstration that patches
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exist, even if they aren't a proper part of the model.

125

The static LPS hypothesis* account for bug migration

So far, bug migration has been discussed in terms 3f the dynamic LPS hypothesis. However,
the static 1.PS hypothesis can generate the same predictions. The forte of static 1.PS is making
permanent changes in the procedure. It examines the procedures's structure in order to find (or
predict) impasses and install patches. This is all done without executing the procedure. The
installation of a patch into the procedure naturally predicts stable, long-term bugs. Bug migration is
more problematic. To predict bug migration, onc must assume that it is possible to have stochastic
patches: a random variable governs which action the patch will take. The various bugs in a bug
migration class result from the patch switching at random among various sub-patches built by the
local problem solver. This is somewhat implausible, perhaps.

However, the bare fact is that bug migration and long-term bugs both exists, and that
dynamic and static both predict one naturally. but require a supplementary hypothesis to account
for the other. The dynamic LPS hypothesis requires patch abstraction and storage; the static LPS
hypothesis requires stochastic patches. So there is really no decisive argument here. We must look
a little deeper,

Impasses and repairs need dynamic information

The preceding argument tried to relate the model's chronology. the sequence of derivational
events, :o real time, Such performance arguments are often quite slippery. Memory can always be
user to shuttle hypothetical cognitive events forwards in time in order to satisfy the exigencies of
the observations. Indeed, the argument above ended inconclusively, Laying time aside, the main
difference between static LPS and dynamic LPS hypotheses is the kind of information available to
the local problem solver. A dynamic local problem solver has the current state (i.e. active goals, a
partially worked exercise). The static local problem solver has the procedure's calling structure
(goal-subgoal hierarchy). The static local problem solver can perhaps examine all the failure modes
of a primitive operator, such as decrement, and decide what to do for each one, However, there are
intricate ways that a procedure can fail during execution, For the static local problem solver to find
them, it would have to simulate running the procedure, and hence it would become, in effect, a
dynamic local problem solver.

As an example, consider the bug Borrow-Across-Zero. Under the static LPS hypothesis, this
bug is generated by assuming that the student has never learned how to borrow from zero, and that
the static LPS has built into the procedure a patch so that when decrement fails by trying to
decrement a zero, the focus of attention is shifted left to a nearby, non-zero digit, which is
decremerted instead or the zero, Figure 6-6a shows Borrow-Across-Zero solving a problem. Notice
that when it borrows in order to answer the tens column, it must decrement the hundreds column a
second time (problem state e). This creates a rather unusual combination of scratch marks. The
very first time this student could have seen such scratch marks is the first time the student solved a
BFZ problem. Until the student actually tackles the first BFZ problem. static local problem solving
would have no reason to suspect such a strange double-decrement situation might arise,
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Figure 6-6
(A) Problem state sequence for Borrow-Across-Zero.

(B) Problem state sequence for the bug set (Borrow-Across-Zero 1Touched-Zero-As-Ten).

Some students have a variant of the bug which indicates that, for them. double decrementing
is an unusual enough action that it warrants repair. An attempt to decrement an already
decremented digit causes an impasse. Figure 6-6b shows the bug set (Borrow-Across-Zero
!Touched-Zero-ls-Ten). Just after problem state d, it attempts to decrement the hundreds column a
second time. However. the student did not do the decrement, taking an impasse instead. The
Noop repair was applied, causing the decrement to be skipped. The student then did the second
part of borrowing. the addition of ten to the tens column (state e) . and finished the problem
correctly. This shows that double-decrementing can cause local problem solving. If the static LPS
hypothesis is to account for this. it must assume that the LPS is very smart. The LPS has to plan
ahead to realize that decrements might stack up in some unusual situations, and prepare a repair for
tl)is case. This is entirely implausible.

The preceding example showed that impass detection required dynamic (runtime) information.
There is a similar argument that shows that repairs also need dynamic information. The argument
involves the Backup repair. It can be shown (see section 1 of appendix 9) that Backup is most
simply formulated as a modification of the execution state rather than a modification to the
structure of the procedure. The argument rests on the fact that in certain situations where Backup
has been observed, there are two instantiations of a certain goal, and Backup only goes to one of
them. Static Backup can't discriminate among several dynamic instantiations of the same goal, but
dynamic Backup can. Although a complex patch could be constructed by static local problem
solving, it would essentially have to do exactly what a dynamic Backup would do anyway. So a
dynamic version of Backup is the simplest, most natural way to handle these special cases of local
problem solving.

Sumniary

The information that is available statically is fast not sufficient to explain the kinds of local
problem solving that occur, Local problem solving makes essential use of information that is
naturally available at runtime. To generate the information statically would require such powerful
simulation capabilities of the static local problem solver it would be come essentially equivalent to a
dynamic local problem solver. So the static LPS approach is just not workable.

J.
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6.5 Formal hypotheses

The main ideas of local problem solving are impasses. repairs, their independence, and their
embedding in the dynamic, runtime environment. To express these formally, a description of how
procedures are Cy xuted is needed. That is, the gross architecture of a procedural interpreter will be
used to formalize the theory. Chapter 3 began the formalization by postulating an undefined
function, Cycl e, that maps a runtime state into the next runtime state. It is used to describe the
observable actions of the student when the student applies a procedure to a runtime, state. Chaining
applications of Cycle generates the procedure's solution to an exercise problem. In order to
formalize local problem solving, Cycle will be defined in terms of several new, undefined
functions. The nomenclature that will be used is:

P

S

(Internal 5)

(External 5)

(Cycle P S)

(Interpret P 5)

(Repair 5)

A variable designating the student's procedure.

A variable designating the current runtime state.

A function that returns the internal ( execution, or interpreter) Ithatifile state
S.

A function that returns the external (problem) runtime state of S. The
runtime state is a composite of the internal and external state.

A function that inputs a procedure and a runtime state and outputs a set
of next states. It represents one cycle in the interpretatkm/execution of
the procedure.

An undefined function that expresses what the procedure does without
local problem solving. it represents the "normal" interpretation of the
procedure. It inputs a procedure and a runtime state and outputs the
next runtime state. It represents one cycle of the interpreter. It will be
defined later by the procedural representation language.

An undefined function that takes a runtime state and returns a set of
runtime states corresponding to various repairs.

(Impasse 5) An undefined predicate on states. It is true of a runtime state if the
combination of execution and problem state constitutes an impasse.

The basic technique used to formalize local problem solving is the same as the one used to
formalize learning. In this case, two undefined functions are used; Repair and Impasse. The
prcdictions of the theory will be made in terms of than. Various constraints (hypotlicses) will be
placed upon them. The actual functions used in Sierra are just one way of instantiating the two
functions in obedience to the constraints. In particular, Repair is formalized by a set of five
repairs; Noop, Backup, Refocus, Force and Quit..The formalization of Impasse is similar, A set
of impasse conditions is defined. For instance, precondition violations are one kind of impasse
condition. Impasse conditions are to Impasse as repairs are to Repair.

Given the nomenclature, the basic architecture of the combined interpreter and local problem
solver is defined by the following hypothesis:
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Local problem solving
Let
(Cycle P S)..F..
if (Impasse S) then ((Interpret P S))

else ((Interpret P S') I s'E (Repair S) and ( Impasse S') ).

This hypothesis defines the Cycle function in terms of the three undefined functions, Repair,
Impasse, and Intarpret. Interpret is the normal interpretation of the procedure. If the
current state is not an impasse, then Interpret is what Cycle does. If there is an impasse, then
a repair is inserted before the Interpret, Because more than one repair is possible, there may be
more than one successor state. Hence, Cycle returns a set of states.

There are several tacit features that are built into the definition of Cycle. Although it is
redundant, it is useful to break these out as separate hypotheses. This makes it easier to refer to the
concepts later.

Dynamic LPS
The local problem solver reads and changes the dynamic (execution time) state, but it does not
change the procedure's structure.

Repair-impasse independence
Any repair can be applied to any impasse.

Filter-trigger symmetry
An impasse condition triggers local problem solving if and only if it also acts as a filter on repairs.

The first two hypotheses have already been discussed. The last one reflects the idea that repairs
actually fpc impasses. That is, Impasse must be true after the Repair function is done. It turns
out that.iome repairs change the state in such a way that the new state is an impasse, perhaps of a
different kind than before. That is, Lim repair doesn't really fix the problem; the interpreter is still
stuck. Such repairs are filtered. To put it differently, if a certain impasse condition is sufficient to
cause repairs (trigger local prbblem solving), then it is also effective in filtering repairs. All this
follows from the basic notioit that local problem solving really is a form of problem solving.
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Chapter 7
Deletion

Two sources of bugs have been identified so far. One is overgeneralization, or rather correct
-Auction from impoverished sets of examples (see section 6.1). The other source uses local

problem sok ing to repair impasses. which are cam_ci ultimately by incomplete learning (see section
6.3). In a sense, these two explanations fall under the broad headings of learning and invention.
This chapter shows that a third source of bugs exists. something akin to forgetting. it perturbs the
structure of a learned (core) procedure. For historical reasons. the new source of bugs is called
deletion. This chapter discusses the reasons why the theory needs deletion. It presents a certain

. --.
group of bugs and discusses three explanations for them:

1. The bugs result from local problem solving applied to procedures generated
by partially completed learning.

2. The bugs result from of overgeneralization.

3. The bugs result from deletion of pan ofa learned procedure.

It is shown that neither of the first two explanations for the bugs work. This justifies introducing a
new formal mechanism, deletion, into the theory,

7.1; Local problem solving will not generate certain bugs

Many bugs can be accounted for by incomplete learning followed by local problem solving.
The basic idea is that the student is tested on skills that either have not been taught yet, or haven't
been mastered. This often leads to impasses and repairs and, in turn, to bugs. However, this
account will not work for certain bugs. For handy reference, these bugs will be called the deletion
bugs. Explaining them is the target of this chapter.

The deletion bugs are best understood in contrast to bugs generated by local problem solving.
The following bug can be generated by incomplete learning and repair:

3 2

StopsBorrowAt-Zercc 3 4 6 3 416 31017 3 017

- 1 0 2 - 1 29 -119 - 9

2 4 3 V 2 1 6 V 1 4 8 X 3 0 8 X

The procedure behind this bug does not know how to borrow across zeros. It borrows correctly
from nonzero digits, as shown in the second problem. On the third problem, it attempts to
decrement the zero, hits an impasse, and repairs by skipping the decrement operation entirely (the
Noop repair) Th' point is that this bug has a complete, flawless knowledge of borrowing from
nonzero digits, but it doesn't know anything about borrowing from zero. Precisely at one of the
lesson boundaries in the subtraction curriculum, its understanding stops. Now compare this
knowledge state with the one implicated by the following bug:
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Dorei.DocrementZero:
3 2

3 4 6 3 416 31017

- 1 0 2 -12.9 - 1 6 9
2 4 3 N / 2 1 6 N/ 1 4 8 X

2
31017

9

210 8 X

This bug also misses just BFZ problems ("BFZ" abbreviates "borrow from zero"). Indeed, it gets
the same ..nswer on thc third problem as the previous bug. Stops-BorrowAt-Zero. However, it
solves IWZ problems in a very different way. Notice the fourth problem. The borrow in the units
column caused some. but not all, of the 131-'Z subprocedure to be executed. The following problem
state sequence shows the initial problem solving:

2

a. 3 0 7 b.
- 9

2 2 2
310 7 d. 31017

- 9
c. 31017

- 9 - 9
8

Most of the BFZ subprocedure is there. What is missing is its last action, decrementing the ten in
the ten's column to nine, which should occur between states b and c. Because thc bug dues some of
the BFZ subprocedure. it is.likely that subjects with this bug have been taught borrowing across
zero. But it is also clear that they did not acquire all of the subprocedure. or else forgot part of it.
If the subtraction curriculum was constructed so that teachers first taught one half of borrowing
across zero and some weeks later taught the other half. then one would be tempted to account for
this bug with incomplete learning. But BFZ is, in fact, always taught as a whole. So some other
formal technique is implicated in th.s bug's generation. Don't-Decrement-Zero is one of the
deletion bugs. Several others are detailed in chapter 10.

The case has been made that incomplete traversal of the curriculum will not generate a
procedure that is appropriate for explaining this bug. Another way to make the same point is to
note that repair could, in principle, generate the bug by using a Hoop or Backup repair that would
cause the tenscolumn decrement to be skippedHowever, in order to'have a repair, one must have
an impasse. In this case. the impasse needs to be just before the decrement (i.e., between states b
and c above). However, there is no apparent reason for an impasse there. The decrement is merely
subtracting one from ten an easy. unproblematic operation. No impasse condition that I know
of will cause an impasse there. Without an impasse. there is no way to use Noop or other repairs
to generate the bug. Again, the conclusion is that some other mechanism must be utilized to derive
this bug.

7.2 Overgeneralizat ion should not generate the deletion bugs

Overgeneralization can generate Don't-Decrement-Zero. but only at the cost of losing
explanatory adequacy. The trick to an overgeneralization based derivation is to induce that the
decrement action in question is optional. One assumes that the student has received examples
teachirig BFZ. The examples will. of course. have the decrement action. For some reason, the
student induces that this decrement is optional. even though all the examples happen7d to have it.
On a test, the student instantiates the generalized subproccdure by choosing not o make the
optional decrement. This generates the bug. The other deletion bugs can be generate with similar
optionality-based inductions. Optionality is a plausible primitive concept for procedural
representation language to have, so there is nothing wrong a priori with this /explanation.

The problem is with the nature of optionality. Inducing an optional fr gment of a
subprocedure is inducing a disjunction. The procedure acquires a choice about wh her or not to
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execute the action. Thus. inducing a disjunction inside the subprocedure violates the one-disjunct-
per-lesson hypothesis. To put it differently, it is a felicity condition that the teacher will Show the
student when a disjunction is needed. But all the examples used a d' cement, none omitted it.
The student has no evidence that a disjunction is needed. It is a direct violation of the felicity
condition to put one in. To admit this violation just to generate a few bugs wrecks an otherwise
explanatory framework.

7.3 The problems of defining a deletion operator

It has been shown that the two bugenerating pathways that the theory currently provides are
ineffective in generating the deletion bugs. This motivates including a new operator in the theory.
On the basis of the bug Don't-DecrementZero, it seems that some kind of deletion operator will do
the job, something that removes an action such as decrement from a sequence of actions in a
subprocedure. .

It is not easy to formable deletion in an empirically adequate way. Richard Young and Tim
O'Shea used a model based on deleting production rules to generate some of the most common
bugs (Yount, Jc O'Shea. 1981), including most of the deletion bugs. However, their approach could
also generate star bugs. Given their production system, which has 22 rules, there are 22 possible
rile deletions. However, only 7 of the possible 2: rule deletions generate bugs. Deleting certain of
the other rules generates star bugs. In general. totally free, unconstrained deletion overgenerates
wildly. One fix is to allow the theorist to specify which rules may or may not be deleted. This just
transforms the question of why do only certain bugs exist, into the question of why do certain rules
get deleted and not others. It doesn't explain very much. So the real problem with deletion is to
put just the right constraints on it so that no star bugs are predicted and yet the deletion bugs are
generated. Chapter 10 gives this tricky issue a full discuSsion.

For now, deletion will be formalized using an undefined function. Delete. which mutates
procedures. It is interposed between the output of Learn and the input to Cycle. To capture
this formally, the following hypothesis is used:

Deletion
If P is a core procedure, then all P' E (Delete P ) are core procedures as well.

The function Delete is set-valued to capture the fact that there is often more than one possible
deletion that can be made to a procedure. As with the other main undefined functions in the
theory, Delete will be defined by acquiring more constraints upon its behavior.
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Chapter 8
Summary: Architecture Level

The preceding the chapters laid out the general architecture of the model and defended the
main principles of the theory. This chapter summarizes both, makes a few comments, and
introduces some of tae issues discussed in following chapters.

8.1 The architecture of the model

The expositional strategy of this document is to start with an architecture composed of
undefined functions. then to add constraints that gradually define the functions. At the top level,
the architecture consists of three undefined functions, Learn, Delete and Cycle. Lea rn takes a
lesson and a procedure as inputs; it returns a set of procedures. Learn represents the various ways
that its input procedure can be augmented in order to assimilate the lesson. Delete takes a
procedure as input; it returns a set of procedures as outpu . where each procedure is the result of
deleting some part of the input procedure. In a later chapter, it will be shown that it simply deletes
a rule from the And-Or graph that represents the procedure. The need of a deletion operator that
is distinct from learning is argued for in chapter 7. The third undefined function, Cycle,
represents one cycle in the interpretation/execution of a given procedure. Its inputs are a procedure
and a "runtime state." A runtime state is a composite whose pans are an external state (i.e., a
problem state) and an internal state (Le., the interpreter's state). A runtime state represents the kind
of information that can change while the procedure is running. The access function ( External
S) returns the external state of a given runtime state, S. Similarly, ( Internal S) returns the
interpreter's state of tilt; S. The function Cycle computes the "next" runtime state. It takes a
procedure and a runtime state, and it returns a set of runtime states. It returns a set because
interpretation of the pmc-dure is sometimes non-deterministic. Several states are possible "next"
states. Given these functions, the top level of the model is defined by the following hypotheses:

Incremental Learning
Given a lesson sequence Li...Ln and an initial procedure Po:
Procedure Pi is a core procedure if
(1) Pi. Po, or
(2) P, E ( Learn Li PH) and Pi.1 is core procedure.

Deletion
If P is a core procedure, then ail P' E ( Del ete P) are core procedures as well.

Predictions
if So is the initial state such that ( External So) is a test exercise, then the set of predicted
problem state sequence for students with core procedure P is exactly the set
(<(External So)(External Sn)> 1 Vi Si E (Cycle P Si4)).

These hypotheses say that the basic architecture has two simple cycles. One cycle acquires a
procedure, and the other cycle executes a procedure to solve a problem. The acquisitional cycle is

i
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called the learner in Sierra. It runs once for each lesson: First it executes Learn on a lesson,
producing a set of procedures, then it executes Del e te, which augments the set. The resulting set
of core procedures is fed back as input procedures for the next cycle of the learner. The other cycle
is called the solver in Sierra. It executes a core procedure to solve some problems. It includes both
normal execution and local problem solving. Roughly speaking, the solver-cycle happens once for
each action of the procedure. The grain of the cycle cannot be stated more precisely until the
procedure representation language becomes more defined. The relationship between the learner
and the solver are discussed further in section 2.1.

Observable predictions consist of problem state sequences. Each predicted student behavior is
a set of problem state sequences, one sequence per test problem. (In particular, the solver generates
intra-test bug migrations as well as stable bugs.) These whole-test sequences could be compared
directly to student behavior. However, given the numbers of students, core procedures, and repairs
involved, such a direct comparison would be an awesome task. A much simpler test of the theory is
used. It is described in section 2.1.

8.2 Hypotheses and their support

The preceding formalisms serve basically as a framework on which mote substantive
hypotheses are hung. As mentioned, the expository tactic is to begin with undefined functions and
slowly define them. Most of the preceding chapters was concerned with defining Learn and
Cycle. This section presents each of the remaining "substantive" hypotheses.

Induction
It p, E ( Learn L, P1.1) then for each example problem x in ( E x amp 1 es LI), the problem
state sequence that is Pi's solution to xis equal to the problem state sequence that is the
solution to x used in the example.

This hypothesis says that mathematical skill acquisition is inductive in character. The
arguments supporting it are in cl7apter 3. Inductive learning is the only learning framework of
those discussed that is consistent with the gross features of classroom learning. The induction
hypothesis is framed carefully to work with the deletion hypothesis, which was stated above.
Although both Learn and Del ete produce core procedures, the core procedures that Delete
produces do not generalize the lessons' examples. In a rough sense, the sequence of actions
produced by a deleted procedure is the same as the sequence of actions from the undeleted
procedure except that a few of the actions are removed. Del ete-produced core procedures are not
consistent with the lessons, but Learn-produced ones are.

Show-work
In worked examples of a lesson, all objects mentioned by the new subprocedure are visible,
unless the lesson is marked as an optimization lesson.

This hypothesis expresses a key felicity condition. Students act as if they believe that the
teacher will always "show all the work" while doing example exercises. For the portion of the
procedure that introduces the new subprocedure, the teacher is expected to write down intermediate
results that are normally held mentally. For instance, the first lesson on carrying has examples like
this one:
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units

3 7
+ 6

42

The units column sum, 12. appears explicitly rather than being h-..,d mentally as it will be when
carrying is eventually mastered. Such mastery is taught in separate lessons that show how to avoid
some of the writing by holding interrediate results mentally. These lesson are specially marked.
The theory's term for them is optimization lessons. Sierra doesn't handle optimization lessons,
mostly because optimization lessons are not used in teaching subtraction and the other skills that
data are available on. The show-work hypothesis is one solution to the invisible objects problem of
induttive learning (see chapter 5). Other solutions have the same empirical adequacy as show-work,
but they have less explanatory adequacy. They do not explain why teachers almost always show
their work, nor do they explain why there are two kinds of lessons_

In order to formalize the next felicity condition, it is convenient to use three new undefined
functions. The formerly undefined function Learn will be defined in terms of them. The three
new functions are listed below, with informal explanations. Two simple helping functions are
defined as well.

(Induce P XS) represents disjunction-free induction. The first argument, P, is a procedure,
The second, XS, is a set of worked example exercises. The function returns a
set of procedures. Each procedure is a generalization of P that will solve all
the exercises the same way that they are solved in the examples. Induce is
not permitted to introduce disjunctions. If the procedure cannot be
generalized to cover the examples, perhaps because a disjunction is needed,
then Induce returns the null set.

(Disjoin P XS) represents the introduction of a disjunction (e.g., conditional branch) into P,
the procedure that is its first argument. The second argument, XS, is a set of
examples. Disjoin returns a set of procedures. Each.procedure has had
one disjunction introduced into it. The disjunction is chosen in such a way
that Induce can generalize die procedure to cover all the examples in XS. If
there is no way to introduce a single disjunct that will allow all the examples
to be covered, then Disjoin returns the null set.

(Practice P XS) represents another kind of disjunction-free getieralitation. one driven by
solving a set of practice exercises, XS. Practice returns a set of procedures,
each one a generalization of its input procedure P.

(Examples L)

(Exercises 1)

This access flinction returns the sequence of worked examples of the lesson L.

This access function returns the sequence of practice exercises of the lesson L.

Given these functions, the re naining felicity condition can be simply stated:
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One-disjunct-per-lesson

Let
(Learn P 1)

If (Induce P (Examples L)).-A0 then (Learns P 1)
else (Learni P 1).

where

(Learns P L)
{ P" I 3 P' such that P` E (Induce P (Examples 1))

and P" E (Practice P' (Exercises 1)) ).
and

(Lea 2 P L) a
{ P 1 3 P' such that P' E (Disjoin P (Examples L))

and P" E (Learns 12' 1) ).
Moreover, ( Induce P XS) and (Practice P XS) do not introduce into P any new
disjunctions or any new disjuncts on old disjunctions. and ( 0 isjoin P XS) inserts into P
exactly one new disjunction or one new disjunct on an old disjunction.

The first part of the hypothesis says, essentially, that Learn performs the functions 0 i sjo in,
Induce and Practice. in that order. However, Disjoin is skipped if it is unnecessary for the
particular lesson. The last two clauses of the hypothesis express a key idea: Students learn at most
one subprocedure (disjunct) per lesson. Put differently, the students act as if they believe that the
teacher has designed the lesson sequence in such a way that introduction of a new disjunct
(subprocedures) always falls on a lesson boundary. Some subprocedures (disjuncts) may take
several lessons to learn, but no lesson introduces more than one. The arguments for the hypothesis
is in chapter 4.

This felicity condition is one solution to the disjunction problem of inductive learning.
Although one of the competing hypotheses to it is just as empirically adequate as it, one-disjunct-
perlesson has the added value that it explains why lessons are so often used and why they are
helpft.'. when they are used. The other approach would work equally well with a homogeneous
sequence of examples rather than the partitioned sequence, defined by the lesson boundaries, that is
actually used. Since the other approach ignores lessons, it can't explain why the lesson convention
has been universally adopted as a helpful educational framework. Since the felicity .:undition does
explain the tic of lessons, it has greater explanatory adequacy.

In order to state the remaining hypotheses, three more undefined functions will be introduced.
They will be used to define Cycle, thereby allowing the architecture of the local problem solver to
be cleanly expressed.

(Interpret P S)

(Impasse S)

(Repair S)

represents one cycle of the normal interpretation (execution) of the procedure
P. The second argument. S, is a runtime state. Interpret returns the next
runtime state. Interpret is defined by the representation larguage used
for procedures.

is a predicate that is true when the runtime state S is an impasse. It is
considered to be implemented by a set of impasse conditions. If any impasse
condition is true, then Impasse is true. Impasse represents the problem
detection component of local problem solving.

represents the other half of local problem solving, repair. It is considered to
be implemented by a set of repairs, such as Noop and Backup. Repai r
returns a set of runtime states. Each state results from the action of one of
the repairs on the input state S.
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Witt: these functions, it is simple to state the main hypothesis governing local problem solving.

Local problem solving
Let
(Cycle P S)
if -( Impasse S) then((Interpret P S))

else ((Interpret P S') I S'E (Repair S) and(Impasse S'))

The usual cycle is simply to execute the function Interpret once. However, if Impasse is true,
then an execution of Repair is inserted before the Interpret. Repair outputs a set of states.
Some of these are' filtered: if Impasse is true of a state, then that state is not passed to
Interpret. Usually, several of Repair's output states are left after filtering. Hence, the
execution cycle becomes non-deterministic at this point. Several ideas behind this hypothesis are so
important that it is best to break them out separately, as "corollaries" of the main hypothesis, so
that they -an be easily referenced later.

Repair-impasse independence
Any repair can be applied to any impasse.

Filler-trigger symmetry
An impasse condition trigg:rs local problem solving if and only if it also acts as a filter on
repairs.

These two corollaries emphasize that local problem solving really is problem solving, where
the problem is being stuck. The problem is not solved until the procedure is unstuck (filter-trigger
symmetry). Moreover, it doesn't matter how one gets unstuck as long as one succeeds (repair.
impasse independence). The arguments for local problem solving are presented in chapter 6. It is
shown that the theory could do without it and still generate some bugs, but in doing so it would
lose much of its ability to explain those bugs. Essentially, it would have to build certain observed
bugs explicitly into the set of primitives that are assumed to be present before learning begins.
Thus, it otters no explanation for why these bugs occur and not others. Another "corollary" of the
local problem solving hypothesis is

Dynamic LPS
The local problem solver reads and changes tie dynamic (runtime) state, but it does not change
the procedure's structure.

This says that impasses and repairs effect the runtime state rather than the procedure's
structure. The kind of information that impasse; and repairs need is available at runtime but not
statically. The arguments for this hypothesis are in section 6.4.

Ther: is another key feature of local problem solving that needs mentioning despite the fact
that I have ro defense to girt for it. It is difficult to state formally. although the basic idea is clear.
The repairs that have been discovered so far are extremely simple local changes to the interpreter's
state. Also, impasse conditions are unsophisticated, local checks. The local problem solver does not
seem to do any large computations. nor does it look ahead to see the consequences of its actions or
the interpreter's actions. The local problem solver doesn't really go looking for trouble, but when it
encounters sorri it just barges through it expending as little work as possible. To summarize this
general impression, it is convenient to name the hypothesis:

Locality
The repairs and impasse conditions are local.
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This doesn't really constrain the model so much as express an orientation or direction in the
ongoing endeavor of making local problem solving more precise.

8.3 Commentary on the arguments and inherent problems

The arguments presented in the preceding chapters have nothing to do with the way the
principles were actually discovered. The Wes of the principles' discoveries deserve to be told late at
night over a couple of beers, if at all The supporting arguments were constructed more recently.
A main task of their constriction was the discovery and undnstanding of the problems that the
principles solve. This was sometimes a nontrivial task. For instance, it was plain to see what
happened when the show-work hypothesis was turned off in Sierra: the model overgencrated wildly.
But it was not clear whether this was a problem with the particular knowledge representation being
used or whether the explosion was due to a more general problem. It appears now to be a general
problem, labelled the invisible objects problem. It seems to be a problem that affects any inductive
acce...au of learning, despite the fact that it has slipped by unnoticed in virtually all AI work on
inclto_tive learning. For lack of a better word, such general problems will be labelled inheres!'
problems. because they seem inherent in any study of the domain.

Three kinds of inherent problems occurred in the preceding chapters. One inherent problem
was figuring out how much of the classroom experience could be ignored. There isn't much to say
about this problem. One takes a broad look at the phenomena and their context., makes a guess,
and constructs a theory. In this case, it is fairly clear that induction is a reasonable guess. For skills
other than mathematics, it may be much less clear which frameworks will yield successful theories.

A second kind of inherent problem involves what one could loosely call laws of information.
The problems seem to be inherent to any thinker, mechanical or human, that performs the given
information processing task. In this (Ise, two inherent problems with induction were encountered:
the disjunction problem and the invisible objects problem. Such informational problems are
extremely subtle. They are subtle in two ways. First, it is hard to discover that tit; problems are
there and what their exact nature is. For instance, the disjunction problem, which is well known to
philosophers, has not been generally acknowledged by Al researchers until recently. Some linguists
still tend to misunderstand it as a problem concerning the presence or absence of negative examples
(sec section 4.1). Information is apparently very slippery stuff. One can get buried in the
formalisms used to expres.r, and manipulate it, so buried that a whole learning machine can be
constructed without ever realizing that one has somehow solved an informational problem or even
that the problem was there at all.

The second subtlety with informational problems comes out clearly in the arguments of
chapters 4 and 5. Certain solutions to the disjunction problem and the invisible objects problem are
often extremely difficult to differentiate on empirical grounds. For instance, it is difficult to
differentiate the hypothesis that learners introduce the minimal number of disjuncts from the
hypothesis that they introduce at most one disjunct per lesson. To split these hypotheses is not
possible with the current lesson s,,,ences since the hypotheses make identical predictions using
them. Empirical tests that could differentiate the hypotheses would require difficult and morally
questionable educational experiments. The subtlety of splitting hypotheses about how people solve
informational problems makes sense in the context of the collective experience with computer
programming. It is an axiom of programming that there are many ways to solve an information
processing problem. Some may perform very similarly despite significant underlying differences.
R analogy, 1. crc must be many possible solutions to human information processing problems. It
will not always be simple to tell which one(s) people use.
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The third kind of inherent problem is relatively straightforward. There are certain patterns in
the data that stick ..at like scre thumbs. The problem is to account for them. Three major patterns
were discussed in the preceding chapters: overgencralization bugs (section 6.1). Cartesian product
bugs (section 6.3). and deletion bugs (section 7.1). Each has an intuitively compelling explanation.
In these cases, the explanations are based on overgeneralization. invention and forgetting,
respectively. However, closer examination reveals that the phenomena can be accounted for by
other means. In fact, any one of the three mechanism overgeneralization, invention. and
forgetting can account for all three patterns. However, in doing so, they take on an
unconstrained, stretched aspect. Stretching the mechanisms to cover phenomena for which they are
ill-suited leads to a lack of explanatory adcquacy.

In short, solving even the simplest inherent problems in the theory requires appealing to
explanatory adequacy. This was quite a surprise to me. Before the arguments were carefully
worked out. I had expected empirical evidence to resolve most of the arguments. In fact, it does do
most of the work, but it seems always to fall a little short of eliminating the last one or two
competitors.

8.4 Preview of Part 2

Part 2, the representation level, consists of chapters 9 to 16. It tackles the problems of
knowledge representation, although details of the syntax of the knowledge representation are
delayed until the next level. The representational level addresses issues concerned with capabilities
and expressive power. It addresses questions such as: should procedures be finite state automata,
stack automata. or something more exotic? Should patterns have the full descriptive power of a
first-order logic? How much flexibility should there be in storing and restoring focus of attention?
What about "short-term memory" for numbers?

The organization of the exposition divides representational issues along fairly traditional
computer science lines. The first two chapters discuss control flow and data flow. The terms are
taken from Rich and Shrobe (1976), who adopted these concepts in order to analyze programs from
a language-independent position. (A more common use of the term "data flow," as in data flow
computer languages (Dennis, 1974). has different connotations than the ones intended here.) The
tack taken in these two chapters is to find out what constraints should be placed on the
representation's ability to express control flow and data fle.v. and indeed, whether they should be
separated at all. Chapter 13 concerns how procedures should interface with the external world. The
external world of a computer program is usually an operating system, and the interface to it is
notoriously ad hoc. For the procedures of mathematical calculation, the external world is a writing
surface, such as a piece of paper. The interface is concerned with how that resource is addressed,
read and written. For instance, how is the paper searched to locate information fitting a partial
specification? To answer this question, the interface chapter describes the patterns that can be used
for specifications and the kind of searches that can take place.

The modularity hypothesis and argumentation

Representational questions such as the ones above are extremely general. They can be
construed to cut across many task domains (e.g., the issue of working memory). One way to argue
these issues is to refer to results from all over psychology. Thus, results from digit span
experiments would be used to justify a particular choice of working memory, e.g.. a buffer with
71-2 cells. This style of argumentation was pursued by Newell and Simon in their work on human
problem solving (1972). I doubt that I could improve on that magnificent accomplishment.
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However, the underlying premise of that style of argumentation is that it is valid to use results
from all sorts of tasks to argue for a particular information processing task. In particular, the
assumption is that the mind is like a general-purpose computer. the mind uses the same architecture
to perform a huge variety of tasks by loading itself with different programs. This premise has
recently come under heavy fire in cognitive science.

Fodor, Chomsky and others of the MIT school of cognitive science have argued that it makes
just as much,sense to assume that the mind is modular (Fodor, 1983). Their claim is that mental
architectures are specialized for the processing that they do. By analogy with programs, the
modularity hypothesis is plausible. Computer science has found that there are some things that the
vonNeuman architecture (the one used by most computers) is poor at, such as certain kinds of
pattern recognition. Yet other architectures have been devised that do such tasks rapidly with
simple programs. If the modularity hypothesis is true, then the style of argumentation used by
Newell and Simon is no longer valid. To be trustworthy, an argument can use data only from the
task. at hand. This is exactly what the arguments of the next level do.

Registers and slacks

One of the earliest and most fundamental changes in computer programming languages was
the move from register-oriented languages to stack oriented languages. In register-oriented
languages, one represents programs as flow charts or their equivalent. The main structure for
regulating control flow is the conditional branch. Data flow is implemented as changes to the
contents of various registers. Stack-oriented languages added the idea of a subroutine, something
that could be called from several places and when it was finished, control would return to the caller
of the subroutine. While the register-oriented languages need only a single pointer to keep track of
the control state of the program, stack-oriented languages need a last-in-first-out stack so that the
interpreter can tell not only where control is now (the top of the stack). but where it is to return to
when the current subroutine gets done (the next pointer on the stack). and so on. The shift of
computer science to stack-orientation also augmented the representation of data flow. A new data
flow facility was to place data on the stack, as temporary information associated with a particular
invocation of a subroutine. In particular, subroutines could be called recursively vt h parameters
(arguments).

The fundamental distinction between register-orientation and stack-orientation has lapsed into
historical obscurity in computer science, but surprisingly. psychology seems to be somewhat slow in
making the transition. When a psychologist represents a process, it is frequently a flow chart, a
finite state machine or a Markov process that is employed. Even authors of production systems,
who are often computer scientists as well as psychologists, sometimes give that knowledge
representation a register orientation: working memory looks like a buffer, not a stack, and
productions are often not grouped into subroutines. For some reason, when psychologists think of
temporary memory, whether for control or data, they think of global resources, such a registers.
This tradition shows signs of changing. More recent production system architectures, such as
Anderson's ACTF (1982), use goal stacks, subroutines, argument passing, etc.

There are well known mathematical results concerning the relative power of finite state
automata, register automata and push down automata. Some of these results have been applied to
mental processes such as language comprehension (see Berwick (1982) for a review). However, I
find myself rather unconvinced by such arguments. As Berwick and others have pointed out, there
arguments must make many assumptions to get off the ground, and not all of them are expliOtly
mentioned, much less defended,
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The project of these chapters is to argue for a modern representation of core procedures based
on a rich structure of motivated assertions: the hypotheses of the architecture level. The discussions
in the architecture level did not make strong assumptions about the representation language because
they dealt with the facts at a mediumhigh level of detail. The arguments in the representational
level show what must be assumed of the representation language in order to push the structure of
the architecture down to a low enough level that precise predictions can be made, and made
successfully. That is, they show what aspects of the knowledge representation are crucial to the
theory.



Chapter 9
Control Flow

'Ihe objeuire of this chapter is to show that the control structure is recursive. The argument
suns with .1 minimum of assumptions about control. Instead, the hypotheses on local problem
solring and subprocedure acquisition from earlier chapters will be used. However, it is necessary to
speak in an informal way of goals and subgoals. with the intention that these be taken as referring
to the procedural knowledge of subtraction itself, rather than expressions in some particular
representation (e.g., production systems. And-Or graphs, etc.). In particular, it will be assumed that
borrowing is a subgoal of the goal of processing a column, and that borrowing has two subgoals,
named borrowinginto and borrowing4rom. Borrowinginto is performed by simply adding ten to a
cert.on digit in the top row. while the borrowing-from subgoal is rearmed either by decrementing a
certain digit, or by invoking yet another subgoal. borrowing-fromzero. These assumptions, or at
least some assumptions. are necessary to begin the discussions. They are some of the mildest
assumptions one can make and still have some ground to launch from.

Three control regimes are considered in this chapter:

1. Finite state automata: The internal, execution state for the core procedure is limited to a
single "you are here" pointer. It indicates which state (or goal, or rule, or other construct in
the procedural representation) is currently executing. The proceduic may or may not be
structured hierarchically. However, if it is, it may not have self-embedding subprocedures, i.e.,
subprocedures that call themselves recursively either directly or via other subprocedures.

Push down automata: The internal, execution state for the procedure contains a last-in, first-
out goal stack. The stack stores the currently executing goal's state by pushing. It resets the
control state to a saved goal by popping. The procedure's structure may have recursive
subprocedures.

3. Coroutines: Coroutines are 'adependent parallel processes, each roughly equivalent to a push
down automaton. They are taken as a representative of the class of higher-order control
structures.

2..

The third alternative isn't considered as seriously as the others. The main competition is between
finite state and push down automata.

Formal automata results

There are formal results concerning the expressive power of these control regimes. It can be
probed that there are certain tasks that can be accomplished by procedures written for push down
automata, and yet no procedure written for a finite state automata can perform the'tasks in their
full generality. These formal results are irrelevant here for several reasons: (1) The procedures for
mathematical skills can be easily expressed for finite state automata. (2) The formal expressability
arguments turn on the fact that a push down automaton's stack can be infinitely large. A push
down automaton with a finite upper bound on its stack length is equivalent in power to a finite
state automata. An infinite stack is physically impossible to implement on material information
processors. including brains and digital computers. There are no true push down auto nata in the
material world.
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These trite observations show the impotency of expressability arguments for empirical theories
(but not for mathematical ones). The psychologically interesting issues concern ! ., closely the
automata's architectures approximate the structure of the mind':, information. To put it differently,
the question is which control structure best fits the observed procedure, where lit" is evaluated by
seeing whether the control structure enables the .'..zut......dure's representation to be simple while
capturing the empirical evidence.

This chapter offers two kinds of arguments. One concerns local problem solving and the
other concerns learning. Both arguments show that a stacK-based architecture simplifies their
respective components. the local problem solver and the learner, while capturing the empirical facts
in a natural way. The arguments concerning the 10(.31 problem solver are rather complex. Despite
the fact that they are some of the strongest and most elegant arguments in the whole document,
they are also the longest, so they have been moved to an appendix (appendix 10, sections 1 and 2).
Only a synopsis will be presented here.

9A Chronological Dependency.direeted and Hierarchical backup

Control structure is not easily claimed by observing sequences of 'writing actions. Too much
internal computation can go on invisibly between observed actions for one to draw strong inferences
about control flow. What is needed is an event which can be assumed or proven to in some sense
be the result of an elementary. indivisible control operation. The instances of this event in the data
would shed light on the basic structures of control flow. Such a tool is found in a particular repair
called the Backup repair. It bears this name since the intuition behind it is the same as the one
behind a famous strategy in problem solving: backing up to the last point where a decision was
made in order to try one of the other alternatives. This repair is crucial to the argument, so it is
worth a moment to intrcduce it.

Figure 9-1 is an idealized protocol. of a subject who has the bug Smaller-From-Larger-
Insttad-of-Borrow-From-Zero. The (idealized) subject does not know about borrowing from zero.
When be tackles the problem 305-167, he begins by comparing the two digits in the units column.
Since 5 is less than 7, he makes a decision to borrow (episode a in the figure), a decision that he
will later come back to. He begins to tackle the first of borrowing's two subgoals, namely
borrow ing-frnm (episode b). At this point, he gets stuck since the digit to be borrowed from is a
zero and he knows that it is impossible to subtract a one from a zero. He's reached an impasse.
The Backup repair gets past the decrement-zero impasse by "backing up," in the problem solving
sense, to the last decision which has some alternatives open. The backing up occurs in episode c,
where the subject says, "So I'll go back to doing the units column." He takes one of the open
alternatives. namely to process the units column in a normal. non-borrowing way. Doing so, he hits
a second impasse, saying. "I still can't take 7 from 5," which he repairs ("so I'll take 5 from 7
instead"). He finishes up the rest of the problem without difficulty. His behavior is that of
Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero.
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a. 305 In the units column, I can't take 7 hum 5, so I'll

.167 have to borrow.

b. 305 To borrow, I first have to decrement the next

167 r^' imn's top digit. But I can't take ) from 0!

c. 305 So I'll go back to doing the units column. I still can't

167 take 7 from 5, so I'll take 5 from 7 instead.

2

d. k5 In the tens column, I can't take 6 from 0, so I'll have to borrow.

167 1 decrement 3 to 2 and add 10 to 0. That's no problem.

2

2

e. S105 Six from 10 is 4. That finishes the tens. The hundreds is

167 easy, there's no need to borrow, and 1 from 2 is 1.

142

Figure 9-1
Pseudoprotocol of a student performing the bug

SmallerFrom Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-From-zero.
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/
From the pseudo-protocol, it is clear that the Backup repair send control back to some

pro thious decision point so that a different alternae can be pursued. The ritical question is, what
determines the decision point that Backup will return to? Then. arc t ree well known backup
regimes used in Al:

1. Chronolusical Backup: The decision that is returned to is the/ one made most recently,
regardless of what part of the procedure made the decision/

-. Dcpendencrchrected Backup: A special data structure is used to record which actions depend.3

on which other actions. When it is necessary to back up, the dipendencies arc traced to find
an action that doesn't depend on any other action (an " sumption" in the jargon of
Dependency-directed backtracking). That decision is the ne returned to.

3. Hierarchical Backup. To support Hierarchical Backup, the p ocedure representation language
must be hierarchical in that it supports the nation of goals ith subgoals. and the interpreter
must employ a goal stack. In order to find a decision to r turn to, Backup searches the goal
stack starting from the current goal. popping up from go I to sunergoal. The first (lowest)
goal that can "try a different method" is the one returned, o. Such a goal must have subgoals
that function as alternative ways of achieving the 04 and moreover, some of these
altername methods/subgoals must not have been tried tidy the current invocation of the goal.
When Backup finds such a goal on the stack. it resetsirthe interpreter's stack in such a way
that when th6 interpreter resumes, it will call one of tie goal's untried subgoals. (In AI, this
is not usually thought of as a form of Backup. ltlis sometimes referred to by the Lisp
primitives used to implement it, e.g.. THROW in ,'Maclisp, and RETFROM in Interlisp.)

The key difference among these backup regimes is, intuitively speaking, which decision points the
interpreter "remembers." These establish which decision/points the Backup repair can return to. In
CAronolugical and Dependency directed backtracking./ the interpreter "remembers" all decision
points. In Hierarchical backup, it forgets a decision .point as soon as the corresponding goal is
popped. The critical case to check is whether students ever back up to decision points whose
corresponding goals would be popped if goal stack were in use. If they don't return to such
"popped" decision points, then Hierarchical Backup is the best model of their repair regime. On
the other hand. if students do return to "popped" decisions, then either Chronological or
Dependency-directed Backup is the better mod l. Evidence is presented in appendix 10 that
students never back up to popped decision poi*. By "never," I mean that returning to popped
decision points generates star bugs. This evidelice vindicates Hierarchical backup, and shows that
(1) procedures' static structure has a goal-sub oal hierarchy, and (2) a goal stack is used by the
interpreter in executing the procedure. In sh#1, push down automata arc better models of control
structure than finite state automata. /

9.2 One-disjunct-per-lesson entails reetirshe control structure
/

There is a second argument for , recursive control regime. It shows that recursive control
structure is necessary for the one-disjupct-per-lesson hypothesis to be true. That is, if the language
t...an't use recursion, then the one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis cannot be imposed without causing
the theory to lose empirical adequacy. The argument involves learning a certain way to borrow
across zero, one that borrows center-recursively. In fact, it is the most widely taught BFZ (i.e.,
borrow from zero) method. It has been used throughout this document for examples. It is
exemplified in the following problem state sequence:
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29
13 0 6

- 1 2 9

2 9 2 9 2 9
31015 31015 31015

- 1 2 9 - 1 2 9- 1 2 9
6 1 7 6

The zero has ten added to it, then the three is decremented. then the newly created ten is
decremented.

The claim is that the only way to learn this way of borrowing in a non-recursive language
violates the one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis. To make the argument concrete, a particular non -
recursive language, namely flow charts. is used. Figure 9-2a shows borrowing from a core
procedure that only knows how w borrow from non-zero digits. Figure-9-2c shows borrowing after
borrowing across Lao, in the fashion above, has been learned. Clearly, there are two branches to
learn. One moves control leftward across a row of zeros, and the other moves back across them
until the column originating the borrow is found (i.e., the Home? predicate is true of the column
13). There are many other ways that borrowing could be implemented, but if recursive control is
not aNailable, they would all have to have two loops one for traversing columns leftward, and
one for traversing columns rightward.

(Add -ran B)

B*-(NextLeft B)

I (Decreiment B)

I B+.(NextRight B)

(Add Ten B)

B'-(NextLeft B)

< (Zero? B)

oddren B)

04-(NextLeft B)

(Decrement B)

B '-(NextRight B)

(Decrement B)

B '-(NextRight B)

a. b.

Y
(AddIen B)

134-(NextLeft B)

'(Zero? B_)

(Decrement B)

y

I

I B4-(NextRight B)

(Home? B)

Figure 9-2
A non-recursive representation of borrowing from zero.

c.
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Disjunction-free learning sanctions the acquisition of at most one branch, and this must be
one that adjoins he newly learned subprocedure to the older material. A formal definition of
branches .ilid ad, unction depends on the syntax of the language. but the essence of it should be
clear by examin.ng the difference betwfen figures 9-2a and 9-2b. Functionally, the difference is
that the core procedure of figure 9-2b has learned how to borrow from one zero. Syntactically,
there is one br..nch. and it is an adjoining branch because one arm of the branch skirts the new
material. The essence of adjunction is that one arm of the new conditional replicates the old
procedure's control pathway.

't should be clear that the transition from 9-2a to 9-2c requires adding two disjunctions and
thus violates the one-disjunct-perlesson hypothesis. It is less clear, but equally true, that going
from 9-2b to 9-2c requires adding two disjunctions (plus deleting some material as well). Two
disjunctions must be introduced at exactly the lesson where the procedure goes from an ability to
borrow across some finite number of zeros, to an ability to borrow across an arbitrary number of
zeros. So, the finite state architecture forces the learner to violate the one-cli*inct-per-lesson
hypothesis.

Yet. if the language allowed recursion, then the BFZ goal could be represented as in figure
9-3b. with a recursive call to itself (the heavy box labelled "Borrow"). This rejgresentation allows
the transition from non-zero borrowing (9-3a) to borrowing-from-zero (9-3b) to obey the one-
disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis. In short, the language must have a recursive control structure so that
a certain acquisitional transition obeys the one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis.

a.

Borrow

I (Adcren B) I
1

I B (NextLeft B) I

< (Zero? B) }
t

I (Borrow) I

(Decrement B)

B4-(NextRioht B)

b.

0

Figure 9-3
A recursive representation of borrow' -g from zero.
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9.3 More powerful control structures

There are more powerful control regimes than stack-based ones. However, they introduce
extra flexibility into the way control can be expressed. This extra flexibility is not only unnecessary,
but it can cause the theory to make spurious. absurd predictions. As an example of the trouble
more powerful rontrol regimes cause. consider a simple control regime; Coroutines are a control
structure that allows independent processes, each with their own stack. This control structure
increases the expressi%eness of the language, which allows acquisition to generate absurd core
procedures. To demonstrate this point, consider the learning of simple borrowing. The
instructional sequence has a problem state sequence such as:

3 3 3

415 416 416 416

- 2 9 - 2 9 - 2 9 - 2 9
6 16

Given that coroutines are allowed, one way to construe the first two actions, the new ones, is that
they are a new coioutine. It happens that the example has this coroutine executing before the old
one, but the learner need not take that as necessary. The bore procedure could execute the
coroutines interleaved, as in

3 3

416 416 416 416
- 2 9 - 2 9 - 2 9 - 2 9

6 6 16

That is. the first action of the new coroutine occurs, then the first action of the old coroutine. Next,
the new corouune resumes, and the borrow-from action occurs. Lastly, the old coroutinc irsumes,
and answers the tens column. There arc other ways that the interleaving could happen. If the old
col outine finishes before the new one, then the problem is answered incorrectly, because the
borrow-from happens after the answer is written down:

3

'416 416 416 416

- 2 9 - 2 9 - 2 9 - 2 9___
6 26 26

These are all ways of executing the same core procedure, one that was learned from an entirely
correct sequence of actions. This core procedure seems an absurd prediction to make, a star bug.
In short, the use of a more powerful control regime allows acquisition to generate core procedures
that it should not. Restricting the control regime to be a stack improves the empirical adequacy of
the theory by blocking the star bug.

9A Summary and formalization

Two arguments have been presented showing that a goal stack is necessarily a part of the
execution state and that procedures should employ .: goal hierarchy. A third argument made the
case that it was inadvisable to have a more flexible ontrol structure than a simple stack-based one
The conclusion is that procedures should be represented with a recursive control structure and that
the interpreter should use a goal stack.
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Theare,many formal languages for representing procedures that have such a control
structure. Lisp it one. Certain varieties of productions systems also use recursive control.
Unfortunately, I know of no way to formally specify a recursive control structure without also
prodding a fairly detailed specification of the language. For easy reference later. the basic idea will
be recorded as an informal hypothesis. then a formal expression of it will be developed.

Recursive control structure
Procedures have the power of push down automata in that the representation of
procedures permits goals weall themselves recursively, and the interpreter employs a
goal stack.

There are several reasons for going beyond this informal expression and providing a formal
description of the control structure. First, a formal description adds clarity not only to the
description of the procedural representation but also to the other components of the model, such as
repairs and deletion, which manipulate procedures and execution states. A second reason for the
extra w al of formalization is to bring up some tacit issues that are inherent in a recursive control
regime. There are two such tacit issues. One concerns how the interpreter should choose which
subgoal of a goal to run. The other concerns how the interpreter should decide when a goal is
satisfied and may thus be popped from the goal stack.

To begin. a vocabulary is needed to speak of the static structure of procedures. For the
purpose of control structure, only a few teens are needed:

goal: A procedure has tokens (names) called goals.

rule: The subgoals of a goal are represented as a set of rules
"under" that goal.

applicability conditions: The condition under which a subgoal may be executed are
separated from it and used as the applicability condition of
the corresponding rule.

action: The other half of a rule is the name of the subgoal. Jr
keeping with production system terminology, this is called the
rule's action (Cr sometimes its subgoal).

When necessary for illustrations, the following syntax will be used:

Goal: Borrow -from
1. T=0 in th 'turrentcolumn BFZ
2. T#0 in the current column Decremer.

The goal is named Borrow-from. It has two rules. The rule numbers are used only as labels. Each
rule has an applicability condition to the left of the arrow and an action (goal name in this case) to
the right. Nc ing important depends on this syntax.

,.

A goal with no rules under it is called a primitive goal. Primitive goals are at the grain-sin
boundary of the procedural representation. They represent actions, such as moving the band to
write a digit, that are beneath the grain size of the model. In order to deal with them, the
interpreter is equipped with a spec'al operation. Eval, that may be applied to a primitive goal and
the current runtime state. Such a call will change the external (problem) state, but it will not
change the internal (execution) state. Managing the execution state is the interpreter's job, with
some help from the local problem solver. of course.
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Given the notion of goals, the internal (execution) state of the interpreter can be defined. It
cannot simply be a stack of goals. it must have a little murc information. The extra information is
needed to execute conjunctive goals, such as Burrow, which perform several rules before popping.
1 he extra information indicates which of the goal's rules have already been executed. This prevents
the conjunctive goal from deciding to run the same rule over and over again. The easiest way to
add this extra information to the execution state is to stipulate that the stack holds pairs consisting
of (1) a goal. and (2) the subset of the goal's rules that have already been run. When a goal is first
pushed unto the stack, the set of executed rules will. of course, be empty. 'there is nothing special
going on here. Any recursive language's interpreter would have to have some such information
(LC, the refractoriness principle for conflict resolution in production systems, McDermott and
Porgy, 1978).

There is one other kind of extra information that must be a part of the execution state. It is
not a part of the stack. At minimum. only a single bit is needed. Basically. it remembers whether
the interpreter's last action was a push or a pop. The reason this extra bit of control state is needed
is that the Backup repair is impossible to implement without it. Backup pops the stack back to an
OR goal (OR goals will be formally introduced in the next chapter). Normally, when control pops
back to an OR, that goal immediately pops. Since OR goals only execute one nile, and a rule was
just executed. the OR goal is done and should be popped. However, Backup needs to reset the
execution state so that the OR will be resumed. The idea behind Backup is to take some alternate
Me to the one that led to the impasse that it just repaired. The problem is how to tell the
interpreter not to pop the OR but instead to pick another rule and execute it. Backup cannot
change the set of tried rules associated with the goal. These. must be left alone so that Backup will
not cause the interpreter to take the impasse-causing rule over again. Since the stack will not
suffice fur Backup to communicate with the interpreter, a new bit of execution state is needed. This
bit will be called microstate.

Formally, defining the interpreter means defining the function Interpret. In section 6.5,
Interpret was introduced as an undefined function whose input is a runtime state and the core
procedure. Its output is the next runtime state. Given the concepts introduced so far, it is easy to
define Interpret. Some nomenclature is needed:

(Goal-TOS 5) The goal on the top of the stack in the runtime state S.

(Execut edRules-TOS 5) The set of executed ivies on the top of the stack of the nintime state S.

(Microstate 5)

(Push S G RS)

(Pop S)

(Eval 0 S)

These arc defined functions
new functions are needed

(PickRulo 5)

The microstate of the runtime state S.

Changes the runtime state S by pushing the goal G and the rule set RS
onto the stack. Also, it changes the microstate of S to Push.

Pop's the runtime state's stack and sets its microstate to Pop.

Evaluates the goal 0, which must he primitive. This changes only the
external component (i.e.. problem state) of runtime state S.

that access and change the 'Imam state in sini,)le ways. However, two
which will remain undefined until the next chapter:

Given the current runtime state S, PickRule chooses one of the top

goal's rules as the next rule to execute and returns it. Typically,
Pi ck Rule tests the applicability conditions of the rules of G that have
not yet been executed. It finds the rules whose conditions are true in
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the current state. These are the applicable rules for the current
instantiation of the goal. I f several rules are applicable, P i ckRu le
applies criteria, called conflict resolution strategies, to chose which of
the applicable rules to return. 1 ile next chapter specifies the conflict
resolution strategies, thus defining the function.

(ExitGoal? S) This predicate is true when the runtime state S is such th it the current
goal should be popped.

The definition of Interpret is shown in figure 9-4. There are two basic cases: (1) If micrn:tate
is Push. then the current goal has just been started up. If it is a primitive goal, then the interpreter
just executes it; otherwise, a rule is chosen and executed. (2) If mierostate is Pop, then the current
goal has just had one of its rules executed. The choice is between resuming it. by choosing a rule
and executing it, or exiting the goal by popping the stack.

Local problem solving and the execution state

As di cussed in section 6.5, the local problem solver and the interpreter take turns examining
the runtime state and modifying it. Although it is premature to venture a complete definition of
how repairs and impasse conditions are implemented, it is interesting to sketch a few of them.

There is an impasse condition that checks the preconditions of goals. Preconditions need to
be checked just before a goal is executed. This is easily done using microstate. Expressed
informally, the impasse condition is a three-part conjunction:

1. (Microstate S)=Push, and
2, there exists a precondition C for ( Goa 1 -TOS S), and
3. Cis false in S.

Another impasse condition detects when the interpreter would halt because no rules apply. It's
expression is also a conjunction with three conjuncts:

If (Microstate S)=Push then
If (Goal-TOS S) is primitive then

1, (Eval (Goal-TOS 5) S)
2. (Pop 5)

else (ExecuteRule S (PickRule S))
el so

if (ExitGoal? S) then (Pop 5)
else (ExecuteRule S (PickRule 5)).

where
(ExecuteRule S R)

1. Add R to (ExecutedRules-TOS S)
2. (Push S (ActionOf R) 0)

Figure 9-4
Definition of Interpret.

I 5 q
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1. ( Goal -TOS S) is not a primitive goal, and
2. either (Microstate S)=Pushor(ExitGoal? S)=false,and
3. ( P i ck Rul e S) returns no wk.

The idea here is that the halt impasse cundition first checks to see if PickRule will be called by
the interpreter. If so, it calls PickRu1e itself to see if it is able to find a rule that is applicable. It
not. then the procedure is stuck, the impasse condition is true. and a halt impasse occurs.

Repairs are equally simple to express. The Noop repair is virtually trivial. It simply calls
(Pop S). This simulates a return from the current goal. The Backup repair is only a little more
complex. It calls (Pop S) until (Goal -TOS S) is a disjunctive goal that has some unexecuted
rules. Then it sets microstate to Push. Since microstate is Push, the interpreter will wind up calling
P ickRule and executing another or the .oaf's rules. If Backup left microstatc at Pop, then the
interpreter would call Ex itGoal? and probably wind up popping the stack that Backup so
carefully adjusted. Microstate. or something like it, is crucial to expressing the Backup repair. \
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Chapter 10
Goal Types

"I he pro, ions chapter dealt with control flow from a broad perspective. It contrasted three
control regimes finite state, recursive. and coroutine that permeate the whole of the procedure
representation language. There is another perspective on control flow, a more narrowly focused
uric. but one that is equally familiar to people designing or learning computer programming
languages_ what control constructions does the language allow? For instance. does the language
support any of these:

if-then-else
Case or SelectQ
COND
AND
OR
While or Until loops
PROG or BEG1N...END Blocks
"For I from 1 to N do...."
"For each x in the set S do...." .
"Find x in the set S such that ...."

The equivalent of such questions can be meaningfuly asked of the language used to represent
human procedures. Given that "goal" is the term used for a group of related subgoals, the question
asks what goal types or goal schemata exist. For a procedure learning theory, postulating a goal
ty pe of the representation language means that the students have a prior expectation that a certain
pattern of control will be common. If the learning theory postulates a bias (simplicity metric) of a
procedure inducer, then hypothesizing a goal type amounts to parameterizing the bias so that the
inducer tends to %let., examples as haring a certain pattern of control. the one expressed by the goal
type, rather than construing the examples as exhibiting other flows of control. Later, in the Bias
]eve] of this document, several inductive biases will be postulated. So the issue of goal types is an
important one for step theory.

The same comments apply to repair theory. Both local problem solving and deletion are
affected by the goal-subgoal hierarchies of the core procedures that they operate on. Since goal
types can Witt those structures, the existencA and identity of goal types can impact repair theory.

There is. however. an inherent methodological difficulty in determining which goal types exist
Most goal types are redundant in that their pattern of control can be expressed without them, albeit
less concisely. In fact, a single goal type suffices to express all the others. As proof, one can offer
production systems. A typical production system uses just one goal type. For instance, a goal like
the following one acts like a PROG (in Lisp) or a BEGINEND block (in Algol):

Goal: Regroup (1)
1. {) (Borrow-into 1")
2. {} a (Borrow-from (Top-of-next-column 1))

(In this example and the ones following it, a few inconsequential conventions have been adopted.
Each goal has its subgoals listed as production rules beneath it, numbered for convenience only.
The conditions governing when a rule can be executed are in braces on the left of the arrow. The
rule's action is on the left. Arguments, such as T above, are treated as in Lisp or Algol. Rules are
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tested in order; the first one whose conditions are true is run, except rults':' that have been run
already under the current invocation of the goal may not be run again. This convention
corresponds to two common conflict resolution strategics for production systems, recency and
refractoriness {McDermott & Forgy, 1978). Nothing in he following argument dcpcnds on the
adoption of these conventions.) The goal above acts like a PROG because it executes both subgoals,
Borrow-into and Borrow-from, and it dues so in a fixed sequence. Other well-known goal types can
also be emulated by production systems. A goal like:

Goal: Borrow From (1)
1. {(Zero? T)} (BorrowFromZero 1)
2. {{Not (Zero? 1)) (Not (CrossedOut? I))) (Decrement T)

acts like an if-then-else in that it only executes one of its subgoals depending on whether T is zero
or not. The following goal acts like a loop:

Goal: Multi (C)
1. 0 (SublCol C)
2. {{Exists? {NextColumn C))} (Multi (NextColumn C))

It does the "loop body," the subgoal SublCol, then tests for termination. It calls itself tail-
recursively if it is not done yet. In short, a single goal type suffices to express many kinds of
control.

All production systems that I know of use just one goal type. Exactly which goal type is used
is different in different production systems since in production systems, the goal typc's behavior
depends on the production system's conflict resolution strategics (McDermott & Forgy, 1978, review
a variety of conflict resolution strategics). Nonetheless, the principle of homogeneous goal types is
so widely adhered to that it could even be taken as the defining characteristic of production systems.

Over the years, many procedures have been expressed in production systems. In some sense,
this constitutes proof that the homogeneous goal type principle cannot be refuted on grounds of
inexpressiveness. It does not limit the language so much that it becomes impossible to express some
procedures. Consequently, any challenge to the homogeneous goal type principle will have to be
made on more subtle grounds. As it turns out, the distinctions that will be used in this chapter are
vanishingly subtle. For instance, it was mentioned that goal types affect inductive biases. Actually,
they only affect the elegance of such biases. If the interpreter can distinguish different control
flows, then so can the biases, although they might have to simulate execution of the procedure in
order to do so. If students are biased towards forming loops, say, but the language doesn't have a
loop goal type, then the theorist can write a bias that captures the students' predilections by e.g.,
having the bias chcd for tail-recursive calling paths in the goat - subgoal hierarchy. This would
make it an ugly, complicated bias, but it would capture the students' cognition. In short, the only
way the existence of goal types will show up is in the parsimony of the theory. This is the
methodological problem mentioned earlier. The goal type issue will be settled only by weak
parsimony-based arguments.

This chapter considers three hypotheses about goal types. The first one is the homogeneous
goal type principle. The second is the goal type principle that is used in the current version of the
theory. The third is the goal type principle that was used in an early version of repair theory
(Brown & Vanl.ehn, 1980).

,
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1. And. A goal is popped when 411 'applicable subgoals have been tried. A subgoal is applicable
if. e.g., the conditions on the left side of its rule are true.

2. And-Or: Goals have a binary type. If a goal's type is AND, all applicable subgoals are
executed before the goal is popped. If it is OR, the goal pops as soon as one subgoal is
executed.

3. Satisfaction conditions: Goals have a condition which is tested after each subgoal is executed.
if the condition is true, the goal is popped. Metaphorically speaking. the goal keep trying
different subgoals until it is satisfied+

As it turns out, support for a fourth hypothesis has been recently discovered. The hypothesis
extends the And-Or hypothesis by adding a third goal type, a loop across elements in a set, e.g..
"Forcach x in the set S do ...." Evidence for it was discovered when Sierra traversed the Heath
lesson sequence. This traversal, and the resulting core procedure tree. were discussed in section 2.8.
Two branches of the core procedure tree (with suffixes P100 and Blk in figure 2-14), led to star
bugs. The root Gf these mispredictions is the following: It appears that students can solve multi-
column problems after seeing examples with at most two columns. But Sierra doesn't form the
multrcolunin loop (actually. a tail recursion) until it is p.m three-column examples. For Sierra to
form the loop on two-column examples would require biasing the learner in faor of loops. This is
most easily done by giving the knowledge representation language a loop goal type. Although I
won't recount more details here, it appears that the P100 star bugs would be mided if (1) the
procedure language had a Foreach goal type. and (2) Sierra's learner was biased towards it,
Unfortunately, it requires much work to install this And-Or- Foreach hypothesis in Sierra, and I
have not done so yet. Until that is done, there is no way to know whether the new hypothesis has
some unfortunate side-effect that would cancel or outweigh its apparent benefits. Consequently.
only the three hypotheses listed above will be given active consideration in this chapter.

There are two parts to the arguments of this chapter. The first part shows that the And-Or
hypothesis is better than the And hypothesis. There are three separate arguments for this point,
none of which is particularly convincing on its own. However. the fact that all of them point to the
same conclusion provides support for the adoption of the And-Or hypothesis over its homogeneous
cousin. The second part of the chapter is a competition between And-Or goal types and satisfaction
conditions. It will be shown that satisfaction conditions provide better empirical coverage with
respect to deletion, but they require unmotivated assumptions about learning. This argument is
quite complex, so most of it has been moved to an appendix. On ly.a synopsis is presented in this
chapter.

10.1 Assimilation is incompatible with the And hypothecis

One problem with the And hypothesis is due to the :umbersome way that disjunctive goals
must be expressed. To express the fact that two subgoals are mutually exclusive, one must put
mutually exclusive applicability conditions on them. For example. to express the fact that there are
two mutually exclusive ways to process a column, depending on whether its a two.digit column or a
one-digit column, one would write:

Goal: process-column (C):
1. (blank? (bottom C)) (bring-down-top C)
2. (not (blank? (bottom C)) (take-difference C)

Both rules must have applicability conditions in order that they be mutual!), exclusive. On the
problem
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the first rule must be prevented from applying to the units column, so its applicability condition is
necessary. The second rule's applicability condition is necessary to prevent it from applying to the
ten's column. Because the And hypothesis tries to execute all subgoals. one can only get mutual
exclusion by using mutually exclusive applicability conditions.

This implies that assimilating a new alternative method of accomplishing a goal may involve
rewriting the applicability conditions of the existing subgoals. If the applicability conditions are not
changed. then the new subgoal will not turn out to be mutually exclusive of the old subgoal. For
example, to assimilate a new method of processing columns, say one that handles columns whose
top and bottom digits are equal (i.e., the rule N N=0). one would hare to modify the above goal
to become:

Goal: process-column (C):
I. (= (top CXbottom C)) (write-zero-in-answer C)
2. (blank? (bottom C)) (bring-down-top C)
3. and (not (blank? (bottom C))

(not (= (top C)(bottom C)) (take-difference C)

Adding the new subgoal forced the applicability conditions of one of the existing subgoals to be
changed (the underlined material was added). The essential point here is that the And hypothesis
forces mutually exclusive alternatives to be highly interdependent. This lack of modularity forces
learning to modify existing material even though that material's function has not changed. There
are some potential drawbacks to this.

Mathematical skill acquisition is clearly incremental. New components of a skill are slowly
added. Knowledge accrues, rather than springing full grown from some catalytic experience. Such
plodding, slow-growing learning is often called assimilation to differentiate it from learning that
takes the form of a radical restructuring of the student's knowledge. However, the hypotheses that
have been accepted so far do not rule out such radical restructurings. In particular, the one -
disjunct per-lesson hypothesis rules out adding extra disjuncts but it say.) nothing about augmenting
existing disjuncts, e.g., by adding conjuncts to applicability conditions, as ir. the example above. To
capture the apparent quality of mathematical skill acquisition, the following hypothesis was used in
an earlier version of the theory (VanLehn, 19133) '

Assimilation
Disjoin only adds a new disjunct (subprocedure). It does not modify the existing
knowledge structure in any other way.

This hypothesis says that subprocedure acquisition is an additive action. Learning doesn't
change the old structure, it only adds a new chunk (disjunct, subprocedure). This hypothesis is yet
another felicity condition on learning. It amounts to a guarantee to the students that what they
learned earlier will remain valid and useful. To put it differently, the curriculum is arranged to be
efficient. It doesn't teach a concept or a skill unless it will remain useful, possibly as the basis for
further development of concepts or skills. As with.the other felicity conditions, evidence in its favor
is that current lesson sequences are constructed so that the correct procedure can be learned without
violating the felicity condition. That, plus its inherent plausibility, are the the only known support.
This is not sufficient, to my mind, so the assimilation Hypothesis is not included in the current
theory. Yet, if it were in the theory, as intuition dictates it should be. it would he entailments for
the goal type controversy. The assimilation conjecture is incompatible with the And hypothesis, As
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we just saw. the And hypothesis forces too much of an existing core procedure to be changed in
order to assimilate a new subproccdure. In short., to the extent that one accepts the assimilation
conjecture, one must also reject the And hypothesis.

10.2 The And-Or hypothesis simplifies the Backup repair

There is a minor achantage to the And-Or hypothesis. Using both AND goals and OR goals
simplifies the Backup repair. The function of the repair is to pop the goal stack back to the first
goal that has some alternatives left to try. When goals are typed, it is trivial to tell whether a goal
has any alternatives left. If it is an AND goal, by definition it does not. If it is an OR goal, then
only one of its alternathes has been tried (because it normally pops after trying one subgoal). so all
the rest must be open. Backup's search becomes trivial: pop tin stack back to the first OR goal.
That this simplicity falls out of the And-Or exit convention is weak, evidence that the binary
distinction is somehow a natural one for the prOcedural representation language to make.

10.3 Rule deletion needs the Andor distinctions

It was shown in chapter 7 that a certain group of bugs, labelled the deletion bugs, seem to
require some kind of. deletion operator in order for the theory to generate them. To generate them
with incomplete learning and/or local problem soling would necessitate expanding the power of
those mechanisms to an unacceptable degree.

This chapter picks up the deletion story and considers how deletion can be formalized. The
first step is to show that simply deleting rules will suffice to generate the deletion bugs. The next
step will be to show that not all rules should be subject to deletion. If certain rules are deleted,
then star bugs are generated. To avoid such absurd predictions, some constraints must be placed on
the rule deletion operator. This is where the goal type controversy comes in. It can be shown that
the rules that should not be deleted are exactly the ones under disjunctive goals. Once again, the
distinction between AND goals and OR goals arises naturally. If the 'representation uses a binary
type to distinguish the two goal types, then the deletion operator becomes trivially simple. Without
it, the operator must examine the applicability conditions of rules to infer which goals are
disjunctive ones. The fact that a simple statement of the deletion operator falls out under the And-
Or hypothesis is more ce,iverging evidence that it is the right one for the knowledge representation
to employ.

In order to.discuss how to generate the deletion bugs, it helps to have a concrete expression of a
subtraction procedua. so that deletion may act upon it. Figure 10-1 shows a particular subtraction
procedure, and gives a brief explanation of it. The procedure is expressed in a rule-oriented syntax.
Since the issue of goal types is still under discussion, and the applicability conditions depend on the
exit convention in use, the expression of figure 10-1 uses an informal representation for
applicability conditions in order to stay neutral.

Given this particular procedure for subtraction, some general points about deletion can be
made. For illustration, suppose that deletion is formalized as deleting a rule. any rule. Since there
are 18 rules in the procedure, there are 18 possible deletions. (This is not quite a straw man, by the
way, since it can be taken as one formulation of Young and O'Shea's approach (1981) to generating
bugs.) The first point to make is that rule deletion doe! 1:1clecd generate the set of deletion bugs.
Deleting rule 11 generates the following deletion bug:
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Goal: Sub (P)
1. P is a multi-column problem (Multi (Rightmost- column P))
2. P is a single-column problem (Diff(Rightmost-column P))

Goal: Multi (C)
3. true (SublCol C)
4. true (Sub-rest (Nextcolumn C))

Goal: Sub-rest (C)
5_ C is not the leftmost column (Multi C)
6. C is the leftmost column, and its bottom is blank (Show C)
7. C is the leftmost column, and its bottom is not blank (Diff C)

Goal: Sub ICol (C)
8. T<I1 in C (Borrow C)
9. the bottom of C is blank (Show C)
10. Cis normal: T> B and its bottom is not blank (Diff C)

Goal: Borrow (C)
11. true (Borrow-from (Next-column C))
12. true (AddlO C)
13. true (Diff C)

Goal: Borrow-from (C)
14. , T= 0 in C (BFZ C)
15. T*0 in C (Decrement-top C)

Coal: BFZ (C)
16. true (Borrow-from (Next-column C))
17. true (AddlO C)
18. true (Decrement-top C)

The Sub goal simply chooses between trivial, one-column processing and the usual multiple-column
procedure. The two goals, Multi and Sub-rest, express a loop across columns as a tail recursion.
Next-column is a function that takes a column and returns the next column to the left If the
column C that is given to Sub-rest is the leftmost column, Sub-rest answers it with either rule 5 or
rule 6, thus terminating the recursion. Show and Diff are primitives. Shoiv writes the top digit of a
column as its answer. Diff takes the column difference. Columns other than the leftmost column
are answered by SubICol. SublCol is the main column processing goal. if the top digit of the
column is less than the bottom digit (i.e., TO in the shorthand used throughout this document),
then SublCul calls borrowini(rule 8). If the column has a blank instead of a bottom digit, then it
simply wntes the top digit as,the answer (rule 9). Otherwise, it does the usual take-difference
operation. The Borrow goal first borrows from the next column to the left, then adds ten to the
column onginating the borrow. AddlO is a primitive that adds ten to the top digit of the column its
given. Borrow winds up by taking the difference in the original column. There are two ways to
achieve the Borrow-from goal. if the column's top digit is nonzero (rule 15), then the procedure
simply decrements it by one (Decrement-top is d primitive). if the column's top digit is zero, then
Borrow from calls BFZ. The goal BFZ first borrows from the next digit to the left (i.e., if the
borrow onginated in the units, this would be a borrow from the hundreds column), then adds ten to
the current column. Since the top digit was zero, this means the top digit will become a ten. The
next rule, 18, decrements this ten to a nine. This finishes the BFZ.

Figure 10-1
A subtraction procedure, presented in an informal rule-oriented syntax, with explanation.
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Borrow-No-Decrement: 3 4 6 3 415 31017

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 69
2 4 3 v/ 2 2 6 X 3 4 8 X

This bug does only the borrow-into half of borrowing. It omits the borrow-from half. It is a
deletion bug because its familiarity with borrowing makes it likely that the students with this bug
have been taught simple borrowing. However, part of borrowing apparently did not sink in or it
was forgotten. Another deletion bug results from deleting rule 16.

3 9

BOITOWROM-Zero: 3 4 5 3 415 31017

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 9
2 4 3 v/ 2 1 6 / 2 3 8 X

This bug only does part of borrowing across zero. It changes the zero to ten then to nine, but does
not continue borrowing to the left. Because it does do part of borrowing across zero, it is likely that
subjects with this bug have been taught borrowing across zero. It is also clear that they did not
acquire all of the subprocedure. or else they forgot part of it. If the subtraction curriculum was
such that teachers first taught one half of borrowing across zero. and some weeks later taught the
other half, then one would be tempted to account for this bug with incomplete learning. But
borrowing from zero is, in fact, always taught as a whole. So some other formal technique,
deletion, is implicated in this core procedne's generation.

A third deletion bug is generated by deleting rule 18. It seems to forget to do the second
decrement in the borrow across zero:

3 2 2

Don'vbecrement-Zeug 3 4 6 3 415 31017 31017

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 9 - 9

2 4 3 v/ 2 1 6 v/ 1 7 8 X 2108X

This shows up rather clearly in the last problem. The zero has had a ten added to it, but it has not
been dccremented as it should be to complete the borrow from zero. Consequently, the answer in
the tens column is a two digit number. (This sometimes triggers a second impasse.) A more
detailed description of Don't-Decrement-Zero appears in section 7.1.

There are other deletion bugs, but these three suffice to show that rule deletion is a
productive addition to the theory. V ese three bugs will be used as a yardstick to measure the
empirical adequacy of the various kinds of deletion that will be discussed.

Unconstrained rule deletion overgenerates

The problem with unconstrained rule deletion is that it overgenerates. About half the rule
deletions generate star bugs. Such star bugs must be blocked if the theory is to have any empirical
worth at all. The issue is how to constrain rule deletion. A birds-eye view of the issue is provided
by figure 10-2, which lists each rule along with what its deletion results in (roughly). Some
deletions cause star bugs, some cause observed bugs, and some cause bugs that have not )..t been
observed but are plausible predictions for future observations.

16'2>
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Goal: Sub
1. predicted bug: only does single column problems.
2. star bug: can't do single column problems but does others perfectly.

Goal: Multi
3. predicted bug: only dots the lefunost column.
4. star bug when 111:Z exists: does units column only, but perfectly, even if BF/. is required.

predicted bug if Borrow not yet learned: does units column only, taking absolute difference.

Goal: Sub-rest
5, predicted bug: only dots leftmost column.
6. predicted bug: forgets leftmost column when it has a blank bottom.
7. star bug: leaves lefunost column unanswered unless it has a blank bottom.

Goal: SublCol
8. various observed bugs: c.g Smaller-From-Larger, ZeroInstead-of-Borrow.
9. various observed bugs: e.g., Quit-When-Bottom-Blank, Stutter- Subtract.
10. star bug: does borrow columns but leaves ordinary columns unanswered.

Goal: Borrow
11. observed bug: Borrow-No-Decrement.
12. a storbug. Blank-With-Borrow-From, and various observed bugs,

e.g., Smaller-From-Larger-With-Borrow.
13. star bug: does scratch marks for borrowing, but leaves the column unanswered.

Goal: Borrow-from
14. various observed bugs: c.g., Stops-Borrow-At-Zero.
15. star bug: never does the leftmost decrement of borrow, including BFZs.

Goal: BFZ
16. observed bug: Borrow-From-Zero.
17. a star bug. Blank-With-Borrow-Across-Zero, and various observed bugs

egg., Borrow-Across-Zero.
18. observed bug: Don't-Decrement-Zero.

Figure 10-2
Results from each rule deletion of the subtraction procedure, indicating which generate star bugs.

Inspection of figure 10-2 reveals that the deletions that generate star bugs fall into two basic
groups. Half of the star deletions are rules beneath disjunctive goals (deletions of rules 2.7, 10 and
15), or rather goals that function as OR goals even though they would not be marked as such under
the And exit convention. The remaining star bugs (rules 4. 12, 13 and 17) have the characteristic
that they know how to borrow from zero. indicating some sophistication in subtraction, but they
nonetheless leave certain columns unanswered. The juxtaposition of such sophistication in
borrowing with missing knowledge about answering columns makes these bugs highly unlikely. In
the next section. these star bugs will be discussed. In this section. attention will be focused on
blocking the star bugs of the first group

Deleting any of rules 2, 7, 10 or 15 generates P star bug. These rules are all beneath
disjunctive goals. Deletion of the Sisters of these rules (i.e.. rules 1, 5, a, 9, or 14) generate bugs,
some of which are observed, but they are all bugs that would be generated by incomplete traversal
of the lesson sequence. Deletion under a disjunctive goal hurts the thcory's empirical adequacy if it
affects it at all To drive this point home, consider the Borrow-from goal. It has two rules.
Deleting the second one, rule 15, hurts the theory. Rule 15 does borrowing from non-zero digits.

IGJ
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It decrements the digit by one. If rule 15 is deleted, a star bug occurs. Some of the star bug's
work is illustrated below:

Onb-norrow-Froin-aro: 3 4 6 3 015

- 1 0 2

9

2 01
- 1 s _ 1 3 - 1 6 9

1 4 3 A/ 2 2 6 X 1 3 8 X

This star bug misses all problems requiring borrowing because it never performs a decrement,
despite the fact,that it sho+ s some sophistication in borrowing across zero in that it changes zeros to
nine. The juxtaposition of this competency in borrowing across zero with missing knowledge about
the simple case makes the bug highly unlikely.

The other rule of the goal Borrow-from, rule 14, does borrowing for zeros. It simply calls the
BFZ goal. If rule 14 is deleted, the procedure acts just like BFZ had never been taiighL In
particular, the deletion would generate the bug Stops-Borrow-At-Zero, which has been used as a
prime example of the combination of incomplete learning and local problem solving (see section
2.9). Blocking the deletion of rule 15 is good because it prevents generation of a star bug.
Blocking deletion of rule 14 doesn't hurt because its bugs have alternative derivations. The point is
this: if all rule deletions beneath Borrow-from are banned, the theory's predictions are improved.

The results of figure 10-2 clearly indicate that rule deletion should not apply to rules beneath
goals. such as Borrow-from, that are disjunctive in nature. Only rules beneath conjunctive goals
should be subject to deletion. Although the results of figure 10-2 are, of coarse, sensitive to the
particular structure used in the procedure of figure 10-1, the restriction on rule deletion has been
tested on Sierra with other procedures and found to hold up just as well. Although the restriction
still allows some star bugs to be generated, it blocks the generation of many others. Hence, there is
strong evidence that deletion should be constrained to delete only rules beneath goals that are
conjunctive in nature.

Conclusions

Once again, the distinction between AND goals and OR goals has arisen from trying to fit an
operator around the empirical evidence. The deletion operator needs the And-Or distinction, just as
the Backup repair did. It secms that nature is trying to tell us something. The AndOr distinction
seems a fundamentally important distinction, and as such should be given a clear expression in the
representation languagz, rather than lurking in the rulei applicability conditions in the form of
mutually exclusive predicates. On this basis, the Ar.d hypothesis will be eliminated from further
consideration. Goals will have at least a binary type, AND versus OR, and rule deletion will be
limited to rules that aracar beneath AND goals.

10.4 Satisfaction Conditions

Conjunctive rule deletion generates all the deletion bugs and it avoids generating half of the
star bugs of figure 10-2. However, it still allows the other half of the star bugs to be generated.
These star bugs will be examined in detail in order to motivate a way of blocking thcir deletion.

The main loop of subtraction, which traverses columns, has the following goal structure when
it is translated into the And-Or exit cOnventiuu from the neutral representation of figure 10-1:
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Goal: Multi (C) Type: AND
3. (SublCol C)
4. (Sub-rest (Next-column C)

Goal: Sub-rest (C) Type: OR
5. C is not the leftmost column (Multi C)
6. C's bottom is blank -,4 (Show C)
7. true = (LAT C)

161

The applicability conditions of the rules have been adjusted. The conditions for the AND rules have
been omitted. The conditions for the OR goal. Sub-rest, halve been adjusted to reflect the fact that
they are tested in order and only one is executed. For instance. if the column C is the leftmost
column, then rule 5 will not b.. applicable. and control moves on to test rule 6. If that rule applies,
the primitive Show answers ,-ae column. then control returns to Sub-rest. Since the goal is marked
as an OR goal, and one rule has been executed, no more rules are tested. In particular, the default
rule, 7, will not be tested. Instead, the Sub-rest goal is popped.

The Multi goal is an AND goal, so either of its subgoals can be deleted. Deleting rule 4
creates a bug that only does the units column. Intuitively, only doing one column would be the
mark of a student who has not yet been taught how to do multiple columns. Since doing multiple
columns is always taught before borrowing, it would be highly unlikely for a student to know all
about borrowing and yet do only the units column. To put it more formally, if all of BFZ were
present when rule 4 is deleted. the procedure would generate a star bug:

3 29
Only-Do-Units: 3 4 6 3 416 31017

-102 -129 ___- 1$9

3X 6X 8X
If borrowing were not yet learned and rule 4 were deleted, then reasonable bugs would be
generated. For instance, one reasonable, but as yet unobserved, buggy procedure does only the
units column but it simply takes the absolute difference there instead of borrowing. It would be the
bug set {Only-Do-Units Smaller- From - Larger }. In sham there is nothing wrong with the de)etion
of rule 4 per se, but it can create a ?roceclure that mixes competence with incompetence in an
unlikely manner.

Another star bug of figure 10-2 occurs when rule 13 is deleted from Borrow, given the
following version of column processing and borrowing:

Goal: SublCol (C) Type: OR
8. T <B in C (Borrow C)
9. the bottom of C is blank (Show C)
10. true (Dill' C)

Goal: Borrow (C) Type: AND
11. (Borrow-from (Next-column C))
12. (AddlO C)
13. (Di ff C)

Deleting rule 13 generates a procedure that sets up to take the column difference after a borrow,
but forgets to actually take it. This leads to the following star bug:

.

C.,
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3 29
BlankWith-Borrow: 3 4 5 3 415 3 017

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 9
2 4 3 4 21 X 13 X

What makes this bug so unlikely is that it leaves a blank in the answer despite the fact that it shows
a sophisticated knowledge of borrowing.

It is possible to put explicit constraints on conjunctive rule deletion in order to block the
deletions that generate the star bugs. However, there is another way to present osergencration that
will be shown to have some advantages. The bask idea is to make the operator inapplicable by
changing the types of the two goals in question so that they are not AND goals. This would make
the deletion operator inapplicable. That is, one changes the knowledge representation rather than
the operator.

The proposed change is to adopt a new goal type. The hypothesis is to generalize the binary
AND/OR type to become satisfaction conditions. The basic idea of an AND goal is to pop when all
subgoals have been executed, while an OR goal pops when one subgoal has been executed. The
idea of satisfaction conditions is to have a goal pop when its satisfaction condition is true. Subgoals
of a 'goal are executed until either the goal's satisfaction condition becomes true, or all the

-applicable subgoals have been tried. (Note that this is not an iteration construct an "until" loop
since a rule can only be executed once.) ApD goals become goals with FALSE satisfaction

conditions: Since subgoals are executed until the satisfaction condition becomes true (which it
never does for the AND) or all the subgoals have been tried, giving a goal FALSE as its satisfaction
condition means that it will always execute all its subgoals. Conversely. OR goals are given the
satisfaction condition TRUE: The goal exits after just one subgoal is executed.

With this construction in the knowledge representation language, one is free to represent
borrowing in the following way:

Goal: SublCol (C) Satisfaction condition: C's answer is non-blank:
8. TO in C (Borrow C)
9. the bottom of C is blank (Show C)
10. true =, (DiffC)

Goal: Borrow (C) Satisfaction condition: false
11. (Borrow-from (Next-column C))
12, (AddlO C)

The AND goal. Borrow, now consists of two subgoals. After they arc both executed, control returns
to SublCol Because SublCol's satisfaction condition is not yet true the column's answer is still
blank another subgoal is tried. Diff is chosen and executed, which fills in the column answer,
Now the satisfaction condition is true, so the goal pops.

Given this encoding of borrowing, the conjunctive rule deletion operator does exactly the
right thing when applied to Borrow. In particular, since rule 13 is no longer present, it is no longer
possible to generate the star bug, *Blank-With-Borrow-From by deleting it. Rule 13 has been
merged, so to speak, with rule 10. Since rule 10 is under a non-AND goal, SublCol, it is protected
from deletion.

Similarly, the star bug associated with column traversal can be avoided by restructuring the
loop across columns. The two goal§, Multi and Sub rest, are replaced by a single goal:

lb,
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Goal: Sub All (C) Satisfaction condition: C is the leftmost column.
5. true (SubICJI
6. true (SubAll (Next-column C))

Th. goal first processes the given column by calling the main column proc:ssing goal, SubICJI.
Thc it checks the satisfaction condition. If the column is the problem's leftmost column. t1. goa'
pops. Otherwise, it calls itself recursively. By using a satisfaction condition formulation. generation
of the star bug is avoided. The AND goal, Multi, has been elimmatcd along with its rule 3, the rule
whose deletion caused the star bug.

these two illustrations indicate tha; augmenting the representation with satisfaction conditions
creates an empirically adequate treatment of deletion. Satisfaction conditions were used for several
years in Sierra (Brown & Vanl.ehn. 1980: VanLehn, 1983). However. as the first versions of Sierra's
learner were implemented, a fatal flaw was discovered. In essence, if the . arner was constructed so
that it would put satisfaction.. conditions on SublCol and SubAll, it would also put satisfaction
conditions on other goals. which, unfOrtunately, would block the generation of certain deletion bugs.
This hurts the empirical adequacy of the theory. Various ad hoc constraints can be imposed to
"fix" the flaw, but they, in turn, cause further empirical difficulties. The whole story is quite
complex, so it has been relegated to appendix 10.

. I own there, a simpler solution is to abandon satisfaction conditions entirely. Instead, an
explict constraint is added to the deletion operator: It may only delete rules from the most recently
actiwred Am) goal. To ,see how this works, consider the star bug mentioned earlier, Only'Do- Units.
This bug is an unreasonable prediction precisely because it exhibits perfect knowledge of borrowing,
but has. apparently. "forgotten" that all columns need answering. To generate this star bug, a
certain rule of the goal Multi (see above) must be deleted. It cannot be deleted after borrowing-
from-zero is learned, because that is preciseij what the new constraint blocks. 3ut ti deletion
won't survive if it occurs before borrowfromzero is learned. To see this, suppose it were deleteil
before then. The learner would try to use the damaged procect...ce to parse the aorrow-fron.-zero
examples. Even the simplest borrow-from-zero examples have at least two columns that require
answers. Because of the rule deletion, the learner is unable to match the actions of the examples
that answer the non-units columns. Of course, the learner is also unable to match the new borrow-
from-zero subprocedure, which is the topic of the lesson. To assimilate the example, the learner
would have to adjoin two disjuncts to the procedure one to handle the extra answer actions, and
one to handle the new subprocedure. Adding two disjuncts is prohibited by one-disjunct-per-lesson.
In short, the damaged procedure cannot be augmented with the borrow-from-zero sibprocedure.
The case presented in this illustration is a typical one. Rule deletions that occur early in the lesson
sequence generally will not survive long. A damaged procedure will be asked to take a lesson that
assumes it has a subprocedure that it doesn't have, and normal, one-disjunct-per-lesson learning will
not let this procedure pass. (In real classrooms, what probably happens is that students who have
such damaged core procedures are discovered and remediated.) Hence, the Only way to
inappropriately juxtapose incompetency with competency is to delete rules from subprocedure well
after they are acquired. This way of generating star bugs is exactly what the new constraint blocks.
Only the AND rules of newly acquired subprocedures may be deleted.

10.5 Summary, formal hypotheses and conflict resolution

The goal type issue has proved to be a subtle one. The alternative exit conventions arc fairly
clear cut:

16/
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1. AND: A goal is popped when all subgoals have been tried.

2. AND/OR: Goals have a binary type. If the goal's type is AND, all applicable subgoals are
executed before the goal is popped. If it is OR, the gal pops as soon as one subgoal is
executed.

3. Satisfaction conditions. Goals have a condition which is tested after each subgoal is executed.
If the condition is true, the goal is popped. Metaphorically speaking, the gt,a1 keeps trying
different subgoals until it is satisfied.

However, the arguments between them were weak, What evidence there is indicates that the And-
Or exit convention is the best. A brief review of the arguments follows.

There were three argu against the Ant I- ,.othesis. Two were based on parsimony. In
order to have a simple expression of the Backup repair and conjunctive rule deletion, goals should
be marked with a binary type to differentiate AND goals from OR goals. Under the And hypothesis,
it is still possible to express the operators. but they must analyze the applicability conditions on
rules in order to distinguish AND goals from OR goals. The third argument against the And
hypothesis relies on intuition. Intuition. but little else, supports a conjectured felicity condition
called the assimilation conjecture. It states that new knowledge structures can be acquired without
changing the old ones, except in certain narrowly prescribed ways. Since the And hypothesis uses
mutually exclusive applicability conditions to express disjunctive goals. it forces old applicability
conditions to be adjusted when a new one is added. The And hypothesis forces learning to violate
the assimilation conjecture.

Satisfaction conditions are a generalization of the And-Or convention. Under the And-Or
convention, a goal pops after either one or all of its subgoals are executed. With satisfaction
conditions, a goal may pop after any number of its subgoals have been executed, where the number
of subgoals executed is governed by a condition. The extra degrees of freedom in expressive power
can be used to control th, predictions. Indeed, an attempt to do this was made by using satisfaction
conditions to control the deletion operator. If satisfaction conditions were based on just the right
goals. the theory avoided generating several pesky star bugs. However, it turned out to be difficult
to account for the acquisition of satisfaction conditions on just these goals and not the others. The
satisfaction conditions approach is weakened because learning cannot explain their existence. This
leaves the And-Or hypothesis the only one standing.

Formal hypotheses

The main results of this chapter are summarized in the following three hypotheses:

AndOr
Goals bear a binary type. If G is the current goal in runtime state S, then
(ExitGoal? S) is true if

1. G is an AND goal and all its rules have been executed, or
2. G is an OR goal and at least one of i:s rules have been executed.

AND rule deletion
(De 1 ete P) returns a set of procedures P' such that P' is P with one or more AND rules deleted.

Most recent rule deletion
(De 1 e to P) returns a set of procedures P' such that P' is P with one or itiore rules deleted from
the most recently acquired subprocedure.

168
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These hypotheses define two previously undefined functions. Delete and Ex i tGoal?. The latter
was used in the definition of the interpreter in section 9.4. It controls whether a goal is popped,
given that the stack has just popped back to it.

Conflict resolution

The other undefined function used in the interpreter is Pi ckRule. Its definition is simple to
motivate. However, it depends on the And-Or distinction, which is why its definition has been
deferred until now.

The function Pi ckRule decides which of the current goal's rules the interpreter should run
next. This choice is governed by conventions that are called conflict resolution strategies in the
production system literature (McDermott & Forgy, 1978). Two conventions are needed just to get
the interpreter to work at all:

1. Ifa rule has already been executed for this instance of the goal, then it may not be executed again.

2. If the applicability condition of a rule is false, it may not be run.

These two conventions were discussed in section 9.4. However. they do not always settle the
question of which rule to pick. There are often several unexecuted,applicable rules for the current
goal. More conventions are needed. it is convenient to discuss conventions for AND goals
separately from the conventions for OR goals

AND goal conflict resolution

The problem with AND rules is expressing their sequential order. One way to get AND rules
to run in sequence is to use the applicability conditions. In a production system. one can force
rules to be executed in sequence by having each rule add a token to the working memory
(execution state) that will trigger its successor rule and only its successor rule. This will not work
here because the only internal state is the stack and the microstate bit. There is no buffer to add
tokens to. On the other hand, the applicability condition could sense the external state (i.e., what
the problem looks like). This would suffice for sequential ordering in many cases. However, it
would interact with rule deletion in such a way that several of the deletion bugs could not be
generated. I won't go through the details here. The point is that applicability conditions cannot be
used to express the sequential order of AND rules. Some explicit convention is needed. About the
simplesi one possible is to represent AND rules in an ordered list., and to execute the rules in the
order that they appear in the AND goal's list. it is the one that will be adopted.

OR goal conflict resolution strategies

The learner must induce the applicability conditions of OR rules. In particular, a new
subprocedure will have a new OR rule that calls it. This OR rule is called the adjoining rule because
it attaches the new subprocedure to the existing procedural structure. In order to induce the
applicability condition of the adjoining rule, it is extremely helpful for the learner to be presented
with negative instances of it. A negative instance of an applicability condition is a problem state
where the applicability condition is false. Teachers and textbooks do not usually show negative
instances to the students explicitly (i.e., in discrimination examples). However, the learner can
recover negative instances from the kinds of examples they do get, under certain circumstances.
Suppose the new subprocedure is a sister of some goal G. That is G and the new subprocedure
are both subgoals of the same OR goal. Given a worked example, the learner can discover whether
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G has bccn executed and if so, what the problem state was at the time is was invoked. Call this
problem state S. Since G and the new subprocedure arc 0R-sisters, the new subprocedure could
have bccn picked to run at S. but the teacher did not do so. Because the new subprocedure was
not run at S. its adjoining rule's applicability condition must have bccn false. Therefore, S is a
negative instance for it. S is just what induction needs.

Flowcr. there is a subtle flaw in the inference just given. The choice of rule depends both
on applicability conditions and on conflict resolution strategics. The learner cannot be sure that the
adjoining rule's applicability condition is false at S unless the learner knows that the adjoining rule
would be faored over the others in cases where they were both true. The only way to guarantee
this is to adopt a conflict resolution strategy that is based on the time of acquisition. That is, when
two rules are both applicable, the rule that was learned most recently is chosen. This convention,
called "recently in long-term memory" when used in production systems, guarantees that the
adjoining rule would have been chosen if it had bccn applicable: Since it wasn't chosen, it must
not have bccn applicable. Therefore S is a valid negative instance for the induction of the adjoining
rule's applicability condition.

In short, there is really no choice about conflict resolution strategies. given that goals are
typed. The conflict resolution strategies can be summed up with the following hypothesis:

..

Conflict resolution

1. A rule may be executed only if its applicability condition is [MC and it has not yet
been executed for this instance of the current goal.

2. In the representation of the procedures, the rules of AND goals are linearly ordered.
If the current goal is an AND goal, and there are several unexecuted, applicable
rules, then choose the first one in the goal's order.

3. lithe current goal is an on goal, and there are several unexecuted, applicable rules,
then choose the rule that was acquired most recently.

Clauses 2 and 3 imply that AND goals and OR goals have similar syntax. They both have ordered
lists of rules. Moreover, the interpreter always picks the first unexecuted rule, for AND goals, and
the first unexecuted rule whose applicability condition is true, for OR goals. The major difference is
what happens after the respective rules are executed. OR goals immediately pop. AND goals do not.

1'i 0
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Chapter 11
Data Flow

This chapter discusses how the prucednre representation language should represent data flow.
In general data flow in a procedui.. is the set of mechanisms and conventions fur the storage and
trarsmission of data, such as numbers or other symbols. (N.B.. I am using "data flow" in the sense
of Rich and Shrike (1976) rather than the more common usage of Dennis (1974) and other authors
who discuss data flow languages.) In the kinds of procedures that ct.ncern this theory, the data flow
issue hinges mostly on how the language should represent focus of v ism)! attention. As students
solve subtraction problems. they seem to focus their visual attention on various digits or columns of
digits at vanous times. This can be inferred from eye tracking studies (Newell & Simon, 1972;
Buswell. 1926). It can also be inferred from the information that students read from the paper.
The issue this chapter discusses is how to represent the fact that focus of attention is held
unchanged for periods of time as well as being shifted. 'Co put it in slightly inaccurate terms, the
issues concern the short-term storage of visual focus. Four positions will be contrasted:

1. No data flow: the hypothesis is that procedures do not use data flow. In particular, there is
no internal storage of focus of attention. Instead, the places where the procedure reads and
writes on the page are described by static descriptions. For instance. instead of describing the
place to write an answer digit as "the answer position in the current column." it would be
described as "just to the left of the leftmost digit in the answer row." This description does
not use the notion of a current focus of attention. It describes locations statically.

2. Globally bound data flow (registers): A leading contender for storing and transmitting focus of
attention is to use registers that store either the position on the paper that is currently being
examined, or a focus of attention that was once current and is being saved for some reason.
By "register," I will mean a globally bound data storage resource. The current contents of a
globally bound register is determined solely by chronology. Its contents is the v alue most
recently set into the register.

3. Locally bound data flow (schema - instance): To describe this hypothesis, the notion of an
instantiation of a goal is needed. When a goal is called, it is pushed onto the goal stack along
with a little extra information. This extra information is labelled an instantiationof the goal.
If a goal is called recursively, there will be two instantiations of it on the stack. The basic
idea of the schema-instance data flow hypothesis is that data can be stored with each
instantiation of a goal. The goal is viewed as a schema with certain open parameters, called
arguments. Instantiatin: a goal fills in the values of those open parameters, an operation
called binding the arguments. This way of stnicturing data flow is called local binding in
recursive programming languages, such as Lisp. In object-oriented languages, such as
Smalltalk, the same idea is used a little differently. In order to include object-oriented
languages in the purview of this hypothesis, the hypothesis' name is schema-instance instead
of the less general name, local binding.

4. Applicative data flow: The schema-instance data flow hypothesis allows different instantiations
of a goal to have different foci of attention stored with them. However, it is possible for an
instantiation of a goal to change its stored focus and even to Change the stored foci of other
goals instantiations. The applicative data flow hypothesis outlaws such changes. Once an
instantiation's arguments are bound, they can never be changed. Applicative data flow is used
by applicative languages, such as pure Prolog or the lambda calculus.
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The basic issue behind these various options concerns how independent data flow should be from
control flow. The discussion starts with the weakest, most inflexible hypothesis: The no-data-flow
hypothesis is that data flow is .:ongruent with the static structure of the procedure. Thus, focus of
attention doesn't depend on which instantiation of the goal is executing, but only on the name of
the goal that is executing. This turns out to be too inflexible. It can't express certain bugs.

The next strongest hypothesis is the applicative hypothesis. It assumes that data flow is
congruent with the dynamic structure of the procedure. If there is a stack, the focus of attention
changes when, and only when, the stack is pushed or popped. This turns out to be the best of the
four alternative hypotheses.

The global binding hypothesis allows data flow and control flow to be totally independent.
The procedure is allowed to change the focus of a. _ntion without changing the flow of control, and
vice versa. It is shown that this independence Lids to problems in the theory. In particular,
certain shifts in control necessitate a shift in data flow. In such cases, mainly concerning popping
the stack, the independence of control and data flow must be curtailed: data flow must parallel
control flow then. Such cases motivates the schema-instance hypothesis.

The schema-instance hypothesis is halfway between the total independence of control flow
and data flow, and the total isomorphism of the two that is stipulated by the applicative hypothesis.
Under the schema-instance hypothesis, when control flow changes, data flow changes. If there is a
stack, focus automatically shifts when the stack changes because the top of the stack is what holds
the current focus of attention. However, data flow may also be changed when control flow does not
change. This extra degree of freedom is never used in any of the procedures implicated by the
data. To explain this, a constraint is added: when the stack does not change, focus of attention does
not change. The result is the applicative data flow hypothesis, that data flow can change when,
and only when, control flow changes.

11.1 The hypothesis that there is no data flow

It may be that there is no need to have an explicit representation for data flow. Maybe it will
suffice just to have a push -dawn automaton, not an ATh with its registers. This would put a burden
on the procedure's interface with the problem state. In order to traverse columns in subtraction,
instead of passing the current column in a register, the patterns (or whatever implements the
interface) would have to describe the focus of attention as the rightmost unanswered column. Since
there is a visual marker for where focus of attention needs to be, namely the boundary between
answered and unanswered columns, this technique will succeed.

However, there are bugs which leave answers blank. These cannot be represented by using
the boundary between answered and unanswered columns. For inst.. 0. , one observed bug skips
columns which require borrowing:

Blank-insultdof-Borrow: 3 4 6 3 4 6 2 0 7
- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 1 6 9

2 4 3 -I 22 X I. X

The derivation of this bug assumes that the student hasn't learned how to borrow yet. When the
student attempts to take a larger number from a smaller one, an impasse occurs. The repair to this
impasse is the Noop repair. It causes the column difference action to be skipped. If the procedure
is using the boundary between answered and unanswered columns to determine the focus of
attention, then after thc Noop repair, the procedure will return to focus on the column that it just
finished. It won't shift its attention to the next column left, as thc bug doe. Instead, the procedure

1 " i1 4,
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will go into an infinite loop examining the same column over and over again., This is clearly a star
bug. Not only does the no-data-flow hypothesis prevent the generation of an observed bug, it
causes a star bug to be generated.

Moving beyond the subtraction skill. one finds that there are procedures that clearly need
some kind of "current focus pointer" in order to traverse lists without the aid of visual markers.
For example, chiidren can add long columns of digits. This seems to require some kind of register
or a counter or something that indexes down the digits in a column. To represent the traversal with
a pure push down automaton, one would have to have distinct states for each digit in order to have
distinct patterns to fetch that digit. If the push-down automaton were finite, then there would be
some finite limit on the number of digits the student could add. This seems totally unlike human
mathematical skill.

There is another argument against th, position that procedures do not maintain some kind of
current focus pointer. It is a reductio ad abzurdum argument. Consider taking a subtraction test.
Under the no-data-flow hypothesis, the patterns in the procedure are used to distinguish the column
being worker: on from the others by taking advantage of the fact that the columns to thc right are
answered. However. something must also specify the subtraction problem being worked on. To do
so. the procedure's patterns might use the fact that the exercise problem is the one that has only
solved exercises before it and unsolved exercises after it, Going one step further, the patterps must
specify which piece of paper is the test paper. Clearly, the patterns are being blirdened with quite a
bit of description. The no-data-flow hypothesis entails that patterns mention things that are
irrelevant to subtraction. It makes silly predictions. It might predict that a student would believe
that a subtraction problem can only be done on a chalkboard or in a textbook, since that is the only
place the student sees examples being done. It seems that there has to be some current focus
pointer somewhere in order to have the procedure retain any degree of modularity at all.

11.2 Focus is not globally bound

The previous section showed that the procedure is somehow storing and maintaining a current
focus of attention. This section compares two ways to do this: globally bound variables (registers)
and locally bound variables. In the interest of factoring the hypotheses of the theory as
independently as possible, it will not be assumed that the control structure is recursive. This makes
the nomenclature more awkward, but gives the resulting conclusions a little more generality. One
other assumption is heeded before the main argument can be presented. It will be assumed that the
Backup repair exists. The defense of this assumption is in section 1 of appendix 9. Some important
features of this repair are most easily described with an example of its operation.

Figure 11-1 gives an idealized protocol. It illustrates a moderately common bug (Smaller-
From-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero). In the Southbay sample of 375 students with bugs,
five students had this bug. The (idealized) subject of figure 11-1 does not know all of the
subtraction procedure. In particular, he does not know about borrowing from zero. When he
tackles the problem 305-167. he begins by invoking a SubiCol goal. Since 5 is less than 7, he
invokes a Borrow subgoal (episode a in the figure), and immediately the first of borrowing's two
subguais, namely Borrowing-from (episode b). At this point, he gets stuck since the digit to be
borrowed from is a zero, which cannot be decremented in the natural number system. He is at an
impasse. Several repairs can be used at impasses to get unstuck. The one that interests us here is
called the Backup repair. It gets past the decrement-zero impasse by "backing up," in the problem
solving sense, to the last goal which has some open alternatives. In this case, there are five active
goals:
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a. 305 In the units column, I can't take 7 from 5, so I'll

167 have to borrow.

b. 305 To borrow, I first have to decrement the next

167 column's top digit. But I can't take 1 from 0!

c. 305 So I'll go back to doing the units column. I still can't

167 take 7 from 5, so ril take 5 from 7 instead.

2

:-.

2

d. 105 In the tens column, I can't take 6 from 0, so I'll have to borrow.

167 I decrement 3 to 2 and add 10 to 0. That's no problem.

2

2

e. 05 ,
Six from 10 is 4. That finishes the tens. The hundreds is

167 easy, there's no *need to borrow, and I. from 2 is 1.

142

Figure 11-1
Pseudo-protocol of a student perfonning the bug

Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero.

1 7.4
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1: Borrow-from: a goal that normally just decrements a digit
2. Borrow: a goal that processes columns that require borrowing
3. Sub 1.Col: the main column processing goal
4. Multi: a goal that traverses across multiple columns
5. Sub: the top-level goal for solving it subtraction problem

The Borrovfrom goal has failed. The Borrow goal has no alternatives: one always borrows-from
then borrows-into The next most distant goal, SublCol. has alternatives: one alternative for
columns that need a borrow, and one for columns that do not need a borrow. Since SublCol has
open alternatives, Backup returns control to it. The evidence for backing up occurs in episode c,
where the subject says "So I'll go back to doing the units column:" In the units column he hits a
second impasse. saying "1 still can't take 7 from 5," which he repairs ("so I'll take S from 7
instead"). He finishes up the rest of the problem without difficulty.

The crucial feature of the analysis above, for this argument, is that Backup caused a transition
from a goal (Borrow-from) located at thc top digit in the tens column to a goal (Sub1CD1) located at
the units column. Backup caused a shift in the focus of attention from one location to another.
Moreover, it happens that the location it shifted back to was the one that the SublCol goal was
onginally instantiated on, even though that column turned out to cause problems in that further
processing of it led to a second impasse.. So, it seems no accident that Backup shifted the location
back to SublCol's original site of invocation. Backup shifts both focus and control.

Incidentally. I expect this focus-shifting property of Backup to remain uncontradicted by
evidence from other domains. In Newell and Simon's study of eye movements during the solution
of cryptanthmetic puzzles, for example, there is ample evidence that backing up (popping a goal in
their system) restores not only thc goal. but the focus of visual attention that was current when the
goal was last active (Newell & Simon, 1972, pp. 323-325).

With the empirical evidence on the table, the basic argument is simple to state: If focus is
bound to instantiations of goals, then backing up to a goal automatically restores focus of attention.
The schema-instance hypothesis captures the facts quite nicely. The global binding hypothesis runs
into trouble. If focus is globally bound (e.g.. in a register), then the Backup repair would have to
be formulated so that it explicitly resets fe'.:us as it sends control back to a goal. But how would
Backup know what to reset the focus register to? By hypothesis, the only "memory" for focus is the
focus register. Hence, Backup would have to (1) analyze the proc, Jre's structure to figure out how
the current focus was calculated, then (2) run these calculations oackwards in order to obtain the
value that is to be set into the focus register. Clearly, this makes Backup a very powerful repair.
Not only can it do static' analysis of control structure, but it can simulate a procedure running
baclwards! It is much more powerful than the other repairs, which do simple things like skipping a
stuck action. Backup is so powerful that it can potentially model any conceivable student behavior.
This would makes the theory iffefutable, not to mention implausible. In short, if focus is locally
bound. Backup is simple; If focus is globally bound, Backup is powerful and implausible.

There are various ways that the global binding hypothesis can be patched up. One can
provide multiple focus registers, for instance. As it turns out, there are excellent arguments against
such augnientauons to the global binding hypothesis. The arguments are rattier complex, although
quite elegant at times. They have been relegated to an appendix (see section 3 of appendix 9). At
any rate, none of the versions of the global binding hypothesis have the empirical and explanatory
adequacy that the schema-instance hypothesis has. So the global binding hypothesis will be
rejected.
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What this means is that representations that do not employ the schemata and instances, such
as finite state machines or flo. charts with registers, can be dropped from consideration. This puts
us, roughly speaking. on the familiar ground of "modern" representation languages for procedures,
such as suck-based languages, certain varieties of production systems, certain message passing
languages, and so on.

11.3 The applicative hypothesis

The deletion operator (chapter 7), regardless of how it is formalized exactly. is a valuable tool
for examining data flow. Having an operator that mutates the knowledge representation allows one
to infer the structure of the representation. An important use of this tool is to uncover one of the
tacit constraints on data flow.

A prominent fact about bugs is that none of them require deletion of focus shifting functions.
For example, if one knows about borrowing-from, one knows to borrow from a column to the left.
No bug has been observed that forgets to move over before borrowing-from. This fact deserves
explanation.

In all the illuitrations so far, focus shifting has been eMbedded in rule actions (right hand
sides). This is no accident. Suppose one did not zmbed them, but made them separate actions, as
in

Goal: Borrow (C) Type: AND
1. (Borrow-into C)
2, (C 4" (Next-column C))
3. (Borrow-from C)

The "4-" represents a variable setting operation (i.e.. a SETQ). A star bug is generated by deleting
rule 2. This star bug would borrow from the column that originates the borrow:

14 9 16
BorrowFrom-Self: 3 4 6 3 416 21017

- 1 0 2 : M I 1 6 9
2 4 3 2 2 5 X 1 3 7 X

In order to avoid such star bugs, focus shifting functions must be embedded. A constraint upon the
knowledge representation is needed. About the strongest constraint one can impose is to stipulate
that the language be applicative. That is, data flows by binding variables rather than by assignment.
There are no side effects. a goal cannot change the valuee'of another goal's variables, nor even it's
own variables. The only way that information can flow "sideways" is by making observable changes
to the external state, that is, by writing on the exercise problem.

The applicative hypothesis is extremely strong, forcing data to flow only vertically. The
procedure can pass information down from goal to subgoal through binding the subgoal's
arguments. Information flows upward from subgoal to goal by returning results. No
counterexamples to the applicative hypothesis have been found so far.

Applicative data flow enables context free subprocedure acquisition

The applicative hypothesis has a profound effect on learning. It makes learning
subprocedures context-free. That is. learning a hierarchical procedure becomes roughly equivalent
to inducing a context -free grammar. The basic idea is that the applicative hypothesis, together with
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the recursive control hypothesis (chapter 9), force data flow and control flow to exactly parallel each
other. To put it in terms of grammars, the data flow subcategorizes the goals. This, in turn, makes
it much easier to induce the goal hierarchy from examples.

Inducing a procedure's calling hierarchy (i.e., goal-subgoal hierarchy) from examples has
proved to he a tough problem in Al. Neves (1981) used hierarchical examples to get his procedure
learner to build hierarchy. However, subtraction teachers do not always use such examples. Badre
(1972) recmers hierarchy by assuming examples are accompanied by a written commentary. Each
instance of the same goal is assumed to be accompanied by the same verb (e.g., "borrow"). This is
a somewhat better approximation to the kind of input that students actually receive, but again it
rests on delicate and often violated assumptions. Anzai (1979) uses various kinds of production
compounding (chunking) to build hierarchy. However, to account for which of many hierarchies
would be learned. Anzai used domain-specific features, such as the pyramids characteristic of
subgoal states in the Tower of Hanoi puzzle. The applicative hypothesis cracks the problem by
structuring the language in such a way that hierarchy can be learned via a context free grammar
induction algorithm.

11.4 Summary and formalization

The arguments in this chapter have been somewhat complicated although the conclusion
reached is a rattier simple one. First, it was shown that procedures need to maintain some notion of
a current focus of attention. Roughly speaking, the focu4 of attention is a pointer to a region of the
current problem state where some reading or writing actions are 3oing on. To maintain the current
focus of attention, some way to store and transmit focus over time is needed. This facility was
labelled "data flow." Various ways to construct it were contrasted

The simplest facility is based on using registers (globally bound variables) as repositories for
the current focus of attention. This allows control flow and data flow to be completely
independent. However, this independence led to the downfall of this approach. The Backup repair
can be assumed to be a minimally simple way to change control, yet empirical evidence shows that
whenever it shifts control, it also shifts focus of attention in certain ways. If control flow and data
flow are as independent as the register hypothesis has them, then there is no way to explain
Backup's tandem shifts of control and focus. If the two flows are independent, why doesn't Backup
shift just one and not the other?

The schema. instance hypothesis revises the register hypothesis in a straightforward way by
stipulating that focus is somehow stored in close association with the instantiations of goals. Hence,
whenever a goal is resumed. as by the Backup repair, then its stored focus of attention becomes
current. In a sense, this hypothesis is a dPrect response to the difficulties of the register hypothesis.
It stipulates that whenever control pops, focus of attention is restored too.

The applicative hypothesis goes one step further. It stipulates the converse: whenever control
does not pop (or push), then focus of Attention does not change. That is, the only way to change
focus is to p .th or pop goal instantiations. There is no way to change an instantiation's stored focus
once that instantiation has been made. The currently executing instantiation can't even change its
own focus. This extremely strong hypothesis is motivated by an apparent lack of certain kinds of
bugs. If focus could be changed without changing control. then it ought to be possible for students
to forget to do such A change. That is the rule describing the change could be deleted. Yet no
such deletions have been found. Indeed. when such deletions are carried out, they result in star
bugs. Hence, to explain the way deletion appears to work, data flow must be applicative. This
conclusion is captured in the following hypothesis:
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Applicative data flow
Data flow is applicathe. The data flow (focus of attention) of a procedure changes if and
only Vibe contro! flow also changes. When control resumes an instantiation of goal, the
focus of attention that was current when the goal was instantiated becomes the current
focus of attention.

The impact of this hypothesis on the emerging representatien of procedures is fairly simple. Goals
are equipped with arguments. An argument is a local variable that can be used in the rules that
define the goal's subgoals. When a rule calls a goal, it provides values for each of the arguments of
the goal that it is calling. For instance, in the goal Borrow:

.
Goal: Borrow (C) Type: AND

1. (Borrow-into C)
2. (Borrow-from (Next-coltimn C))
3. (Dill C)

the argument of Borrow is C. When rule 2 calls the goal Borrow -from, it provides a binding for
Borrow-from's argument by evaluating the focus shifting function Next-column. (The next chapter
shows that functions are not a good way to represent the shifting of focus; patterns are better.) The
other rules simply pass the current focus of attention, held in C, to the goals that they call.

Passing intension versus passing extensions

Computer science has invented several ways to pass arguments. The most common is call-by-
value. Others are callby-name, call-for-result, call-by-reference and lazy evaluation, The basic
dimension of variation is how much of the "meaning" is passed along with the value. or datum.
From a logician's viewpoint, the issue is whet'.er the objects being passed via arguments are
intensions or extensions. The most common convention is to pass extensions call-by-value. Lazy
evaluati n is perhaps the closest approximation in computer programming to passing intensions.

The intension-extension dimension is a valid issue for the theory to examine. Certainly the
theory has to take a stand on it if its model is going to be implemented on a computer. The issue
is essentially whether focus of attention is a specific geographic region in the problem state or a
description of a region in the problem state. One might represent an extensional focus of attention
by a rectangle in Cartesian coordinates. Intensional focus migh. be represented by a concatenation
of all the patterns that have been used to generate it. Unforturately, the issue of extensional versus
intensional focus is a very difficult one, with some empirical evidence on both sides. The position
taken by the theory is to represent focus using parse nodes (see section 2.4), which are halfwa,
between extensions and intensions. Appendix 8 discusses this complex issue,

1
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Chapter 12
Searching the Current Problem State

In the next chapter, the problem of how to represent student's understanding of the problem
states will be discussed. It will be shown that students impose a structure on their view of the
current problem state. Their understanding is a sort of a task-specific ontology that de:ermines
what objects "exist" in the sense that they are relevant to the task. The task-specific ontology also
determines dr spatial relationships that "exist" between tli'ese objects. Regardless of how the
students structthe their .1ew of the problem state, the students must occasionally search that
structure in order to locate information needed during problem sob ing. This chapte- discusses the
search issue, which cuts across all the various task-specific ontologics anti representations thereof.

The previous chapter showed that procedures maintain a visual focus of attention. It also
discussed a certain kind of focus shifting caused by popping goals. However, there are other kinds
of focus shifting. For instance, the studsms write symbols :n various locations, presumably shift:hr,
focus between each writing action. Suth focus shifting requires a procedure-directed movement
through the visual-manipulative space. That is, the procedure must search.

The search problem is to equip thv procedure with facilities that allow it to search the problem
state (or rather the student's structured version of the problem state). The essence of the search
problem is how much of the sea;z:h task to represent explicitly in the procedure, and how much to
represent below the grain size of the representation as some kind of primitive or underlying facility.
That is. the search problem concerns where to place the boundary between the cognitive skill under
study. mathematical problem solving, and the perceptual and motor skills that necessarily
accompany the exercise of roadie-mar0 -:.ill. Three hypotheses will be considered:

1. Search loops: The procedure employs explicit search loops in order r., access and manipulate
the symbols in the problem-. state.

2. Path expressions: The procedure describes a path from the current focus of attention to the
desired object. A mechanism that is beneath the vain size boundary actually moves the f9cus
of attention along the path in order to access the desired objec..

3. Pattern matching: The procedure doesn't need to express anything about how to find a
desired symbol. Instead, it merely dascribes what it wants. The description is called a
pattern. A mechanism called the pattern matches, which is below the grain size boundary,
takes care of actually finding the describld symbols.

It will be shown that the evidence is clearly on the side of the third hypothesis.

12.1 Search loops

One way to find symbols is for the procedure to contain search loop. A search loop moves
the focus of visual attention across the problem state, stopping when it reaches the location where
the procedure .vill read or write a symbol. For instance, to find the leftmost column, the procedure
would loop leftward across symbols until it fines a colman (2 ertical group of digit symbols) that
has lots of blank space to the left of it

17
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To implement a loop requires at least one disjunction; the conditional that says whether to
stop or to go once more around the loop. According to the one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis. each
such disjunction must be the topic of its own lesson. in itself, this is not bad. It could well be that
search loops are taught in a series of lessons.

Consider a simple search .hat walks down a string of algebraic symbols looking for. say. a
variable. This would require a loop (expressed recursively) across the symbols of the string. The
loop would be similar in form to the one used in subtraction to walk across the columns of a
problem. Chen one-disjunct-per-lesson learning, the acquisition of the search loop would mimic
acquis.tion uf the multi- column loop:

1. The first lesson concerns the simplest case, where the desired variable is the first element of
the string.

The second lesson has the variable as the second elem_nt of the example string, indicating that
it is not the string's initial element but a variable that is being sought.

3. The third lesson closes the loop with examples where the variable is anywhere in the string.

One could imagine a particularly thorough algebra teacher following this curriculum once.
Howeer. the representation forces such a three-lesstm unit to be presented for. 't acn new search!
Clearly. students can learn searches without this kind of teaching.

The crucial difference between the multi-column loop and the search loop is exactly the
multi-column loop requires mutation of the problem state at each step and therefore is not really a
search loop To maintain .".-e prediction that the multi-column loop repires several lessons, but the
search loop does not, a representational construction is needed that distinguishes the two. The
representation needs a special construction to perform searches.

12.2 Pattern matching

In a production system or a Planner-like language, the usual way to access an object is to
specify the relations that would be true of it. A typical description might be

(AND
(?X ISA PLACE)
(?X IN !COL)
(NOT (?X IS/BLANK)))

This description is used to find a .ion-blank place in the given column. Traditionally, prefixes are
used to distinguish search variables such as ?X from goal arguments, such as !COL which are
bound prior to the search. The critical point is that patterns need not specify how to conduct the
search to locate the described object. They only describe what the search is looking rot% The
interpreter includes a mechanism called the pattern watcher which actually conducts the bc,arcli

Essentially, the argument is that since search loops are not taught explicitly in class, some
general search mechanism must be in place before instruction begins. Therefore. only the
descriptions that drive the search need be learned in class and not the search loops themselves.

Although patterns and paaern matching are the solution that the theory uses for the search
problem, it is worth mentioning a special search construction that was once used by Sierra. It
possesses many interesting qualities, but turned out rather poorly compared to patterns and patte:
matching.
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12.3 Function nests as representations of paths

Mc basic idea of Sierra's old representation was to describe a path between the current focus
of attention aid the desired new focus of attention. This path was expressed as a nest of functions.
For example. if the current focus is a column that requires borrowing, then the Borrow-from goal
needs to be called on the top digit of the next column to the left. To shift focus. the following
function nest was used:

(Top Digit (LeftAdjacentColumn Col))

l'his describes a path. It moves first to the column that is just left of the current focus of attention
(represented by the variable Col). Then ft focuses in on the top digit of that column.

what makes this representation interesting is that it could acquire new descriptive functions in
the same v..0 that nevk subproc,_dures are acquired. The basic idea is to define functions using the
Wine AND OR structure that procedures control structure uses. The crux of the representation was a
construction called an intersection function. An intersection function is expressed as a ftinctional
AND goat Thus, LeftAdjacentColumn is expressed using the following intersection i tion:

Goal: LeftAdjacentColumn (Col) Type: AND. Function?: true
1. (Columns)
2. (Left Col)
3. (Adjacent Col)

This function intersects the sets returned by the three subfunctions, Columns, Left and
Adjacent. Functions must be set-valued in order to make this work. Thus, a function such as
(Left Col ) returns all places that are to the left of the given column. The result of the
intersection function allove would be the intersections of an columns, all places to the left of the
g.ven column, add all places adtaccnt to the given column. This meats that it returns a singleton
set consisting of the left-adjacent column.

Intersection functions can have the same syntax as goals. Hence, learning new intersection
functions would be similar, if not identical, to learning new subprocedures. Moreover. rule deletion
would be identical to "forgetting" part of a. term's definition. The whole concept seems quite
tractable. In fact, Sierra used this representation for quite a long time, as representations go, A
complete learner was built for it. That is where the fatal flaw was found.

There are loo many paths beiweer any two palms

By the time the later lessons of subtraction are encountered, a number of intersection
functions such as LeftAdjacentColumn have been learned. The richaess of this set allows long
and silly nests of functions to be induced for descriptions. For example, the usual borrow-from
place,

(TopDigit (LeftAdjacentColumn Col))

could also be described uy any of the following nests:

t, I 3 i
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1. (Top Digit
(ColumnDfDigit

(LeftAdjacentOigit
(Bottom Digit Col ))))

2. (RightAdjacentDigit
(Top Digit

(LeftAdjacentColumn
(LeftAdjacentColumn Col ))))

3. (AboveAdjacentDig it
(BottomDigit

ReftAdjacantColunin Col)))

As time nests illustrate, there arc many paths to get from one place to another. Path induction will
find all possible paths from the current focus of attention to the place where attention is next to be
focused. When non-cyclic paths are removed, there are still far too many paths. E en when
minimal length paths are the only paths induced, there are many path. Morcurer, all the paths are
roughly equivalent in that procedures with different paths are ohm-% ititn.illy indistinguishable.

To avoid this redundancy, one really wants to merge those paths. One wants to describe the
network instead of all the paths traversing it. That is exactly what patterns do. If a pa:tern consists
of a set of relations among %ariables, the itlations can be %iewed as labelled edges for a directed
graph with the variables serving as the graph nodes. Thus, patterns express the whole network of
relationships between current and successor foci, while a function nest expresses only one path
through the network. The reason that path induction generates so many silly. redundant expressions
is that it generates all possible paths between two nodes in the n work. Clearly, learning is better
represented as inducing the network itself. Thus, A need not chi, between alternative and neatly
equivalent paths.

Paths and relaxation

The discussion above is aimed mostly at establishing a different perspective on patterns rather
than criticizing the path framework. The damning problems with paths hare to dc with the fact
that they are hard to "relax." A pattern can be relaxed by deleting one or more of its relations,
allowing it to match in more situations than it used to. However, it loesnI work to delete one
function from a function nest. Such deletions generally generate nonsensical paths.

Relaxation is used in several ways. It is used by the Refocus repair in older to find a new
argument for a stuck action that is "similar" to the argument value that causes the impasse.
Relaxation is also used in learning to generalize descriptions in certain situations. Chapter 18
discusses these issues. Suffice it to say that paths are a poor representation for locative descriptions
whenever those descriptions must be revised. As long as the descriptions never change, which is not
the case here, then path representations work fine.

12.4 Summary and fonnalization

It is often the case that procedures much search the problem state to find information. If this
search were represented explicitly in the procedure, then it v ould occasionally take the form of a
search loop. Such loops would require at least c.ne disjunction in order to terminate the loop when
the desired information is found. However, the one-disjunctperlesson hypothesis entails that each
time such a loop is learatt' I would have to be learned in a short sequence of lessons. In many
cases, such lessons are not found in today's curricula. Hence, to maintain the truth of one-disjunct
per-lesson learning, a facility for doing search hat is beneath the grain-Axe boundary must be

a
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added to the representation. A hypothesis to capture this conclusions is:

179

Pattern
Procedures have patterns which are matched against the current problem state.

There are many issues introduced by the addition of patterns to the representation. Chapter 13
discusses what the set of relations should be for patterns and how the students understanding of the
problem state. which is what patterns match against, should be represented. Chapter 14 discusses
the expressive power that patterns should be given. They must have at least relations, such as
Ref tOf x y) or (Col umn x) m order to describe the kinds of information that search seeks.
However, it is so far an open question whether they have logical constructions such as quantifiers,
disiunctions and so on. Chapter 17 shows that procedures need two kinds of patterns. Test patterns
are used for the applicability conditions of rules. Fete; patterns are used for the focus shifting that
occurs when a rule calls a subgoal. Chapters 18 and 19 discuss how patterns are acquired.

1 33
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Chapter 13
Ontology

This chapter discusses how to represent a student's 'inderstanding of the current problem
state. or rather, that portion of the current problem state that the student considers relevant to the
problem solving task. It is assumed that the student knows or believes that only certain kinds of
objects and relations are relevant to learning and problem soh ing in the given task. That is, it is
assumed that the student has a Task- specific ontology which says what kinds of objects and relations
exist in a given problem state when that state is viewed in a task-oriented way. This ontology is
specific to the task the procedure solves becausl the kinds of objects and relations that are relevant
vanes with the task. The relevant objects for subtraction are different than those for algebra, for tic
uc roe, or for drawing cartoons, e-en though all these tasks are carried out on puper. Indeed, the
task-specific ontology may even vary across subjects performing the same task. This variability is
the essential problem. :t will be shown that the choice of objects and relations used in an inductive
learning model has a direct effect on the output of the learner. But the ontology is task-specific, so
the theorist must provide it, at least in part. The theorist can control the predictions of the model
by controlling the objects and relations used to represent the students task-specific ontology. If the
theorist is allowed total freedom in choosing the model's objects and relations, then the empirical
adequacy of the theory may depend more on the cleverness of the theorist than on the principles of
the theory. The theory may have little explanatory value.

To summarin, there are two horns to the dilemma: Since the student's task-specific ontology
varies across tasks (and perhaps across students as well), the theory must leave its formal expression
as an open parameter in the model. Some tailoring must be allowed. On the other horn, if the
ontology parameter is too unconstrained, the theory may be vacuous. The problem is to provide
some way to constrain the representation of task-specific ontologies. This chapter discusses three
solutions to that problem:

1. Problem state spaces: The theory places no constraints on the representation of task-specific
ontologies. For each task (or possibly each student), the theorist provides a problem state
data structure, some functions and relations for accessii:g it, and some state change operators.

Aggregate object definitions: Under this approach, the theory asserts that all students have ti
same conception of two-dimensional space for all mathematical symbol manipulation tasks.
That spatial conception is based on a few fundamental concepts, including adjacency,
sequence and the compass points: horizontal, vertical and the two diagonals. The variation in
ontologies across tasks and individuals is confined to aggregate objects. That is, different tasks
will group the symbols differently. Subtraction cares about columns but algebra doesn't
Different students might group symbols diffenntly. Some algebra students group "2+3x"
such that '12+3" is an aggregate object. Although grouping strategies may vary, the set of
basic spatial relations and the set of state change operators are both constant. A subtraction
problem is a horizontal sequence of coluffins; an algebraic expression (e.g., "-2+3x2+y") is
a horizontal sequence of signed terms. The model uses exactly the same spatial relations to
describe both cases Essentially, the snatial relations are a fixed. universal set. The objects
vary across tasks and individuals. The set of state change operators is also a fixed, universal
set. To ailor the ontology parameter of the model, the theorist provides only a set of
aggregate object definitions,
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3. Grammars. This approach takes the same stand on the universal character of spatial relations
and state change operators as the object definition approach. However, it expresses that
h}pothesis differently. The essential difference is that aggregate objects can be defined in
terms of other aggregate objects. In particular, an object is defined by a set of grammar rules
that may mention other objects. The formalism for grammar rules embeds the fundamental
spatial relations. adjacenc), sequence and the compass points. The grammar also establishes a
part-whole hierachy of aggregate objects_ This hierarchy is lacking from the object definition
approach. 1 u tailor the ontology parameter of the model, the theorist provides a grammar.

All three approaches were implemented in Sierra at various times. They are only a small sample of
the many as that ontologies can be represented. More research is needed in thi: :rucial area.
Fur the: domain of mathematical symbol manipulation skills, it will be shown that the grammar
approach yields the best theor). However, it is not yet clear whether this general approach will
work in other domains. I would hesitate to say that a grammar is the right way to represent a
nuclear power plant operator's task specific ontology. Clearly the plant operator's ontology would
nut be a simple two-d;rmnsional grammar of the kind used in this theory. Perhaps it would be
more like the device topologies used in de Kleer's work on causal models of physical devices
(de Klecr, 1979, de KIM & Brown, 1981), This will be a critical issue when the acquisition of
procedural skills is studied in other domains than symbol manipulation.

13.1 Problem state spaces
/

One approach to representing the subject's task-specific .ontology is to use a high-level,
structural description of the problem state. For instance, the problem state might be formalized as
operator-precedence trees for algebra or as matrices for arithmetic. One must also provide a set of
descriptive terms for the procedure for use in accessing parts of the problem state data structure or
in testing its properties. Examples of such descriptive terms are a function that retrieves the left
side of a given equation, or a predicate that is tale of two columns when they are adjacent to each
other.

This approach is essentially a projection of Newell and Simon's problem space approach onto
the problem state dimension (Newell & Simon, 1972), Problem spaces contain information that
doesn't directly represent the current state of the visible problem. A problem space for chess
contains information atom the previous moves in the game, for instance. The problem stale space
approach is just a restnction of the problem space approach. It includes only information ..bout the
problem state. That is, it represents the subject's internal representation of the current external state
of the problem.

A fundamental tenet of the problem space approach used by Newel' and Simon is that
problem spaces vary across individuals and tasks. The problem state space therefore is left as a
model parameter that can be tailored by the theorist to fit individual subjects. This is its Achilles
heel. For several years while repair theory was being developed, Sierra's solver used problem state
spaces. The solver's performance was relatively insensitive to variations in the problem state space.
However, when the learner was developed, it showed enormous sensitivity to the problem state
space. Many important details of the student procedures induced by the learner were controlled
solely by the problem state space. Since the learner was balcally an inducer, slight shifts in how
probletns Acre described were lifted by generalizatiod into the acquired procedure. Since the
probicm state space has to be fitted by the theuiist to the data, the theorist can tailor thl learner's
output to be just about anythir4. This gives the theory a great deal of tailorability. Indeed, it can
be argued that it gives it too much.
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The generation of Always-Borrow-Left depends on the problem state space

The problem state space has enough tailorability that it even affects the generation of a
premier bug of induction: AlwksllonowLeft. This subtraction bug is a particularly clear example
of how induction can generate bugs as well as correct procedures. Its generation assumes that the
student has learned only part of the lesson sequence for subtraction. In particular, n assumes that
the student has just been introduced to borrowing. In all textbooks that I know of, the lesson that
introdecfis borrowing uses only two column problems, such as rr.

5 5 2
616a. b. 3 816 c. 3 816

- 1 9 - 1 0 9 - 1 0 9
46 2 6 6 1 6 6

Multicolumn problems, such as b, are not used. Consequently, the student has insufficient
information for unambiguously inducing where to place borrow's decrement. The correct placement
is in the leftadjacent column, as in b. However, two column problems are also consistent with
decrementing in the leftmost column, as in c. Given only two column examples, induction can't
discriminate between the two placements. The bug Always-llorrow-Left results from the learner
taking the leftmost generalization, rather than the left-adjacent generalization, which is the correct
one. Always-Borrow-Left produces the kind of solutions shown in c. The bug occurred six times in
the Southbay sample of 375 students with bugs. Its existence is prime evidence that induction plays
an important role in procedure acquisition.

The problem state space has total control over whether cr not Always-Borrow-Left is
generated If the problem state space does not include "leftmost column" as one of the descriptive
terms, then Always-Borrow-Left is not induced. To cover the data, the problem state space has to
have "leftmost column" in it. Yet if the problem state -space has all plausible descriptive terms in it,
then induction will generate star bugs. For instance, if "tens column" is a descriptive term in the
problem state space, th.en two-column worked examples will generate a star bug that could be called

Always -Borrow - f=rom- Tens-Column, Its work is shown in d and e:

14 3

d. 015 6 e. 615 4 1
- 1 9 0 - 1 9 0 0

5 5 6 5 6 4 1

The star bug decrements the top digit in the tens column even when that column has already been
answered. as in e, or is in the process of getting answered, as in d. The model should not generate
`Always- Borrow- From-Tens- Column. Therefore, the problem state space should not include the
descnptive term "tens column."

These examples demonstrate that the empirical adequacy of the the theory is highly sensitive
to the problem state space. If the theorist tailors the problem state space. then many bugs and star
bugs are not explained, they are merely represented by the presence or absence of descriptive terms.
Adjusting the problem state space to include "leftmost column" and exclude "tens column" doesn't
explain why one and not the other is a salient descriptor to students. Tailorability reduces the
explanatory value of the theory.
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Problem stale spaces reduce the precasting ability of the theory

There is a second reason that a tailorable problem state space decreases theoretical adequacy.
When the theory is applied to a new task domain. it has to be given a new problem state space.
Suppose that data have not been collected for this task domain. With nothing to tdiloi the problem
gate space to, the theorist must rely on intuition in formulating the pri.blern state space. Since
there is no reason to believe in the theorist's guess for a problem state space, there is no reason to
believe the theory's predictions, which depend directly on the problem state space. The predictions
merely reflect the theorist's intuitions. Hence, the theory is useless for applications that wish to use
it instead of extensive data collection projects. As an example of such an application, suppose
someone had just invented some paper-and-pencil tools for calculation and a curriculum to teach
people how to use them (e.g., a new way to solve fraction addition problems). This theory would
be nearly useless for assessing the quality of that curriculum given that the problem gate space had
to be guessed. Tailorability reduces the forecasting ability of the theory.

13.2 Aggregate object definitions: fixed sp vtial relations

During the period that Sierra -Ased problem state spaces, the set of notational terms was
,Idiusted in to maximize the empirical adequacy of the learner's predictions. The resulting set
of primitives had several regularities. For instance, there were several clusters of primitives that
expressed the idea of a sequence of objects. A horizontal sequence of columns was represented by
a cluster of primitives consisting of:

leftmost column
left adjacent column
column A is left of column B
rightmost column
right adjacent column

There were several of these seqqnce clusters. It seemed that a powerful underlying concept,
sequence. was not being captured by the representation in its most general form. The next
hypothesis, the aggregate object definition hypothesis, aims to rectify this.

The basic idea behind the aggregate object definition approach is to split off general spatial
notions from task-specific notions. The concepts that vary across tasks and subjects are mostly
concerned with aggregation J symbols into groups. This part of the problem gate space has to be
left open for the the theorist to adjust. Everything else can be fixed. In particular, spatial relations
are represented by the following set of predicates on objects:

Topological
(Adjacent? x y)
(Inside? x y)

Sequence
(Last? S x)
(First? S x)
(Middle? S x)
(Ordered? S x

Compass points
(LeftOf? x y)
(Above? x y)
(Superscript? x y)
(Subscript? x y)

y)

x is adjacent to y
x is inside y

x is GK. last element of sequence S
x is the first element of sequence S
x is neither the first nor last element of S
x is before y in the sequence S

x is to the left of y
x is above. y
x is diagonally up' and right of y
x is diagonally down and right of y
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There arc conventions for ordering sequences. The first clement of a horitontal sequence is th.
leftmost elerhent, and the first element of a vertical sequence is the top element.

The spatial ,l,,tions arc a fixed set, provided by the model. To complete the representation
of a student's task-specific ontology, the theorist provides a set of type and part relations for each
aggregate object and its parts. For instance. the theorist could define an algebraic equation as an
aggregate object by defining one type relation and three part relations:

(Equation? Q)
(Li's x Q)
(Sign x Q)
(Ltis x Q)

true if Q is an equation
x is the expression on the left of the equation Q
x is the sign (usually =) between the equation's halves
x is the expression on the left of the equation Q

M argued in chapter 12, patterns are used for all interface operations between the procedure and
the problem state space. In parti.ular, they are used as the applicability conditions for tines and for
shifting the focus of attention when a rule calls a goal. Patterns contain both spatial relations and
the relations provided by the theorist to define aggregate objects. The following pattern might be
used to test if an algebraic equation-solving problem has been completed:

(Equation? LQ)
(Equation? Q)
(Last? S LQ)
(Middle? S Q)
(Above? Q LQ)
(Lhs x LQ)
(Variable? x)
(Rhs y LQ)
(Expression? y)

This pattern describes two equations, LQ and Q. They are vertically aligned in some sequence S,
and LQ is last in the sequence. The left side of LQ is a variable, and the right side is an algebraic
expression. This pattern would match b but not a:

a. 2x+6 = 9 b.
2x = 9 -5

2x)6 = 9
2x = 9-5
2x = 4
x = 4/2

Both problem states have a vertical sequence of equations, but the pattern doesn't match problem
state a since its vertical sequence of equations does not end with an equation that has a single
variable as the left hand side.

The point of fixing thc spatial relations is to remove a degree of freedom from the
representation of Lisk-spccifie ()neologies. The only freedom left is the aggregate object definitions.
In a sense. the theory has been augmented with a micro-theory of two dimensional space. This
micro-theory increases the explanatory value of the. theory as a whole. For instance, one of the
prinuples of the micro-theory is that whenever there is a sequence, the first and last elements of the
sequence are salient to the student. If the inducer sees a problem state where x is the first element
of the sequence S, then (first? x S) will always be induced as a pan of the description of x. In
particular, if x is the leftmost column in a sequence of columns, the induced description of x will
include the constraint that it is the leftmost column. This explains why Always-Borrow-Left is a
bug. The column it borrows from is a leftmost column. induction is for,,ed to predict the btu,
given a training set of two-column borrow examples. The microtheory explains the bug from the
general principle that people always notice the boundary points of linear arrangements of objects.
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13.3 Grammars

With the addition of a micro theory of space and a symbol level grain sue, the tailorability of
the model is drastically reduced. The way that the model is adapted to represent varying
conceptions of notational syntax is limited to defining new kinds of aggregate objects and their
associated part relations. The set of primitive spatial relations and primitive writing operations
remains the same.

1 his section discusses set.cral hypotheses about the meaning of pattern relations based on this
representation of tisk-specific ontologies. In particular, what are the runtime implications of the
spatial rclatwns and the relations that define aggregate objects? From the perspective of building a
computer model, the issue is how to define the meaning of the relations that are used in patterns.
If the pattern has (Col umn x) in it, how does the pattern matcher enforce this constraint on the
bindings of the pattern variable x? That is, what is the relationship between pattern relations and
the current problem state?

The myopia problem

The most straightforward relationship between patterns and problem states is simply to
provide each term with some gcomctric definition. For example, the spatial predicate.
(Adjacent? x y) might be defined to mean that there is nothing but blank paper between x and
y. By this definition, the 3 and the x are adjacent in both a and b:

3 x
a. 3 x = 6 b. .

4 8

Not only are the 3 and the x separated only by blank space, but they are the same distance apart
By any local definition of Adjacent?, the 3 and the x are adjacent in both a and b. This strange
interpretation of b is not one that subjects make.

This myopic behavior was discovered in an early version of Sierra. At first I thought it was
an. instance of the old "how near is near" problem that has plagued Al for at least a decade
(Denofsky. 1976). How close do two symbols have to be to be adjacent? To my knowledge, no one
has solved the "how near is near" problem, if indeed "solving" it makes any sense in the abstract..
There are a collection of hacks for getting around it, mainly involving fudge factors and
manipulations of the grain size of the coordinate system. However, as various increasingly desperate
hacks were applied to fix Sierra's myopia, it became clear that the approach of using local geometric
definitisns for terms was just too local to be workable.

The robustness problem

Another approach is to maintain locality of a sort by using definitions that search for maximal
conditions within a neighborhood. For instance, (Adj acent? x y) could be defined as "there is
no object which is closer to x than y, and closer to y than x." In other words, x and y are the
closest objects to each other. This would correctly rule out adjacency for 3A in
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3 x

4 8
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since the the closest object to the 3 is the equals sign, not the x. These sort of locally maximal
definitions are an improvement over absolute definitions, but even they have problems.

For one thing, they require special cases for symbols that aren't roughly circular in shape, as
me digits and letters arc. A fraction bar is one such symbol. One wants 3 and x to be adjacent in
the following fraction:

3 x-r
However. the bar is the closest symbol to the 3, not the x. Bars have to be made an exception to
the rule in order to get the 3 and the x to be adjacent.

A second problem is a lack of robustness. A little sloppiness in the placement of symbols
changes the truth values of predicates defined with locally maximal definitions. For instance, in the
first line of

3 x = 6
Y = 2

The 3 and the x a:e not adjacent because they on the second line is too close.

Adjacency is the foundation of symbol groups in mathematical notation. It plays the role of
string adjacency in text parsing or temporal adjacency in speech understanding. If adjacency can't
be well defined, then the chances of an adequate definitions for other notational terms is poor
indeed.

The local ambiguity problem

There is a second kind of problem with local definition of relations. It involves local
ambiguity. A local ambiguity occurs when there are several interpretations for a certain subset of
the problem state, yet all but onP interpretation fail to fit into an interpretation of the whole
problem state. That is, there is ambiguity when only a part of the scene is considered, but the
ambiguity ..isappears when the whole scene is considered. Take, as an example, the string "2+3x."
One interpretation is that "2+3" is an expression. While locally correct, this interpretation cannot
be extended to include the x (assuming a correct syntax for algebraic notions). To see why filtering
local ambiguities is important, suppose the procedure wants to extend the expression by appending
"+5" to its right end. It uses some pattern to fetch the current expression. if the page bears
"2+3x" it is possible that the pattern matcher will return "2+3" as the expression. Appending
" +5" to this will cause x to he overwritten. This is not a mistake that people makc. Clearly, the
definitions of pattern matching must be modified so that such local ambiguities will not be
retorneti.

One solution to the local ambiguity problem is to have each term's definition check the
context of its group of symbols as part of determining whether it is true of them. For instance, an
algebraic expression with two terms could be defined as:
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(SinaryExpc x y)
(Term? A) A
(Term? y) A
(Adjacent? x y) A
(Left Of? x y) A
piz z y) V (Adjacent? z x) V (Left0f? a x)] A
piz z x) V (Adjacent? y z) V (Leftflf? y z)]

The intent is for this relation to match "2+3x" but not "2+3." This definition uses universal
quantifiers to check that there is nothing just left or just right of the elression. Thus, it rules out
"2+3" because it sees the "x" just to the left of it.

Actually. the definition is a little too strong. It must allow certain symbols at its sides, such as
equal signs, for instance. So each disjunction would need to be extended with literals such as

...V (Equal (Read z) '=) V (Equal (Read z) 'I)
In fact, whenever a new notational symbol is ;earned, all definitions, such as this one, for aggregate
objects that can be located adjacent to the new symbol must have their definitions updated. For
instance, when "*" is learned, then the definition above would have to be extended. This would
make it difficult, perhaps, to formulate a plausible theory for incremental learning of notation.

Actually, using context-sensitive definitions 4uld probably not work in general. Consider the
string "2+315 8I". The extended definition for gina ryExpr given earlier allows "i" on its side.
So it correctly calls "5-8" an expression. However, it also callsii2+3" an expression. In order to
discriminate between the two, it needs to look further than one symbol away.

Wirther or not this approach of using look-ahead in local definitions of terms will solve the
local ambiguity problem in general amounts to asking whether every mathematical notation has an
1_R(k) grammar (or equivalently. whether it is a deterministic language). It has been shown that all
precedence languages are determinism: languages (Floyd, 1963). The class of precedence languages
Lakes in the sort of linear mathematical expressions used in computer lanoages. However, it is
uncertain whether no -dimensional mathematical notation is a precedence language or even a
deterministic language. In short, there is reason 'o doubt whether the local defhition approach will
always be sufficiently powerful to express all mathematical notation. Of course, Isaming definitions
with many symbols of look-ahead may grossly complicate a theory of their acquisition.

Using grammars to solve problems with myopia and local ambiguity

When relations are defined using only local geometric knowledge, relations such as "term"
and "expression" ha no relationship to each other except perhaps for co-occurrence in some
patterns in the procc re. Consequently, there is no way to prune objects which satisfy their local
definition but fail to participate in a global parse of the image. If notational objects are defined by
a grammar, the definitions of objects refer to other objects by name. This provides information
linking the objects together. It can be used to solve problems of myopia and local ambiguity during
pattern matching.

The basic idea is that relations can have fairly sloppy, individual definitions if the definitions
are used in concert. A relation in a pattern matches a form in the problem state only if that form
participates in a global parse of the problem state. The graniriar as a whole acts as a filter on
possible instantiations of the relations. Hence, the local parse of "2+3" as an algebraic expression
in "2 +3x" is ruled out because it does not fit into a global parse of the whole problem state, Thus,
the grammar is used to filter cut local ambiguities. Similarly, grammars solve the myopia problem
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of pattern matching. In

Ogrot.ocy

3 x = 6
Y = 2

the 3 and the y are not adjacent because there is no global interpretation of the problem state that
groups those two symbols together as a unit. A local definition of Adjacent? might suggest that
they are adjacent, but the global interpretation would filter this suggestion out before the pattern
matcher can mistakenly retrieve it.

A technical detail: maximal parses

To insist that the problem state have a complete parse is a little too strong, The current
problem state may not have a complete parse. This is often the case in the midst of problem
solving. En route from "2+3x" to "2+3x+5", the problem state is "3 +3x + ", which is not a well-
formed algebraic expression. Since it hasn't a complete parse, pattern matching would not be
permitted to access any part of it So the complete-parse restriction is a tad too strong.

One stipulation that works is to specify that objects must participate in a maximal parse. A
parse is maximal if the group it corers is not a proper subset of any other parse's cover. Since
"2+3" is a proper subset of "2+3x", it is not a maximal parse of the problem state "2+3x +''.
Hence it is not accessible to matching. There are stipulations other than this one that work, but
they seem to produce exactly the same filtering as the maximal parse stipulation. At any rate, some
kind of global coherency is necessary as a filter on matching, although currently the details of what
that coherency is don't seem to be too important.

13.4 Summary and formal hypotheses

The arguments in this chapter concern how to restrict the ontology parameter of the model.
The model uses a set of relations and state change operators to represent the way students structure
their views of the current problem state. In most cognitive modeling efforts (e.g., Newell & Simon,
1972), this paramek: is left tailorabie. Depending on the task and the subject's perception of it, the
theorist constructs a different representation of the problem state, along with the pattern relations
that am used to access it. This approach, dubbed the problem state space approach, gives a great
deal of tailorability to the model. ,-

It was argued that the degree of tailorability was too high. The argument turned on the fact
that the present theory is an inductive learn'tig theory. (N.B.. Newell and Simon's theory of human
problem solving (1972) is not a learning L.. ory. so its predictions may be less sensitive to the
tailoring of the problem space.) Subtle changes in the relations that described the problem state or
the operators that changed it are lifted up by induction and placed into the procedure. Hence, the
theorist may control the output of the learner by tailoring the problem state space. This reduces the
theory's ability to explain why some procedures are acquired and others are not

The ontology parameter cannot be completely fixed sine subjects' perceptions of the task
really are different across tasks and individuals. However. certain parts cf their understanding do
not change much, given that the domain is limited to mathematical symbol manipulation tasks.
These less variable kinds of knowledge can be fixed by the theory. The basic idea is that the
subject's notions of two-dimensional space do not change much across tasks or flout one individual
to another. However, the way that symbols are grouped into aggregate objects does vary. The
theory can fix the spatial relations, but it needs to leave the specification of aggregate objects open
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to tailoring.

No ways to capture this basic idea were discussed. One is to allow thc theorist to define
aggegate object relations, using Lisp or sonic other convenient language. The Mations act locally,
recopying instances of themselves m the problem state. For instance, (Col umn x) might be (Ric
of vertically adjacent pairs of digits. This way of defining relations turned out to have severe
problems. Notions such as adjacency don't really depend much on the local geometric relations
between two symbols, but rather on the problem state as a whole. This gestalt aspect of spatial
knowledge forc.es the representation to use the definitions of objects and spatial relations in concert
to filter out interpretations that people would not make of the problem state.

To make this cooperative filtering possible, objects are defined by a grammar. The grammar
uses the fundamental spatial relations as part of definitional formalism. This way of defining
aggregate objects is expressed by the following three hypotheses:

Spatial relations
The following 5 relations are the spatial relations:
(First? S x) Object x is the first part of some sequential object S.
(Last? S x) Object x is the last part of some sequential object S.
( Ordered? S x y) Object x comes before y in some sequential object S.
( Adj ace n t? S x y) Object x is adjacent to y in some sequential object S.
( !Part x y) Object x is a part of object y.

Grammars /-i
Aggr-gation of symbols into groups is defined by a spatial grammar based on thenotions
of sequence. part-whole and the compass points: honiontal, vertical and the two
diagonals. For each aggregate object defined by the grammar, a new categorical relation
is defined.

Relations
The relations available to patterns are the spatial Motions, the categorical relations
defined by the grammar, and the usual arithmetic 1.-.1..dicates.

.,

The relationship between the grammar and the pattern relations is implemented by categorical
relations. When a new object is defined by the grammar, a new categorical relation becomes
available for used by the patterns. For instance. the grammar might define a multidigit number
with the following two rules:

NUM ---> DIGIT
NUM ---> DIGIT (DIGIT)+ DIGIT ; HORIZONTAL

(The formalism for grammar rules has not been motivated yet. It is discussed in section 15.2. It is
based on some ordinary context free grammar conventions. parentheses mean a category is optional,
and + means a category may be repeated arbitranly many times.) The first rule says that a number
can be just a single uigiL The second rule says that a number can be two or more digits in a
horizontal sequence. Whenever a rule has more than one category on the right side, it must be
aonotated with one of the compass points; horizontal, vertical, superscript or subscript.

The grammar's definitions cause pattern relations to become defined. In this illustration, the
rules cause a categorical relation. NUM, to be defined for patterns. ( NUM x) is true of the form
"23." Multi-category rules establish part-whole relations. When "23" is parsed by the second
rule above, ( ! Part x y) is true when x is the 2 and y is the NUM object, 23. Similarly, the other
straw] relations depend on the grammar for their meaning. (Ordered? S x y) is true when S is
the number, x is the 2, and y is the 3.
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The categorical relation NUM is not true of the 2 alone in the form 23. One of the main
purposes of using a grammar to represent aggregate objects is to filter out such local parses. This
was argued for in section 13.3. It is captured by the following hypothesis:

Global malching
The set of objects in a problem state that patterns can aulich against is limited to those
that participate in a maximal parse of the problem state as determined by the grammar.

This hypothesis is responsible for keeping "2+3" from being treated as an expression when the
whole problem sate is "2+3x." It can be implemented many ways. Sierra oplements it by
parsing the problem state bottom-up using the grammar. This yields a set of parse trees. Each
parse tree covers some set of symbols in the problem state. The parse trees that do nct cover 4' .
maximal set of symbols are deleted. Those that remain contain. as parse nodes. all the possible
objects that patterns may match against.

Representing stale-changes

The preceding discussion centered on how students view a static. unchanging scene: the
current problem state. It was assumed that students have an ontology that says what kinds of
aggregate objects and relations are relevant to the task at hand. The task-specific ontology
structures how students %iew a single problem state. By symmetry. there ought to be a similar task-
specific knowledge source that structures their view of changes in the problem state. I think that
there is such knowledge. but I admit to being quite 4.,..6ifused on the subject. At the crux of state
changes lies the notorious frame problem of Al. how does one handle the fact that only a little bit
of a problem state changes at time. so almost all references into it may remain unchanged. A

central concern is whether foci of attention should refer extensionally or intensionally. Then
difficult issues are discussed in appendix 8.
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Chapter 14
Pattern Power

Chapter 12 showed that the interface between procedures and problem states should use
patterns and pattern matching. However, this leaves many issues unresolved. An important
unresolved i:sue concerns how much descriptive power patterns may have. 'llus issue basically asks
what kinds of logical constructions arc used in patterns, or equivalently, what the representation
language for patterns is.

14.1 Viewing patterns as logics

A convenient and natural way to discuss the power of pattern languages is to equate them
with logics. A pattern corresponds to a proposition. What the pattern matches against corresponds
to a model, in the logician's sense of the word "model." Matching a pattern is equivalent to
satisfying the corresponding ptuposioun in the model. .\lthough this is a standard way to look at
patterns, an example might be helpful to bring it into sharper focus. A typical pattern 1,om a
production system or Planner-like language is:

((?X ISA PLACE) (?X IN !COL) (NOT (?X IS/BLANK)))

Pattern variables are indicated by a "?" prefix; variables that are bound before the pattern is
matched are indicated with a "1" prefix, What this pattern means is "give me a place X that's inside
the given COL and not blank. Me equivalent in a first-order logic would be

3x (Place x) A (In x COL) A (Blank x)
The quantifier is existentially bound because the pattern should fail to match only if there are no
blank places in COL. It should fail in a null (empty) model, for example. If x were universally
bound, the proposition would be true in the null model.

The order of the logic

There are a number of constraints illustrated by the example. First, the log c must be at least
first order. A propositional (variably -less) logic hasn't the expressive power neetiud to mention
several notational objects at once. Both x and COL have to be inentioned in the preceding example.
The need to mention several objects at once is entailed by the need to shift focus in the procedure.
Since focus was shown to be necessary for mathematkal procedures (section 11.1), the pattern logic
must be at least first order.

There are many higher-order logics. Since they include first-order logic, parsimony counsels
considering them only if firstorder logics prove to have inadequate expressive power. 51 far, the
expressive power of first-order logics has been sufficient to allow formulation of an empirically
adequate theory.
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Clausal form

Having established the order of the pastern logic, one can ask whether all the descriptive
power of first-order logic is necessary. A convenient way to do this is to examine, in turn, each
logical connective, quantifier and syntactic d' %iv:. 'llus approach is complicated by the redundancy
of first-order logic. Almost any express'r n using a given construction can be converted to a
logically equivalent expression that dues not use the construction. To convert an examination of
connectives and other devices into an examination of descriptive power, we need to eliminate this
redundancy.

An easy way to eliminate redundancy is to use a normal (or canonical) form. The normal
form that makes this discussion clearest is clausal form (see any textbook on mathematical logic, e.g.,
Iasuhara, 1971). Any proposition in a standard firstorder logic can be converted to clausal form in
four steps:

4

1. Remove implications; e.g.,
Vx3y (P x y) A [Vz (R x y z) D (Q y 2)]
becomes Vx3y (P x y) A [Vz (R x y z) V (Q y z)]

2. Push negations down to literals; e.g.,
Vx3y (P x y) A [Vz (R x y z) V (Q y 2)]
becomes 3xVy (P x y) V [3z (R x y z) A (Q y z)]

3. Skolemize. That is, convert existentially bound variables into Skolem (anonymous) functions.
The arguments of the Skolem function are any universally bound variables whose scope
includes the existential quantifier. Nullary Skolem functions are expressed as Skolem
(anonymous) constants; e.g.,
3xVy (P x y) V [3z (II x y z) A (Q y z))
becomes (P a y) V [(R a y (f y)) A (Q y (f y)))
where a is a Skolem constant and f is a Skolem function.

4. Convert to product-of-sums form, that is, a conjunction of literals or disjunctions; e.g.,
(P a y) V [(R a y (f y)) A .(Q y (f y))] becomes
HP a y) V (R a y (f y))] A [ (P a y) V --(Q y (f y))]

While this version of clausal form is not quite a normal form (order within disjunctions and
conjunctions has not been stipulated), it yields a short check list of constructions:

1. predicates
2. conjunctions
3. Skolem constants (wide scope existential quantifiers)

4. constants
5. functions
6. negation

7. variables (universal quantifiers)
8. Skolem functions (narrow scope existential quantifiers)
9. disjunctions

This list is the topic of the chapter. The discussion centers on which of these expressive facilities
the pattern language should have. It will be shown that the first three are necessary, the next three
are optional, and the last three should be prohibited.
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14.2 Predicates. conjunctions and SW len) constants

The first three constnicts are fundamental to patterns. All three are needed to express even
the simple pattern mentioned earlier. "I he pattern and its eoulyalent clausal form expression are:

{( ?X ISA PLACE) (?X IN !COL) (NOT (?X IS/BLANK)))

(Place a) A (In a COL) A (NonBlank a)

The predicates and conjanctions arc obyious. The pattern Yariable_VA:. has been converted to a
Skulcm constant. a. It will be assumed that predicates. co_woricrilins and Skolem constants are a
part of the pattern representation language.

14.3 Constants, negations and functions

In the Plannei-style pattern.

{( ?X ISA PLACE) (?X IN CO(.) (NOT (?X IS/BLANK)))

the Yariable ! COL is bound outside the pattern. When the pattern is converted to clausal form,

(Place a) A (In a COL) A (NonBlank a)
it is converted to a quasi-constant. COL. COL behaves like a constant with respect to pattern
matching in that the matcher doesn't try to assign a binding to it. It behaves like a variable in that
its value (i.e.. the binding assigned to it outside the pattern). not its name, is what is used by the
pattern matcher. In order to interface patterns with the data flow machin:ry that manipulates focus
of attention. COL-like quasi-constants are needed it, patterns.

For regular constants. such as numbers. it is a moot point whether they arc in the pattern
language. The expressive power of numeric constants can be had by adding Primitive- arithmetic
relations to the language. Thus, to eliminate (Equal x '6 ). one employs (Five x). So far, no
empirical consequences have been discovered that could discriminate patterns with constants from
patterns without them. As it turns out. Sierra's implementation of the grammar automatically
generates such "corwant" relations, naming them with the symbols themselves: ( 6 x) means
(F i ye x) and (+ x) means that x is a plus sign. These are used instead of constants in patterns.

Functions are similar to constants. By manipulation of the set of predicates. one can eliminate
these devices, To eliminate functions. one uses relations: (P y (f x)) becomes (P y w) A (F w x).
This variability can be used to express the show-work principle as a constraint on the syntax of
patterns. The issue is discussed in detail in section 15.1. However. some bask ideas will be briefly
presented here. The show-work principle says that if a subprocedure is to be learned, any
intermediate results of its computations must be written down in on the page or chalkboard in the
worked exercises that teach it. This has implications for the use of arithmetic functions because
they produce "invisible objects." namely numbers that arc not usually present in the problem state.
One use of patterns is in the applicability conditions of rules. They are used to test whether a rule
may be run by the interpreter in the current problem state. I arithme:ic functions art used there,
then the value that the arithmetic function produces is never written down. It is calculated as part
of matching the pattern, but it is never passed further. This use of functions can't be learned when
learning obeys the show-work principle. Hence. arithmetic functions can be omitted from patterns
that serve as applicability conditions
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Like constants and functions. negation can also be eliniituted by modifying the set of pattern
relations. In clausal form. negations only appear on literals. Consequently, negation can be
eliminated by doubling the set of pattern relations. the aegation of each pattern relation is added if
it doesn't already exist. To eliminate (Not ( > T B) ), one uses either (No t> T B) or ( < T B).
So the issue of whether to permit negations and rummer's in the pattern logic is moot with respect
to expressieness. The coention that Sierra uses is to allow negations on arithmetic relations only.
The set of spatial and categorical relations (see section 13.4) is designed in such .1 way that negation
is not needed for them.

14.4 Disjunctions are needed for variables and Skolent functions

Disjulictions, variables and Skolem functions are closely related. Clearly. if the logic forbids
anables (unersal quantifiers) then there will be no Skolem functions (existenthils inside the scope

of universal quantifiers). Somewhat less obvious is that forbidding disjuni.tions guts ariables of
their expressive power.

In practice. most universally quantified expressions have the form V x(PDR). The P
expression defines a domain of quantification to be some subset of the objects of the problem state.
The R expression asserts something about the objects in that subset. Consider, for example, an
expression that might be useful in algebra:

3x3y (LikeTernisP x y) A
piz (Between? x z y) D (LikeTermsP x z)]

This asserts that x and y are like terms, and that everything between x and y is not a like term to
them. This expres4ion might be used L. find the closest term y that can be combined with x. The
universally quantified sub-expression has the typical form Vx(PDR ). It says that none of the
objects between x and y arc like terms to x. If x were the first term of

2p2 + 3r + 5p2 + 6p2

then y would be matched to 5p2 instead of 6p2. When the expression is represented in clausal
form, it becomes

(LikeTermsP a b) A
[(Between? a z b) V (LikeTermsP a z)]

where a and b are Skolem constants. and z is a Skolem variable. The point is that the implication
has become a disjunction. If the clausal form forbids disjunction, then the usual Vx(PDR)
expressions cannot be used. The only ones that can be used have a pure conjunction or a single
literal as the interior. Such expressions would assat something of every object in the problem state.
This is rather useless for pattern matching since it doesn't discriminate among various objects. It
says something about the problem state as a whole, but not about how to tell the desired objects
from the others. It is difficult to believe that variables (universal quantifiers) would ever be used in
patterns if they could not employ disjunction. In short, if there is no disjunction, then there's no
need for variables (universal quantifiers) and hence no need for Skolem functions (narrow scope
existential quantifiers).
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143 Disjunetions in patterns

rhapter 4 showed that inductive learning of disjunction:: is impossible unless some constraint
is placed on the occurrence of disjuncts n. in gem:rail/awns. It wai; shown that the observed
procedures could be induced if induction was constrained either to choose the minimal number of
disjutctions or to learn at most one disjunction per lesson. 1 he latter position was shown to explain
the almost universal use of lessons as an instructional cud. As such, n was prefeired in the theory
on grounds of explanatory adequacy. This, and other arguments, motivated the acceptance of the
one-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis. The hypothesis applies to patterns as well as control structure,
of course. Disjunction in patterns are not introduced during ordinary inductive learning of a
subprocedure. Instead, each disjunction is the subject of a lesson itself.

This assertion has an immediate entailment. disjunctive notational concepts must be
reoresented in such a way that they can be used in any pattern. To see this, suppose that "column.'
is a disjunctive notational concep_ This is not so implausible since there are two kinds of
subtraction columns:

65
3

The tens column has one digit: the units column has two. Suppose further that "column" is not
represented in a way that allows it to be shared among patterns. To describe "leftmost column"
requires the notion of "column." which is disjunctive, so "leftmost column" is disjunctive. Since
learning a disjunctive pattern requires a lesson of its own, "leftmost column" would require a
special lesson. To describe "left-adjacent column" would require another lesson. Every pattern
employing the notion of "column" would have a disjunction. and one-disjunct-per-lesson entails that
each such disjunction must have its own lesson. Clearly, this is not ho notational knowledge is
acquired. Instead, the concept "column" is taught once as a notational term. Afterwards, any
pattern that employs the notion of columns just uses the term's name. e.g.. as a predicate
(COLUMN x). So. disjunctive notational concepts must be represented in a way that allows them to
be shared among patterns.

To put it differently, learning notation involves learning the definitions of terms: once a term
like "column" is defined, a token standing for it may occur in any pattern. Disjunctions therefore
occur only in the definitions of notational terms, and not in patterns. But what knowledge base has
these term definitions? Clearly, this argument has provided independent motivation for the
gramtnon it is a repository for definitions of notational terms. Earlier, in section 13.3, we inferred
its existence as a solution to the myopia, robustness and local ambiguity problems of pattern
matching. Here its existence has been supported as an entailment of one-disjunct-per-lesson. This
convergence is a weak, but gratifying argument in support of banning disjunctions from patterns.
Although it is logically void (because it is an abduction not a deduction), it seems to indicate that
we are on the right track. To.reiterate the basic idea, a pattern can't say "its either two vertically
aligned digits or a digit over a blank." It can only say "its a column" and the grammar defines
"column" with the disjunctive description "a column is two vertically aligned digits or a digit over a
blank."

This application of one-disjunct-per-:esson makes empirical predictions. As an example,
Consider the predicate LikeTermsP. This predicate could be defined as
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(LikeTermP x y)

(Term x)

(Term y)

pw (Factor w x) D
[(Number w) V 3z (Factor z y) A (IsomorphicP z w)]] A

(Vw (Factor w y) D
[(Number w) V 3z (Factor z x) A (IsomorphicP z w)]]

This stipulate., that x and y be terms that have identical factors, except for numerical factors.
Hence. 3x2y is a like term to 2y3x2 but not to 3x2. L ikeTermsP must be defined using
untersal quantifiers and disjunction, There is no way to express it without at least one
disjumtion. Consequently, if a student doesn't know the definition of LikeTermsP before being
shutvn hoi.v to combine terms, it is predicted that the student won't induce the correct patterns for
that transformation. To do so, the student would have to induce disjunction in patterns, and that
is ruled out by the one-disjunct-per-lesson learning principle.

Remarkably. every algebra text that I have examined has a short lesson teaching
ikeTermsP before the first lesson on combining like toms. This supports the prediction that

non-pi;mitive predicates with disjunctive definitions arc taught in their own lesson.

Another way to learn aggregate objects

Although many notational objects in algebra arc introduced with explicit lessons, this is not
generally the case for arithmetic notational objects. In particular. the notational term "Column" is
not introduced in its own lesson. Instead, it appears that "column" is taught by using a special
device_ In section 15.2. it is shown that lines, such as the bar used in subtraction problems, do not
obey the same grammatical conventions as other symbols. Instead, they arc apparently used to
mark the boundaries of forms. (This idea was suggested to me by Jim Grccno.) Thus, the bar of
subtraction marks the boundary between the answer row and the rest of the problem. Carrying this
idea one step further, lines mipt be used to teach new notational concepts. When subtraction
problems arc first introduced, all the textbooks that t have seen use lines to mark columns.
Examples are

tens wits

3 7
1 6
2 2

units

7
5
2

The vertical and horizontal lines indicate how to parse the problem state. In particular, they
indicate that there arc two columns. The columns are even named. Given enough drawings like
this and the convention that lines mark boundaries. the learner can learn the aggregate object term

"column" without an explicit lesson devoted to the subject. Although not ffluch is known yet about
how new notational terms are acquired for the student's grammar, it seems that the basic position of
applying one-disjunct-per-lesson learning to grammar acquisition is quite plausible.
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14.6 Summary and formal hypotheses

The issue discussed in this chapter is how much expressive power to give to patterns. It is
shown that the only really critical question is whether disjuncoons aTe allowed in patterns. If they
arc banned, then universal quantification and narrow scope existential quantification are no longer
useful. so they can be dropped.

Whether to have disjunctions in patterns is a tricky isAie. It is clear that disjunction cannot
be completely omitted from the interface because some notational concepts must employ it.
However. inductive learning of disjunctive concepts is an impossible task unless induction is strongly
biased or constrained in some other way. the proposed solution is 1% ()fold. notational disjunctions
arc learned with special devices. such as an explicit lesson, that tells the inductive learner how to
formulate the disjunction. This is a simple application of the one disjunca-per-lesson hypothesis.
The second half of the solution is to note that it only make:: sense to acquire a disjunctive concept
as part of the definition of a new notational term (aggregate object). Doing so makes the concept
available for other patterns, and not just the pattern at hand.

Putting these two halves together implies that disjunctions, and by implication, universal
quantifications as well. occur only in the definitions of notational terms. Notational terms are
defined in the grammar, Although the descriptions in a grammar may be complex. patterns are
simple. In particular. since patterns lack disjunction and universal quantification, they are reduced
to simple conjunctions of relations. By suppressing the logical connective A. a pattern can be
represented even more simply as a set of pattern relations. The argtroents of the pattern relations
are either pattern variables Skolcm constants) or goal arguments. A pattern relation can also
be inclosed in a negation. That is all the logical machinery that is needed. Patterns can be just that
simple. These considerations are captured in the following hypothesis:

Conjunctive patterns
Disjunctions, universal quantifiers and narrow-scope existential quantifiers are banned
from patterns. Semantically. a pattern is a conjunction of possibly negated predicates on
existentially quantified variables, functions and constants.

This hypothesis allows functions and constants in patterns since it was shown that their inclusion or
exclusion is basically a syntactic natter. The issue will be dealt with (briefly) in the next chapter.

k 1.
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Chapter 15
Syntax of the Representation Languages

Almost all the major aspects of the knowledge representation language !lase been discussed.
Only one major feature remains to be discussed. Chapter 17 w ill show that test patterns
(applicability conditions) should be distinct from fetch patterns (focus shifting patterns). Ills
distinction will be assumed herein so that this chapter may complete the discussion of the
representation language by defining its syntax. That is. the syntax of goals. rules and gratimar rules
will be fixed. Even at this seemingly inconsequenoal level of detail. there Are a few problems
whose solutions impact the theory's predictions. Fur instance. it makes a difference whether
grammars are represented as first-order logics or as context-free grammars. However, the impact of
such competing alternatives is minor compared to the kinds of represertation issues that have
already been discussed. Most of this chapter will simply describe the choices taken by the theory;
there will be little discussion of the alternatives. Some readers may wish to skip this chapter.

15.1 Syntax of the procedure representation language

Chapter 10 argued that goals have a binary type to distinguish AND goals from OR goals.
There are three traditiona syntaxes for binary-typed goal structures: ctos (contextfree grammars),
AINS (Augmented Transition Nets), and AOGS '(AndOr Graphs). The issue here is essentially a
topological one. There is no difference in the expressive power of the representations. Trivial
algorithms exist to translate an expression in one (i.e., any AOG. any CFO, or any ATM) into an
equivalent expression in the other. Where the three representations differ is their effect on
operations that manipulate them as structures. Their shape affects how elegantly and
parsimoniously each operation can be formalized. Clearly, it doesn't effect whether or not the
operation can be formalized. If the operation can be defined for any of them, one can translate
expressions in the others into the tractable representation, perform the operation, then translate the
result back into the original representation. So it is only the elegance of the theory that is at stake
here.

CFOs are not compatible with trivial ORS

In a CFO, OR goals are represented by non terminals and AND goals are represented by the
right sides of rules (see figure 15-1a). In an ATN, AND goals are represented by levels, and OR goals
are represented by states (see figure 15-1b). Both CFOs and A rNs naturally generate "trivial" goals.
A trivial goal has just one subgoal. CFOs generate trisial AND goals corresponding to rules with just
one category on the right side (e.g., A -- B). ATNS have trivial OR goals whenever a state has just
one arc leaving it (e.g., the first state of the ATN of figure 15-1b). Trivial oRs are a convenience in
subprocedure acquisition. To acquire a new subprocedure in an ATN. one sitriply adds a new arc.
For instance, figure 15-ic shows the ATN of 15-lb with a new subprocedure. F., added to It.
Because of the implicit trivial OR at the first state, the new subprocedure could be added without
making any structural changes to the old ATN. When the representation uses trivial OR goals, the
assimilation conjecture (section 10.1) can be interpreted in a quite literal fashion, acquiring a new
subprocedure changes none of the old goal structure.

'.0,4,'-)
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a.
A -> B

A -- C D

(OR
(AND B)
(AND C D))

B . C (AND
b. A: > a (ORB)

D / (OR C 0))

c. A:

d. E: a

B

4:
E / D /
F ID

(ANDa (OR B E)
(OR C D))

G (AND)0 a (OR F)
(OR G))

Figure 15-I
A CFC, and several KEN& with their logical equivalents.

Trivial ORS are worth having in order to allow subprocedure assimilation to be simple and
elegant. To get them requires a little extra work. Vv'henever a new subprocedure's AND has more
ti-lan one subgoal. the new subgoals are placed inside trivial ORS. If the new subprocedure E of
figure 15-Ic had ubgoals, as in figure 15-Id, they wuuld be placed in trivial ORS. This means that
all the disjunction that the learner could possibly use are already in the goal structure; to add a
subprocedure, the learner just adds a new disjunct to some existing disjunction. Automatic
addition of trivial ORS is natural in the ATN syntax. It can be stipulated for the AOG framework.
For CiGs. stipulation won't work. Adding the extra rules that are needed for the trivial ORS also
introduces trivial ANDS. These trivial ANDS clutter up the goal structure, making the Backup repair
and other structure-sensitive operations go awry. So the choice of three syntaxes is narrowed to
two: ATNS and AOGs

ATM will not let AND rules AO focus

In an AOG. both Am) goals and OR goals have arguments. In an ATN, only the AND goals
have arguments. They are called registers. Each Ar; liACI (= AND goal) has its own locally bound
registers. The applicative hypothesis entails that focus shifting occur only in the actions of the OR
rules (arcs) since these are what call ATN levels. In an AOG. both AND rules and OR rules may shift
focus. It will be shown that it is better to use focus shifting on AND rules only. Since this is just
the opposite of the ATN convention, it entails that AOGs are a better syntax than Km.

Z03
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..=

before

R1

OR13

R2

after

R1

OR13
\12

R4 R5

OR14 OF115

Re I 1R7

Figure 15-2
An AOG fragment before and after a new subprocedure's acquisition.

In the ATN syntax, when a new subprocedure is acquired. a new arc and (in general) a new
loci are added to the ATN. The new level needs to be given registers. The adjoining arc needs to
be given a focus shifting function. For instance, suppose the learnt acquired the ATN of figures
15-1c and 15-1d given the ATN of figure 15-lb. The learner would have to provide registers for
level E and a focus shifting function for the arc of 15-1c that calls it. In addition, the learner has to
induce the focus shifting functions for each of the actions of the new level, namely arcs F and G.
The simplest way to provide a focus shifting function for the adjoining arc (arc E) is to make it a
"null focus shift," that is, simply pass the registers of the calling level (level A) down to the called
level (level E). This entails that all levels would have exactly the same register contents focus
would newt be shifted, except just before a primitive action. This simple way of deciding the
adjoining arc's focus will not allow even a correct subprocedure to be acquired. It's unworkable.

Another simple tactic is to assign to the adjoining arc the focus shifting function that would
have been given to the first arc of the new level (arc F in figure 15-1d). That is, the focus that is
appropriate for the first action is made the focus of the entire few!. Although the details won't be
presented here, this tactic will not work either. For instance, it won't allow the main column loop
of subtraction to be acquired.

Two simple methods have failed to assign the adjoining arc a focus shifting function. Some
complicated method appears necessary. However, a simpler path is to abandon ATLAS and let only
the AND rules bear the focus shifting function. OR rules will just pass the focus of the caller to the
callee. Figure 15-2 illustrates the acquisition of a new subprocedure under these zonventions. The
adjoining rile, R3. receives no focus shifting function. It just pares OR13's arguments to the new
AND, AND14. On the other hand, rules R4 and R5 are assigned focus shifting functions. Under the
AIN syntax, R6, and R7 would receive the focus shifting functions that R4 and R5 receive in the
AOG syntax, but the ATN syntax also requires that R3 have a focus shifting function. The
problematic focus shift of R3 is avoided if the AOG syntax is used.
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No applicability conditions on AND rules

It has been shown thdt subprocedure adjunction is simplest if (1) the procedure includes
try, ial ORs, and (2; only AND rules have focus shifting functions. To these conventions, one can add
the observation that AN!) rules have no the for applicability conditions. All rules of an AND goal
will be executed in order. If it is learned that the first subgoal of (AND A B) is optional, the
structural modification will be:

(AND (OR A) (OR B)) --* (AND (OR A Noop) (OR B))

where Noop is an action that makes no change in the problem state. The point is that trivial ORs
mean that all knowledge about applicability can be captured on OR rules. There is nu variability in
the sequence or applicability of the AND rules. Hence. applicability conditions can be omitted on
AND rules.

Facts functions on OR rules only

For some actions, facts functions are required. For instance, when simple borrowing is first
acqu.red, the borrow from action is to (1) fetch the next column's top digit, and (2) subtract one
from it. The focus shift (1) must be on an AND rule, Borrow's first rule in fact. The issue is
whether to put the facts function (2) in the same place. If it is on the AND rule, then both the
focus and the decremented number will be passed to the trivial OR that is between Borrow's first
rule and the action that writes the new number down. When BFZ (i.e., borrow from zero) is
acquired, it will be adjoined beneath this trivial OR. It will be passed the ORs arguments to use as
its arguments. With respect to the focus, portion of the trivial ORS arguments, this makes good
sense. However, it makes little sense to pass the decremented value of the top digit. In fact, that
value won't even be defined since a zero would have to be decremented to obtain it. Clearly the
facts function Sub1 must be beneaththe trivial OR if BFZ is to be acquired. That is, Borrow and
its trivial OR must have the following syntax:

BORROW (COL) Type: AND
1. <a fetch pattern that binds T to the top.digit of the next column to the left of COL>

(0R13 T)

01113 (TD) Type: AND
1. true (Overwrite TD (Subs (Read TD)))

The fetch is on the AND'S rule 1, but the facts function is on the OR rule.

This example prompts the general constraint that whenever a new subprocedure has an action
involvinS a facts function, the function nest is separated from the fetch pattern and placed on the
rule of the trivial OR corresponding to the action.

This convention makes it simple to state the show-work principle. all invisible object
descriptions are represented by functions, such as the facts functions. These are located on a special
place on OR rules. namely the argument positions of the subgoals. With this convention, the show-
work principle amounts to (1) prohibiting functions in patterns and (2) limiting functions nests to
containing at most one function that produces an invisible object (i.e., (Sub1, (Read T)) is okay
but (Sub1 (Sub 1 (Reao T))) is not). This means that pattern syntax is very simple: it is a
conjunction of relations whose arguments are all variables and goal arguments. Relations such as

4
r-
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( Equal ? X ( Sub 1 Y ) ) are banned. This syntactit. convention entails that relations that might be
most rationally written with a Read function, e.g., ( Lt..s sTh an? (Read T) (Read 13) ) , are better
written directly in terms of variables as is (Le ss7 han? T 0) . With this definition of the facts
predicates, the prohibition against functions in patterns can be made total.

Summary

The conclusion is that the procedure representation language should be an A00 language
subject to the following restrictions:

Trivial ORE: Every AN!) goal and every primitive goal is a subgoal of some
OR, even If that oR has only one subgoal.

OR rules doie1 fetch: OR rules do not have fetch patterns. 'their only use for
patterns is as applicability conditions determining whether or not to run.

AND rules don't test: AND rules do not have applicability conditions. Their
patterns are uscd for shifting the focus of attention.

AND rules don't have facts functions: Functions which create invisible
objects are contained in the actions of OR rules only.

Patterns have no functions: Neither test patterns nor fetch patterns have
functions. A pattern is represented as a set of relations on variables.

These conventions mean that AOGS can use a simple syntax fur rules: a Me has 4 parts:

1. The name of the goal it's under (the goal).

2. The name of the goal it calls (the action's subgoal).

3. A list of functions and/or variables that provide arguments for the subgoal (the
action's arguments).

4. A pattern. This is interpreted as a fetch pattern for AND ivies and a test pattern
(applicability condition) for OR ivies.

Patterns are simply sets of relations. However, for con eniencc, the non-grammatical facts
predicates (e.g., Les sTh an?) may be negated. Spatial and categorical relations are designed in
such a way that negation is not needed for them.

15.2 Syntax of the grammar representation language

The student's notational knowledge is azumed to be a context-free grammar. Although it was
implied in chapter 13 that the grammar should have the descriptive power of first-order logics. CEGS
do not have quite that much power. In particular, CrGs have difficulty representing notational
terms that would be easily represented if the representational language had universal quantifiers. So
far, I know of only one such term Li keTerinsP (see 14.4). It cannot be represented in a CFO, or
at least in the CFC language that Sierra uses. Nonetheless, CrGs have many computational
advantages that outweigh this minor lack of expressiveness.
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Expressing the universal spatial relations

A main purpose of the grammar representation language is to embed the spatial relations that
are held to be task- and subject-independent. There are four spatial ideas:

Part-whole Aggregate objects have parts.

Adjacency One object is next to another and no object is between them.

Sequence Aggregate objects are sometimes sequences. in which case the spatial relations
First, Last. Before and After are well defined among the elements of the sequence.

Direction For mathematics. the compass points horizontal, vertical, superscript and
subscript are the important directions.

In general, the simplest C1,0 languages employ only part-whole and adjacency. The rule A -, B C
means that B and C are parts of A and that they are adjacent. Whenever such a rule occurs in the
grammar, the categorical relation (A x) is defined. Moreover, when the rule is used to parse some
objects, call them a. b and r, then the following relations are automatically true:

( I Pa rt a b) Object b is a part of a.

( !Part a c) Object c is a part of object a.

(Adjacent? a b c) Object b is adjacent to object c.

(Adjacent? a c b) Object c is adjacent to object b.

To add the idea of sequence to the grammar language is easy. The standard artifice of a Kleene
plus is used, but in a restricted itext. If an aggregate objects is a sequence, it is defined by a rule
whose right side has three elements:

EXPR TERM (SIGNED-TERM)+ SIGNED -TERM

This rule means that an algebra expression (EXPR) is a list whose first element is a term. The last
element is a signed term (i.e., a term with + or - ahead of it). It may have zero or more
intermediate elements. The parentheses mean that the middle element is optional, the Kleene plus
means that it can be iterated, The only place a Kleene plus may occur is on the middle element of
a three-category right-hand side. This implements the notion of sequence. It also implements the
notion that the endpoints of sequences are special. They can be a different category from the
intener elements of the sequence. As we see above, the lead element of an algebraic expression
may or may not have a sign as its first symbol. but the remaining elements of the expression must
have signs.

Whenever some symbols are parsed by a rule such as the one above, certain relations
automatically are true of them. For instance, ' a is parsed as an EXPR with b and r as its parts,
then the following relations would be true:

(First? a b) Object b is the first element of sequence a.
(Last? a c) Object c is the last element of sequence a.
(Ordered? a b c) Object b comes before c in sequence a.

( !Part a b) Object b is a part of a.
( Part a c) Object c is a part ofobject a.
(Adjacent? a b c) Object b is adjacent to object c.
( Ad j acen t? a c b) Objcctc is adjacent to object b.

That is, the normal part-whole and adjacency relations have been joined by the spatial relations for
sequence,

2 U 1
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Category redundancy rules

In order to get the parse tree to match the part-whole relations, rules that have just one
category on the right, e.g.. A --t B. are treated specially. These rules essentially express a
categorical redundancy, A -- B says that 13 is an A, Thus, NUMBER--t DIGIT means that a digit
is a kind of number. Such rules are called category redundancy rules. They are parsed differently.
If "5" is parsed as a number, then the digit S is not a part of the number 5, it is the number 5.
This comention is nccdcd in order to allow the learner to use the part-whole relations to reduce the
complexity of pattern matching and pattern induction, Without it, matching and induction would
be much slower, by several orders of magnitude (see section 18.1).

Boxes and the compass points

To represent the geometric information in two-dimensional forms, some definitions are
needed. The rectangle that an object fits into is called a box A box has four properties left,
right, top, and bottom whose values are Cartesian coordinates in the plane of the Image. X:I.eft
will mean the location of the left edge of the box of X. Given this nomenclavire, the way the
grammar represents geometric relationships can be defined. The grammar rules ha,,e a modifier
that specifies one or the compass points as the direction that their constituents run:

X Z , HORIZ means Y:Right = Z :Left, and
Y:Top = Z:Top, and
Y:Bottom = Z:Bottom

X - - -> Y 1 ; VERT means Y:Bottom = Z :Top, and
Y:Lcft = Z;Le ft, and
Y:Right = Z:Right

X - - -> Y 1 ; SUPERSCRIPT means Y:Right = Z:Left, and either
'(Y :Top + Y:Bottom) = Z:Bottoin or
Y:Top = '( Z:Top + Z:Bottom)

X - - -> Y Z ; SUBSCRIPT means Y:Right = Z:Left, and either
1/2(Y:Top + Y:Bottom) = Z:Top or
Y:Bottom = 1/2(Z:Top + Z:Bottom)

As these definitions indicate, adjacency is defined as two constituents having boxes that share a
boundary, they abut. Thus, Y and Z are horizontally adjacent if Y:Right=Z:Lell. The relationship
of a box to its constituents' boxes is one of containment. In the above rules, the box assigned to X
must properly contain those assigned to 1 and Z., and furthermore, no other boxes than those of Y
and Z may overlap X's box. For example, the parse of a rational equation depends on a gross
vertical expansion of the box assigned to the equality sign:

1

The box for the equal sign contains only " =" and blank space.

2os
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In the case of the rules for supersi.-ipts and subscripts. J disjunction is needed to handle cases
where either the base or the exponent is much larger than the other:

r 1 12

LI x
I

r
2l.3 +x

Base:' op = 1/2(Exponent:Top +Exponent:Bottom)

1/2(11asc.Top + Base: Bottom) = Exponent :Bottom

Special notational devices: bars, crossonts

Besides the com, ass points. there are two other rule modifiers. These deal with lines of
various kinds. rather than alphanumeric symbols. Mathcrnatis seems to use vertItal and horizontal
bars not as constituents of objects, but as markers for boundaries. (This idea was originally
suggested to me by Jim Greene.) It solves many problems. For instance the bar of multicolumn
arithmetic columns can be considered a constituent of thc problem because a would block one
from using columns as constituents. That is, in the problem

8 8 7
-230

2 6 7

there arc three columns. but all of them intersect thc same bar. If the bar is treated as a symbol in
the same,way that thc digits are, then it would have to be shared in some may by all three columns.
This is impossible in the ,,ontext-free grammar formalism. The way the current grammar language
handles this is to provide a rule modifier that specifics that the boundaries between the constituents
paired by the rule be darkened. A rule for subtraction columns would be

ACOL ---> COL ( IG I T ) ; VERT BARRED

COL --> DIGIT (DIGIT) ; VERT UNBARRED

The first rule describes the column as a COL above an optional answer digit, separated by a bar.
The second rule &scribes COL as a digit above an optional digit, and these must not have a bar
between them.

A second rule modifier is needed to handle the scratch marks that students use to cross out
symbols. The slash or X put over a symbol is not the same sort of constituent as regular
alphanumeric symbols. It overlaps other symbols. No other mathematical symbols overlap. The
grammar language provides a special annotation to indicate whether a constituent must be crossed
out or not crossed out. For instance, to accommodate the stack of crossed-out numbers that can
occur when borrowing across zero, the grammar might use the rules:

XNUM ---> NUM ( /NUM)+ /NUM ; VERT UNBARRED
COL ---> CELL ( %DIGIT) ; VERT UNBARRED
CELL ---> DIGIT

CELL ---> XNUM

This first rt.le defines an XNUM as a number with some crossed-out numbers beneath. The "I"
means that the constituent must be crossed out. /NUN is a number with a slash or an X through it.
A COL is defined as either a digit or an XNIIM on top of an optional digit. The ''%' indicates that
the digit may not be crossed out.
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Chapter 16
Summary: Representation level

The representation level, chapters 9 through 15, discusses that kinds of constraints should be
put on the way student knowledge is represented in the inudel. These hypotheses define a formal
knowledge representation language. More importantly. they place constraints on the kinds of
learning and problem solving that the model can do. They affect the predictions made by the
model. They are chosen to make the model's predictions fit the data. The constraints on
representation are empirical hypotheses. Unlike most Al research on representation languages, the
aim is not to define a language that allows expression of subtle epistertiologicul distinctions or a
language that promotes mental hygiene among the knowledge engineers that use it. The aim is
quite different. It is to define a language that is true. The question :s. what is it true of? Two
answers. the "mentalese" interpretation and the "relevance" interpretation. seem plausible to me.

The mentalese interpretation

One view is c".iat information in the mind has its own structure, the mind's mcntalese (Fodor,
1975). On this view, the representation language is true of the subjects' mentalese in the same sense
that a learning model is true of the subjects learning. Learning is an internal information process:
mentalese is an internal information structure. Neither learning nor mentalese can be directly
observed, although their effects can be. The constructions of the representat &ri language, e.g.,
grammars, goat stacks and the like, are taken as describing mentally held information structures.
Hypotheses about the representation language are true or false in the same way that hypotheses In
physics are true or false. This interpretation of the hypotheses is simple. traditional and elegant.
However, I find it a little hard to square with introspections on my own cognition. The other
interpretation, based on relevance, is ontologically verbose but more intuitively acceptable.

The relevance interpretation

A procedure is a way of describing a systematic sequence of actions that change the state of
the problem. Defined this way, two issues immediately become apparent. One issue concerns the
nature of the interface between the procedure and the environment: What is the vocabulary of
manipulative actions that the procedure can employ and what is the vocabulary of descriptions of
the environment that the procedure uses in guiding its choices? This issue. the interface issue, asks
about the range of primitive, individual input/output actions the procedure employs. The second
issue addresses the procedures internal, runtime state. What kinds of actions can the procedure
make to change the internal state? How does the procedure view or structure the internal state?

Presumably, people have much more information than they actually use as they execute their.
procedures. This holds for both interface information and internal st.ate information. People can
see much more on a page that bears an arithmetic problem than they deem -clevant to its sonition.
Similarly, they remember much more about what they have already done in solving it than they
they deem relevant. A subject might remember that the last subtraction fact was very hard to
remember or that the tens column's borrow was interrupted in order to watch an airplane fly by.
The real internal state of a human procedure is just as rich in irrelevant detail as the real written
problem.
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One interpretation of the hypotheses governing the representation language is that they
describe what kinds of information people deem reit 41111 to learning and problem soling. On this
relevance based view. when the theory use:- nun-overlapping aggregated objects, it is not claiming
that people can't sec overlapping aggregates. When it claims that there a simple goal stack rather
than the spaghetti stack that coroutines use, it is nut awning that people cannot du curuutines. In
both cases, the claim is only that when people 1 irn arithmetic, they act as if they beliecd that only
non-coroutinc procedures are relevant and only nuno%2slapping aggregate objects are relevant. 'Mc
hypotheses are constraints on learning, although they are expressed as constraints on the kind of
information stricture that are learned.

There is nothing inconsistent with holding both the mentalese and the relevance
interpretations of the representation language. It could wel; be that the structure of mentalesc
causes only certain information to be relevant. It could also be that rekvancy causes procedural
information in the mind to take on a certain structure. The best way to find out what is really
going on is to push the empirical examination of the representation language as far as possible. The
hope is that when a great deal is known about the kinds of knowledge structures that optimize the
fit of various cognitive models to empirical evidence. the the answer to such interpretations will be
obvious.

Preview

This chapter summarizes the representation level in two ways. First, it traverses the main
pnnciples of the representation, briefly mentioning their supporting arguments. Second, it updates
the formal model that was presented in chapter 7, the summar> to the architectural level. It will be
shown that almost all of the model is entailed by the hypotheses that define the representation. In
particular, it is shown that only five issues remain to be discussed in the following level, the bias
level.

16.1 The interface issue

It was just mentioned that the central issues of representation are the interface issue and the
internal state issue. The interface issue will be summarized first.

The interface issue divides into sub-issues. One concerns the descriptive vocabulary used by
the procedure to format its access and manipulations of the problem state. Speaking
metaphorically, the issue is how does the procedure unferstand the problem space. In particular,
what kinds of objects does it think can exist? What is its private ontology? A common technique
used by Al learning models for specifying an ontology over problem states is to equip the
procedure with an explicit set of primitive relations, This is not such a good practice since the set
must be specified differently for different tasks. A subtraction procedure views its problem states
differently than an algebra equation-solving procedure does. Thus, the set must be tailored by the
theorists for each task, and possibly for each subject.

A less tailorable alternative is to fix the relations that are relevant in all tasks in the domain
and vary only the task-dependent ones. Taking this tack. chapter 13 found that the constant
relations were spatial ones: vertical. horizontal, part-whole, adjacency, order, ,and boundary points.
The taskdependent relations all concerned aggregate objects objects like columns or equations
that are groups of othcr aggregate objects or individual characters. These considerations motivate
the following hypotheses:
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Spatial relations
The following 5 relations arc the spatial relations:
(First? S x) Object x is the first part of some sequential object S.
(Last? S x) Object x is the Icst part of some sequential object S.
(Ordered? S x y) Obi act x comes before y in some sequential object S.
( A dj aeon t? A x y) Object x is adjacent to y in some aggregate object A.

SUMMARY: REPRI:SINTATION LEVEL.

(!Part x A) Object x is a part of aggregate object A.

Grammars
Aggregation of symbols into groups is defined by a spatial grammar based on the notions
of sequence, part-wboie and the compass points: horizontal, vertical and the two
diagonals. For each aggregate object defined by the grammar, a new categorical relation
is defined.

Relations
The relations available to patterns are the spatial relations, the categorical relations
defined by the grammar, and the usual arithmetic predicates.

The grammar expresses the student's ontology, or rather, that part of the student's ontology that the
student considers relevant to the task. The procedure's patterns are couched in terms of the
aggregate objects defined by the grammar (via the categorical relations), the spatial relations, and a
few arithmetic predicates. such as LessThan? and E qua i ?.

The problem state is viewed as a gestalt. A problem state usually has many locally w. 11-
dd-tried aggregate objects that don't fit into a globally coherent parse. When a procedt re
manipulates a problem state. it doesn't use those. It uses only the aggregate objects that participate
in global parse. A grammar is used in preference to a set of local definitions for aggregate objet s
because it allows the theory to capture this gestalt use of notational knowledge with a simp.e
hypothesis:

Global matching
The set of objects in a problem state that patterns can match against is limited to those
that participate in a maximal parse of the problem state as determined by the grammar.

The grammar serves two purposes: It defines the ontology of the problem space, and it filters out
aggregate objects that are incoherent in a gestalt view of the problem.

Given a problem state, the grammar determines the set of objects, aggregate objects and
relationships that the procedure "considers" potentially relevant. However, the procedure needs
some mechanism to access this field. In particular, it need to search this field in order to find
appropriate objects to shift its attention to. The search problem is another important interface issue.
Chapter 12 argued that search is a skill that is not acquired in the same way that the subtraction
procedure is acquired. In particular, there are no lessons that teach search loops. The conclusion is
that the search skill is in plat' before subtraction is taught. This means that procedures need only
convey to this preexisting facility what it is that needs to be found. The search facility will find it if
it is a part of the problem state. The descriptions are called patterns, and the search skill is called
pattorn matching. The hypothesis that captures the theory's chosen solution to the search problem
is

Pattern
Procedures have patterns which are matched against the current problem state.
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Having patterns creates the problem of specifying how much descriptiw power they may have.
This is a tt*.d interface problem the pattern power problem. Ch.:pter 14 inventories the stock of
descriptive devices used in first-order logics. it shows that the me-disjunct-per-lesson hypothesis
entails that patterns should not have disjunctions in them. instead. disjunctive descriptions should
be named and inserted into the grammar. Similarly. universal quantifiers should be banished to the
grammar along with existential quantifiers when they are used inside the scope of universal
quantifiers. This solution to the pattern power prohlcin means the grammar has a new function: it
is the repository of disjunctive and universally quantified notational descriptions. The arguments
motivated the following hypothesis:

Conjunctive patterns
Disjunction. universal quantifiers and narrow-scope existential quantifiers are banned
from patterns. Semantically. a pattern is a conjunction of possibly negated predicates on
existentially quantified variables, constants and functions.

Arguments in section 15.1 showed that an elegant equivalent to the show-work principle is
available: functions and constants were banished from patterns and put instead in a special place on
rules. The rule actions may have functions and constants, but patterns arc simply relations on
pattern variables.

16.2 The internal state issue

The internal state issue concerns how the procedure keeps track of what it is doing, in
particular. where it is currently working and what it is intending to do. More accurately, one can
divide the internal state into information that refers to regions in the problem state (focus of
attention) and information that has no external referent (e.g., goals). These kinds of information
correspond roughly to data flow and control flow, respectively. They can be considered to be two
halves of the internal state question.

Several arguments were presented in chapter 9 that show that control flow is best modelled as
a goal stack. A stackbased, recursive control structure enables the learner to acquire center
recursive subprocedures, such as borrowing from zero, without violating the one-disjunctper-lesson
hypothesis. It also allows the Backup repair to be defined as popping the goal stack. Stack
pupping yields several observed bugs and avoids some sir bugs that are generated by other kinds
of Backup (e.g., chronological Backup). The arguments motivate the following hypothesis:

Recursive control structure
Procedures have the power of push down automata in that the representation of
procedures permits goals weall themselves recursively, and the interpreter employs a
goal stack.

The second issue concerns how the procedure keeps track of its focus of visual attention. Once
again, the Backup repair is involved in a crucial argument. It is shown that Backup restores not
only the control (goal) component of the execution state, but it restores the focus of attention, as
well. This indicates that focus is locally bound. Goals are instantiated with the current focus of
attention, When the stack pops to resume a goal (even if it is popped by a repair), the goal's
original focus of attention becomes current once again. Moreover, it is shown ,hat once focus is
instantiated for a goal, it is shifted only when the goal calls a subgoal. The goal's focus cannot be
reset (i.e., there is no SETA for focus). These two aspects together mean that the procedure is
applicative:
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Applicative data flow
Data flow is applicative. 'Ilse data flow (focus of attention) of a procedure changes if and
only lithe control flow ato changes. When control resumes an instantiation of goal, the
focus of attention that was current when the goal was instantiated becomes the current
focus of attention.

In short, the procedure moves both kinds of internal state together. Although one focus of
attention. refers to the external world and the other does out, both are stored together on a stack.

Given that the procedure keeps goals on a stack, there needs to be some Lon v ention for when
to pop the stack. That is, an exit convention is needed to indicate when a goal is sativfled and may
be popped. The arguments concerning this issue are a little weak, but there are several and they all
point to the same conclusion. An elegant and simple model rooks when goals are given a binary
type. (there is preliminary evidence for a third goal type. a Foreach loop. brit it has not yet been
incorporated into the model and tested.) AND goals execute all their rules, OR goals execute just
One

And-Or
Goals bear a binary type. If G is the current goal in runtime state S. then
(Ex itGoal? S) is true if

L G is an AND goal and all its rules have been executed, or
2. G ;s an OR goal and at least one of its rules have been executed.

The central debate over exit conventions concerned the deletion operator. Ultimately, it was shown
that the best formulation of the deletion operator was:

APD rule deletion
( Del ate P) returns a set of procedures 13' such that each Pi is P with one or more AND
rules deleted from the most recently acquired subprocedure.

Most recent rule deletion
(Delete P) returns a set of procedures P. such that each 13' is P with one or more rules
deleted from the most recently acquired subprocedure.

Since this formulation depends crucially on the AND/OR type difference, it supports the And-Or
hypothesis.

When the syntax of the procedure is considered (in chapter 15), the And-Or types play a
central role. The type of a goal determines not only when a goal is exited but also how its rule's
patterns are interpreted. The patterns of an AND goal's rules are interpreted as fetch patterns. They
are used to shift the focus of attention. The patterns of o goals are used as applicability
conditions. An applicability condition must be true if the rule is eligible for execution. In the next
level. chapters 17 to 20, it is shown that these two kinds of patterns are subject to quite different
learning biases. They are quite different not only in function bi.t in content and acquisition. This
distinctiveness reflects on the original AND/OR distinction, adding a little more support to the
principle.

This completes the synopsis of the hypotheses introduced by the representational level. The
remainder of this chapter spins out their implications for the formal model. First the learner is
considered, then the interpreter and the local problem solver.
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The learner

P.

211

At the architectural level. the learner. was specified in terms of three undefined functions:
Di sjoin , Induce and Practice. These functions had to be specified informally since the
formalism representations for procedures had nut yet been defined. The representation level ildS
speofied the needed representation language. The three functions can now be defined. However, it
turns out that the constraints imposed by the representation are not quite powerful enough for a
complete definition. The learner overgenerater producing millions of procedures for each lesson.
1-ortunately, it is not hard to see where the missing constraints go. This subsection explains the
definition of the learning model, showing where the missing hypotheses go. The next level, the bias
Level, discusses what those lsypotheses should be, Formally, three new undefined functions will be
used to indicate where the m.ssing hypotheses go. Me old undefined functions. Disjoin, Induce
and Practice. will be given definitions in terms of the new undefined functions_ The informal
definitions of the old functions that were given in the architectural level are repeated below:

(Induce P XS) represents disjunction-free induction. The first argument, P, is a procedure.
The second. XS. is a set of worked example exercises. Induce returns a set
of procedures. Each procedure is a generalization of P that will solve all
the exercises the same way that they are soh ed in the worked examples.
Induce is not permitted to introduce disjuncts. if the procedure cannot be
generalized to cover the examples. perhaps because a disjunction is needed,
then Induce returns the null set.

(Disjoin P XS) represents the introduction of a disjunct (e.g., conditional branch) into P,
the procedure that is its first argument. The second argument, XS, is a set
of worked example exercises. Disjoin returns a set of procedures, Each

procedure has had one disjunct introduced into it. The disjunct is chosen in
sqch a way that Induce can generalize the procedure to cover all the
examples in XS.

(Practic.11:21,$,)---; represents another kind of disjunction-free generalization, one driven by
solving a set of practice exercises, XS. Practice returns a set of
procedures. Each procedure is a generalization of its input procedure P.

(Delete P) represents deletion. Parts of the input procedure P are deleted. Delete
returns a set of procedure resulting from various deletions.

lire representation makes a distinction between control strucwre (goal hierarchy) and data flow
structure (goal arguments, rule patterns and rule actions). The simplest way to deal with these two
structurally dissimilar kinds of inform'ation is to assign their acquisition to different function.
Disjoin will be in charge of adding the new goal structure; Induce and Practice will add
everything else. That is, Disjoin grafts skeletal version of the new subprocedure onto the old
procedure. The skeleton has goals and rules, but the goals lack arguments, the rules lack patterns,
and the rule's actions lack arguments. Only the goal topology is fixed by Disjoin. Induce and
Practice flesh out the skeletons found by Disjoin. They do pattern induction and function
induction in order to add patterns and action arguments to the new subprocedure. The reason for
dividing the labor this way is that pattern and function induction are disjunction free inductions.
The only disjunct introduced by a lesson is in the goal structure. It is at the parent OR, the place
where the new subprocedurc adjoins the old procedure. Finding and adding that disjunct is
Disjoin's job. It requires a very different kind of algorithm than disjunction-free induction. With
these introductory comments said, each of the previously undefined functions will be defined.
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Disjoin

In Sierra. Disjoin is implemented by a context-free parsing algorithm. Given an example.
Di sjoin parses it using the old procedure as if it were a context-free grammar, and using the
example's problem state sequence as if it were a string of primitive actions. It can do this because
(i) the procedure representation language is recursive, (2) goals have only two types, AND and OR,
and (3) data tlow is applicative. These properties are, of course, main results of the representation
level Because they are true of procedures, procedures can be used like context -free grammars to
parse examples. When Di sjo in parses an example, it will not be able to parse it completely using
the ole procedure. The example uses the new subprocedure, which the old procedure does not
have However, by guessing all possible skeletal subpmcedures before it parses, Disjoin can
figure out which of the possible skeletons will allow the example to be parsed. Let
(Skeletons P X) be a function that returns all skeletons that allow P to parse the example X.
The next step is to apply Skeletons to all the examples and then take the intersection of the
resulting set of skeletons. Let

(Skeletonlntersection P XS) r_.- n)(Skeletons P X)
XEXS

Skel e tonIntersect ion returns every skeletal subprocedure such that adjoiaing the
subprocedure to the old procedure would create a procedure that is consistent with all the examples
in XS. Section 19.1 shows that Disjoin cannot be defined solely as Skeletonlntersection.
This would cause it to output skeletons that lead to star bugs. Apparently, students have some
biases concerning the choice of control structures for their new subprocedures. Hypotheses are
needed to capture these biases. Let InduceSkeleton be an undefined function to capture the
control structure biases of students, In effect. it returns some subset of the skeletons returned by
Skeletonlntersection. Given InduceSkeleton, the definition for Disjoin is

(Disjoin P XS) m-
(Adjoin P (InduceSkeleton P XS))

Di sjoin outputs a set of new procedures, Each output procedure ",s a copy of P with a new
skeletal subprocedure attached to it. Adjoin is a trivial function that attaches a set of skeletal
subprocedures to P, producing a set of procedures Each one of these new procedures will be
submitted individually to Induce.

Induce

Figure 16-1 shows a typical subprocedure. Rules 1 through 7 are new. They were built by
Disjoin. Rules 8 and 9 are part of the old procedure. The new AND goal and the three trivial
OR goals are new. The parent OR is old, as are the three goals labelled Kidl, Kid2 and Kid3.
Induce's job is to flesh out the new goals and the new rules by giving them arguments and
patterns. More specifically, it has four tasks, most of which are simple bookkeeping:
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Parent OR/

Trivial OR1
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Trivial OR2
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[ Kid2 I

Figure 16-1
A skeletal subprocedure. Rule 1 is the adjoining rule. Goals bear generic names.

Trivial OR3

7

I Kid3 I

1. Test patterns: New OR rules need to be given test patterns. For the trivial OR rules, such as
rules 5, 6 and 7 in figure 16-1, the test pattern is the null pattern, {} (recall that {} always
matches, therefore it is always true). Inducing the test pattern for the adjoining rule (e.g., rule
1 in figure 16-1) is a difficult task. Let InduceTest be a new undefined function that
calculates a test pattern for the adjoining rule. Its definition will be discussed in a moment.

2. Fetch patterns: New AND rules, e.g., rules 2, 3 and 4 in figure .16-1) must have their fetch
patterns induced. This is another difficult induction problem. Let Induce Fetch be a new
undefined function that solves it. Its definition will be discussed in a moment.

3. Arguments: The new goals and the new rule's actions both need to be assigned arguments.
Most of the time, this is easy. Since OR rules don't shift focus (see section 15.1), the
arguments of the parent OR can be copied and used both for the adjoining rule's action
arguments and for the new AND goats ar uments. Similarly. the arguments of the Kids can
be copied and used both as the arguments of the trivial OR goals and as the arguments of the
trivial OR rule's actions. The only arguments left are the action arguments for the new AND
rules (e.g., rules 2, 3 and 4 in figure 16-1). InduceFetch determines these automatically:
A fetch pattern represents focus shifting. The new shifted focus is bound to certain of the
patterns variables. These variables arc used as action arguments of AND rules. So, finding
arguments for each of the goals and actions is generally just a matter of bookkeeping. There
is an extra twist, however. under circumstances that are explained in the next paragraph.

4. Functions: If any of the Kid goals is a writing action, as is often the case, then it will require
the OR rule that calls it to pass it a number or other symbol to write. Unless this symbol is a
direct copy of a visible one. it must be calculated by a nest of functions. This nest is placed
in the OR rules action argument. Inducing what this function nest could be is non-trivial, so
it too will be assigned an undefined place holding function, InduceFunction.
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Out of all these bookkeeping operations, three critical tasks emerge. (1) test pattern induction,
(2) fetch pattern induction, and (3) function induction. This makes some intuitive sense. When one
learns a subprocedure, one first needs to discover when it is applicable (tat pattern induction). For
each action in the subprocedure, one needs to discover where the action should be located (fetch
pattern induction) and what new numbers it needs, if any (function induction). These three crizko:
tasks have bun formalized as three undefined functions, InduceTest. InduceFetch, and
InduceFunct ion. Defining these functions is the business of the next level, the bias level.

Practice

The function Prac tice is just like Induce except that it has fewer opportunities to do
induction. It must use whatever the procedure has for test patterns, fetch patterns and functions in ..

order to answer the practice problems. However, it may, in some cases, be able to narrow the space
of patterns or function a little due to special characteristics of the practice problems, In general.
Practice makes little differer1ce in the model's predictions. so no more will be said of it.

Delete

The Delete function is simple to define given the AOG representation. It inputs a procedure
constructed by Disjoin. Induce and Pract ice. It outputs a set of procedures. Each of the
output procedures has had the rules of its new AND replaced by a proper, non-empty subset of
those rules. Given a new AND with two rules. Del ete outputs two procedures (deleting all the
new AND'S rules is pointless; it merely "takes back" the lesson, yielding no new predictions). Given
a new AND with three rules. Delete outputs Fix procedures.

Summary

Defining the representation language allowed subprocedure induction to be almost completely
defined. The above discussion sketches a formal treatment of subprocedure induction. It has been
informal in places because a good deal of the subprocedure induction is tedious bookkeeping. Four
new undefined functions were introduced:

InduceSkeleton
InduceTest
In du seF etc h
InduceFunctions

As the names indicate. each function is an inducer. It outputs only generalizations that are
consistent with the examples. however. It will soon be shown that pure induction is. in each case,
too unconstrained. The fuuctitn generate generalizations that people are never observed to
acquire. To get the model's predictions to match human karrting bias predicates governing each
function need to be donned. That is all that is left to do. The hypotheses defining the
representation are so powerful that they almost completely define the learning algorithms that the
learner must use.

16.4 The solver

The previous section partially defined the learner. This does the equivalent exercise for the
solter. The architectural Joel defined the model's moral] problem soling behavior in terms of
three undefined functions, whose informal definitions, repeated from chapter 8, are:
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(Interpret P S) represents one cycle of the nonnal interpretation (execution) of the
procedure P. Tice second argument. 5, is a runtime state: a composite of the
internal (interpreter) state and the external (problem) state. Interpret
returns the next runtime state. Interpret is defined by the representation
language used for procedures.

(Impasse 5 ) is a predicate that is true when the runtime state S is an impasse. It is
implemented by a set of impasse conditions. If any impasse condition is
true, then Impasse is ,true. Impasse represents the problem detection
component of local problem solving.

(Repair 5) represents the ot.her half of local problem solving, problem rectification or
repair. It is implemented by a set of repairs, such as Noop and Backup.
Repair returns a set of states, Each state results from the action of one of
the repairs on the input atate S.

The aim of this section is to define these functions. It Mrs out that their definition will be
incomplete. Two undefined functions are needed. These in turn become the target of the next
level's investigation.

Runtime state

The functions use a runtime state, Now that the representation language has been defined,
the runtime state can be formalized. As stated in the architecture level, the runtime state is a pair:
an internal (execution) state and an external state. The external state is just a problem state. The
internal state has two components, as stack and a single bit of global state, called microstate.
Microstate is used to remember whether the interpreter's last manipulation of the stack was a push
or a pop. Microstate is needed for formalizing the Backup repair. Backup pops the stack, which
automatically sets the microstate to Pop. But Backup needs to have the interpreter resume the goal
that Backup left on the top of the stack rather than pop it. To cause this to happen, it resets
microstate to Push. This fools the interpreter, causing it to interpret the top goal as if it had just
been pushed onto the stack. If microstate were not available, Backup would be less simple to
formalize.

The other component of the internal state is the goal stack. The stack needs to have more
than just goals in it. Each element of the stack (a stack frame) needs to be three components:

Goal The name of the goal.

Bindings Varlah1P-value pairs that represent the bindings of the goal's arguments.

ExecutedRul es The goal's rules that have already been executed.

The need for Bindings follows immediately from the principle that data flow is applicative. The
set of executed rules is needed so that AND goals may work pf+,perly. if the interpreter doesn't
know which AND rules have already been executed, it will just execute the first AND rule over and
over. For AND goals to have their intended meaning, Execu tedRu 1 es must be a part of the
goal's state. In production systems, the same affect is achieved by the refractoriness conflict
resolution principles (McDermott & Forgy, 1918).
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Interpret
The Interpret function executes the procedure on the runtime state that it is given. It

changes the state in ways directed by the procedure. It doesn't do much, only one "cycle" of
inteipretation. Solving a subtraction problems requires hundreds of calls to Interpret. Given
the hypotheses on representation, Interpret can be almost completely defined. It can't be totally
specified bet.ausc pattern matching hasn't been completely defined. Two undefined functions, Test
and Fetch. will be used to represent how test patterns are matched and how fetch patterns are
matched:

(Test S P) Given a runtime state S and a pattern P. Test returns true or false.

(Fetch S P) Given a runtime state S and a pattern P, F Fetch returns a set of binding sets for
P's variables.

Rich assignment of values to variables is a binding set. Fetch returns a set of binding sets because
the pattern may match several ways. Or it may not match at all, in which case the set that Fetch
returns would be empty. The local problem solver, which runs between each cycle of Interpret,
checks for these anomalous matches and repairs them. The bias level discusses exactly what kinds
of matches the local problem sober treats as anomalous. The bias level also defines exactly what
the matching functions Test and Fetch actually do.

Given the two matching functions, there are many ways to define Interpret. One will be
sketched in order to give a feel for some of the issues involved. This version of Interpret does
either a Push or a Pop whenever it is called. That is, the cycle size is set at single pushes and pops.
Fincr cycle sizes are possible. For instance, each binding of a goal argument could count as a cycle
of the interpreter. Although I've tried many cycle sizes for Interpret, none seem to have any
advantages over the others.

Figure 16-2 gives the code for this version of Interpret and the minor functions that it
employs. Interpret has two basic cases: (1) If microstate is Push, then the current goal has just
been started up. If it is a primitive goal, then the interpreter just executes it; otherwise, a rule is
chosca and executed. (2) If microstate is Pop, then the current goal has just had one of its rules
executed. The choice is between resuming it, by choosing a rule and executing it, or exiting the
goal by popping the stack.

The exit conventions of the interpreter are implemented by Ex i tGo al ?. If the top goal is an
AND, It is popped only when all its rules have been executed. If the top goal is an OR, it's done as
soon as any of its rules are executed.

The conflict resolution strategies of the interpreter are implemented by Pi ckRule. It makes
critical use ci' the order of a goal's rules. AND rules are in the order that the learner saw them
being cxecuied ty the worked examples. The first rule on the goal's list is the first rule executed.
Because the AOG language represents all control choice as OR goals, the patterns of AND rules are
not used as applicability conditions. In particular, PickRule just takes the next unexecuted rule
on the AND's list without doing any pattern matching. For OR rules, PickRul e tests for
applicability using the undefined matching function Tests If more than one unexecuted OR rule is
applicable, then Pi ckRule returns the first one on the OR's rule list. The order of rules is used to
represent the chronology of their acquisition. The most recently acquired rule is first. To
summarise, the conflict resolution strategies arc. (1) For AND rules, pick the first unexecutcd rule.
(2) For OR rules, pick the first (i.e.. most recently acquired) unexecuted rule that has a true
applicability condition.
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A If (Microstate S) = Push then
If (GoalTOS S) is primitive then

1. (EvalGoal GoalTOS S) B S)
2. (Pop S)

else (ExecuteRule S (PickRule 5))
else

If (ExitGoal? S) then (Pop 5) else
(ExecuteRule S (PickRule 5)).

where

(ExolGoal?S) E
Either

(GoalTOS 5) is an AND goal, and
all of its tures are in (ExecutedRules-TOS S),

Ot (Goal-TOS S) is an OR goal, and
(ExecutedRulesTOS S) rs not empty,

(PickRule S) -±-
Return the first rule R of (GoalTOS S) such that

R is not in (ExeculedRules-TOS 5) and
either (GoalTOS S) is an AND goal of (Test S (Pattern R)).

(ExecuteRule S R) 7.÷..-
1 Add R to (ExecutedRules-TOS 5)
2 If (GoaTOS S) is an OR goal,

then OnstantrateAction S (Action R) (BindingsTOS 5)
else (InstantlateAction S (Action R) (Car (Fetch S (Pattern R)))).

(InsiantiateAttion S A B) 0
1 (Push S (ActionGoal A) 0 0)
2 For each form F in (ActionArgs A)

as each variable V in (GoalArgs (Goal-TOS S))
do Bind V to (EvalForm F B S) and add the binding into (BindingsTOS S).

B
(Microstate 5)
(GoalTOS 5)
(BindingsTOS 5)
(ExecutedRules-TOS 5)
(Pop 5)
(Push S G RS B)

(EvalGoal G B 5)

(EvalForm F El 5)

(Pattern R)

(Action R)
(ActionGoal A)
(ActionArgs A)

(Goal/U.9s 0)

(Car X)
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Returns the current setting of the microstate bit in the runtime state S.

Returns the goal on the top of the stack.
Returns the bindings of the goal on the lop of the stack in S.

Returns the sel of executed rules on the top of the stack in S.
Pops the stack of runtime state S.

Pushes onto the stack of S a new stack !tame consisting of Gas the goal, RS as the set of
executed tures, and B as the set of bindings.
Executes a primitive goal Gin the runtime state S using bindings B. Primitive goals, e.g.,
Write, change the external (problem) state but do not change the internal state.
Executes a form (r e , a variable, a constant or a function) in the current state with the
bindings B, and returns its value For variables, it simply looks up the variable's binding in B.
Constants are simply returned, with Iheit QUOTE stripped off. Functions, such as the
arithmetic facts functions, make no changes to S of any kind.
Returns the pattern of the rule R.

Returns the action of the rule R.
Returns the goal called by the action A.

Returns the Iasi of forms that ate the arguments of the action A.

Returns the list of variables that ate the arguments ol the goal G.

Returns the first element of a list X.

Figure 16-2
(A) Main code for Interpret. (B) Primitive and utility functions.
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Focus shifting is accomplished 'ay matching fetch patterns. Since AND rule's patterns are used
as fetch patterns, the function Execute Rule calls Fetch for AND rules but not for OR rules.
Calling Fetch augments the current bindings with the bindings of the pattern kartables. (N.B., The
interpreter assumes the local problem sober will catch any mismatches, so it just uses the first
element of the set of binding sets returned by Fetch.) When the action's goal is instantiated by
InstantiateAction, the goal arguments are bound to the values of certain fetch pattern
variables. This accomplishes focus shifting.

The point is only that the interpreter can be almoot eomoletely defined, excepting only the
functions Test and Fetch, and that its definition is rather simple. The AOG language is not very
complex, and neither Is its interpreter.

Local Problem Solving

The local problem solver is formalized by a predicate. impasse, and a function, Repair.
Both are driven by sets. Impasse uses a set of impasse conditions. Repair uses a set of repairs.
These two sets are constant parameters of the model. Although the exact membership of both sets
is still open for investigation, their value, whatever it is, may not be varied across tasks or subjects.
To do so would give so much tailorability to the model that the theory would be difficult to refute.
Holding the sets constant represents the assertion that local problem solving is a widely known,
task-independent skill. It concerns procedures per se, and not just procedures for sohing particular
kinds of tasks. Task-independence entails that impasse conditions and repairs mention only aspects
of the execution state. For instance, the Noop repair simply pops the stack. it executes (Pop S).
The Backup repair also uses only the execution state. Its implementation is:

I. (Pop S)
2. If (Goal-TOS S) is an AND, then go to I.
3. Set (Micrustate S) to Push.

This pOps the stack to the 11r. OR goal, then resets the execution state so that it will be enured.

The impasse conditions also mention only the execution state. For instance, the following
impasse condition is true if PickRul e would fail:

-if
I. (ExitGoal? S) = false, and
2. (Goal-TOS S) is an OR goal, and
3. There is no rule R in the rules of (Goal-TOS S) such that

Ri(ExecutedRules-TOS 5) and (Test S (Pattern R))= true,
then impasse.

This condition checks for halt impasses -- times when the interpreter would have to halt because no
rule applies. Another impasse condition checks for mismatching fetch patterns:

if
1. (ExitGoal? S) = false, and
2. (Goal-TOS S) is a non - primitive AND goal, and
I. R is the first of its rules that is not in (ExecutedRulcs-TOS 5), and
4. (Fetch S (Pattern R)) is not a singleton set,
then impasse.

This impasse condition checks whether the next call to Interpret will call Fetch, then it checks
whether the pattern will mismatch (i.e., whether it will fail to match at all, or more commonly,
whether it matches ambiguously). if so, an ambiguity impasse is signalled. The ambiguity impasse
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will play an important role in the Bias level.

At present, the model uses only five impasse conditions. Two have just been discussed.
Another checks for infinite loops. A fourth causes an impasse when the current problem state is
not syntactically well formed. The fifth impasse condition checks for precondition violations. in a
sense. the precondition impasse condition is special since it must consult non-execution state
information. It must look up the primitives' preconditions. Technically, this violates the principle
that impasse conditions refer only to the execution state. However, preconditions arc inevitable in
any model that has primitives (and all computmional models do). Just as the actions of a primitive
operator are beneath the grain size of the model, the impasses of the primitive are also beneath the
grain Preconditions represent internal impasses that have been lifted up to the grain size
bounda.y. For instance, the facts function Sub is a primitive with a precondition. Suppose it were
represented as a nun primitive procedure that. say, uses finger counting to calculate differences. It
might reach an impasse calculating 5-7 when it tries to tick off a finger and finds there are no
more fingers to tick off. The precondition at the Sub-sized grain is a lifting of this impasse to a
higher level. In short, preconditions are as inevitable as primitives. Hence, an impasse condition
that refers to them is also inevitable.

The basic point is that defining the execution state allows defining the repairs and the impasse
conditions. These in turn define the local problem solver.

163 Preview of the bias level

The hypotheses on representation have taken us a long way. They not only defined the
representation language, they defined almost all of the learner, the interpreter, and the local
problem solver. The only issues left to discuss concern the six undefined functions mentioned
above:

InduceSkeleton
InduceTest
InduceFetch
InduceFunctions
Test
Fetch

The first four express the biases of the learner. The representational hypotheses defined all possible
patterns and skeletons consistent with a lesson's examples; the bias functions filter out the choices
that human learners are never observed to choose. As will be seen in the next section, these biases
are relative rather than absolute. They compare two choices and say which is better. The
representational hypotheses are absolute. In a sense, they say of a single choice whether or not it is
good. Because the biases are relative, they cannot be built into the representation language.
Representation languages can express only absolute constraints.

The other two undefined functions, Test and Fetch, concern pattern matching. There are
many ways that patterns can ie matched against the problem state. For instance, they can be
matched to maximize the nu.nber of matched relations, or they can be matched to maximize the
number of bound pattern variables. The matching issues are intimately related to the learner's bias
for pattern inductions. The bias principles express how the learner views the worked problem, and
ine matching principles express how this view,aint is applied to exercise problems. They are duals.
They form two ends of an "informational conduit" between examples and exercises. The next level
discusses both issues together, despite the fact that its name, the bias level. refers to just one.
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Chapter 17
Two Patterns or One

At this point in the development of the representation,, it has been shown that patterns
represent the interface between the procedure and the current problem state. There arc two jobs
that patterns are used for: (1) shifting the focus of attention, and (2) testing applicability conditions
in order to decide which rule to take. It would be parsimonious if the same patterns could be used
both for testing and fetching. This is what produ tion systems do. The pattern on the condition
side of a production rule tests whether the rule is applicable, and it binds variables for use in the
actions of the other side of the rule. However, it turns out that the data force the theory away from
the parsimony of single-pattern rules. Two kinds are needed: fetch patterns and test patterns. This
chapter discusses why both kinds are needed. The distinction between fetch and test patterns was
assumed in the chapter on representational syntax; now it is time to fulfill the promise and show
that the distinction is well motivated.

This chapter also introduces some important bug data that Set the empirical stage for the
arguments of the following two chapters. In particular. the bugs indicate some general trends for
several key issues: First, the evidence indicates that induction should be biased so that fetch
patterns are fairly specific. Second. it indicates that impasses occur when matching fails due to
ov erspecific fz.tch patterns. Third, it indicates that induction should be biased so that test patterns
arc fairly general. The best way to understand these general trends is to examine the evidence
itself. It concerns a group of bugs that will be called, for handy reference, the fetch bugs.

17.1 The fetch bugs

The fetch bugs that will be discussed here are clearly a product of incomplete learning. In
particular, it seems that students were tested just after they were introduced to borrowing.
Introductory borrowing is always exemplified using twocolumn problems, such as c

a.
4

613
- 1 9

36

4 4

b. 613 7
- 1 9 2

c. 7 613
- 2 1 9

3 6 6 5 3 6

There is no logical reason against using multicolumn problems, such as b and c, but in the
textbooks that I've seen. they are never used in the initial borrowing lessons.

The general story for the fetch bugs goes like this: Suppose students abstract a highly specific
fetch pattern to describe where borrow's decrement goes. When they are given multicolumn
problems. such as b or c. their overly specific fetch patterns may not match. This triggers an
impasz. leading via various repairs to ca:h of the fetch bugs. In order to verify this story. each of
the fetch bugs will be discussed in detail. The telltale Cartesian product pattern of impasses and
repairs will be uncovered. However, in order to make the exposition easier to follow, it will be
couched in terms of fetch patterns, impasses and repairs, just as if the point under discussion had
already been decided. After the evidence is exposed. oppos ng hypotheses will be evaluated.
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4

Borrow-NoDecrement a. 7 613 b. 613 7
ExecptLast: 2 1 9 - 1 9 2

5 4 4 X 3 4 5 1,/

When this bug's fetch pattern is induced from two-column borrow oroblems, the learner abstracts
the It that the column that is borrowed from is adjacent to the column that is borrowed into. The
learner also abstracts that the borrow from column is the leftmost column. 'Ibis dual description is
orspccific. It is true of borrowfrom columns only on two-column problems. That is what
ultimately leads to the bug. To make the discussion concrete. suppose that the fetch pattern
contains the fragment

(... (Adjacent? G BFC BIC)
(First? G BFC) )

where G is the variable for the problem grid, BFC is the column to borrow from, and BIC is the
column to borrow into. The first relation means that the borrowfrom column is adjacent to the
borrow-into column. The second relation means that the borrowfrom column is the leftmost
column in the problem. Adjacent? and First? are always true when borrow problems are two
column problems. That is why they are present in the fetch pattern. The learner apparently chose
a highly specific generalization of the two-column training examples.

On a three-column problem, such as a. the pattern fails to match. There is no column which
is both adjacent and leftmost. This failure causes an impasse. The above bug, Borrow-No-
Decrement-Except-Last. is generated by repairing the impasse with Noop. Hence, the bug just skips
the decrement if the pattern doesn't match. On a three-column problem with the borrow
originating in the tens column, as in b, the pattern matches just fine. The hundreds column is both
leftmost and adjacent to the borrow-into column. The match is exact, se no impasse occurs. The
decrement happens as it should. So far, the fetch bug story is born out by the bug evidence.

6 4

Always-Borrow-Left: a. 7 513 b. 613 7
2 1 9 192
4 4 4 X 3 4 5 V

This bug is -arived the same way as the one just discussed, except that the impasse is repaired
differently. Instead of a Noop repair, the local problem solver uses another repair, called the Force
repair (becauses it forces the interpreter to choose when there is ambiguity). The Force repair finds
the closest match for the fetch pattern. When there are sacral closest matches, then the repair
chooses one of them. In the case of problem a, there are two closest matches for the fetch pattern.
One match binds the hundreds column to BFC, the column borrowed from. This binding satisfies
Fi rs t? but leaves Adjacent? false. The other closest match binds the tens column to BFC.
This makes Adj acen t? true and leaves F i rst? false. When Force takes the first match, then the
bug Always-Borrow-Left is generated. If it takes the second match, then the correct borrow from
placement is generated.

Two points are crucial for this bug and Borrow-No-Decrement-Except-Last: (1) The fetch
pattern is too specific; it has both Adjacent? and First?. (2) impasses sometimes occur
whenever fetch patterns fail to match exactly.

Twe other fetch bugs differ from the two just described only in the kind of fetch patterns
they have. The new bugs' fetcn patterns test the numerical relationships of the digits in the borrow-
Wm column. In twocolumn borrowing problems. the tens column has the property that T>B
(whcre I and B stand for the top and bottom digits of the column, as always). The following
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pattern fragment is always true for the tens column of two-column borrowing problems:

C... (Adjacent? G 8FC BIC)
(!Part 8FC T)
(1Part 8FC 8)
(First? 8FC T)
(Last? 8FC 8)
(LessThan? 8 T)
(not (LessThan? T 8))
(Not (Equal? T 8)) ...)

The last three relations are the ones that matter. They specify B<T, B<T, and B#T. This pattern
will fail to match exactly on problems that require two adjacent borrows, such as

a.

2 14 2
1
4

3 517 b. 3 517
- 1 9 8 - 1 5 8

1 6 9 1 9 9

11 e tens column falsifies one or more of the last three relations of the fragment above. Hence, the
fetch pattern will fail to match for the borrow-from for the first, units-column borrow. This failure
causes an impasse. The impasse leads ultimately to the following bug:

414 8

Borrow- Don't-Decrement- a. 5 517 b. 5 517 c. 5 917

Uillos.Bmtom-SmMlen 1 9 8 1 5 9 1 5 8

3 6 9 X 4 0 9 X 4 3 9 -v/

This bug results ;coin taking the Noop repair to the impasse. It skips the decrement unless the
column is T>B. That is, it impasses when the borrow-from column is not exactly like the tens
column of two-column borrowing problems, with respect to the relative size of the column's digits,

3

4 4 8
b 5 517Borrow-Across- a. 51517 c . 5 917

UnlessBottom-Smaller: 1 9 8 1 5 9 1 5 8

2 6 9 X 3 0 9 X 4 3 9 1/

A second bug is generated by taking the Force repair to this same impasse. The repair finds the
closest matches to the fetch pattern. In problem b, there are just two closest matches. In problem
a, there are three,

In problem a, the pattern matches the hundreds column if the adjacency relation is relaxed.
This is the match whicli generates the bug shown above. The pattern matches the tens column if
the two Les sThan? relationships are relaxed. This match generates the correct borrow-from
placement. The pattern will also match the tens column if T and 8 are bound, respectively, to the
bottom and top digits of the tens column. That is, the match preserves the LessThan?
relationships by "inverting" the column. This means that it will try to decrement the bottom digit,
generating a very rare bug, Borrow-From-Larger (see appendix 1).

In problem b, where T=B in the tens, the first two matches are still available, but inverting
the column is no longer a closest match, Turning the column upside down doesn't make either
LessThan? relationship true, So, only two matches arc good in problem b. Taking the match that
relaxes adjacency gives the solution shown in problem b, Taking the other match generates the
correct borrow-from placement. So, if the Force repair always chooses the match that relaxes
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adjacency, the bug shown above is gerierated.

Summary

The four fetch bugs described above fit into the familiar Cartesian product pattern that
indicates impasses being repaired. It is summarized by the following table:

Noop Force

Not leftmost
Not T>B I

B.N.D.E.L
B.D.D.U.B.S.

A.B.L.
B.A.U.B.S. I

Tice rows indicate the two impasses. Row one inatcatcs trying to borrow fiom a column that is not
the leftmost column, and row two indicates trying to borrow from A column where T<B. The two
columns indicate the two repairs, Noop and Force. The four cells of the table are abbreviations for
the four bugs. Thus Cartesian product pattern us clear and compelling evidence for the existence of
the impasses due to overspecific fetch patterns.

17.2 'rest patterns * fetch patterns

So far, no evidence has been presented that fetch patterns and test patterns are distinct.
Although it was assumed that they were different so that the syntax of the representation could be
defined in an earlier chapter. that assumption needs to be backed up. The hypotheses of the
preceding chapters allow test and fetch patterns to be the same. It could be that a single pattern is
used for two conceptually distinct purposes. but that the distinction is not reflected in the actual
procedural representation. This single- pattern approach is the one most often used in production
systems. The condition side of a production rule has patterns that serve both functions
simultaneously. If the pattern matches, the rule may be run. As a byproduct of the match,
variables are bound foi use in the action side a the rule. So production rules (and many other
pattern-invocation formalisms, e.g.. Microplanner. Sussman et. al, 1971) use one pattern for both
testing and fetching. However, there is fairly clear evidence that two distinct patterns are needed to
cover the bug data.

Single pattern and exact matching

Tice fetch buss have overspecific patterns for fetching the column to borrow from. If only
one kind of pattern existed, then those same overspecific patterns would be used in testing whether
or not to borrow. Because the patterns are overspecific. they don't match exactly. When patterns
are used for tests in production systems, truth is equated with exact matching. That is, a pattern is
considered to be true only if all its relations match. Under the exact match convention, the fetch
bugs' patterns are false. Since the patterns that test whether or not to borrow are false due to their
overspectficity, the corresponding Borrow subprocedure won't be executed. In particular, the
patterns will be false in exactly the cases where the fetch patterns were found to be causing
impasses and repairs. There is a contradiction here. Because the fetch patterns are being executed,
the procedure has chosen to take the Borrow subprocedure. Yet by hypothesis, the patterns
governing its applicability were false. To generate the fetch bugs, either (1) the patterns are
matched closely instead of the usual exact matching, or (2) test patterns are distinct from fetch
patterns and furthermore, they are more general. so that they will be true (i.e.. match exactly) under
conditions that would cause the fetch patterns to be overspecific. The first case will be shown to be
unworkable, leaving the second case as the conclusion.
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Single pattern and closest match

There is a problem when closest matching is used for testing patterns. Since closest matching
rarely fails. it is infeasible to use failure to represent the false value of a pattern's test The only
option is to compare the closenesss of matches. The vile whose pattern matches the problem-it:1W-
most closely is the ruic to execute.

But this won't let the theory generate some of the fetch bugs. In particular, it won't generate
the fetch bugs that come from the second overspccific pattern mentioned above, the one that has
'DB. T>B and T*B in it. Under the single-pattern hypothesis, this pattern is used both to fetch
tertain locations and to test whether or not to execute the Borrow rule. Suppose a problem that is
appropriate for generating the fetch bugs is presented. The pattern is matched. Because it is being
used to generate the bugs. this match will not be exact. In particular. the relations DB, T>B and
T*B will fail to match. This does not make the Borrow rule inapplicable. Rather, the other rules
for processing a column must have their patterns matched in order to find out which rule's pattern
has the closest match. One such rule will be a rule that does ordinary, nonborrow columns. Its
pattern will not match exactly. The borrow column has TO but the pattern has T> B. So the
pattern relation T>II will be false. The job of the interpreter is to decide which pattern matches
more closely: the borrow pattern, which has three unmatched relations, or the nonborrow pattern,
which hdi one unmatched relation. Note that the unmatched relation from the norboffow pattern,
"I>B. is also one of the unmatched relations of the borrow pattern. Hence, any way of measuring
closeness of match that is monotonic (i.e.. QCP implies *KIM) will parer the nonborrow pattern
over the borrow pattern. Because monotonicity is widely held to be an axiom of human measures
of similarity (Tversky, 1977), we can assume that the interpreter will judge that the non-borrow
pattern matches more closely than the borrow pattern. Hence, the Borrow subprocedure will lb be
called : t exactly the times when the fetch bugs show that it is being called. The theory can't
generate the fetch bugs if closest matching is used to test rule applicability. The singlepattern
hypothesis cannot bc salvaged by postulating that closest matching be used to test for applicability.
The only way to get the theory to generate the fetch bugs is to assume that Borrow's test pattern is
a different pattern from its fetch pattern.

17.3 Formal hypotheses

The conclusions of this chapter are summarized in two hypotheses:

Two patterns
The representation uses different patterns for testing rule applicability and
for focus shifting: Test patterns arc uscd in choosing which OR ruic to
execute. Fetch patterns are used to shift the focus of attention (data flow).

Test pattern match
A test pattern is considered to be true if and only if it matches exactly (i.e., all
its relations are true in the current problem state).

In addition to these hypotheses, the chapter yielded several general observations that will bc honed
in the following chapters: (I) In some cases, such as the fetch buss, test patterns arc more general
than fetch patterns. (2) Fetch patterns tend to be highly specific. This can be assumed to be the
result of a bias in their induction. (3) impasses sometimes occur when fetch patterns do not match
exactly due to overspecificity.
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Chapter 18
Fetch Patterns

This chapter discusses fetch patterns. There are two key issues to resolve. The first concerns
biasing induction: How specific arc fetch patterns? AL the end of pattern induction, the set of
patterns that are consistent with the examples is usually very large (about 2"). The patterns range
fru .1 large patterns (100 ;claims) that arc highly specific, to small patterns (one or two relations)
that are highly general. The first issue of this chapter concerns which of these patterns are
preferred by learners for fetch patterns. The second issue concerns a set of bugs, called the fetch
bugs, which were introduced in chapter 17, They seem to be caused by fetch patterns that are
overly specific. To account for the fetch bugs, the theory has to describe how their matching
triggers impasses.
..

18.1 version spaces

This chapter contrasts two solutions to these issues. However, before they can be stated, a
new formalism must be introduced. It is a simple induction technique, dubbed version spaces by
(Mitchell, 1982). The goal of pattern induction is to find all conjunctive patterns that are consistent
with the given instances, where instances in this case arc problem states. To make the discussion
easier to follow. it will be assumed that the pattern being induced will be used as the test pattern
for some rule. For test patterns, there arc two kinds of instances, positive and negative. Positive
instances are problem states that the target pattern should be tole of (match exactly in). Negative
instances are problem states that the target pattern should false of (should not match exactly in).
To make version spaces clear, it helps to restate the pattern induction problem in logical notation.

The target pattern, call it T, should match exactly in all positive instances. Let positive
i:istance i be represented by P1, the set of all literals that are true of ii (A literal is a relation or a
negated relation.) Then P,.T, where ''," means logical implication. That is, T is true in problem
state I whenever P1 implies T. Similarly, let negative instance j be represented by NI, the set of alt
literals that are true of it. Then N3-- -T T is false in problem state j whenever Nj implies not T.
So the induction problem is to find all T such that:

T is in the pattern language, and
P1.T for all positive instances i, and
N1. T for all negative instances).

EL i. this is logically equivalent to finding all T such that:

T is in the pattern language and Pi.T*Ni for all 1,1.

Implication is of course a partial order on propositions. Let's say that X'Y means that Y is above
X in the partial order. Then P is above the P1 and below the N1. One may be able use an
efficient representation by saving the least upper bound (LLB) of the P1 instead of the l's, and the
greatest lower bound (GLD) of the -NJ instead of the Nj. To make this representation equivalent
to saving the states, the LIMB and GI.D will have to be filtered to remove elements that do not
conform to the transitive implication relation .just stated above. Mitchell calls this representation a
version space (Mitchell, 1982). The filtered LUD is designated S. The filtered GLB is designated G.
To put, it differently:
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G is the set of maximally general generalizations.
S is the set of maximally spectfic generalizations.

Unless the kinds of implications allowed by the pattern language arc extremely limited, S and G
will be enormous, making the version space representation worse than merely keeping the Si and
the Si. However, in conjunctive pattern languages there is on° one analytic implication:
(XAY)*X. Thus. the Len can be computed by deleting conjuncts from the Pi's descriptions
(assuming that the problem state's Ai is described by the set of all relations that are true of the
problem state). For instance, if Pi is AABAC, then the only generalizations of it that arc- in the
pattern language arc:

BAC, AAC, AM, A. 13, C, true

Because the pattern language is so strongly constrained. the logical implications arc simple. Hence,
the computation of the LUB is quite simple as well. The computation of G is only little more
complex. One has to "filter" the GI.B against S before actually computing it, so to speak. The
aigorithms are documented in Mitchell (1982) and Cohen and Feigenbaum (1983).

There are still the non-analytic implications to take into account, such as

(0 x) 0- (ID/ELT x). This implication states that if x is a iero then x is an identity element. It
and many other non-analytic implications arc implicit in the grammar. In order to dispense with
computing non-analytic implications during induction, Sierra computes all the non-analytic
implications on the states prior to induction. Thus, whenever (0 G007) occurs in a P1 or a Ni,
(ID/ELT G007) is made to occur as well. (Actually, this falls out automatically from parsing the
problem state bottom-up using the grammar.)

ir

Constraints for the sake of efficiency

Although it is slightly off the main topic, it is worth mentioning that Sierra's implementation
of version spaces makes some compromises for the sake of efficient computation. Because patterns
have pattern variables, the LUB and GLB computations are NA-hard. More specifically, if patterns P
and Q have rt variables each, then computing their LUB is O(nn). These combinatorics reflect the
usual Al matching problem: Each variable in P can be paired with any variable in Q. One way to
deal with it is to use small n. Winston's blocks world inductions rarely used n larger than 5 or 6
(Winston, 1975). Using small n is impossible in Sierra's case because prediction of the data requires
pieulem states with 10 to 30 objects, and ileime the patterns ha.ve ahuut that many variables. A
second solution is to impose prior constraints on which matches will be considered. Sierra uses two
constraints.

First, it is assumed that pattern variables have an implicit inequality relationship between
them. That is, distinct variables must match distinct objects. Hence, when finding the LUB of two
patterns, distinct variables must be mapped to distinct variables. This lowers the combinatorics to
0(n!). There is actually some empirical evidence for this constraint, but it won't be presented here.

Second, it is assumed that the part-whole hierarchy established by the grammar is inviolate.
That is, if x is paired with x' during the LUB calculation of two pattern P and P', and
( IPa rt y x) is in pattern P, then y can only be bound to y` when ( !Part y' x') is in pattern
P. This cuts the complexity of the matching down to 0(Bling n). where B is the branching factor
of the part-whole trees, typically about three or four. When this constraint is turned off in Sierra,
an IL% computation that normally takes 30 seconds takes well over two hours. A G LB computation
that normally takes a few minutes takes several days. This constraint, or something like it, is a
practical necessity.
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18.2 Two hypotheses

With the basics of version spaces presented. the two main issues of this chapters can be
discussed. how to induce fetch patterns. and how to match them. Two hypotheses arc advanced
concerning the kind of inductive bias that determines fetch patterns.

1. Topological bias: The learner prefers maximally specific generalizations. That is. if <S.G> is
the version space of fetch patterns, the learner chooses from the S set. The name
"topological" is applied because the test for maximality is a simple topological one. (In
particular, when a pattern is viewed as d labelled directed graph, one pattern generalizes
another if it is a proper subgraph of the other. A maximally specific pattern is one that is not
a subgraph of any larger pattern. This definition is the one used to maintain the version
space.)

2. Teleological bias. The learner has a set of "teleological rationalizations" that are used to judge
the plausibility of the v arous generalizations that are consistent with the examples. The bias
is to choose generalisations that seem to have the most coherent rationalizations with respect
to what the learner believes the purposes of the procedure are. For instance, the notion of
"boundaries" might be the foundation of a teleological rationalization that requires decrements
to be in the leftmost column. The rationalization goes as follows: The leftmost column is a
boundary of the grid. I3oundanes are often subject to special rules, in general. and especially
in gridlike arrangements (e.g., checker boards. chess boards. Go boards, Asteroid fields,
basketball courts, football fields. etc.). The choice of "leftmost" is rational since the tens
column of a two-column problem is a boundary case. Therefore, it is especially worth noting.

The difference between the teleological and topological hypotheses is subtle. Neither hypothesis is
flawless, nor do the data side convincingly with one or the other. Ultimately, the choice is made on
grounds of tailorability in favor of the topological hypothesis.

The second issue discussed in this chapter concerns what kinds of fetch pattern mismatching
trigger impasses. Patterns can mismatch several ways. A pattern can fail to match exactly, leaving
some of its relations unmatched. A pattern can match ambiguously: There may be several ways to
bond its variables to problem State objects. and each binding satisfies the whole pattern. Mismatches
such as these two can be used to trigger impasses. On the other hand, the interpreter can treat
them as normal events. For instance. the interpreter may not care if a few relations are unmatched
if its matching convention is to take the match that maximizes the :if,' t of matched relations. This
issue involves figuring out a combination of conventions for matching and triggering impasses that
will maximize the coverage of the data. Two hypotheses are considered:

1. Exact match: The interpreter matches fetch patterns exactly. If not all of the relations of a
pattern are matched, an impasse occurs.

2. Closest match: The interpreter matches fetch patterns closely. That is, the matcher chooses
bindings for the pattc-n variables that maximizes the set of relations that are matched. If the
fetch is ambiguous in that more than one closest match exists, then an impasse occurs.

The bias issue and the matching issue are discussed together since they turn out to be related. It
will be shown that the topological bias seems the bitter account for the learners' bias in inducing
fetch patterns. Closest matching is a bettc account for the use of fetch patterns during
interpretation and local problem solving.

23,
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183 The pattern focus hypothesis

The topological hyp,:thesis as it stands is incomplete. It needs to say something about how
large an area to focus on wh-1 constrt:cting most specific patterns. The grammar is in principle,
powerful enough to build d pat.:. tree not only for the subtraction problem, but for the whole page
containing the problems. and per aps even larger spatial areas. Taken literally, the hypothesis that
fetch patterns be as specific as possible implies that patterns mention not only the column's position
in the current problem, but also the problem's position in the current page, the page's position on
the desk, and so forth. In principle, fetch patterns could be infinite. Including this much context in
the patteins causes the procedure to impasse whenever the problem is not set in exactly the same
context as the training exercises. Clearly, this is iiot what people do. A constraint is needed to
limit the size of the fetch patterns. The constraint will be called the pattern focus hypothesis.

A precise formulation of the pattern focus hypothesis can be obtained by examining the bug
AlwaysBoffow-Left. The preceding chapter described its derivation from two-column borrowing
problems. The discussion centered on the fetch pattern for borrow-from. The fetch pattern for
borrow-into is equally interesting. The following illustrates a typical example problems' states just
before each of the two actions:

4
a. 63 b. 63

- 1 9 - 1 9

Problem state a is just prior to the borrow-from action. The learner induces the fetch pattern for
borrow-from from states like state a. Problem state b is the sort of state used for inducing borrow -
into's fetch pattern. The preceding chapter showed that borrow-from's fetch pattern is often specific
enough to cause impasses on three-column problems. The essential problem was that the pattern's
induction from two-column problems led to incorporating the fact that the borrow-from column is
the leftmost column of the problem and it is also adjacent to the column that originated the borrow.
If the induction of the fetch pattern for borrow-into is similarly biased, then it too should cause
impasses because it expects two-column problems. But no such impasses occur. Borrow-into seems
not to have the overspecific pattern that borrowfrom has. This is' a key piece of evidence for the
pattern focus hypothesis.

Figure 18-1 shows the two fetch patterns in question prior to applying the focus pattern
hypothesis. Part-whole trees are used for ivgibility. A part-whole tree is a way of displaying
patterns that emphasizes ! Part relationships of the pattern by drawing them as links in a tree.
Pattern variables are shown as tree nodes. The node label is the variables name concatenated with
the main categorical relation on that variable. For instance, AC2 is the variable for the whole
units column, which has two parts. C2 matches the top part of the column, which contains the two
digits 3 and 9. A2 matches a blank, the answer place for the units column. A little bit of focusing
has already been applied in that the two patterns have been pruned to mention only the columns of
the current problem. With no focusing at all. the patterns would be infinite. The pattern variables
that are input-output variables are boxed. By "input-output variable," I mean that the variable is
either

1. an input variable to the fetch pattern: The variable is an argument of the goal that this
pattern's rule is under. Thus. this variable will be bound before pattern matching begins.

2. an output variable of the fetch pattern: The variable is used by the action of the rule that the
fetch pattern is in. The whole point of the fetch pattern is to get its output variables bound.

2 3 2
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Figure 18-1
Part-whole trees displaying patterns for borrow-from (A) and borrow-into (B).

That is, if a fetch pattern is thought of as a function for retrieving objects from the problem state,
then the input-output variables are the function's inputs and outputs. There are essentially just
three input-output variables in the figure. AC2 is an input variable because it is the argument of
the goal Borrow in both patterns, and these patterns are on .ales beneath the Borrow goal. This
variable matches the whole units column. In figure 18-la. the Boriow.Trom subgoal is passed the
output variable Ti as an argument The variable matches the top digit in the tens column in
problem state a, above. In figure 18-1b, the subgoal Borrow-into is passed the output variable T2
as an argument. It matches the top digit of the units column in problem state b, above.

The only major difference between the two patterns of figure 18-1 is where the input-output
variables are located. This provides the distinction that is needed to drive the pattern focus
hypothesis: .1 fetch pattern has the smallest part-whole tr. :hat will span its input-output variables.
The focused fetch pattern for 18-1a is the pattern corresponding to the tree headed by 0. The
focused fetch pattern for 18-lb corresponds to the tree headed by AC 2.
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When the bonow-into pattern is focused this way. it mentions only the units column. Hence,
it will not be as specific as the borrow-from pattern, which mentions both columns. In particular,
the overspecificity of the borrowfrom pattern is absent in the borrow-into pattern. The borrow-
ftom pattern insists that the two columns be both adjacent and boundary columns (i.e., leftmost and
rightmost. respectively). The borrow-into pattern doesn't care about adjacency since it mentions
only one of the two columns. Whereas the overspecificity of the borrow-from pattern will cause vi
impasse, the borrow-into pattern is now general enough that it can match without causing an
impasse. This explains why there are no bugs that are the equivalent of Always-liorrowLeft for
borrow-into patterns. The focus pattern hypothesis has removed must of the overspecificity of the
borrow-into patterns.

This formulation of the focus hypothesis makes intuitive sense. The focus of attention is no
larger than the problem solver needs it to be in order to discriminate among various bindings of the
output variables. If the focused pattern of figure I8lb vier ;awl', say including the tens column
as well as the units (i.e., the focused pattern tree headed by 6), then the tens column could
potentially match several different ways without having any affect at all on the bindings of the units
column section of the pattern. These matches are superfluous, given that all the solver has to do is
choose the top digit of the current column, which is the units column. It is pointless to look at the
tens column in order to figure out how to match the units.

ISA 'Teleological rationalizations

The teleological bias is based on applying teleological rationalizations to choose among the
various generalizations that induction offers. In one sense, some teleological rationalizations are
already embedded in the theory. As mentioned earlier, a teleological rationalization involving
boundaries (or perhaps corners) would generate the leftmost relationship that is critical to generating
Always - Borrow -Left. This idea. that the ends of sequences are important, is embedded in the
relationship between the grammar and the pattern relations. The spatial relation F i rst? is added
to patterns when the appropriate aggregate objects arc sequences. However, this convention is just
a choice on the theory's part. It doesn't have to be there for logical reasons. The intuitive
motivation for making it a part of the grammar definition is the same as the teleological
rationalization. First? is a defined pattern relation just because boundaries are often important
and salient for sequential arrangements. There is no similar motivation for Second? a relation
true of the second item in a sequence so it is not a spatial relation. The point here is that
teleological rationalizations that involve spatial relationships are represented in the grammar
definition.

This makes the difference between the teleological and topological hypotheses quite subtle. It
essentially means that almost any spatial teleological rationalization the theorist deems necessary can
be embedded in both systems. However, under the topological hypothesis, such teleological
rationalizations are installed in the grammar. It c..ri be shown that this entails that their effects vv;;I
be felt more widely.

Under the teleological hypothesis, the rationalizations re in some kind of knowledge base
that acts as a filter on each pattern separately. This allows the rationalizations to potentially act
together, filtering individual patterns in complex ways. On the other hand. under the topological
hypothesis, F i rs t? must be in all sequence-bearing patterns if it is in any. Under the teleological
hypothesis, its presence can be controlled. In short, white both hypotheses allow certain teleological
rationalizations to be captured, the topological hypothesis captures them in a way that introduces
less tailorability into the theory.
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The same difference in tailothility comes out clearly in the case of the bug Borrow-Don't-
Decrement-Unless-Bottom-Smaller, The bug's der-nation was discussed in chapter 17, Like Always-
Borrow Left, it has an overspecific fetch pattern. The crucial extra relationship is T>13, applied to
the column to be borrowed from. This relationship is always true in two-column borrowing
problems, the kind used in the initial borrowing lessons, but it is not nue whenever the problem
requires adjacent borrows. .fence, .141:.cnt borrow problcms CARISC impasses. which are what led to
the inference the DB was in the fetch pattern. One NI10111117,111011 for its presence concerns the
fact that the borrow-from goal has to Otiose between the top and bottom digits in deciding where
to perform the decrement. The rationalization uses T>Il as the way to distinguish the two digits on
the rationalization that "the digit to make ialler is the digit that has more to begin with."
Admittedly, th:s is not a particularly strong rat. .1 'Attn. but it will do to illustrate the difference
in tailorability. The teleological hypothesis rationalins 'I>B by using the fact that the pattern is a
fctch for a decrement. If it was fetching for an increment, this particular rationalization would not
apply. The rationalization is sensing not caily the current problem state, but it is also sensing the
intended use for the output of the fetch pattern. Clearly, this rationalization has acquired a good
deal of control over whether ill,: pattern will or will not have T >B in it. This extra power is the
main difference between the teleological and topological hypotheses.

So far, I have yet to see any good use for this extra power. Any fetch that has a nice
teleological rationalization is adequately derived under the topological hypothesis. Consequently, it
seems wisest to base fetch pattern biasing on topological con:Aderations. The hypothesis that
captures this is:

Maximally specific fetch patterns
Given that <S, G> is the version space for a fetch pattern. I n duce F et ch chooses any
pattern in S as the fetch pattern.

S stands for the set of maximally specie generalizations for a version space. and G stands for the
set of maximally general generalizations. The set G is not uscd in the case of fetch patterns.

The pattern focus hypothesis interacts with the fetch pattern hypothesis. It limits the size of
candidate fetch patterns by restricting the sin of their part-whole tree.

Focus pattern
If <S, °> is the version space for a fetch pattern, and the fetch pattern is beneath goal G,
and the fetch pattern will provide arguments to goal SG, a subgoal of G, then let I (for
input) be the set of pattern variables con esponding to goal G's arguments and 0 (for
output) be the set of all variables for providing arguments to SG. The part-whole trce of
a pattern in S is the minimal tree necessary to span the set 11)0. Variables outside this
partwhole tree are dropped from the pattern, along with all relations that mention them.

18.5 Exact matching vs. Closest matching

Al distinguishes between two kinds of conjunctive pattern matching. Exact matching finds
bindings for the pattern variables that make all the pattern relations true. If there is no such
binding, then matching fails. The pattern is said to be overconstrained or false. Closest matching
rinds bindings that maximize the subset of pattern relations that the bindings make true. Closest
matching almost never fails. There is almost always some binding that makes at least one pattern
element true. Closest matching actually stands for a class of matching conventions since there is
some latitude in what it means for a subset of pattern relations to be maximal. This section
discusses whether fetch patterns should be twitched closely or exactly. There is a great deal of
evidence that closest matching is better.
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Fetch patterns need generalization long after they are acquired

When induction is biased toward specific patterns and induction is incremental, then it. is
inevitable that late occurring lessons will need to generalise patterns that were created earlier in the
lesson sequence. The lesson that creates a pattern will do so using rather constrained, simple
problems. When later lessons use more complicated problems, the simple patterns won't match
exactly; they only match simple problems. To renovate the older material, the solver must either
generalize the patterns so that they will now match exactly, or it must habitually use closest
matching. This entailment will be clarified with an illustration.

One of the first subtraction lessons in the curriculum teaches how to do two-column problems.
The students already know how to do single column problems, such as a below; they are taught
how to do two-column problems, such as b:

a. 6_2
4

b. 39
- 1 7

22
This involves inducing several patterns. The pattern of interest ib the fetch pattern that retrieves the
tens column. This pattern is overspecific in the same way that Borrow-from's fetch pattern was
overspecific in the generation of Always-Borrow-Left. It specifies that the retrieved column be both
the leftmost column and left-adjacent column.

The evidence for closest matching appears when the studcnts are shown their first three-
column problem. Some students are at,le to induce that main column loop from such examples.
That is, they are able to install a tail recursion into their procedure. To do so. they must install a
subprocedure under one of the two currently existing column processing subprocedures. When they
get done, the old column processing steps will now be called even on thee- column problems. But on
such problems, the old fetch patterns will not match exactly. The fetch patterns of the old column
processing subprocedures were tuned for two-column problems. Yet now the students are
processing three-column problems, presumably without local problem solving. Consequently, one
must assume either that the lack of an exact match doesn't bother the interpreter (i.e., closest match
is the normal interpretation of fetch patterns) or an old pattern was revised by the three-column
lesson. The assimilation conjecture ;section 10.1) rules out the latter position. Hence, one is left to
conclude that closest matching is the usual way to interpret fetch patterns.

There are other arguments for closest matching, but they require describing the inducer in
more detail than it has so far been described. Suffice it to say that closest matching is required
when the old procedure is used to "parse" the problem state sequence of the worked example
exercise (see section 19.1 on skeletons and finding them).

Closest matching is what Sierra uses. I have found no empirical problems with it. The only
drawback is the inconvenience caused by the fact that it is roughly an order of magnitude slower
than exact matching (closest matching is an NP-hard problem; in fact, it can use the same algorithm
as the calculation that finds the LeB of two patterns). These constderations motivate the following
hypothesis:

Fetch pattern matching
Let b be a binding of the fetch pattern's variables to objects of the current problem state such that
all input variables have their correct bindings. Let Pb be the subset of relations in fetch pattern P
that arc true (satisfies) by b. Then b is a valid match for the fetch pattern only if(1) there is no b'
such that Pb C Pb, and Pb * Pe, and (2) all the part-whole relations of P are in Pit
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The last clause of the hypothesis says that part-whole relations can't be relaxed by closest matching.
This stipulation tames much of the combinatorial complexity of the match. It reduces complexity
from Qv!) where v is the number of pattern variables in A to 0(111n), where B is the branching
factor-of the part-whole tree and it is the number of non-leaf nodes in the part-whole tree.

18.6 When does mismatching trigger repair?

Having determined that closest matching is the normal way to match fetch patterns, the
question of triggenng impasses can be quickly dispatched. In chapter 17's discussion of the fetch
bugs, it was shown that some kind of matching failure is triggering local problem solving. This was
shown by the existence a Nov repairs (i.e., the bugs Borrow-Don't-Decrement-Unless-Bottom
Smaller and Borrow-No-Decrement-Except-Last) alternating with Force repairs (i.e., the bugs
Always-Burrow-Left and the compound bug Burrow Skip-Equal & Borrow-Skip-Top-Smaller).

One potential candidate foi siggering is that the fetch patterns fail to match exactly. But
clearly, if closest matching is the norm, this cannot be the impasse condition.

When the fetch patterns of the fetch bugs are matched closely, it turns out that they each
match ambiguously. '171st is, there is more than one way to bind pattern variables to objects in the
current problem state. Moreover, in each case, the bindings of the output variables are ambiguous.
For instance. the pattern matcher might report back that either the tens or the hundreds column
would be okay for borrowing from. This ambiguity seems to be the reason for calling in the local
problem solver. To put it intuitively, if the interpreter can't decide between several ways to bind a
subgoal's arguments because the fetch was ambiguous. then an impasse occurs. This discussion
motivates the following hypothesis:

Ambiguity impasse
If a fetch pattern matches ambiguously so that the output variables have two or more
distinct binding i, then an ambiguity impasse is triggered.

18.7 Summary

There is a theme which unifies these disparate results concerning fetch patterns. The basic
problem that fetch patterns solve is disambiguattng which of the many visible objects an action
should use. Given this charter, it makes sense that it is only when the fetch pattern fails to
disambiguate an output vanable that the solver decides that something is wrong and therefore some
local problem solving is called for. This story provides 'ntuitive n-.1tivation for the ambiguity
impasse hypothesis. The theme of disambiguation offers an explanation for the other hypotheses as
well.

In order to maximize the fetch pattern's pc, : -or to discriminate. the learner remembers
everything about the lesson's examples that might prove useful in fetching. It does so in order that
problem solving can approximate the lesson situation ds closely <1... possible when it chooses bindings
for the fetch pattern. That is. the learner remembers the most specific fetch patterns possible. This
motivates the maximally specific fetch patterns hypothesis and the fetch pattern matching
hypothesis.

However, the learner leaves behind detail if it can be assured that the omitted information
won't help the solver do disambiguation of the output variables. Hence, it leaves behind
information from "distant" parts of the pattern since such information is only weakly related to
disambiguating the output variables. This motivates the focus pattern hypothesis.
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Chapter 19
Test Patterns and Skeletons

Several related issues are discussed in this chapter. The first concerns test patterns. As with
fetch patterns, inductive learning is usually not sufficient to uniquely specify a test pattern because
the examples used in lessons are not variegated enough. A typical lesson would leave an unbiased
inducer to decide among several million test patterns. This would generate a much wider variety of
bugs than are observed. Apparently, human learners have some bias in their choice of test patterns.
One of this chapter's topics is discovering that bias and making it precise. Two hypotheses are
proposed and contrasted.

I. The topological hypothesis is that learners choose test patterns that are the maximally general
generalizations of the possible test patterns. That is, if <S,G> is the version space of test
patterns. the learner chooses from the 0 set. The name "topological" is applied because the
test for maximality is a simple topological one. (In particular. one pattern generalizes another
if it is a proper subgraph of the other (see section 18.1). A pattern is a maximally general
pattern if there is no smaller pattern that is a subgraph of it. This definition is the one used
to maintain the version space.)

2. The teleological hypothesis is that the learner has a set of teleological rationalizations that
sanction only test patterns that fit into common sense, general notions of what the purposes of
steps typically are. For the sake of discussion, teleological rationalizations are formalized as
step schema (Goldstein, 1974), which expresses the general form and purpose of archetypical
steps. For instance, one particularly important step schema is the preparation step schema: it
rationalizes a step as having the purpose of preparing for some existing "main" step. The
preparation step schema constrains the choice of test pattern. It might force the test pattern
to incorporate a precondition for some action in the main step since avoiding a precondition
violation is one purpose for a preparation step. The learner's teleological rationalizations
about test patterns are represented by a set of step schemata.

Another issue discussed in this chapter concerns inducing the skeletons of new subprocedures. The
skeleton of a new subprocedurc is its goals and rules, stripped of the goal arguments, patterns and
action arguments. Choosing a skeleton for the new subprocedure is InduceSk el et, on's job (see
section 16.3). The choice of skeleton is totally determined by choosing the parent OR goal for the
subprotedure and the set of subgoals that the subprocedure will call (called the subprocedure's
kids). Thus, the issue to be discussed is twofold: (I) under which goal in the existing procedure
should InduceSkeleton attach the new subprocedure. and (2) which goals should
InduceSkeleton have the new subprocedum call? Induction often leaves several choices open.

Human learners exhibit distinct biases in their choice of subprocedure skeletons. The two
hypotheses concerning test pattern bias are extended to cover skeleton bias. The topological bias,
which has the learner choose maximally general test patterns, is extended to bias the learner to
choose a place for the subproccdurc that will make the new subprocedure be as small as possible.
Later it will be shown how minimizing the size of a new subprocedure increases its generality. The
teleological hypothesis is that step schemata control the placement of steps.
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19.1 The topological bias hypothesis

To see what skeleton induction involves, .1 computer science fixture as needed: the trace of a
procedure's execution. A trace is a tree erected over a problem state sequence that shows the
program's subroutine calling history. The usual way to generate a trace is by placing "print"
statements just before and just after subroutine calls. This generates a long. printed listing. A trace
can also be presented as a tree. Figure 19-1 shows the trace tree for a correct subtraction procedure
(in fact, the one of figure 2-6) solving a BFZ (i.e., borrow from zero) problem. Each call is shown
as a tree node, with its arguments abbreviated. A trace tree is just a parse tree for the problem
state sequence, using the procedure as the grammar. This is a fundamental concept in the following
discussion. Parsing problem state sequences defines which skeletons exist. Seeing what a skeleton
is becomes simple now that trace trees have been introduced. If the procedure is missing the DPI.
goal, then the trace tree would 11,..-:c a hole in the middle of it, as in figure 19-2. The gap is right's
where the BFZ node would be. From the figure, one can see that a skeleton can be characterized
by the link coming into it from above, and the links leaving it from below. Since a skeleton
represents where in the parse tree a new subprmedure: sh.iuld go. it's no surprise that its defining
aspects are topological. More formally, a skeleton is uniquely specified by a pair:

Parent: The name of the OR goal that the new subprocedul will be attached to.

Kids; An ordered list ofgoal names. These will become the actions on the AND goal rules of the
new subprocedure. Note that only an action's name and not its arguments appear here.

Almost all problem state sequences. including the example of figure 19-2. admit more than one
parent-kids pair. Most of the ambiguity is due to the fact that one can almost always make a
skeleton bigger. The kids can be lower in the tree; the parent can be higher. Figure 19-3 and 19-4

show some skeletons for the BFZ problem state sequence. Figure 19-3 has lower kids. Figure 19-4

has a higher parent. Any node that would complete an otherwise incomplete trace tree is a
legitimate skeleton.

.
When a skeleton is expressed by <parent, kids>, then the hypotheses of the theory entail that

subprocedure placement can be partially solved simply by intersection of these pairs. That is, for
each example in a lesson, there is a set of possible skeletons; the learner takes the intersection over
these sets. Because a lesson may introduce just one subprocedure. all the skektons' parents must be
the same. Because the new subprocedure is (disjunction-free, each skeleton's list of kids must be
equal to each other skeleton's list of kids. In particular. two kid lists (A B C) and (A D C) cannot
be merged by using disjunction on the middle kid to form something like (A (OR B D) C),

Skeleton intersection is powerful enough that it is sometimes possible to devise a lesson that
yields a unique skeleton when its example's skeletons are intersected. However, for some lessons,
this is not possible. In fact, the BFZ skeleton that is our running illustration cannot be uniquely
specified by examples. The proof relies on the distribution of branches in the AOG that is input to
the learner. The AOG is shown in figure 19-5. If the examples are designed to exemplify BFZ,
then they will always allow the skeleton to have BORROW/FROM as parent. However, because
BORROW/FROM is the first subgoal of REGRO('P, a second skeleton is always possible. It is a
skeleton whose parent is 1/BORROW. This skeleton is shown in figure 19-4. It will always be legal
no matter what the example. So, the intersection of skeletons over all examples will always have
both skeletons.
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The skeleton is right where the BFL node and its daughters were.
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Figure 19-3
The kids of the skeleton can be lower.
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Figure 19-4
The parent of the skeleton can be higher.
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BORROW/FROM BORROW/INTO

BMI

X/OVRWRT W /OVRWRT

COSS ll

START

1/SUB

SUBlcOL SUB/REST

1/SnOW2 1/BORROW 2/BORROW 1/ HOW

Figure 19-5
AOG for a subtraction procedure that doesn't know how to BFZ.

Perhaps even more telling than this result is the fact that textbooks often do not vary the
examples enough that skeleton intersection would converge even when the AOG topology would
permit such convergence. For instance, many textbooks introduce BFZ using only three-column
problems despite the fact that students often know how to handle four-column subtraction already.
When only three-column problems are used, a skeleton whose parent is 1/SUB (see figure 19-5)
also survives skeleton intersection. That is, the learner can't tell whether BFZ is a prefix to the
whole of the subtraction procedure, or only a prefix to one column's processing. If this skeleton at
the root level is not somehow filtered out by the theory, then it will survive to predict a star bug
(the star bug can borrow-from-zero only whey. the BFZ originates in the units column). In short,
something other than skeleton intersection, i.e., the learner's skeleton bias, is shouldering quite a bit
of the learning load.

Potential generality

The piDblem of skeleton induction is a general prulikm for learners of stnictural concepts.
Iba's arch learner is a good illustiation of the problem in a familiar domain (Iba, 1979). lba's arch
learner doesn't know about PRISM, the disjunction of BRICK, WEDGE, and a few other block types.
Lacking this prefabricated disjunction, when the learner sees the appropriate examples for inducing
that the lintel of an arch is a PRISM, it must create a disjunction. The disjunction that Iba chooses
is:
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a. (OR (AND (ISA LINTEL 'BRICK)
(ISA LEG2 'BRICK)

,(ISA LEG1 'BRICK)
.(SUPPORTS LEG1 LINTEL)
(SUPPORTS LEG2 LINTEL))

(AND (ISA LINTEL 'WEDGE)
(ISA LEG2 'BRICK)
(ISA LEG1 'BRICK)
(SUPPORTS LEG1 LINTEL)
(SUPPORTS LEG2 LINTEL)))

This concept is just the disjunction of the brick-lintel arch's description and the wedge-lintel arch's
description. Huwevcr, lba could have implemented the learner to construct a different disjunction:

b. (AND (OR (ISA
(ISA

(ISA LEG2
(ISA LEG1
(SUPPORTS
(SUPPORTS

LINTEL 'BRICK)
LINTEL 'WEDGE))
'BRICK)
'BRICK)
LEG1 LINTEL)
LEG2 LINTEL)))

This concept disjoins only the type of the lintel. It is logically equivalent to the other concept.
Neither is more general than the other. They have exactly the same extensions. However, the
smaller disjunction, b, is more easily generalized in the future. Suppose Iba wanted to generalize
the types of the legs from BRICK to PARALLELEPIPED (a solid with two faces that arc parallel and
the same shape, e.g.. cylinders and prisms). If lba's examples used cylindrical legs and brick lintels,
then a and b would becoine, respectively, concepts c ar

c. (OR (AND (ISA LINTEL 'BRICK)
(ISA LEG2 'PARALLELEPIPED)
(ISA LEG1 'PARALLELEPIPED)
(SUPPORTS LEG1 LINTEL)
(SUPPORTS LEG2 LINTEL))

(AND (ISA LINTEL 'WEDGE)
(ISA LEG2 'BRICK)
(ISA LEGI 'BRICK)
(SUPPORTS LEGI. LINTEL)
(SUPPORTS LEG2 LINTEL)))

d. (AND (OR (ISA LINTEL 'BRICK)
(ISA LINTEL 'WEDGE))

(ISA LEG2 'PARALLELEPIPED)
(ISA LEG1 'PARALLELEPIPED)
(SUPPORTS LEG1 LINTEL)
(SUPPORTS LEG2 LINTEL)))

In concept c, only the first disjunct has been generalized. The examples used only brick lintels, so
there is no evidence that the wedge-lintel disjutct should be generalized. Consequently. concept c
will not match an arch with cylindrical legs and a wedge lintel, but concept d will. The d
conception of the arch is more general. Moreover, its generality is due only to the placement of the
earlier disjunction, because the same inductive biases and the same examples were used to generate c
and d from their predecessors. To coin a phrase, concept b has more potential generality than
concept a. Given two concepts that are equivalent in generality, one is a potential generalization of
the other if there exists an inductive algorithm and a of training examples that makes the first
concept more general than the second concept.
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Biases for subprocedure placement

It is not hard to see that in an And-Or language, such as Iba's representation of arches or
Sierra's AOGs, choosing a smaller disjunction goes the resulting concept greater potential generality.
The precise definition of "smaller" depends on the representation language. The skeleton of figure
19-4 yields d procedure with greater potential generauty than the skeleton of figure 19-4. 'these
considerations of potential generality mothate the hypotheses which define the maximal generality
bias for subprocedure placement:

Lowest parent
Given two subprocedures, A and B, for possible addition to a procedure P. if A is lower
than B in that there is a path from P's root to A that passes through B, then
InduceSkeleton chooses A.

Fewest kids
I ftwo subprocedures, A and 13, have the same parent OR, and A has fewer kids
than 13, then I nduceSke le ton chooses A.

As the name "lowest parent" indicates, the first hypothesis biases the learner to choose skeletons
whose parents are low in the parse tree. This hypothesis chooses the skeleton of figure 19-2 over
die skeleton of figure 19-4 because BORROW/FROM is lower than 1 /BORROW.

The fewest kids hypothesis biases the learner to choose actions for the new subcrocedure that
make maximal use of the old procedure. For illustration, compare the kids of the skeleton of figure
19-2 with the kids of the skeleton in figure 19-3. The latter skeleton is also a possible parse of the
BFZ examples problem state sequence. It has three kids. Note that it does not have REGROUP as
a kid. This means that the new subprocedure constructed from this subprocedure will not be
recursive. It won't be able to borrow across multiple zeros. The skeleton of 19-2 can. Hence, the
skeleton of 19-2 is already more general than the skeleton of 19-4. This illustrates how the fewest
kids hypothesis implements a bias towards maximal generality.

The iLivest kids hypothesis often leaves an important choice unmade. In an AOG, every AND
has an OR just above it. Hence, whenever an AND occurs as a kid in a skeleton, it will always be
possible to use the OR instead. For instance, the skeleton of figure 19-2 has REGROUP and
OVRWRT as kids. It could equally well have the OR nodes just above them as kids. In fact, there
are four possible kids:

1. 1 /BORROW BORROW/FROM

2. REGROUP BORROW/FROM

3. 1 /BORROW OVRWRT

4. RE GROUP OVRWRT

All these choices are legal with respect to the lowest pare-t hypothesis and the fewest kids
hypothesis.

The maximal generality bias would advise taking the highest nodes, namely choice 1.

Surprisingly, this is not what students do. This particular procedure does not offer a good example,
but die character of the evidence can be indicated Suppose BORROW/ FROM is chosen as the
second kid because it is higher than OVRWRT. This choice makes I3FZ recursive, because the
skeleton parent is also BORROW/FROM. (Actually, because this particular procedure l s REGROUP,
BFZ would be recursive anyway. Some core procedures lack REGROUP, because they are taught
with lesson sequences that do not have special regrouping lessons, such as lesson sequence HB,
which was discussed in chapter 2. For such core procedures, 13FL will only be recursive after this
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single-zero BFZ lesson if BORROW/Ft.JM is chosen as the 1 _and hid.) Thus, after a lesson on BFZ
that uses only single zero problems, such as a,

2 9 2 9 9 2 9 9

a. 3)016 b. 3101012 c. 3101012 d. 3 01012
- 1 2 8 1 2 3 8 - 1 2 3 8 - 1 2 3 8

1 7 7 1 7 6 7 1 8 6 7 7

the student can do multi-zero BR, as shown in b HoweNer, there are several bugs that indicate
students do not always achieve such competence from the single-zero lesson. One bug's work is
shown in c. It does not know how to borrow from mult:ple zeros. Hence, when it does the
problem. it winds up trying to decrement the zero in the hundreds column. This violates a
prccondit.on: zero canr.at be decrcmented. The sober impasses and repairs with Noop. At the end
of the units column, the problem looks like d. This bug is called Stops-Borrow-At-Multiple-Zero.
There are a few other bugs like it resulting from different repairs to the same impasse. The
existence of these bugs shows that not all students acquire a recursive BF% from single-zero BFZ
lessons. In order to generate these bugs. the maximal generality bias cannot be used to resolve the
four-way kids choice , .entioned above. There are similar illustrations ,invohing she main column
traversal Imp (i.e., if a maximally general kid is chosen, then the learner acquires the loop too
soon). These facts motivate the following hypothesis:

Lowest kids
If two subprocedures, A and B. have the same parent OR and the same number of
kids, and each of A's kids is lower than or equal to the corresponding kid in B.
then I n duceSke 1 e ton chooses A, where "lower is defined as in the lowest
parent hypothesis.

Given the four-way choice mentioned above, this hypothesis has the learner pick choice 4 as the
skeleton's kids.

It is not entirely clear why this hypothesis exists, given the learners general bias toward
maximal generality. It teems that the maximal generality bias applies only to the choice of when
new subprocedures are executed and not to what the new sabprocedure's subgoals will be. The
choice of subgoals (= kids) is perhaps governed by the same general bias as the choice of fetch
pattern. Fetch patterns are chosen to maximize their specificity. The lowest kid hypothesis also
maximizes specificity.

Test pattern bias

Having discussed the biases relevant to skeletons, it is time .to turn to the other half of
inducing the "when" part of new subprocedures: test pattern induction. The maximal gentfality
bias is easily formalized to apply to test patterns:

Maximally general test patterns
Given that <S,G> is the version space for a test pattern, I nduceTes t chooses a gEG as
the test pa:tem.

19.2 Step Schemata

There is a completely different approach to choosing skeletons and test patterns. It postu:ates
teleologic.t1 knowledge of the studeat. Instead of using generality as the criterion, the learner selects
only those subprocedures that can be recognized as instances of general teleological rationalizations.
For the sake of discussion, these rationalizations will be taken to be step schemata (Goldstein, 1974).
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Several step schemata will be presented before discussing the ierali quality of the approach.

Three step schemata

Perhaps the must important step schema is the preparatory step schema. It matches skeletons
that insert some material just before an existing action. presumably to insure that the action's
preconditions are met. Technically. the recognition pattern for the preparatory step schemata
merely checks that the List kid in the skeleton's kid list is a goal that will wind up being a sister to
the goal of the new subprocedure. This is easier to understand with the aid of figure 19-6. The
°reparatory step schema applies only if the new subprocedure prepares for an existing action. Thus,
if 19 -6a is a fragment of the learner's input AOG, then the new subprocedure will have to have
either Act1 or Act2 as its last kid. In the resulting procedure (19-6b). the new AND goal (New)
has a few preparator, actions (X and Y). then the action being prepared for (Act2). Borrowing
could be acquired as a preparatory subprocedurc for the main column processing operation. Let
Diff abbreviate that operation. which is (Write A (Sub (Read T) (Read 0) ) }. So Borrow is a
preparatory subprocedure for Diff. Similarly. BFL could be acquired with a preparatory step
schema. In both cases. the teleology of preparation is semantically correct. This is not in general
true of the application of step schemata. Sometimes the purpose attributed to the acquired
subptucedare unl, seems correct to the student, when in fact the correct purpose is completely
different.

The cleanup :icp schema is the dual of the preparatory step schema. It matches skeletons that
insert material just after an existing action. Goldstein (1974) calls the preparatory step and the
cleanup step schemata Interface steps since they take care of the details of meshing a main step into
a sequence of other steps.

ey

Before: After:

/
/

/
Orl

Act2Acti

i
/

/
Ori

/ \
New Acti Act2

/ \
X Y Act2

(a) (b)
Figure 19-6

Fragments of all AOG before and after preparatory step schema has applied.
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Before:
And1

/ \
Acti Act 1

Skeleton: After:

Andi Andi

Acti Acti Orl

Act1 IAnd1 I
Act 1 Act 1

Figure 19-7
Fragments of an ACC before and after loop step schema has applied.

The boxed AND node indicates a recursive call.

Another step schema is the low schema. It detects skeletons that are intended to introduce
loops. Its recognition condition is somewhat more complicated. The skeleton's kid list must be two
kids long. Both kids must be thc same action. and moreo.er, that action must match a sister of the
skeleton parent. Furthermore, the parent must be called from an AND that also has an instance of
the goal. Figure 19-7 illustrates this. Essentially. the schema converts a procedure that can handle
a single or double occurrence of Act I. into a recursive procedure that handles arbitrarily long
sequences of Ac t I's. It does this when it detects a triple occurrence of Actl. The loop schema
replaces one of the skeleton's kids with the right goal to create a tail recursion.

It is important to note that the loop schema can be configured differently. By leaving off part
of its recognition condition, one can have it detect loops when only two occurrences of Acti are in
the example. This predicts that a student who is shown two-column subtraction for the first time
could infer thc tail recursion needed for multicolumn subtraction. This prediction seems too strong
to mc, although I have no evidence against it. For what it's worth, one young student solemnly told
a colleague, "lt takes three to see a pattern. If there's only two, you don't have a pattern." The
variability in the definition of the loop schema illustrates that step schemata can increase the
tailorability of the theory. If the student had said, "It takes four to see a pattern," one could easily
construct the corresponding loop schema.

Constraints on test patterns

More subtly. the meaning of some schemata, such as the preparatory step schema, entail some
:onstraints on the patterns that are constructed to fill out the skeleton. The preparatory step
schema seems intuitively to involve the notion of satisfying some precondition of the action being
prepared for. This would entail that some precondition of the action ought to be a part of the test
pattern of the new subprocedure. Thus, since Tat is a precondition of DM TO ought to be part
of the rule that pushes for borrowing.
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In fact, step schemata must have such constraints on test patterns. If they don't. then they
admit some empirically flawed skeletons. In fact, they admit all the skeletons that the lowest parent
hypothesis rules out. Re-examination of figure, 19-3 and 19-4 shows that both these skeletons
meet the topological requirements of the preparatory step schema. In order to filter out the
skeletons that lead to unobsery ed bugs. the preparatory step schema must either ,sclopt the lowest
parent hyr (thesis, blatantly violating Occam's razor. or it must use test patterns and preconditions
in filtering the larger skeietons.

An experiment with step schemata

The three step schemata mentioned above were implemented. and a couple of subtraction
curricula were nin through Sierra. Although not the must extensive test in the world, this exercise
indicated enough scrieus flaws in the step schema framework to warrant its rejection.

Before discussing those flaws. it is worth mentioning that this was not an expected or a
welcome result. I had full) expected the step schemata to suffice for skeleton filtering. It seemed
intuitively obvious at the time that skeleton acquisition ought to be constrained by the student's
general knowledge of about procedures. Indeed, there were a number of talk:, where I sketched the
notion of teleological rationalizatieris in glowing terms (step theory was given its name back in those
days). There was a grand research programme waiting in the wings. The study of learning, as it
occurs in current classes. was seen as paving the way for improved curricula: In the present,
descriptive study, the step schemata of the naturally occurring teleology would be uncovered and
formalized. Then the procedures and the curricula could be overhauled to conform to the natural
teleology. However. the present study has uncovered no traces of d rationalization-based teleology.
At this time, it appears that the data conform best to a simpler model, the topological one.

Step schemata block buss

One problem with step schemata is that the learning they predict is too good to be true.
When constructed to reflect intuitively salient teleology, they prevent the learner from acquiring
several observed bugs. For instance, suppose the preparatory step St-hand constrains test patterns to
check Inc preconditions of the action being prepared for. The rationalization for this is that if tile
precondition is satisfied. there is no need to prepare. if it's f....1se. the newly acquired subprocedure
should be executed. In subtraction. both borrowing and IlFZ are instances of this preparatory step
schema. If the precondition-checking teleology is bugt into the schema. then several burrowing and
BF7. bugs cannot be generated by subprocedurc acquisition (e.g., N-N-Causes-Borrow, Borrow-
Treat-One-As-Zcro). To regain the generation of these bugs, one would have to elaborate the
schema's constraints oz dispense with them altogether.

In a larger view, this flaw takes on added importance. Fixing precondition violations with
preparatory steps has been a fixture in every study of tel.:olog) that I know of. If this rudimentary
notion cannot be sustained undamaged by the data, then prospects look dim fur teleological
rationalizations as a whole.

Step schemata and tallorability

The worst problem with using step schemata is that the theorist must either fix the set of step
schemata once and for all or live with a highly tailorable model. The tailorability makes the theory
difficult to refute. As a case in point. I once thought there might be a schema for the notion of
preprocessing. In particular, it seemed that borrowing could be construed as a preprocessing step for
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the multicolumn traversal. Using this schema. the learner would acquire a procedure with two
loops. The ftrst loop would make all the columns easy by borrowing whenever necessary. The
second loop would move across the columns again, taking the column difference. The
preprocessing version of subtraction makes teleological sense, and generates a few unique bug
predictions. However, none of these predictions have been verified by the data. Does this mean
that the whole step schemata approach is wrong, or does it mean only that there is no preprocessing
schema? There is no way to know without collecting more data. Not knowing whether the theory
is really right is the price one sometimes pays for having a highly tailorable theory.

In short. the teleological bias will be rejected partly because one particular version of it does
worse than the topological bias at predicting bugs, and partly because it is too difficult to refute in
general.

19.3 Summary

Test pattern induction is one of the most critical issues in the theory. Several bugs depend
directly upon the biases used in their acquisition. Nonetheless, it has proved a Net) tricky issue to
discover what those biases are. Two positions were considered. One was topological in character.
Given a version space of all patterns that are consistent with the lc ',as positive and negative
instances. the topological bias has the learner keep a maximally general pattern as the test pattern.
The other position is based on teleological rationalizations, cast as step schemata. These schemata
act as filters on the possible generalizations of the examples offered by the otherwise unbiased
inducer. The prototypical step schema is the preparatory step schema. It sanctions subprocedurcs
that can be construed as preparing for some already existing step in the procedure.

The difference between the two kinds of bias are subtle despite the fact that the positions they
represent view learning in radically different ways. The topological view is basically an empiricist
viewpoint while the teleological viewpoint is strongly nativist. Nonetheless, the data does not argue
strongly for one over the other. The issue is settled mostly on grounds of tailorability. Under one
reasonable interpretation of the teleological bias, several bugs could not be generated. The bugs
could jot be generated because the teleology of the preparatory step schema matches the comet
teleology for subtraction rather closely. Hence, it prefers correct subtraction procedures over the
buggy ones. It cannot, therefore, generate certain bugs that the topological bias can generate.
However, there is not.Yng sacred about the particular schemata that were used. If they were
replaced by less stringent ones, then perhaps the bugs could be generated. This points out just how
much =urn' the theorist has over the predictions of the theory when step schemata are used. It is
this tailorability that led tr; the downfall of the teleological approach.

The chapter discussed a second kind of learning that is very strongly associated with test
pattern induction. It is the choice of f:xelepn for the new subprocedure. The skeleton expresses
the attachment point of the new subpiocedure to the procedure's current goal hierarchy.
Essentially. skeleton induction is the control structure analog to pattern inuuction. It decides
"when" in the control environment to execute the new subprocedure. test pattern induction decides

hcn" in the external environment to execute it. The two biases just discussed, the topological
bia.; and the teleological bias, extend to skeleton induction. Each becomes a little more
complicated, since the topology of the control structure is a little more complicated than the
topology of test patterns (i.e., trees versus sets), However, the same basic results are found for
skeleton induction. Both biases work, but the topological bias is less tailorable.
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Chapter 20
Summary: Bias Level

The bids level, chapters 17 to 19, uncovered and formalized the learner's biases concerning
pattcrn .nduction and skeleton induction. It began by fulfilling a promise made earlier to show that
test patterns and fetch patterns are actually distinct. This yielded the following hypothesis:

Two patterns
The representation uses different patterns for testing rule applicability and for focus
shifting: Test patterns are used in choosing which OR rule to execute. Fetch patterns are
used to shift the focus of attention (data flow).

This distinction was needed by the representation level in order to define the procedure
representation language.

From the standpoint of learning, the representation language defines the Perm of patterns and
subprocedure skeletons. Induction's job is to find all possible ways to fill in their forms in such a
WO that they are consistent with the examples. Because the representational hypotheses are so
constraining, it is technically fe4sible to generate all these possibilities and check some of the
resulting predictions. It was shown that pure. unbiased induction orergenerates. It acquires
skeletons and patterns that human learners do not. Apparently, students have some biases.

Topological biases vs teleological biases

The bias level contrasted two kinds of bias. Topological biases (which are ultimately shown to
be the better biases) are based on maximizing or minimizing generality. They are "knowledge free"
in that the biases can be computed directly from the topology of patterns and skeletons.
Teleological biases postulate a knowledge base that contains teleological rationalizations. A
teleological rationalization invents a plausible purpose for a new subprocedure. The bias is to
accept only subprocedures that appear to have some purpose. For the sake of discussion,
teleological rationalizations are represented as seep schemata (Goldstein, 1974). The prototypical
step schemata is the preparatory step schema. It sanctions subprocedures that can be construed as
preparing for some already existing step. For instance, borrowing might be rationalized (correctly,
in this case) as preparation for taking the column difference.

The evidence dues not clearly favor topological biases over the teleological ones, except in the
case of fetch patterns. For fetch patterns, the grammar serves as a repository for teleological
rationalizations. Given that the grammar has, for instance, the teleological notion that boundary
conditions are important. topological biases for fetch patterns yield high quality predictions. In the
cas' of test patterns and skeletons, more than the grammar is needed to bias their induction.
Teleological rationalizations would serve adequately. it seems. However, having a knowledge base
of step schemata introduces a great deal of tailorability into the theory. Topological biases
introduce no tailorability .. all. yet they seem as good or better than the teleological biases in their
empirical predictions. The remainder of this chapter discusses the topological biases.

The topological biases factor the bias issues along the lines of 41 subprocedure's components.
There are four components of interest: (1) the test pattern on the adjoining rule, (2) the fetch
patterns on the new AND'S rules, (3) the subprocedures parent OR. and (4) the subprocedure's kids.
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The parent OR is the OR goal that the new subprocedure will be underneath.'`The kids are goals
that the new subprocedt.re will call. The biases concerning these four components will be discussed
in turn.

Topological biases for "when"

The test pattern and the parent OR are related in that both concern when the new
subprocedure may be executed. The test pattern expresses externs! conditions. It functions as a
predicate on problem states. The parent OR expresses internal conditions. It functions as a
predicate on the top of the goal stack. Only if the parent OR goal is on the top of the stack may
the procedure execute the new subprocedure. It is somewhat surprising that both aspects of "when"

the parent OR and the test pattern are subject to the same topological bias. in both cases, the
learner prefers maximizing generality. First test pattern bias will be discussed, then parent OR bias.

The range of test patterns that the model's inducer picks from is represented as a version
space, <S. G>, where G is the set of maximally general patterns and S is the set of maximally
specific patterns. As examples are fed to the inducer, these two sets creep toward each other. The
maximally general patterns in G become more specific. The maximally specific patterns in S
become more general. Induction could be unbiased if it always happened that they came together
(G =5). In this case, their contents would be the only patterns consistent with the examples, and
bias would be superfluous. Given actual lessons, S and G never come close. A typical S pattern
has a hundred relations; a typical G pattern has a half-dozen relations. The inducer may choose
any pattern that is between the two sets G and S (technically, any pattern that is a subgraph of
some sES and a supergraph of some gEG). The learner has on the order of 21°° possible patterns
to choose among. The bias is to choose only patterns in G:

Ma.ximally general test patterns
Given that <S,G> is the version space for a test pattern,
Induce Test chooses an gEG as the test pattern.

Maximal generality is also the bias for choosing parent Otis. However, it is generality of a different
kind. Skeleton induction first locates all possible parent Otis. That is. any of the parent OR'S would
lead ultimately to a new procedure that is consistent with all the examples. These parent Otis are all
logically equivalent, in a sense. No choice of parent OR is more general than the others. However,
choosing a parent OR that is low in the AOG (i.e., far from the root) causes future subprocedure
acquisitions to create more general procedures. This is a new conception of generality, so it
deserves a moment's discussion. Suppose one were adjoining disjunctions to And-Or propositions,
starting with (AND A B). If the inducer is shown CB as an example, the following logically
equivalent expressions would both be consistent generalization of the example:

a. (AND (DR A C) B) b. (OR (AND A B) (AND C B))

Expression a represents adjoining a subprocedure C to a low parent; b represents adjoining to a
higher parent. When the inducer is shown AO, causing a second subprocedure 0 to be adjoined the
two expressions produce expressions that are not logically equivalent:

c. (AND (OR A C) (OR B 0)) d. (OR (AND A (OR B 0)) (AND C B))

Whereas c is true of all bur of (AB, AD, CB , CO}, expression d is true of just the first three.
Expression c has more generality, yet the cause of its generality is the initial attachment of C. The
low attachment of C gave expression a greater potential generality.. Given two logically equivalent
expressions, one expression has more potential generality if there exists an induction algorithm and
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a sequence of examples that makcis the first expression more general than the second.

The learner's bias for parent ORs is to chose the skeleton that maximizes potential generality.
It chooses the lowest parent OR. The hypothesis says exactly this, albeit in a somewhat technical
way:

Lowest parent
Given two subprocedures, A and B, for possible addition to a procedure P, if A is lower
than B in that there is a path from P's root to A that passes through B, then
InduceSkeleton chooses AP'

Topological biases for "what*

We just saw that the biases for when to execute a subprocedure are based on maximizing
generality. The other two components, fetch patterns and kids, are subject to the opposite bias.
The learner chooses them in order to maximize spectfi :ay. The fetch pattern describes where the
subprocedure's action takes place. The kid describes what thzt action is. Essentially, the two
together establish what the subprocedure does. Viewed this way, it makes sense that they should
have the same bias.

The range of choices for a fetch pattern is a version space, just as with test patterns. The
learner's bias is to take a maximally specific pattern:

Maximally specific fetch patterns
Given that <S, G> is the version space for a fetch pattern,
In duceFetc h chooses any pattern in S as the fetch pattern.

However, unlike maximal generality, maximal specificity is essentially unbounded. Patterns can get
infinitely large. If one pattern describes only a column and the other pattern describes the same
column in the context of a problem, then the second pattern is more specific. A pattern that
describes the same column and problem in the context of a page of problems would be an even
more specific pattern. To put a limit on this boundless specificity. some maximal size is needed.
Based on bug evidence, the following hypothesis seems to be the appropriate one:

Focus pattern
If <S, °> is the version space for a fetch pattern, and the fetch pattern is beneath goal G,
and the fetch pattern will provide arguments to goal SG. a subgoal of G, then let I (for
input) be the set of pattern variables corresponding to goal G's arguments and 0 (for
output) be the set of all variables used for providing arguments to SG. The part-whole
tree of a pattern in S is the minimal tree necessary to span the set I UO. Variables
outside this part whole tree are dropped from the pattern, along with all relations that
mention them...,

Essentially, the fetch patterns are chosen to be the maximally specific patterns that might prove
useful in disambiguating fetches. The focus pattern hypothesis asserts that parts of the part-whole
tree that the input-output variables do not reside in are too distant to be Wald in disambiguating
various ways to match the output variables.

The other half of the "what" bias concerns choosing kids for a skeleton subprocedure. As

with choosing a parent, unbiased induction leaves several choices open. Empirical evidence
motivates the following biases:
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Fewest kids
If two subprocedures, A and B, have the same parent OR, and A has fewer kids
than 13, then InduceSkele ton chooses A.

Lowest kids
If two subprocedures, A and B, have the same parent OR and the same number of
kids, and cach of As kids is lower than or equal to th,. corresponding kid in B.
then I n du c eSk el e to n chooses A, where "lower" is defined as in the lowest
parent hypothesis.

The lowest kids hypothesis is an instance of the bias toward maximal specificity. As with the parent
OR choice, it is potential specific* rather than current specificity that is being maximized. The
lowest kids hypothesis maximizes potential specificity. The other hypothesis, fewest kids, is a bias
toward generality. Surprisingly, it has precedence over the bias towards specificity, the lowest kids
hypothesis. The data clearly require that it have precedence it is impossible to learn tail

-recursive loops if the precedence is reversed. Why this is, is still a mystery.

The learnen' topologici.lbiascs fall into a coherent pattern. The following table illustrates it:

When What
Max. generality Max. specificity

Skeleton

I

Parent OR
I

Kids
Patterns Test pattern Fetch patterns

The biases for when to execute the new subprocedure arc in favor of maximizing generality. The
learners prefer to use the new subprocedure as much as possible. They choose a parent OR and a
test pattern that will cause maximal usage of the new subprocedure. This is echoed in the conflict
resolution pnnctple that stipulates that the most recently acquired rule is preferred whenever more
than one rule is applicable and has a true test pattern (see section 10.5). So, all principles fit into a
picture of students who tend to exercise their new subprocedures as much as possible.

The biases concerning what the subprocedurc should do go the opposite direction. In the case
of fetch patterns, there is a clear preference for maximally specific patterns. In the case of the
skeleton's kids, there is a somewhat mixed preference for maximizing potential specificity.

Matching

The bias toward maximal specificity of fetch patterns makes sense. The basic job that a fetch
pattern does is disambiguate which of the many visible objects in the problem state the procedure
should shift its focus to. The best way to do that is to remember everything about the exemplary
fetches that might be even remotely useful (i.e., choose a maximally specific fetch pattern). During
problem solving, this highly specific description will often not apply exactly, but that is okay: the
procedure takes the closest match to the fetch pattern. That is, solver views the current problem
state in such a way that k approximates the lesson situation as closely as possible. Thus, it
minunizes the nsk of fetching the wrong objects. This way of using fetch patterns is captured in
two hypotheses:
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Fetch pattern matching
Let bin a binding of the fetch pattern's variables to objects of the current problem state
such that all input variables have their correct bindings. Let Pb be the subset of relations
in fetch pattern P that are true (satisfied) by b. Then b is a valid match for the fetch
pattern only if (1) there is no e such that Pb C Pb, and Pb * Pb. , and (2) all the part-
whole relations of P are in Pb.

Ambiguity impasse
Ira fetch pattern matches ambiguously so that the output variables have two or more
distinct bindings. then an ambiguity impasse is triggered. .

Tlic second hypothesis reflects the view that disambiguation is the main job of a fetch pattern. If it
fails. then local problem solving will have to take over.

Test patterns, on the other hand, clearly have a different role. They must report true or false.
The only way to achieve this function (and still generate certain critical bugs. the fetch bugs) is to
use exact matching for test patterns:

Testpatiernmarch
A test pattern is considered to be true if and only if it matches exactly (i.e., all its relations
arc true in the currcnt problem state).

Function biases

The representation Inel presented a nearly complete formalization of the learner and the
solver. It left six functions undefined:

ZkeletonF liter
Induce Test
Induce Fetch
InduceFunctions
Test
Fetch

The hypotheses developed in bias level defined all of these functions except for
InduceFunct ions. That bias has not been discussed yet. The evidence is so clear and intuitively
compelling that it is unnecessary to devote a whole chapter to it. The basic idea can be illustrated
with the usual example, learning the BFZ lessor. If the core procedure does not have REGROUP in
it (which occurs when the procedure is learned ;him a lesson sequence that does not have a special
regrouping lesson), then there arc three kids for the new subproccdure: (1) &cremating the
hundreds column. (2) adding ten to the tens column, and (3) decremcnting the tens column to nine.
Each of these kids is a call to the OVRWRT goal. passing it a location and a number. To generate
the number. each of the three kids has a function nest. The following are the choices for each nest
that arc inductively valid:
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Decrement* the hundreds:
1. (Sub (Read ARG1) (One))
2. (Subl (Read ARG1))

Adding ten to the tens:
1. (Concat (One)(Zero))
2. (Concat (One)(Read NV1))'
3. (QUOTE 10)

Decrementing the tens column
1. (Sub (Read NV1)(One))
2. (Sub (Read NV1)(Read R47))
3. (Subl (Read NVI))
4. (QUOTE 9)

The variables. ARG1. 11V1 and R47, come from various fetch patterns. It doesn't matter what they
mean. The point is only that each nest is inductively valid in that they are consistent with all
possible examples. Only a bias of some kind can be used to eliminate them. It can be shown that
only the last nest of each of the sets of nests above is empirically correct.

For the first kid. the choice is between Sub and Sub1. Suppose the inducer chooses Sub.
This means that a precondition violation will occur whenever ARG1 is zero, as it will be when the
procedure is applied to solve problems that require borrowing across multiple zeros. In this case,
one of the observed repairs is Backup, which, as in the bug Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-
From-Zero (see sections 9.1 ta- A9.1), causes a secondary impasse and further local problem solving.
Mc secondary impasse also involves Sub, but in the context of answering a column. It is the
familiar RR impasse. This secondary impasse is solved by a different repair than Backup. So the
same precondition violation, trying to Sub a larger number from a smaller number, is repaired two
different ways. The observed bug is stable. It does this dual repair consistently. Although the
theory allows such flipping back and forth between repairs, it is clear that the stability of the bug is
better modelled if the decrement-zero impasse is a different impasse than the T<I) impasse. This
fans out naturally if Subl is chosen instead of Sub. This means that the decrement-zero impasse
will be a violation of Subl's precondition, and the TO impasse will be a violation of Sub's
precondition. The two impasses are formally distinct. A different patch for each is quite plausible,
and cleanly accounts for the observed bug. Apparently, learners are biased to chose Subl over Sub
in the case of the first subprocedure kid.

In the Ube of the third subprocedure kid, the evidence is stronger but more complicated. The
basic finding is that when the rule deletion operator removes the second rule of the new
subprocedure, the third rule is called to decrement a zero, which would normally be a ten. This
would generate an impasse. However, no bugs corresponding to this impasse have been found.
Consequently, none of the Sub or Subi nests arc in use, since they would all generate impasses.
The last nest which is just the constant 9, is evidently the nest that learners prefer.

These facts argue that the biases of learners with respect to function induction is simply to
chose the function nest with the fewest argument places, where a constant counts as having no
argument places. This is captured in the following hypothesis:

Smallest arily
If twe subprocedures, A and B, are identical except fora function nest, and the arity of
As nest is smaller than the arity of B's nest, then InduceFunct ions prefers A, where
the ant) ofa function nest is the sum of the number ofargument places in its functions
(i.c., constants and nullary functions count 0, unary functions count I. binary functions
count 2, etc.).

This is a rather minor bias that has d clear intuitive interpretation. Suppose that executing unary
facts functions requires less use of cognitive resources than executing a binary facts function, and
that retnoing a constant is even caster. The smallest silty bias then means that students prefer
function nests which reduce their cognitive load during execution. So this hypothesis is rather
plausible in addition to having a degree of empirical support. .
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Chapter 21
Conclusions

Danny Bobrow once said that Al researchers tend to stand on the toes of their predecessors
rather than on their shoulders (llobrow, 1973), I have tried to stand on a few shoulders. In
particular. the argumentative methodology comes from Chumskyan linguistics. The induction
technology comes from Winston and his many successors. The representational framework is
heavily influenced by Newell and Simon's work on production systems. The basic notion of local
problem spiv ing orginated with John Seely Brown. Just as I have built on the work of others, I
would like to think that this theory provides something worth building on. This chapter gives a
somewhat personal assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the theory, and suggests some
directions for future research.

21.1 Strengths and weaknesses in the theory

The iirchitectural level is solid. One of its basic notions is that pr...ezdures are interpreted with
the aid of a local problem solver. The existence of local problem solving is indisputable. A great
deal of bug data and especially bug migration data supports the existence of the local problem
solver. Exactly how it works. i.e.. the particular set of repairs and impasses. is not perfectly
understood. There is no performance model for the local problem solver. Numtheless, the basic
notions of local problem solving seem likely to survive a more detailed investigation.

The other fundamental idea of the architecture level is felicity conditions. They are an
analysis of what makes lessons simpler to learn from than random examples. As far as 1 know, this
theory is the first to address the question of why lessons help the learner learn. Haying asked the
question, the answers are fairly obvious. Only the show work principle was a surprise. It was a
surprise. I suppose, 'eccause few Al researchers have looked at the problem of inducing function
compositions. Although inducing disjunction is a well-known problem. inducing nests of functions
has received little attention. Having uncovered the problem, the felicity condition that solves n is
quite apparent. Are there undiscovered felicity conditions? Since Sierra is, in fact. able to induce
procedures. I doubt that there are major undiscovered induction problems. The dikiunction
problerr and the invisible objects problems seem to be the only "insoluble" induction problems.
Although the architecture level's solutions to these problems. which rely heavily on the lesson
boundaries, might actually turn out to be slightly inaccurate, the fundamental induction problems
can be expected to be permanent features of the theory.

The representational level is somewhat problematical. Gi..en the standard notion of control
flow. data flow and interface, it seems a reasonable analysis of the structure of human procedures.
However. recent work by Brian Smith (1982) indicates that these fixtures of computer science may
not be the only way to understand computation. It is possible that a much better version of the
representation level will be discovered when the new ideas of computation become better
understood. Ideas .about computation serve as a set of distinctions for analyzing human procedural
knowledge. Using familiar ideas about computation, one standard diainction was found to be
irrelevant. The applicative hypothesis essentially erases the distinction between control flow and
data flow. It says that the two kinds of information MOW together. Perhaps there are other
distinctions that, while not familiar ones now, may add to the clarity of the analysis of procedural
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knowledge. In particular, the issue of whether focus of attention is intensional or extensional
(which is discussed in appendix 8) seems to be a place where critical distinctions are needed and
lacking.

As part of a theory of learning and local problem solving. the representation language
functions merely as a set of absolute constraints (as opposed to binary or ielative Lonstrairm, such as
the learner's biases for maximal generality). Ihe iepiesentation defines a format for subproceduies,
and the leather Just fills in the blanks. The representation defines a runtime state, and the local
problem solver just manipulates it in simple ways. If we put aside all claims that the language
represents the structure of memalese, then the veracity of the language lies in whether or not it
correctly draws the boundaries between learnable and unlearnable subprocedures. and between
occurring and nonoccurring local problem sok mg. In both learning and local problem solving. the
assessment of boundaries is complicated by the fact that there are more constraints on the model
than Just the representational ones. In learning, the bias constraints filter out most of the
subprocedures that the representation would allow the learner to output. In local probiem solving,
only stipulated repairs and impasses are used every possible change to the runtime state is not a
sanctioned repair. Despite these complications, the boundaries seem quite well set by the
representation language.

The only place where there is some uncertainty concerns loops. As the lesson traversal of
SCCuOR 2.8 shows, a large number of unobserved bugs are generated in the course of learning the
main column loop. Most of these could be avoided if (1) the representation had some special
"Foreach" loop construction for processing written lists, such as the list of subtraction columns, and
(2) the learner was biased to choose it instead of the tail recursive formulation of loops whenever
both were possible. Unfortunately, the data concerning bugs in the early lessons-of subtraction is
quite sparse (those lessons occur in second grade, the youngest students in the subtraction studies
were in third grade), and the later stages of subtraction du not apparently provide an opportunity to
use this "Foreach loop" construction. The existence of the Foreach loop construction seems certain,
but the details of its formulaiton have been left undecided until more data is available. Modulo this
issue. the representation kvet seems quite solid.

The bias level is where the greatest uncertainty lurks. Only the system of acquiring and
matching fetch patterns is well supported. The grammar provides most of the constraints here; the
fetch bugs vouch that it provides the right ones. However, the biases for inducing skeletal
subprocedures and test patterns are not very well supported. Teleo ogic31 rationalizations provide a
viable alternative that may be able to generate many of the bugs that the topological approach does
not generate. However, merely providing a subject parameter filled by a set of step schemata is an
intolerable retreat from explanatory adequacy. A way to reduce tailorability to acceptable levels
might be to provide a constricting representation language for step schemata. Just as grammars
embed the universal aspects of students' notational knowledge. there might be a grammatical way to
embody universal teleological notions. Such universal notions would have to be somet,hat domain
specific in order to have enough strength to explain the existence of the various obse;ved
teleological rationalizations. I expect that notions of compensation and symmetry would be
important for written calculations but that cause and effect might be unim)ortant.

To summarize' The architectural level seems quite solid. The representation level serves well
as a source constraint on learning and local problem solving, but its deeper significance, especially
its relationship to mentalese, is not yet clear. Tice bias level seems incomplete. Adding a minis
theory of a teleological rationalizations may improve it.
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211 Directions for future research

'I here are many directions for further research. Some were just mentioned. Som^ others that
Acre mentioned in earlier chapters arc:

1. The theory should be applied to other tasks. such as algebra equation solving.

2. Optiniiiation lessons should be analyied and incorporated in the theory.

3. Critics and their acquisition arc important issues that need immediate attention.

4, Grammar acquisition is an issue that seems ripe for studying.

5. The relationship between slips and deletion needs investigation. It is likely that a rule
del2tion is just a wellpracticed slip.

In terms of applying the theory to education. perhaps the most important and difficult area of
future research conceals the longterm retention of procedures. People remember much more than
core procedures. Since mime repair-generated bugs are stable. people must be remembering
patches. the association of a repair with an impasse. One aspect of retention is of key interest to
educators: how much drill is needed? Should it be lumped or distributed? Currently, textbooks
use about 50 hours of distributed drill w teach subtraction. Most of that time is spent on review
lessons. Why? Neves' analysis of algebra review lessons (Neves, 1981; see section 4.3) seems to say
that students don't remenibei a complete procedure between lessons, but instead remember a set of
induction Nut istics that enable them to reconstruct the procedure given the brief examples of a
review lesson. 1 hey don't remember the procedure per se, they remember how to learn it.

What little data there is on long-term bug stability paints a confusing picture. One mystery is
reversion; the student reverts to using a bug that appeared to have been remediated.

The practical importance of studying procedure memory is that it would make this theory a
valuable tool for curriculum design. Currently, the model can be used to establish a minimal
content for lessons. It determines whether or not a lesson is missing certain kinds of examples and
exercises. Given some curricular objective for the lesson, it establishes a "requisite variety" for a
lesson's example. Although it establishes a lower bound on content, textbook publishers need to
know an upper bound and an average, as well. They need to know how many lessons to budget for
a certain objective. Since the present theory cannot tell them this it is, at best, half a tool. But it is
still better than no tool at all.

Not only does the theory critique individual lessons. suggesting examples that should be
added, it can critique the lesson sequence as a whole Some textbooks leave out critical lessons (one
]caves out the borrow-from-tero lesson!) while retaining ones that are unnecessary (according to the
present theory, which doesn't address mcinory-related issues).

It could be argued that these applications of the theory will be short lived. As calculators
become ubiquitous, there may be less need to teach students efficient arithmetic skills. Instead, the
procedure might be used to introduce concepts more useful m today's society concepts such as
procedures. data structures (e.g.. base-10 notation), design (teleological 'semantics) and debugging.
"Rote" learning of the surface stnicture of arithmetic procedures inay disappear. Nonetheless, there
will always be many procedures that adults learn by rote, and someone has to design the lessons
that teach those procedures. Almost every piece of computer software sold today is accompanied by
a manual which teaches the use; how to use it. Whenever a company markets a new machine, its
service personal must be trained to repair it. Whenever a bank creates a new kind of account, its
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personnel must be taught new procedures for opening, maintaining and closing the account. In
most cases, the people learning these procedures are nut interested in the deep, teleological structure
that underlies the procedures' design: they Just want to know what steps to follow. "Rote"
learning is all they want and perhaps it is all that they need in order iq woi k efficiently. If this
theory an be generalised to tasks outside the domain of written symbol manipulation, it may be a
tool fin the training indiNt) to use in rapid') designing curricula to meet the needs of +IS elicits

' and their students.
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Appendix
A Bug Glossary

UNINi. ZE=M

0 0/All I It/110MM
Whin a tolunin has a 1 that was changed to a 0 b) a pretious borrow. the student writes 0 as the ,.waxer in thatcolumn
(914 486 = 508)

0-N :-0/1:Xe1l' UM FR/BORROW
thinks ON is° except when the column has been borrowed from (906 484 = 502)

w N/All'1:11/110KROW
When a column has a 1 that was changed to a 0 b) a previous borrow. the student writes ihc boor. digit as the answer to
that column (512 136 = 436)

ftS S7INCIPT/AITR/I1ORROW
Punks 0N is S except .iten the column has been borrowed from (906 484 = 582)

I1=0/Al-TER/110RROW
If a column starts with 1 in both top and bottom and is borrowed from. the student writes° as the answer to that column
(812 518 = 304)

1-1 =1/AITE12/11ORRO4t
lia column start., with 1 in both top and bottom and is borrowed from. the student writes 1 as the answer to (ha column
(812 - 518 = 314)

ADD/BORROW /CARRY /SUB
The student adds instead of subtracts but be subtracts the earned digit instead of adding A.
(54 - 38 72)

ADD/BORROW/DECREMENT
Instead of decrementing the student adds 1. carning to Inc next column if necessary

8 6 3 8 9 3

1 3 4 1 0 4749 8U9
A DD/11012R OW/DFCR INI'IsiT/WITIIOUT/CARRY

Instead of detrcinenting the student adds 1 If this addition results in lb the student does not can but simply writes both
digits in the same space

8 6 3 8 9 3

I 3 4 - 1 0 4
7 4 1100

A DD/INSTEADOF/SUB
The student adds instead of subtracts. (32 IS = 47)

ADIVI R. DLCRI MLNI/ANSWIlt/CARRY.TO/R1G111 Adds columns from left to right instead of subtracts 'Mum writing
the culurn n ,answer. it is desremented and truncated to the units digit. A one is added into the nett column to the right
(411 215 ig 527)

A DIVNOCA RR WINS'FFAIVF/SUB
The student adds onstead or subtracting if carrs trrequired. he does not add the earned digit. (47 25 = 62)

AI WAYS /BORROW
'Ube student borrows in esery column regardl4s of whether it is necessary. (488 229 = 1159)

Al.WA VS/BORROW/1XF f
the student borrows (rum the lathiest digit instead of borrowing from the digit immediately to the left (733 216 - 427)

fit ANK/11'451 I AI)/MORROW
When a borrow is needed the student simply the skips the column and goes on to the next.
(425 283 = 2 2)
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BOR 'WU i V TOSSii OP/S1 NI 1 I K /1)1:('li 1 MI \ I 1 \ G(10
IA 114.1: {.10.14.1114.11411/) 4 4 011411111 in which the top is %loader than the bottom, the student adds 10 to the top digit, decrements
itik . (pluton bent Inn oewed Lido and bottom from the next column to the left Also the student skips an) column whici.
ri,is.i 0 oxer a 0 or a blank in the borrowing process

1 8 3 5 1 3

9 5 - 2 6 89-7
1012 POW/ 1( ROSS //1 120

11 :t, i. Ito rouirtg akin-, .i 0 the student skips oser the 0 to borrow from the next column'
floury% twice he decrements the same number both times

9 0 4 9 0 4
1 2 3 7

8 0 7 577

if this cause him to hasc to

ItOR ROW/ \( it0S,S//11tO/OYFR /111 ANK
W hen borrow. .11" across a 0 riser a blank, the student skips to the next column to decrement (402 - 6 . 306)

BORROW/ 1CROSS/71120/0Yi ;t /"ZERO
instead oi borrow in i; across a 0 that u oscr a O. the student does not change the 0 but decrements the next column to the
kit instead (802.304 = 308)

BORROW/A1)D/1)K Itl Nal's: 1 /I NSTEA DOPZERO
111,44.4 of burrowing across a O. the student changes the 0 to I and doesn't decrement an) column to the left. (307
108 w.- 219)

BOK ROW/ 1)1)/1S/TliN
the student changes the number that causes the borrow into 10 instead (Wadding 10 to it (83 29 = 51)

BO R ROW /1)1 CRIA11 N'I1NG/TO/BY/EXTRAS
V he n Mere us burrow across 0 s. the student does not add 10to the column he is doing but instead adds 10 minus the
number of 0's borrowed across

3 0 8 3 0 0 8
1 3 9 - 1 3 5 9
1 iri 4 i

BORROW/1)11I-70N= N&SMALL-LARGE=0
the student doesn I burrow tor columns of the form° N. he writes N as the answer Otherwise he writes O. (304 179
= 270)

BOR ROW /1)0N-1 /1)1:021:MI;NT/TOP/SMAIIER
the student w ill not decrement a column if the top number is smaller than the bottom number

7 3 2 7 3 2
- 4 8 4
-7771

4 3 4
2 9 8

Wrong Correct

BORROW/DON' I /1)1Frit INENTAiN1,1:SS/BOTf0M/SMALLER
Ihe student will not decrement a column unless the bottom number is smaller than the top number

7 3 2 7 3 2
4 8 4 - 4 3 4
2- 5- 8 , 3 T1

BOR ROW/FROM/AIL/ZERO
instead of borrowing across 0 s. the student changes all the O's to 9's but does not continue borrowing from the column to
the left (3006 - 1807 = 2199)

Hop poWil ROM/BOITOM
the student borrows from the bottom row instead of the top one

8 7 8 2 7
2 8 - 2 0 8r-o rr9

DOR ROW/1'1401.1 /BO I"! OM /1NsTEA Dcwamo
When borrowing from a column of the form 0 - N. the student decrements the bottom number instead of the°

6 0 8 1 0 8
2 4 9 4 9

1-7-1 1-4
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BORROW/I-ROM/1 AROPR
When borrow mi. the student dccrea.ents the larger digit in the column regardle+s of whether it is on the top or the bottom
(872 294 = 598)

lk)It ROW/I RO \4/0 \171S/NINP
When burrowing (Mina 1, the student treats the l as tilt were 10. dcerementing it to a 9
(316. 139 4- 167)

lir AP ROW /I IttAl /0 \171S/11'":
Wile tir4 row ing hum a I the student changes the I to 10 instead'of to 0 (414. 277 = 237)

BORROW/1 RON1//11A0
1_ JO 01 I ..1 14 .$, us.. a 0 114 student changes the 0 to 9 but does not continue borrowing from theeolumn to the left

t o 6 3 0 0 6 1 0 3
1 iz 7 - 1 8 0 7 - 4 5= § 1 2 9 9 18

BORROW/I R011//1 ItO&I l'IT/OK
histi:aki of l-uii, w 14 tiltM: a 0, the student changes the 0 to 9 but does not continue borrowing from the column of the left.
!Immer if the digit to the left of the 0 ismer a blank then the student does the correct thing

3 0 6 3 0 0 6 1 0 3 2 0 3
- 1 8 7 1 8 0 7 - 4 5 - 4 5
-7-1-0 1 2 li 4 ---5.--g Tri

Wrong Wrong Correct Correct

BORROW/1-ROM/ /11t0/1S/ 1 EN
"44

Vk 110. WM.. tlig across 0 the student changes the° to 10 and dues not decrement any digit to the left (604 - 235 =479)

liORROW/IC; \OR 1://11tO/OVER /WANK
When Numw ing across a 0 oscr a blank. the student treats the column with the zero as ea weren't there

5 0 5 5 0 8
- 7 - 7

.-11 5 -0--1
Wrong Correct

BORROW/I Nio/oNr. rrN
When a borrow is caused by a 1, the student changes the I to a 10 Instead of adding 10 to a.
(71 - 38 = 32)

BORROW/ss0/1)17CRINENT
When borrowing the student adds It) correctly but doesn't change any column to the tell.
(62 44 = 28)

ROlt ROW/ NO/1)1Clt EN4 EST:EXCEPT/LAST
Decrentenks only in the last column of the problem (6262 - 4444 = 1828)

BOIL ROW/ONCF/T111:N/SMALLFR/FROM/LARGER
.:udent will borrow only once per exercise From then on he subtracts the smaller from the larger diga in each column

regardless of their positions (7127 - 2389 = 5278)

BORROW/ONCE/WInIOUT/RECURSE
The ciudcnt will borrow only once per problem After that. if another borrow is required the student adds the 10 correctly
bat does not decrement. If there is a borrow across a 0, the stude'rit changes the 0 to 9 but does not decrement the digit to
the left of the°

5 3 5 4 0 8
2 7 8 - 2 3 9

2 6 9

BORROW/OM Y/I ROM / IONSMALLER
When hrirrow mg the student tne.s to find a column in which the top number is smaller than the bottom If there is one. he
decrements that otherwise he borrows correctly
(9283. 3566 = 5627)

BORROW /OSI Y/0 NCF
When there arc several adjacent borrows, the student decrements only with the first borrow.
(515 278 = 357)

BORROW/SK IP/I:QUAL
When dccrementing the udent slops mer columns in which the top digtt and the bottom digit are the same (923-427
406)
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13O1414)Wl1 \/ PI LS/ \ I \ I /1)1011/1N10//4110
hen a burrow bra O. the student dues not add 10 correctly What he does instead is add 10 plus the digit in the

next column to the left (50- 38 = 17)

130141ZOW / I kI 11 /0\ I / 1S//10
Wittn boraiwinr hunt I. the sludot treat., the 1 as if it were 0. that A. hcchanges the 1409 and decrements the number to
the kit 01 the 1 (t 11 159 144)

It()RROVE /1 \11/1)111
I tie -Judson bin lows. ths diffeleine between tlie. lop digit .ind the bottom digit of the current column In other words. he
borrows )tist enough to Go the suutraction. which emit always results in 0 (86 - 29 = 30)

BOR ROW/WON1
Inetead of borrowing across 3 0, the student stops doing the exercise (8035 2662 = 3)

1101i ROW! 1)/1 RON1/1/0 \ i /1301ZROW
Win.n Owl e are Iwo Minims in low the student does the first borrow correctly but with the second borrow he does not
decrement (hc does add 10 correctly) ( 143 - gg = 155)

CA ristitritAcr
lb e student skips the entire problem (8 3 = )

COPY/101'A \ /LAS I /i..01 L MN/W/13OR Res wi:D/rROm
After borrowing front the last column. the student copies top digit as the answer (80 34 = 76)

1)1 CR1 \ I / 11 I /0\AI11 1IN It/11:RO
When hollow ing at toss .1 0 and the borrow is caused by 0. the student changes the tight 0 to 9 instead of 10. (600. 142
7:457)

1)1 CR1 MI \T/13`i /0 \r/P1 US /LI3ROS
When there is a borrow across tero. decrements the number to the left of the mro(s) by an extra one for every zero
borrowed across (4005 6 = 1999)

131CRI'M INT/13Y/ I WO/OVER/TWO
When horrow tog from a column of the form N - 2. the student decrements the N by 2 instead of 1 (83 - 29 =44)

DI'CR PN I /Uri MOST/ZERO/ONLY
When borrowing across two or more 0 the student changes the leftmost of the row off:es to 9 but changes the other Vs to
10 s Ile will gne answers like (1003 958 = 1055)

Di:cRi:mrvrivici TIN !' /'/i N'UNIDER/TO/LEFT
VE hen burrow Ins across° the. student changes the leftmost 0 to a 9. changes the next 0 to 8. etc. (8002 -1714 = 6278)

DECRIMPNI/MCI 111'1 Ii/IFROS/13Y/NUMBER if 0/RIGIIT
Whi.b burrow tog de runs 0 s. the .indent changes the rightmost 0 to a 9. changes the next 0 to 8. etc. (8002 -1714 = 6188)

1)1 Cid MI. \-1/0N/FIRSPOORROW
the first column that requires a borrow is decremented before the column subtract is done.
(832 265 = 566)

1)1 RINFNI/ON17/10/PLEVEN
instead of decremenling a 1. the student changes the 1 town 11 (314 - 6 = 2118)

1)PCRI:MIN1 (10P/1 I (2/1S/EIGI IT
When borrowing from 0 or 1. changes the 0 or 1 tog. does not decrement digit to the left of the 0 or 1 (4013 - 995 = 3778)

1411:1:/0N =0
ricking-kir, a column of the form 0 N. he doesn't borrow, instead he wntes 0 as the column answer

(40 21 20)

DIM /0-N =S
When the vin.iikinti.r, a column of the form 0 N. he doesn't borrow Instead he writes N as the answer (80 - 27 =
67)

1)11 1 /0 - /WI 11 \ /1301tROWNIZOM/ZFRO
rieu hoi low e se c. ws a 0 and the hollow is caused by a O. the student doesn't borrow Instead he writes the bosom

number .is the column answer 1 le will borrow correctly in the next column or in other circumstances.
1 0 0 4 0

3 2 4 8
1 6'$
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1)111'/IN -
When a cr.lurun has the form 1- N the student wntes 1 as the column answer (51 - 27 = 31)

1)111/N0,0
the student thinks that \ 01.0 (Si- 20 = 30)

1)11 I /N N = 1
Whcnoir thcre ha column that has the same number on the top and the bottom. the stud4.nt v., lies that n..mber as the
answer (83 - 13 --, 73)

DOI S11 /BORROW
the student stops doing the eterctse when a borrow is required (833 - 262 = I)

DON' I /01.CR 11I1 NI/SI.CONIWI:RO
Whsn bouts ing across a 0 and the borrow is caused b). a 0. the student changes the 0 he is borrowing across into a K.
mstcad of a 9 (700. 258 =452)

IV 71)I CRI MINV/FRO
When borrow mg across a O. the student changes the 0 to 10 instead of 9 (506 318 = 198)

DONT/DFCRIAIIS:r/ZIERO/OVER/KANK
'Ile student will not borrow across a zero that is oser a blank (305 - 9 = 306)

DONT/DFCRIN I's. I /ZFRO/OVER/ZBRO
lbe student will not borrow across a zero that Is over a zero. (305 -107 = 308)

1)0\"1/1)1'CRI-M1 F/7.1iRO/U \III. /BOTTOM /BLANK
When borrowing across a 0. tht student changes the 0 to a 10 instead of a 9 unless the 0 is oser a blank, in which case he
does the correct thing

5 0 6 3 0 4
3 1 8 9

2 9 5
Wrong Correct

DON l /WRITFIZERO
Doesn't wnte zeros in the answer (24. 14 34 1)

1)OL111 I /1)ECRI'.111'N't/ONE
When burrowing from a 1. the student treats the 1 as a 0 (changes the Ito 9 and continues borrowing to the left. (813 - 515
= 288)

1'ORGMBORR01V /OVI:R/131ANKS
the student doesn't decrement a number that Is over a blank (347 - 9 = 348)

IGNORP /I ISTMOST/ONWOVIER/BLANK
When the left column of the exercise has a I that is over a blank. the student Ignores that column (143 - 22 = ')

1G NOR Fla RO/OVI:R/BLANK
Whenc%cr there is column that has a 0 over a blank, the Student ignores that column. (907 5 :4 9 2)

INCRPME S:T/OV FR/LARG ER
When borrow mg from a column in which the top is smaller than the bottom, the student increments instead of
decrementing (833.277 = 576)

INC RFNIFNI/1.1:RO/OVER/BLANK
When borrowing across a 0 over a blank, the student increments the 0 instead of deeremenung.
(402 - 6 =416)

\ -9 N-1/11'11 R/BORROW
If a column is the form N 9 and has been borrowed from. when the student does that column he subtracts 1 instead of
subtracting 9 (834.796 = 127)

N- N/A '11 R /BORROW /CA I.SPS/BOR ROW
Borrow, with columns of the form N-N if the column has been borrowed from (953 -147 = 7106)

N-N/CAL SITS /BORROW
Borrows with columns of the form N-N. (953. 152 = 7101)
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N 1/ 11'11:R/1101t ROW
If a column had the form N N and was borrowed from. the student writes 1 as the answer to that column (944 348
616)

271

NN -9/P1 1_ S/131 CRUMENT
Whs. is .1 olonsis has the same nun ib..r on the top and the bottom. the student wnte 9 a, the ausv.er and decrements the
next column to the left c% en though borrowing is not neccuary
(94 34 59)

ON( I /BORROW/ I WAYS /BORROW
Once a student has born. /Ad. he continues to borrow in e%ecy remaining column in the exercise (488 229 = 1159)

(j( 1 frwIllN/1101'10M/111.ANK
%Vb./. the bottom attract ha, fewer digits than the lop number, the ..tudent gusts as soon as the bottom number runs out
(439 4 s 5)

SIMPLE /PROBE 1=NI/SIVITFR/SUI1
When th, *tons numbs ts a single digit and the top numbel ha «o or more thins. the student repeatedly subtracts the
single bottom digit from each digit in the top number.
(348 2 = 126)

SNIAI 1.E R/I'ROM/LARGER
the student doesn't homy,, in each column he subtracts the smaller digit from the larger one.
(81 38 ra 57)

SMAI I 1:101 ROM /LA Kt-JUR/NMI AD/01711ORROW/FROM/MR0
l'hc student does not borrow across 0 Instead he will subtract the smaller from the larger dtga

3 0 6 3 0 6
8 - 1 4 8

3 0 2 1-67
SMAI I 1R/FROM/I.AROPR/W/ IIN/1101tROWED/FROM

Uht.n there 41C two borro,.s in a F.,w the student does the first one correctly but for the second one he does not borrow.
instead he subtracts the smaller from the larger digit, regardless of order (8" 4.157 = 74?)

SMAILFR/FROM/LARGER /WIT 1I/ZOR ROW
Wtsto borrowing the student decrements correctly. then subtracts the smaller digit from the larger as if he had not
borrowed at all (73 - 24 = 411)

STOPS/BORROW/4.TI1viet TiPL17/ZERO
lrotcad of borrowing aczoss so.cral Vs. the student adds 10 to the column he's doing but deasn t change any column to the
left (4004 - 9 = 4005>

5106/BORROW/A if/SECOND/ZERO
When borrowing across sev eral Vs. changes the nght 0 to 9 but not the other Vs (4004 9 = 4095)

S 1'01'5/BORROW/A otERo
In >lead boitomrig acres aka; student adds 10 to the column he's doing but doesn't :cerement from a column to the
left. (404 - 187 = 227)

STCITFR/SUBTRArn
%Alto there are blanks in the bottom number. the student subtra' cts'. the leftmost digit of the bottom number in every
column that has a blank (4369 - 22 = 2147)

SUB, 30 {TOM/FROM/TOP
Ilte student alwayssubtacts the top dibn from the bottom digit If the bottom digit is smaller. he iecrements the top digit
and adds 10 to the bottom before subtracting lithe bottom digit is zero, howe'ter, he writes the top digit in the answer. If
the top dign is 3 greater than the bottom he wntes 9 Ile will give answers like this (4723. 3065 : 9747%

SUR/COPY/LEAST/110TIOM/MasTrrop
laic studcnt does not subtract Instead N: topics digits from the exercise to rill .n the answer space Ile copies Ae leilmost
dish mum the top number and the othci shot frerr. the bottom numbet Ile will give answers .ike this. (648 231 = 631)

SUB/ONII/OVI:R/BLANKS
When there are btaaks in the bottom number. the student st.btracts 1 from the top dtg,11.
(54$ - 2 c 436)

LAIIMP/ZIT 0 /AS /NINE
In a 0N column, the student doesn't borrow. Instead hoptreats the 0 as irk were a 9. (30 4 = 19)
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1 RI A 1/ ION/NW/AS/11N
In a 0-N column the student adds 10 to A corrcctl) but doesn't change any column to the left. (40 - 27 = 23)

k\ -- 0/A 11 1'It/1101tROW
If a column has been borrowed from thestudcm wntes /ern as As answer (234 11S = 109)

X!%. - \ /A111 It/BORROW
If a column h. been borrowed from, the student wnies the bottom digit as As answer (234 - 165 = 169)

/1 Ito; NI 11 A /1101tROA
When a column requires a borrow, the student decrements comedy but writes 0 as the answer
(65 - 48 = 10)

l .4

/1 R0/1 NS! I.11)/01 MORROW/I RONI/alko
I h4. >tudLnt A tth t twin" If ht. ha., to borrow actor,` 0 Instead he will nnte 0 as the answer to the column requtnng the
borrow

7 0 2 7 0 2
8 3 4 877-0 6--fi

ZFRO/INS'ITADOF/130KROW
The stIdent doesn't borrow; he wntes 0 as the answer instead (42.16 = 30)

24r 0
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Appendix 2
Observed Bug Sets

I he diagnoses of all tests of all students analyzed by 1)ebuggy fall into the following
categories:

No errors 112 (10%)
Errors due to slips alone 239 (20%)
Errors due to bugs (and slips) 375 (33%)
Unanalyzable 421 (37%)
total 1147 ( 100%)

The diagnoses of the students that were analyzed as having bugs arc shown, ordered by their
frequency of u4.turrence. Diagnoses consisting of more than one bug arc shown in parentheses.
There are 134 distinct diagnoses, of which only 35 occurred more than once. However, these 35
diagnoses account for 276 of the 375 eases (74%).

The diagnoses in the appendices sometimes contain coercion. A coercion is a modifier that is
included in a diagnosis to improve the lit of the bugs to the student's errors. Most often, these
slightly perturb the definitions of bugs. For example. certain bugs modify the procedure so that on
occasion it will write column answers that arc greater than 9. Some students who have these bugs
apparently knov, from addition that there should only be one ar.swer digit per column, so they only
write the units digit. To capture this, the coercion !Write- Units - Digit -Only is added to the
diagnoses of such students by fkbuggy. Coercions can easily be picked out because their names
have exclamation points as prefixes. For more on coercion, see (Burton, 1981).

103 occurrences

(Smaller-From-Larger)

34 occurrence

(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

13 occurrences
(Borrow-Across -Zero)

10 occurrences

(Borrow - From - 'Leto)

(Bore ow-NoDecrement)

7 occurrences
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero Diff-0-N =N)

6 occurrences

(Always-Borrow-Left)
(Borrow-Across-Zero !Toliched-0-1s-Ten)
(Borrow-AcrossZero Dif) -O-N = N)
(Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Blank)
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(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero Borrow -Once-Then-Smaller-From-Larger Diff-O-N = N)

S occurrences

(Borrow-No-Decrement Diff-O-N z: ti)

4 occurrences
(0-N = N-ExceptAfter-Borrow)
(Borrow-Across-Zero Di 11-0-N =0)
(D111-0-N = N Zero-I nsteadof-Borrow)
(Borro A ' No-Decrement-Except-Last)
(Don't-Decrement-Zero-Over-Blank)
(Quit-When Bottom -Blank Smaller- From-Larger)

3 occurrences
(Borrow-Into-One =Ten Stops-Borrow-At-Zere)
(Decrement-All-On-Multiple-Zero)
(Dec rement-M ultiple-Zeros-lly-Number-To-Right)
(Don't-Decrement-Zero)
(Smaller-From-Larger Ignore-Leftmost-One-Over-Blank)

2 occurrences
(0-N =0-After-Borrow)
(Borrow-Across-Second-Zero)
(Borrow-Across-Top-Smaller-Decrementing-To)
(Borrow-Don't-Decrement-Top-Smaller)
(Borrow -Don't-Decrement-Unless-Bottom-Smaller)
(Borrow-Only -I- rum-Top-Smaller Borrow -Across-Zero-Cher-Zero Burrow-Ac russ-Zero-Ch er-Blank)
(Sm aller-Fro m-Larger-I nstead-Of- Borrow-From-Zero Burrow -Once-Then-Smaller-From-Larger

Diff-O-N =N)
(Smaller-From-Larger-Insteadof-Borrow-Unless-Bottom-Smaller)
(Stops-Borrow-M-Multiple-Zero)
(Stops-I3orrow-A (-Zero Smaller-From-larger-When-Borrowed-From)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero Di ff-O-N = N Smalle r-From-Larger-When-Borrow cd-From)
(Stutter-Subtract)

I occurrence
(lOnly-W rite -U nits -Digit N-N-After-Borrow-Causes-Borrow)
( ?Only Write- Units -Digit Stops- Borrow -At-Multiple-Zero N-N-A fter- Borrow-Causes-Borrow)
(ISub-1; nits-Special Borrow-Across-Zero Smaller-From-Larger)
(!Write-Left-:1 en Smaller- From - Larger Diff-O-N = 0)
(IWI ite-Left -Ten Borrow-Across-Second-Zero Diff-O-N = N)
(! W rite-I .e It- f en Forget-Borrow-Over-Blinks Diff-O-N = N)
('fouched-O-N = N Borrow-Across-Zero Diff-N-0 =0)
(!"touched -O-N = N Borrow - Across -Zero 13orrow-Once-Then-Smaller-From-Larger)
(!Touched -0-N = N Borrow-Across-Zero Borrow-Across-Second-Zero

Smaller-From-Larger-When-13orrowed-From)
(0-N = N-After-Borrow Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero ite.rrow-Across-Zero-Over-Blank)
(0-N = N-Aftet-Borrow N-N = 1-A fter- Borrow Smaller-Fro m-Larger-Instead-01-13orrow-From-Zero)
(0-N = N-After-Borrow)
(0-N = N-IlAcept-After-Borrow 1-1 = 0-After-Dorrow)
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(0N N- Except- A (ter- Borrow 1-1 = 1-A fter- Borrow)

(1.1 = 0.A fter-Bot row )
( Idd-Insteadof-Sub)
(Add1 r-I kerement-A nswer-Carry -To-Right)
(likink-Insteadof-Borrow Diff-O-N = N)
(Ik Ncross-Secondtero Don't-Write-Zcro)
( Borrow -Ac loss-Second-Zero Borrow-Skip-Equal)
( Itoi row -.1cross./ero 0-N = 0-1:Accpt -After- Borrow)
(Borrow- Atross-lero 1 -1= 0A fter- Borrow)
(Iti grow -A toss-Zero Borrow -Oncc-Then-maller-From- Larger 0-N =N- Except- After- Burrow)
(Borns toss-tro Sub-One-Os er- Blank 0-N =N- After- Burrow 0-N = N-Except-A fter- Borrow)
( Bon ow-AcrossZero Burrow- Skip - Equal)
(Borrow-Across-Zero Quit- When- Bottom -Blank 0 -N= 0-After- Borrow)
(Borrow -Across-Zero Forget-Borrow-Over-Blanks Diff-O-N = N)
(Borrow -Across-Zero I gnore-1.eftmost-One-Os er-Blank Borrow-Skip-Equal)
(Borrow -Across-Zero !Touched-0-N = N)
(Bon ow-Across-Zero-Os er-Zero 0 -N =N- Except After- Borrow 1-1=0-A kr Borrow)
(Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero)
(Borrow-Don't-Decrement- Unless- Bottom-Smaller X-N = 0 -After-Borrow)
(Borrow- I )onst Decrement- Uniess-Bottom-Smal le r Don't-Write-Zero)
( Borrow From-A 11 -7ero)

(Bv, row- From-Bottom- nsteadof-Zero Di ff-O-N = N)
(Borrow -From-One-Is-Nine Borrow-From-Zero Diff-O-N= N-When-Borrow-From-Zero)
(Borrow From-One- me Borrow-From-Zero Don't-Dec remen t-Zero-0 ver-Blan k)
(Borrow-From-One-Is-Ten Borrow-From-Zero-Is-Ten Borrow-Oniy-Once)
(Borrow-From-Zero 0- N =0- After - Borrow)
(Borrow-F rom-Zero 0 -N = N -A fter-Borrow)
( Borrow-From-Zero&Left-Ten-Ok O-N= N-After-Borrovi)
( Borrow-From-Zero& Left-Ten-Ok)
( Borrow From-Zero-Is-Ten)
(Borrow - into -one= Ten Decrement-Multiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-Left)
Borrow-Into - :ne = Ten Decrement- Multiple - Zeros- By-Number-To-Right

Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero)
(Borrow-No-Decrement Diff-O-N= 0)
(Borrow-No-Decrement Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last

Smaller -From-Larger-Insteadof-Borrow-Unless-Bottom -Smaller Dill -ON= N)
( Borrow -No- Decrement Sub-One-Over-Blank)
(Borrow-No-Decrement-Except-Las Treat- Top - 'Zero -As -Ten)

( Burrow -No- Decrement- Except -Last Decrement- Top- Leg-Is -Eight X-N = N-A fter-Borrow)
(Borrow-Only-From-Top-SmalIer)
(Borrow-Only-From-Top-Smaller 0 -N = N-After-Borrow)
(Borrow-Treat-One-As-Zero N-N = 1-A fter-Borrow Don't-Decrement-ZeroOver-Blank)
( Borrow- Unit-Diff. Only-Do-Units)
(Can't-Su btract)
(Decrement-All-On-Multiple-Zero Double-Decrement-One)
(Dccrement-I.eftmost-Zeio-Only)
(Decrement-M ultiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-Left)
(Decrement-Top-Leg-Is-Eight)
(Diff-O-N =0 Dill' -N -0 =0 Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
(DOO-N =0 Diff-N -0=0 Doesn't-Borrow-Except-Last
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Smaller-From-Larger-lnsteadof-Borro w -U nless-Bottom -S mailer)
(Di ff-O-N =0 Di ff-N-0 = 0 Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last

S mailer- From-Lars er-I listeadof-Borrow-U nless- Bottom -Smaller)
(l)iff- O-N =N)
(Diff-O-N=N tiff- N -0 =0)

ff-O-N = N- When-Borrow-Fro m-7.xro Don't-Decrement-Zero)
-0 0 Smaller-From-Larger Di ff -O-N = 0)

(Don't-Dccreinent-Zero Borrow-Across-SecondZero)
(Don't-Decrement-Zero H = 0-After- Borrow)
(Don't-Decrement-Zero Decrement-One-To-Eleven)
(Don't-Decrement-Zero-Until-Bottom-Blank Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero)
(Don't-Write-Zero)
(Double-Decrement-One)
(Double-Decrement-One Smaller-From-Larger-When-Borrowed-From)
(Forget-Borrow-Over-Blanks)
( Forget -Barrow -Geer- Blanks Borrow -Don I-Decrement-Top-Smailer Borrow-Skip-Equal)
( lgn ore-Leftm ost-0 ne-Over-Blank Decremen t-All-On-Muldple-Zero)

. (N-N -Ca uses-Borrow)
(N-N 1-After-Borrow 0 -N =N-Except-After-Borrow)
(N:N =1- A fter-Boirow)
(Simple-Problem-Stutter-Subtract)
(Smaller-From-Larger Diff-N-N =N Diff-O-N = 0)
(Smaller-From-Larger Diff-O-N = 0)
(Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last Decrement-All-On-Multiple-Zero)
(Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-7-ero =N

Smaller-From-Larger-When-Borrowed-From)
(Smaller-From- Larger-Instead-Of Borrow-From-Zero Borrow-Once-Then-Smaller-From-Larger)
(Smaller-From -Larger-Ingeadof-Borrow- Unless - Bottom Smaller 0-N = N-Except-After-Borrow)
(Smaller-From-Urger-I nsteadof-13orrow-Unless-Bottom-Smalle r Top-Instead-OfBorrow-From-Zero

=N)
(Stops-Borrow -At-Zero 0 -N = 0- Except-After-Borrow 1-1= 0-After-Borrow)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero 1-1 = 0-After-Borrow)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero 1-1 = 1-After-Borrow)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero Diff-O-N =0)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero Ignore-Leftmost-One-Over-131ank)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero 0 -N = 0-After-Borrow)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero Borrow-Once-Then-Smaller-From-Larger)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero 1-1=0-After-Borrow)
(Stops - Borrow -At -Zero =N Don't-Write-Zero)
(Sub Bottom-From-Top)
(Sub-Copy-Least-Bottom-Most-Top)
(Zero-InsteadoPBorrow)
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Appendix 3
Bug Occurrence Frequencies

1 nis appendix lists each bug and coercion in the Dcbuggy's database (see the previous
appendix for an explanation of cuercions). It indicates how many times the bug has occurred, if any,
in Debuggy's analyses of the Southbay data. The first column, labelled "alone" is the number of
times the bug occurred alone, as the only element of the diagnosis. The second column, labelled
"cmd." is the number of times the bug occurred as part of a multi-bug diagnosis. or "compound"
bug as it was called in (Brown & Burton, 1978). The third column. labelled "gen.". has a "$" mark
if the bug was generated by Sierra during the Southbay run. Thus, for example. the bug 1-1=0 -
After Borrow occurred once alone, and sewn times as part of a larger diagnosis, but is not one of
the bugs that Sierra predicted. Rows the: would be all i.eros have been left blank to highlight those
bogs in the data base NO never occurred in these studies. The data come from the reanalysis
that was performed after the new bugs generated by Sierra were entered in tic database. There are
128 bt.gs and 15 coerci.,ns in the database. Of these, 75 bugs and 5 coercion occurred at least
oncc. Sierra generated 49 bugs and 6 COCItiORS.

alone cmd. gen. Coercion 1

0 2

0 1

0 3

$
$

0 4 $
0 6 $

$
$

alone cmd. gen.

3

0 2

1 6

4 7

!Borrow-Diff-Abs-Over-Blant
!Forget-To-Write-Units-Digit
!Last-Column-Special-Sub
!Last-Full-Column-Special-Sub
IN-0 = N- Always

!OnIrWrite-Units-Digit
!Sub-Units-Special

!Write-Left-Ten
!Zero-Minus-Blank-Is-Zero
!Touched-0-N =0
!Touched-O-N=Blank
!Touched-0-N =N
!Touched -0-1s-Ten

!Touched -0-Is-Quit
!Touched-Dotible-Zero-ls-Quit

Bug

0-N = 0-A 4.erBorrow
0 N = 0-Except-After-Borrow
0 -N = N -A fter-Borrow

0-N = N-Except-After-Borrow
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1 7 1.1= 0After-Borrow
0 2 1-1 = 1-A fter-Borrow

Add-Borrow-Decrement
Add-Borrow-Decrement-Without-Cam

1 0 Add- I nsteadof-Sub
1 0 Add-Lr-Decrcmcnt-Answer-Cam-To-Right

Add- Nocany-Insteaduf-Sub
Always-Borrow

6 0 $ Always-Borrow-Left

S Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero
0 1 $ Blank-Insteadof-Borrow

$ Blank -I n steado f-Borrow-Excep t-Last

S *Blank-Insteadof Borrow-From-Double-Zero
S Blank-Insteadof-Borrow-U nless-Bottom-Smaller

$ *BlankWhh-Borrow
2 5 $ Borrow-Across-Second-Zero
2 0 Borrow-Across-Top-Smaller-Decrementing-To

i !
MI IV 29 $ Borrow-Across-Zero

0 9 Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Blank
1 13 Borrow-AcrossZero-Over-Zero

S Borrow-Add-Decrement-Insteadof-Zero
Borrow-Add-Is-Ten
Borrow-Decrementing-To-By-Extras

2 1 Borrow- Don't-Decrement- Top-Smaller
2 2 $ Borrow-Don't-Decrement-Unless-Bottom-Smaller
1 0 Borrow-From-All-Zero :.

Borrow-From-Bottom
0 1 4orrow-From-Bottom-Insteadof-Zero

Borrow-From-Larger
0 2 $ Borrow-From-One-Is-Nine
0 1 S Borrow-From-One-Is-Ten

10 4 S Borrow- From -Zero

1 1 Borrow-From-Zero&Left-Ten-Ok
1 1 $ Bonow-From-Zero-is -Ten

Borrow-Ignore-Zero-Over-Blank
0 5 Borrow-Into-One=Ten

10 8 S Borrow-No-Decrement
4 2 S Borrow-NoDecrement-Except-Last
0 12 Borrow-Once- 'ben-SmallerFrom-Larger

Borrow-Once-Without-Recurse
1 3 Borrow-Only-From-Top-Smaller

0 1 Borrow-Only-Once
0 4 Borrow-Skip-Equal

Borrow-Ten-Plus-Next-Digit-Into-Zero
0 1 $ Borrow-Treat-One-As-Zero
0 1 Borrow-Unit-Diff
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$ Borrow-Wont-Recurse

$ Borrow -Wont-Reetnse4wice
Borrowed-From-Don't-Borrow

1 0 Can't-Subtract
$ Copy-'fop-Except-Units

Copy-Top-In-bast-Column-1 f-Borrowed-From

3 3 Decrement-All-On-Multiple-Zero
Decrement-By-One-Plus-Zeros

Decrement-By-Two-Over-Two
1 0 Decrement-Leftmost-Zero-Only
1 1 Decrement-Multiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-Left
3 1 Dec remen t-M ultip le-Zeros-By-Num ber-To-R ight

DecrementOn-First-Borrow
0 1 Decrement-One-To-Eleven

Decrement-One-To-Eleven-And-Continue
1 I Decrement-Top-Leq-Is-Eight

0 13 Diff-O-N= 0
1 42 Diff -O-N =N
0 2 Diff-O-N = N-When-Borrow-From-Zero

Diff- 1-N= 1
0 6 Diff -N-0 = 0
0 1 Diff-N-N =N
0 1 $ Doesn't- Borrow - Except -Last

$ Doesn't-Borrow-Unless-Bottom-Smaller

$ Doesnt-Borrow
Don't-Decrement-Second-Zero

3 4 $ Don't-Decrement-Zero

4 2 Don't-Decrenient-Zero-Over-Blank

0 1 Don't-Decrement-Zero-Until-Bottom-Blank
1 3 Don't-Write-Zero
1 2 Double-Decrement-One
1 3 $ Forget-Borrow-Over-Blanks

0 6 Ignore-Leftmost-One-Over-Blank
Ignore-Zero-Over-Blank

Increment-Over-Larger
$ Increment-Zero-Over-Blank

Mix-Up-Six-And-Nine
N-9 =N-1-After-Borrow

0 2 N-N-After-Borrow-Causes-Borrow

1 0 $ N-N-Causes-Borrow
1 3 N-N = 1-After-Borrow

N-N = a-Plus-Decrement
Onec-Borrow-Always-Borrow

$ *Only-Do-First&Last-Columns
0 1 $ Only-Do-Units

$ *Only-Do-Units&Tens
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$ *On ly -Do-U nits - Unless -Two- Columns

0 5 $ Qui t- When-Botton eltlan k

$ *Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank
1 0 Simple-Problem-Stutter-SW..tract

$ *Skip-Interior-Bottom-Blank
103 12 S Smaller-From-Larger

0 3 $ Smaller-From-I .arger-F.xcept-Last
0 5 $ Smaller- From-I .a rger-I nstead-O f-Borrow-Fmm-Zero

$ Smaller- From-l.arger- I nsteadof- !sorrow- From-Double-Zero
2 5 $ Smaller- From-I .arger-I nsteadof-Borrow-U n Icss- Bottom-S maller

0 7 Smaller -From- Larger -When- Borrowed -FromFrom
$ Smaller-From-I .arger-With-Borrow

2 1 $ Stops- Borrow -At- Multiple -Zero

$ Stops-Borrow-At-Second-Zero
34 30 $ Stops-Borrow-At-Zero

2 0 Stutter-Subtract
1 0 Sub-Bottom-From-Top
1 0 Sub-Copy-Least- Bottom -Most-*Fop

0 2 Sub-One-Over-Blank
$ Too-After-Borrow

0 1 $ Top-I nstead-Of-I3orrow-From-Zem
Top-Insteadof- Borrow

.t.

.a 1 op-Insteadof-13orrow-Except-Last
S Top-I nsteado f-Borrow -From-Double-Zero
$ Top-Insteado f-Borrow-U nless-Bottom-Sm Mier

Treat-Top-Zero-As-Nine
0 1 Treat-Top-Zero-As-Ten
0 1 X -N = 0 -After-Borrow
0 1 X-N= N-After-Borrow

Zero-A tier - Borrow

Zero-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zzro
1 4 Zero-Insteadof-Borrow

2:4
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Appendix 4
Sierra's predicted bug sets

I hos append: x Ira . all the bug sets generated by Sierra for tic Southbay experiment. There
are 119 of :hem.

(ri oth.hed-O-N .7-(1 13( /mit% -.1).ross-Zero 1:1 ouched-Doublc-Zero-Is. Quit N-N-Causes-Borrow)
(! I out.hedO-N . Blank Borrow Across-Zero *Quit -When-Second-Bottom-Blank)
1! I ouLhedO-N - Blank Burrow -Ai. ross-lero !Toudred-Double-Zero-Is-Quit N-N-Causes-Borrow)
(! I ouchcd-0- N ,-: N Borrow-Across-Zero 'Quit-When.Sccood-Bottom - Blank

I I °mired.] )ouble-Zero .ls-Quit)
( !I (ruched-0- N = N Butiow -AL ross-Zero !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit N-N-Causes-Borrow)
(1 l'ouellcd-0- Is-Qui t Horror .AcrossZero Borrow-Won t-12ccurse-Twice)
(ITouchcd-0- Is-Quit liorrow-Across-Zcro *Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank)
(1 I ouchcd-0-1s-Quit Borrow-Across-Zero N-N-Causes-Borrow)
(I I ouclicd-0.1s-Quit Borrow .Acros-Zero *Skip-interior-Bottom-Blank)
al ouchcd-O-Isq eft Borrow-Across-Zero Borrow-Wont-Itccurse-Twice)
(I I (ruched-0-1s I en Ilor,ow -Across. Zero *Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank

! Istruched-Double-lerols-Quit)
(I 1 walled-0- Is- I en Borrow-Across-Zero !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit NN-Causes-Borrow)
(Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero N-N-Causes-Borrow)
( Blank- I asteadof- Borrow *Only -Do-Units&Tens *Only-Do-Units-Unless-Tv o-Columns)
(Blank- I nsteadof- Borrow *Only -I )o-Ftrst&I .ast-Columns Quit-When-Bottom-Blank)
(Blank-Insteadof-Borrow *Only-. Do-First&Last-Columns)
(13Ia nk Insteadof Borrow .Except-Last)
(*Blank- I nsteadof-Borrow- From-Double-Zero)
(131ank-instead(rf-Borrow -Unless-13ottom-Smaller)
(*Blank-With-Borrow Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(W13' ink- With- Borrow Borrow- Won t- Recurse)
(*Blank-With-Borrow Borrow-A dd-Decremen t-Insteadof-Zero)
(*11Ia Ilk-With-Borrow 'I op-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(*Blank-With-Borrow Smaller-From-Larger-Instead -Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
( Borrow-Across-Second-Zero)
(Borrow-Across-Zero Borrow-Wont. Recurse-Twiee)
(Borrow-Across-Zero !Touched-O-Is-Quit)
(Borrow-AcrossZero !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit)
(Borrow-Acrosslero !I ouched-0.1s-Ten !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit)
(Borrow-Across-Zero !Touched-0-1s-Ten)
(Borrow-AcrossZero)
(Borrow-Across-Zero !Touched-O-N = Blank crouched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit)
(Borrow-Across-Zero 11 (ruched-0-N =0 frouchedDouble-Zero-ls-Quit)
(Borrow-Across-Zero n ouched-0-N = N !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit)
(Borrow-Across-Zero *Quit-When-Second-Bottom- !Hank !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit)
(Borrow-Across-Zero ! I ouclicd-Double-7kro-ls-Quit N- N-Causes- Borrow)
(Borrow.Add-Decrement-Insteadof-Zero)
(Borrow-Ad& Do_ rctacm-Ingeadof-tero *Quit-When-Second-Bottom-BIank)
(Borrow-A dd-Ikerctnent-I nstcadof-Zero *Skip-InteriorBottom-Blank)
( Borrow. Add -1 kc rem cm. I orstcadof-Zero N-N-Causes-Borrow)
(Borrow-From-Ont.-Is-Nine Borrow-From-Zero)
(Borrow -From-One-ls-'Ten Borrow-FromZero-Is-Ten)
(Borrow-From-Zero)
(Borrow-From-Zero-Is-Ten)
(Borrow-No-Decrement)
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(Borrow -No-Deeretne tit-Except- I _ast *Skip-Inter tor-Bottom-Blank)
Mot l'0% No-I kscrement+ xcept-I ast)
(Borrow-No-I )eLrentent-lixcept-Last *Quin-When-Second-Rottom- Blank)
(Borrow I rcat-One-Mtero)
(Borrov.Wont-Itecurse *Only-I )o-Untts-Unless-'1 wo-Colutnns)
( I loi roud-Wont-Itecurse)
(Bono% -Wont-Itecurse *Only -I )0-First&I .ast-Columns)
(Borrou -Wont- Itecu rse *Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank)
(Borrow -Wont- Itcut rse *Sk ip- Imo tor-Bottom-Blank)
(Bono% -Wont-Recurse N-N-Causes- Borrow)
(Borrow -Wont- Reett rse Smaller- From-I .iirger-With-Borrow)
( Bon ow -Wont-Recurse-Twice)
(I )oesn't-Borrow- 1-.xcept- 1 .ast *Only-I )o-Units -Unless-Two-Columns)
(Doesn't-Burrow-Except -Last *Oniy -Do- Units&I ens Doesn't- Burro% -Unless- Bottom-Smaller)
(1 )oesn't-Borrow INcept-Last *Only-Do-First&Last-Columns)
( Doesn't-Borrow -Fxcept-1 AlSt *Only-Do-First&Last-Columns Copy-Top-Except-Units)
(I )oesn't-Borrow-Except -Last)
(I )0esn't-Borrow-Unless-Bottom-Smaller)
(Doesnt-Borrow)
( Doesnt-Borrow *Only-Do -U nits&Tens)
(Doesnt- Burro% Blank-1 nstead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
( Doesm- Borrow *Only-Do-First&Last-Columns Quit-When-Bottom-Blank)
(Doesrtt-Borrow Smaller-From-I .arger-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
, Doesnt- Borrow *Only-Do-First&Last-Columns)
(Don't-Dec rement-Zero)
(Forget-Borrow -0% er-Blanks Borrow Don't- Decrement- Unless - Bottom- Smaller)
(Increment-Zero-Over-Blank)
(*Onl} -Do-First&Last-Columns 11orrow-No-Decrement-Except-Last)
(*Ord) -Do-First&Last-Columns)
(*Onb -Do-First&Last-Columns Doesn't-Borrow-Except-Last)
(*Ohl) -Do- I- irst&Last-Columns Smaller-From-Larger Quit- When - Bottom- Blank)
(*Onl) -Do-1- trst&Last-Columns Smaller- From - Larger)
(*Only -Do-Hrst&Last-Columns Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last)
(*Only-Do-Ftrst&last-Columns Blank-Insteadof-Borrow-Except-Last)
(*Only -Do- First&Last-Columns Always-Borrow-Left)
(Only -Do -Units Blank-Insteadof-Borrow)
(*Only -Do-Untts&Tens Blank- I nsteadof-Borrow)
(*Only I )+/- Units& I ens *Only -Do-Units-Unless-Two-Columns Smaller-From-I ..ger-Eicept-Last)
(*On4-Do-L nits-Unless-Two-Columns)
(*Only-Do- Units- Li nless-Two-Coh.:.nns Copy-Top-Except-Units)
( * Qui t-W henSecond-Bottom-Blank Smaller -From- Larger-Instead -Of Borrow-From-Zero)
(*Qua-WhenSecond-Bottom-Blank Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(*Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Rion k)
(*Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
OS kip- I ntertor- Bottom-Blank 1 )oesn't- Borrow-Except-Last)
('Skip - Inferior- Bottom -Blank Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last)
(*Skip-Interior-Bottom-Blank Blank-Insteadof- Borrow-Except-Last)
(*Skip- I utortor-Bottorn- Blank Smaller-From-I .arger-Instead-Of-Borrow-Fron-Zero)
(*Skip-Interior-Bottom-Blank Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
('Skip -I ntergor-Bottom Blank Stops- Borrow -At -Zero)
(Smaller-From-I Arm *Only-Do-Units-Unless-Two-Columns Quit-When-Bottom-Blank)

. (Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last)
(Smaller rom-larger-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(Smaller-Frotn-l.argc r-I nstead-Of-Borro w-From-Zero N-N-Causes-Borrow)
(Smaller-From-Large r-1 nsteadof-Borrow-From-Double-Zero)
(Smaller-From-I .anger - 1 nsteadof- Borrow-U nless- Bottom-Smaller)
(Smaller-From-Larger-With-Borrow Smaller-From-1 .arger- 1 nstead-Of- Borrow-From-Zero)
(Smaller-From-I Arger-W nth- Borrow Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(Smaller-From-Larger-With-Borrow Borrow-A dd-Decrement-I nsteadof-Zero)
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(Smaller-I= four-17d gp-With-Borrow Top- I nstead-O f-Borrow-From.Zero)
(Stops Bo rrow-A t-M ulti pie-Zero)
(Stops Borrow - At-Second -Zero)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero N-NCauses-Borrow)
( I op-After- llormw Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
('fop - After - Borrowfter-Borrow Borrow-Won t-lt ccurse)
(1 op-After-Borrow Borrow -Add-Dccrcinent- I nsteadof- Zero)
( Fop-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(Top-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero N-N-Causes- Borrow)
(Top-I nsteadof- Borrow-Except-Last)
(Top-I nsteadof-Borrow-From-Dr uble-Zero)
(Top-I nstcado f-Borrow-U nless-Bottom-Smaller)

t
9
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Appendix 5
Observed bug sets, overlapped by predicted bug sets

1 his takes the 134 bug sets that occurred in the Suuthbay data and lists them in three groups.
1 he first group contains 11 bug sets that are identical to some bug set in the set of Sierra's
predicted bug refs. The second group contains 47 bug sets that contain only bugs that Sictra cannot
generate il'he third group contains 76 bug sets that have non-empty intersections with at least one
bug set from Sierra's predictions. This third group of bug sets is printed a little differently. The
intersection is on one line, surrounded by parentheses, and the rest of the bug set, if any, is on the
next line. Thus. if {A 11 c} and {C) are observed bug sets, and tC D} is in a predicted bug set.
then the observed bug sets will be printed as:

((C)
(A B))

((C)
)

The other bug sets are printed in the usual way, as parenthesized lists,

Observed bug sets that are predicted by Sierra

34 occurrences
(( tamps- .:arrow- At-Zero)

13 occurrences
(Borrow-Across-Zero)

10 occurrences
(Borrow-From-Zero)
(Borrow-No-Decrement)

6 occurrences
(Borrow-Across-Zero 1Toliched-O-Is-Ten)

4 occurrences
(BL row-No-DecrementExcept-Last)

3 occurrences
(Don't-Decrement-Zero)

2 occurrences
(Borrow-Across-Second-Zero)
(Smaller-From-Larger-Insteadol-Borrow-Unless-Bottom-Smaller)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Multiple-Zero)

I occurrence
(Borrow-From-Zero-Is-Ten)
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Observed bug sets that have no predicted bugs in them

6 occurrences
(Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Blank)

285

4 occurrences
-1.*Hixcept-A fter-llormw)

( Di ff-O-N = N Zero- nsteado f-Bor row)
(Don't-DecretnentZero-Over- Blank)

3 occurrences
(Decrement-All-On-Multiple-Zero)
(Decrement-Multiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-Right)

2 occurrences
(0-N=0-Atter-Borrow)
(Borrow-Across-Top-SmaIler-Decrementing-To)
(Borrow-Don't-Decrement-Top-Smaller)
(Borrow -Only -Frum-Top-Smaller Borrow-Across -Zero-Over-Zero Borrow- Across- Zero- Over-Blank)
(Stutter-Subtract)

I occurrence
(10nly-Write-Units-Digit N-N-A fter-BorrirCaubes- Borrow)
(0-N = N A fter-Borro w Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Blank)
(0-N = N-A ftcr- t3orrow)
(0-N = N-Except-A fter-Borrow I-1=0-A fter-Borrow)
(0-N= N-Except-A fter- Bo rrow 1-1= I-A fter-Bowrow)
(1-1=0-A fter-Borrow)
(A dd-Insteadof-Sub)
(A dd-Lr-Decrement-A nswer-Carry- fo- R ight)
(Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero 0-N= N-Except-A fte r- Borrow 1-1=0-After-Borrow)
(Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero)
(Borrow-From-A11-Zero) .
(Borrow-From-Bottom-I nsteadof-Ze ro Diff-O-N=N)
(Borrow-From-Zero&Left-Ten-Ok 0-N =N-After-Borrov-4
(Borrow-From-Zero&Left-Ten-Ok)
(Borrow-Into-One =Ten Decrement-Multiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-LAft)-
(Borrow-into-One = Ten Decrement-Multiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-Right horrow-Across-Zero-

ver-Zero)
(Borrow-Only-From-Top-Smaller)
(Borrow-OnIy-From-Top-SmaIler 0-N =N-After-Borrow)
(Can't-Subtract)
(Decrement-All-On-Multiple-Zero Double-Decrement-One)
(Decrement-Leftmost-Zero-Only)
(Decrement-Multiple-Zeros-By-Number-To-Left)
(Decrement-Top-Leg-Is-Eight)
(Diff-0-N=N)
(Diff-O-N =N Diff-N-0:z0)
(Don't - Decrement- Zero- Until - Bottom -Blank Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero)
(Don't-Write-Zero)
(Double-Decrement-One)
(Double-Decrement-One Smaller- From - Larger-When- Borrowed -Fiom)
(Ignore-Leftmost-One-Over-Blank Decrement-All-On-Multiple-Zero)
(N -N =1 -After- Borrow 0-N= N-Except-After-Borrow)
(N-N = 1-After-Borrow)
(Simple-Problem-Stutter-Subtract)
(Sub-Bottom-From-Top)
(Sub-Copy-Least-Bottom-Most-Top)
(Zero-1nsteadof-Borrow)
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Observed bug sets that overlap some predicted bug set

103 occurrences
((Smaller-From-Larger)

7 occurrences
((Stops- Borrow -At -Zero)

Diff-O-N=N)

6 occurrences
((Always-Borrow-Left)

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
Diff-O-N=N)

((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
Bormw-Once-Then-SmallerFrom-Larger = N)

5 occurrences
(Borrow- No-Decrement)
Diff-O-N= N)

4 occurrences
((Borrow- Across -Zero)

Diff-O-N = 0)
((Quit-When-Bottom-Blank Smaller-From-Larger)

3 occurrences
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

Borrow-Into-On e= Ten)
((Smaller-From-Larger)

Ignore-Leftmost-One-Over-Blank)

2 occurrences
Wlorr-677)v- on't7Decrement-Unless-Bottor-Smaller)

((Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-Of-Borror-From-Zero)
Borrow- Once-Then- Smaller - From - Larger Diff-O-N=N)

((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
Smaller - From - Larger -When- Borrowed- rom)

((Strips-Borrow-At-Zero)
Diff-O-N=N Smaller-From-La rger-W en-Borrowed-From)

occurrence

N-N-After-Bow-Causes-Borrow)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Multiple-Zero)

((I34rrow -Across -Zero)
1Sub-Units-Special Smaller-From-1a er)

((Sthaller-From-Larger)
1Write-Left-Ten Diff-O-N =0)

((Bbrrow-Across-Second-Zero)
IWrite-Left -Ten D1ff-O-N = N)

((Forget-Borrow-Over-Blanks)
1Write-Left-Ten Diff-O-N =N)

(0Touched-O-N=N Borrow-Across-Ze
Diff-N-0=0)

((1Touched-O-N=N Borrow-Across-te )
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Borrow -Once-Th en-Smaller-From-Larger)
((!i = N Borrow-Across-Zero) t

!loam-Across-Second-Zero Small er-Frorn-I .arger-When-Borro wed-From)
((Smalirn.-1-rom-I.arger-Instead-Of- Borrow-From-Zero)

0 -N = N-After-11orrow N-N = 1-After-Borrow)
((Blank -Insteadof-Borrow)

Diff-O-N= N)
(( Borrow-Across-Second-7.ero)

Don't-Write-Zero)
(( I lomm-Across-Second-Zero)

Borrow - Skip - Equal)
((Borrow-Across-Zero)

0-N = 0-1ixcept-A fter-Borrow)
((Borrow-Across-Zero)

1-1=0-After-Borrow)
((Borrow-AcrossZero)

I3orrow-Once-Then-Smaller-From-Larger O-N =N-Except-A fter- Bot row)
((Borrow-Across-Zero) .

Sub-One-Over-Blank 0-N »N- After-Borrow 0-N = N-Except-After-Borrow) ..
((Borrow-Across-Zero)

,

Borrow-Skip-Equal)
((Borrow-Across-Zero)

Quit-When-I3ottom-Blank 0-N=0-After-Borrow)
((Borrow-Across-Zero)

Forget-Borrow-Over-Blanks Diff -O-N =N)
((Borrow-Across-Zero)

Ignore - leftmost- One -Over -Blank Borrow-Skip-Equal)
((Borrow-Across-Zero !To uclied-O-N = N)
)
((Borrow-Do n't-Decrem en t-Unless-Bottom-Smaller)

X-N =0-After-Borrow)
(( Borrow - Don't- Decrement -Unless - Bottom - Smaller)

Don't-Write-Zero)
((Borrow-From-One-Is-Nine Borrow-From-Zero)

Di ff-O-N = N-Wherr Borrow-From-Zero)
((Borrow-FromOne-Is-Nine Borrow-From-Zero)

Don't-Decrement-Zero-Over-Blank)
((Horror-From-One-Is-Ten Borro w-From-Zero-ls-Ten)

Burow-Only-Once)
((Borrdtv-Prom-Zero)

0-N=0-RnerBorrow) i
((Borrow-From-Zero)

0-N = N-After-Borrow)
((Borrow-No-Decrement)

DIff-O-N = 0)
((Bon ow-No-Decremer t)

Smaller- From Large Except-Last Smaller-From-Largcr-Insteadof Borrow -Unless-Bottom-Smaller
Diff -O-N =N)
((Borrow-No-Decrement)

Sub-One-Over- Blank)
((Borrow-No-Decrement-Except-Last)

Treat-Top-Zero-As-Ten)
((Borrow-No-Decrement-Except-Last)

Decrement-Top-Leq-ls-Eight X -N = N-After-Borrow)
((Borrow-Treat-One-As-Zero)

N-N= 1-After-Borrow Don't-Decrement-Zero-Over-Blank)
((Only-Do-Units) -

Borrow-Unit-DIM
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
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Diff-O-N =0 1)iff-N-0 = 0)
((Doesn't- Borrow-Except-Last)

I Nff-O-N = 0 !)NIT-N-0= 0 Smaller-From-Larger-I nsteadof-Borrow-Un less-Bottorn-Smaller)
((Smaller- From-I .arger- Except-l.ast)

Diff-O-N .0 Diff-N-0 = 0 &Adler- From-Larger-Inste;adof-Borrow-U nless- Bottom-Smaller)
((Don't-I )cerement -Zero) '

Di ff-O-N = N-When- Borrow-From-Zero)
((Smaller- From-I .arger)

Di ff-N-0 = 0 Diff-O-N =0)
((Borrow-Across-Second-Zero)

Don't-I )cerement - `Zero)
((Don't-Dccrement-Zero)

1-1 = O-A fler-Borrow)
((1)on't-Decrement,Zero)

Decrement-One-To-Eleven)
((Forget-Borrow-Over-Blanks)
)
((eorget-Borrow-O_ver-Blanks)

Borrow -1kn't-Decrement-Top-Smaller Borrow-Skip-Equal)
((N-N-Causes-Borrow)
)
((Smaller- From-Larger)

Diff-N-N = N Di ff-O-N =0)
((Smaller-From-Larger)

Di ff-O-N =0) _____
_((Smaller-Fronvrairr-Except-Last)

Decrement-All-On-Mult(ple-Zero)
((Smaller-From-L arger- instead- Of-Borrow-From-Zero)

Diff-O-N =N Smaller-From-Larger-When-Borrowed-From)
((Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)

Borrow-Once-Then-Smaller-From-Larger)
((Smaller-From-Larger-Insteadof-Borrow-U nless-Bottom-Smaller)

ON = N-Except-A Ile r-Borrow)
((Top-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)

Smaller-From-Larger-lnsteadof-Borrow-Unless-Bottom-Smaller Diff-O-N=N)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

0-N =0- Except- After - Borrow 1-1=0-After-Borrow)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

Borrow-Across-Zero-Over-Zero 1-1 =0- After - Borrow)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

1-1 =1-After-Borrow)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

Diff-O-N =0)
_((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

Ignore-Leftirlost-One-Over-Blank)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

ON = 0-After-Borrow)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

Borrow-Once-Then-Smaller-From-Larger)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

1-1 =0-AfterRorrow)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

Diff-O-N =N Don't-Write-Zero)

OBsiiRvIii) PREDICTED
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Appendix 6
Predicted bug sets, overlapped by obsetved b g sets

This takes the 119 bug sets that were generated by Sierra for the Southbay exaeriment and
lasts them on three groups. The first group contains 11 bug sets that are identical to some observed
bug set. The second group contains 40 bug sets that contain only unobserved bugs. The third
group contains 68 bug sets that have non-empty intersections when interesected with at least one
observed bug set. This third group of bug sets is printed a little differently. 'Mc intersection is on
one line, surrounded by_parentheses. and the rest of the bug set, if any, is on the next line. Thus, if
{A B C} and {C} are predicted bug set, and {C D} is an observed bug set. then the two predicted
bug set will be printed as:

.--
((C)

--TA B))
((C)

)

The other bug sets are printed in the usual way, as parenthesized lists.

Predicted bug sets, identical to some observed bug set

(Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
(Borrow-Across-Zero)
(Borrow-From-Zero)
(Borrow-No-Decrement)
(Borrow-Across-Zero 'Touched -0-1s-Ten)
(Borrow-No-Decrement-Except-Last)
(Don't-Decrement-Zero)
(Borrow-Across-Second-Zero)'
(Sm alle r-From-Large r-lnsteado f-Bo rrow-Unless-Bot to m-Sm alle r)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Multiple-Zero)
(Borrow-From-Zero-Is-Ten)

Predicted bug sets with no observed bugs

(Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(Blank-Insteador- Borrow-Except-Last)
(*Blarik-Insteadof-ilorrow-From-Double-Zero)
(Blank-Insteador-Borrow-Unless-Bottom-Smaller)
rBlihk:With--Barrow- Illank--Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)----

v(*Illank-With-Borrow Borrow-Wont-Recurse)
(*Blank-With-Borrow Borrow-Add-Decrement-Insteador-Zero)
(Borrow-Add-Decrement-Insteadof-ZAro)
(Borrow-Add-Decrement-Insteadof-Zero *Quit-*hen-Second-Bottom-Blank)
(Borrow-Add-Decrement-lnsteadof-Zero *Skip-Intedor-Bottom-Blank)
(Borrow-Wont-Recursc *Only-Do7Units-Unless-Two-Columns) -

(Borrow-Wont-Recurse)
(Borrow-Wont-Recurse *Only-Do-Firstaast-Columns)
(Borrow-Wont-Recurse *Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank)
(Borrow-Wont-Recursc *Skip-Interior-Bottom-Blank)
(Borrow-Wont-Recurse Smaller-From-Larger-With-Borrow)
(Borrow-Wont-Recurse-Twiez)
(Doesn't-Bo rrow-Unless-Bottom-Smalle r)
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(Doesnt-Borrow)
(Doesnt- Borrow *Only-Do-Units&Tens)
(Doestn- Borrow Blank-Instead-Of- Borrow-From-Zero)
(Doesnt- Borrow *Only-DoFirst8:1 .ast-Columns)
(lncrement-ZeroOver-Illank)
(*Only-Do-First&Last-Columns)
(*Only- Do-First&I .ast-Columns Blank- Insteadof-Borrow-F.xcept-Last)
(*Only-Do-Units-Unless-Two-Columns)
(*Only-Do-Units-Unless-Two-Columns Copy-lop- Except-Units)
(*Quit-Wben-Second-Bottom-Blank Blank-lnstead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(*Quit-When-Second Bottom- Blank)
(*Skip-1 nterior-Bottom- Blank Bla nk -Insteadof- Borrow-gxcept-Last)
(*Skip-Interior-Bottom- Blank Blank-Instead-Of- Borrow-From-Zero)
(Smaller-From-1 argerinsteador-Borrow- From- Double-Zero)
(Smaller-From-Larger-With-Borrow Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
(Smaller From-l.arger-With-Borrow Borrow -Add-Dec rement-lnsteadof-Zero)
(Stops-Borrow-At-Second-Zero)
(Top-After-Borrow Borrow-Wont-Recurse) .

(Top-After-Borrow Borrow-A dd-Decrement-Insteadol-Zero) .

(Top-lristeadof-Borrow-F,xcept-Last) ,
ClopAnsteadof-llorrow-From-DoubleZero)
(' rop-lnsteadof-Borrow-U nless-Bottom-S mailer)

Predicted bug sets, ovdtapped by observed bug sets

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched-0-N = 0 !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit N-N-Causes- Borrow)

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched-0-N= Blank *Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank)

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched-0-N = Blank !Touched-Double-Zero-ls-Quit N-N-Causes-Borrow)

((lTouched-O-N=N Borrow-Across-Zero)
*Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit)

((!'Couched -O-N=N Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit N-N-Causes-Borrow)

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched-0-1s-Qt.it Borrow-Wont-Recurse-Twice)

((Borrow - Across -Zero)
!Touchcd-O-Is-Quit *Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank)

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched-O-IsQuit N-N-Causes-Borrow)

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched-0-1s-Quit *Skip-InteriorBottom- Blank)

((Borrow- Across-Zero)
!Tonchcd-O-Is-Ten Borrow-Won t-Recurse-Twiee)

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched-O-Is-Ten `Quit- When-Second- Bottom -Blank !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit)

((Borrow-Across-Zero)
!Touched -O-Is-Ten !Touched-Double-ZeroIsQuit N-N-Causes-Borrow)

((N-N-Causes-Borrow) .

Blank-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
((Blank-Insteadof-Borrow) .

*0 nly-Do-Units&Tens *Only-Do-Units- Unless-TwoColumns)
((Quit-When-Bottom-Blank)

Blank-I nsteadof-Borrow *0 n1y-Do-Fi rst&Last-CoIumn s)
((Blank -Instcadof-Borrow)

*0 nly-Do-First&Last-Columns)
((Top -Instead -O f- Borrow-From -Zero)
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'11 li tkWithBorrow).
((Smi Icr-From-Larger-Instead-Of-Borrow-PromZero)

*111i nk-With-Borrow)
(( for ow-Across-Zero)

for ow .Wont-Recurse.Twice)
((for ow-Across-Zero)

ri-o iched0-Is-Quit)
((Dor ow-AcrM-Zero)

!'lo ached- Dottbic-Zero- Is-Quit)
(( NI ow- Across -Zero)

!To ached-O-Is-Tcn !Touched-Douhle-Zero-1s-Quit)
((for ow-Across-Zero)

!To tched-ON= Blank ITouchld-Dottble-Zcro-is-Quit)
(f 13or ow-Across-Zero)

flo tchcd C N=0 !Touched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit)
((for ow-Across-Zero 1Touched-O-N= N)

!To tched-Double-Zcro-ls.Quit)
((for ow-Across-Zero)

*Qt it-When-Second-Bottom-Blank !Touched-Doublc-7..cro-1s-Quit)
((for owAcros.s-Zero)

El oitched-Double-Zero-Is-Quit N-N-Causcs-Borrow)
((N-N-Causes-Borrow)

Borfrow-Add .Dccrcment- Instead° f-Zero)
011ot-tow-From-One-is-Nine forrowFrom-Zero)
) I

((forrowFrom-One-Is-Ten Borrow-Prom-Zero-Is-Ten)
)
((forw-No-Decremant-Except-Last)

*S ip- Interior- Bottom-Blank)
((fo ow-No-DecrementExcept-L4st)

*Q it-When-Second-Bottom- Manx)
((for ow-Trcat.Onc-As.Zero)

((N- N- Causes-Borrow)
Borrow-Wont-Recurse)

((Doesn't-Borrow-Except-Last)
*Only-Do-Units-Unless-Two-Columns)

((Doesn't. Borrow-Except-Last)
*Only-Do- Units&Tens Doesn't-Borrow-UnIess-BottomSmaller)

((Doesn't-Borrow - Except-Last) ../.
*Only-Do-First&I.ast-Columns)

((Doesn't-Borrow-Except-Last)
*Only-Do Firstaast-Columns Copy-Top-Excipt-Units)

((Doesn't-Borrow-Except-Last)
)
((Quit-When-Bottom-Blank)

Doesnt-Borrow *Only-Do-First,°sLastColumns) ..
((Smaller-From-Larger-lnstead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)

Doesnt-Borrow)
((Borrow-Don't-Decrement-Unless-Bottom-Smaller)

Forget-Borrow-G,..,r-Blanks)
((Borrow-No-Decrement-Except-Last)

*Only-Do-First&Last-Columns)
((Doesn't-Borrow-Except-Last)

*OnlDo-First&Last-CoIumns)y-
((Smaller-FromLarger Quit- When-Bottom-BIank)

*Only-Do-Firgt&Last-CoIumns)
((Smaller-From-Larger)

*Only-Do-First&Last-Columns)
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((Smaller-From -Larger- Except - last)
*Only-Do-First&I .ast-Columns)

((Always-Borrow-1 left)
. *Only-Do-11 rst&I .ast-Columns)

((I31a nk -1 nsteadof-Borrow)
Only-Do-Units)

((Ma nk -Indeadof-Borrow)
*On ly-Do-U nits&Tens)

((Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last)
*Only-Do-Units8Ccens *Only-Do- Unks-U n less-Two-Columns)

((Smaller-From-Larger-I nstead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
*Quit-When-Second-Bottom-Blank)

((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
*Quit-When-Seco nd-I3 ottom-Blank)

((Doesn't-Borrow-Except-Last)
*Skin -Interior-Bottom-Blank)

((Smaller -From-Larger-Iixeept-Last)
*S kip-1 nterior-Bottom-Blank)

((Smaller-From-Larger-1nstead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
*Skip-Interior-Bottom-Blank)

((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)
*Skip-Interior-Bottom-Blank)

((Smaller-From-Larger Quit-When-Bottom-Blank)
*Only-Do-U nits-Unless-TwoColumns)

((Smaller-From-Larger)
*Only-Do-U nits&Tens 0-N = N-Except-After-Borrow)

((Smaller-From-Larger-Except-Last)
)
((Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)
)
((Smaller-From -Larger-Instead-0 f-Borrow-From-Zero)

N-N-Causes-Borrow)
((Smaller-From -',arger-I astead-Of-Borrow-From-Zero)

S maller-Fmm-Larger- With-Borrow)
((Top-Instead-Or-Borrow-From-Zero)

Smaller-From-Larger-With-Borrow)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

N-N-Causes-Borrow)
((Stops-Borrow-At-Zero)

Top-After-Borrow)
((Top -Instead-0 f-Borrow-From-Zero)
)
((N-NCauses- Borrow)

Top-Instead-Of-Borrow-From-Ztro)

g
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Appendix 7
Version Spaces as Applicability Conditions ----

Chapter 19 discussed what the learner's bias is for tcst patterns. It was shown that .a
topological bias -- preferring maximally general test patterns was better than a bias based on
teleological rationalizAions. However, there is a problem with this choice. This appendix discusscs
that problem, and proposes a revision to the theory that fixes ft. However, this revision has not
(yct) been tried out on Sierra. The arguments should be taken with a gealii- of salt.

The topological bias depends crucially on negative instances

The topological bias takes the most general tcst patterns that arc consistent with the examples.
If there are nu negative instances. the most general test pattern is the trivially general pattern, which
matches all possible problem states. Thus, if a lesson has no dcscrimination examples (i.e., examples
with negative instances of the subprocedure's test pattern). the new subprocedurc will have a test
pattern that is always true. Such a lesson generates the bug

14 415
Lt

Always Dorrow: 617 6 610

- 1 2 - 2 8 0
315 X 2 710 .X

This bug borrows in every column, regardless of the relative values of the column's digits. (N.B., It
tries to borrow in the leftmost column. does some local problem solving. and winds up doing an
ordinary column difference is the leftmost column.) This bug is predicted for lessons that teach
borrow without giving descrimination examples. For borrowing, one descrimination example is a:

a, 6 7 b. 6 7 c. 6 3
- 2 1 - 2 1 -17.

38
At the beginning of the problem's solution (state b). when the goal SU81COL is called to process
the units column, it has a choice between borrowing and taking the usual column difference.
Because die teacher does an ordinary column difference, the learner can infer that the teacher's test
pattein for BORROW was false. (This inference involves the conflict resolution conventions of the
interpreter see lection 10.5.) The inferred falsehood of the teacher's tcst pattern means that
current problem state, b, is a negative instance. The learner compares it to generalizations of
positive instances, such as the proOlem state c, where the test pattern was true. The only difference
between the negative instance and the generalized positive instance is that R11 is false in the
negative instance's units column. Hence, TO is a most general generalization: if thc test pattern
were only T<B, then it would be consistent with all the instances, including the negative instance.

1 What if there are no discrimination examples in a lesson?

Some textbooks do not have discrimination examples in their lessons. Houghton Mifflin's
1981 textbook series, for example, does not use discrimination examples in teaching subtraction.
The absence of discrimination exampks would sccm to predict4bai all Houghton Mifflin students
acquire the bug AlwaysBorrow. But surely some students learn the correct subtraction procedure.

,
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. o
The apparent contradiction steins .from the tacit assumption that a negative instance has to be in a
subprocedure's lessoi, in order for it to be effective. This assuinption is apparedily false. In fact.
the lessons following the initial borrow lessons in the Houghton Mifflin text have .the requisite
negative instances. In a borrowfromvero example, there is always a problem state which is a
negative instance for borrowing (e.g.. d below).°

..
$ 9 .

d. 61017
- 2 3 8

9

lit, order for Sierra's learner to make use of negative instances, it must remember something about
the positiv e instances. Induction needs to know what was true about the positive instances so that it
can determine which of these truths is false of the negative instances. Some induction algorithms
store all the positive instances (c.f., Diaterich & Michalski, 1981). Th.: version space algorithm (sec
section 18.1) saves the maximally specific generalizations or the positive instances. In brder for the
learner to make use of the negative borrow instances in, e.g., the borrow-fromtero lesson. it must
store information about positive borrow instances from the borrow lesson. This information can not
reside in the test pattern. Since there have been no negative instances, the test pattern is trivially
general, i.e., {}. In order to save the information, there must be ancillary information storage in the
student procedure.

Using version sr ices as cpplicabllity conditions

The obvious solution is to have the procedure store the whole version space for a test pattern
instead of just the test pattern itself. This technique has been used befbre, for different reasons, by
Mitchell et. al. (1981; 1983) in their calculus learner. LEX. LEX uses version spaces as tests.. Given a
version space <5, G), the interpretation of it as a test is:

A. A test is true if for all sES, s matches the current problem state.

B. A test is false if there is no gEO such that g matches the current problem state.

C. if a test is neither true nor false, its value is called indeterminate.

This interpretation is logically correct, in a sense. Since the gEG are all maximally general
generalizations. the target test pattern, whatever it is, is less general than them. Hence, if none of
the g match, then the test pattern couldn't match. So if no g matches, one can infer that the test
pattern would be false. Similarly, if all the maximally specific generalizations match, then the
unknown test pattern would also match since it is a generalization of at least one of them. if some
g match and some s don't match, then one can infer nothing about the truth of the unknown target
pattern. Depending on where the target pattem lies between the s and the g patterns. it could be
either true. or false. So a third truth value is needed. It is labelled indeterminate.

A version space is represented by two sets of patterns, S and G. There is ample evidence that
rules use only a single pattern of each kind. Basically, if this were not the case, then every learner
would learn exactly the same applicability conditions since, by definition, only one version space
results from a given set of examples. All the overgeneralization bugs would be ruled out if the
whole version space $ere used as the applicability condition. In short, to account for the fact that
different learners induce different applicability conditions, version spaces must be used in the
following way:

29,3
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Version space
If <S, G> is the version space for an applicability condition, then for all sEG acid for all gEG,
Induce outputs an adjoining rule with the pair <s, 8> as the applicability conoition. The
condition is true ifs matches exactly. else if g doesn't match exactly, and indeterminate
otherwise.

This hypothesis replaces two hypotheses in the theory: test pattern bras and test pattern matching.
Moreover. a third hypothesis must be rev ised : lightly. The interpreter must hate some .:ontentions
fur handling the 'indeterminate truth value. The conflict resolution hypothesis must be revised to
becoirie:

Conflict resolution

i. A rule may be executed only if it has not yet been executed tor this instance of the current goal.

2. In the representation of procedures, the rules ocAND goals are linearly ordered. If the current
goal is an AND goal, and there are several unexecuted applicable mkt, then the interpreter
picks the first one in the goal's order.

3. If the current goal is an OR goal, then

A. If one rules test is true, then the interpreter picks that rule.

. B. If more than one rule's test is true, the interpreter picks the rule that was acquired most
recently. - ,.

C. If no rules test is true, and exactly one rule's test is indeterminate (the others being false),
the interpreter picks the rule with the indeterminate test.

D. Otherwise, a hal t- i mom 001 rs.

Clause B is a common conflict resolution strategy in production systems (McDermott & Forgy,
1978). Here it is used because it is necessary in order to allow the learner to infer negative
instances for test pattern induction (see section 10.5). Clauses A and C are plain common sense:
Take a true rule if there is just one and don't take false rules.

More direct arguments for using version spaces as applicability conditions

The above argument for representing test patterns as version spaces was based on two rather
dubious criteria. First, it assumed that the learning model's chronology should mimic the
chronology of human learners at the grain size of lessons. Second, it assumed that all information
from a lesson is transmitted chronologically via the learners procedure. Beth criteria go beyond the
main empirical criterion, which involves predicting the observed ',Logs. So the argument above is
more an informal motivation than a theoretically Impeccable demonstration. Nonetheless, its
conclusion makes some verifiable bug predictions. These provide a proper support for the position
that applicability conditions use version spaces.

The 'conflict resolution conventions cause impasses in exactly the right places to generate
certain bugs, such as the following one:

T e
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4 . 1

Smaller-FromlArgcp a. 54 0 b. 6 217

When-Borrowed-From: . , - 1 0 1 - 1 8 0
' 3 8 5 V 4 7 S X

The leaner can do problems with isolated borrows, as in a, butokhen confronted with a problem
that requires adjacent botrowh, such as b, the sober impasses instead of doing the second borrow.
This bug de& from the local problem solver taking the Force repair (which will be explained in a
moment). This repair ultimately.results in the soker.unswering the tens column of b by inverting it
(i.e., the answer is 8- I). The important issue is the cause of the impasse. It seems that this bug
occurs when the learner hos not yet taken the lesson on adjacent borrowi. That is, the learner
assimilated examples Such as c, d and e below, but not ones like f

4

C .617
- 1 0

. -

d. 61i2
- 1 9. 1

1 8 1

0. 2
- 1

4

617
1 0

f,.
2

14

3. 617
- 1 0 0

13.8 1 8 f.

The presence of nertive instances.in d and e TheaRS that the ersion space for borrow's test will
haw nontrivial maximally gctieral generalisations. In fact, the borrow rules version space will be
roughly:

G: (((LessThan? T B)}}
-

S: {(...(LessThan? T B)(DIGIT -T)...} .}

There is only one maximally general generalization, TO. Crucially. some of the maximally specific
generalizations in S expect the top member of the column to be a DIGIT, not a crossedout digit
(which is categorized as an XNUM by the granimar). They expect this because in all the .positives
instances (e.g., in c. d and e), the top cell of the column isn't crossed out. The first time.the inducer
can encounter a crossed -out top digit in a column that requires borrowing is,ip problems like f that
require adjacent borrows. The learner hasn't encountered such problems yet. At least one sES (if
not all) expect (DIGIT T). In probleth b, the top digit of the tens column is crossedout whe#
borrow's version space is tested. Hence, at least one sES will not match. This Means that the test
will be indeterminate. By similar reasoning. it can be-shown that the test is Indeterminate in the
ordinary coluinn difference rule as well. Thus, the ..olurnn processing OR Was two indeterminate
rules. This triggers an impasse.

In effect, the solver can't decide what to do because neither rule is clearly true or clearly false.
The crossedout TO column doesn't look exactly like a crossedout T>B column or a noncrossed
out TO column. Since the interpreter can't decide, it has the Force repair make the decision.

The Force repair is very simple: It chooses a rule that hasn't, been executed and pushes the
rule's action onto the stack. This causes the rule's action to be executed when interpretation
resumes. In this case, the rules that Force must choose between have indeterminate applicability
conditions. Force chooses the ordinary column. processing rule. This ultimately generates the bug
shown above, Several other bugs have similar derivations, with different choices ibr the repair.
The existence of these bugs supports the use of version spaces as applicability conditions.
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Appendix 8
The Interstate Reference Pr Oblern

There seem to be good reasons for representing1 focus of attention explicitly (see section ll I).
Yet it would be nice, in one sense, if this were not the case. Representing internally something that
has external meaning leads into 4 real rats' nest of problems involving reference across state changes.
this problem will be discussed in the context of mathematical skills, of course, but the piublem is
more general I have no good solution for it, but it is important enough that k deserves discussion.
'To put it concretely, the choice concerns what the representation should be for instances of
notational objects. That is, what is it that fetch patterns retrieve? What is it that flows through the
procedure's data flow pathways? How does one represent focus of attention when what is being
attended to is a part of the problem state image? Most iMportantly, what happens to these internally
stored objects when the external things that they refer to change?

.1

States and stale changes

Foci of attention refer into changeable problem states. Before asking what a focus of
attention is, we need to ask what problem states and problem state changes arc. In Newell and
Simon's approach (1972), a theorist-supplied problem space speaks the representation for problem
states and state change operators. Problem spaces can be different for different tasks and even for
different subjects pedorming the same task. There is a problem with this approach that is best
described by an example (for other problems, see section 13.1). The Lax (Mitchell pt al., 1981;
1983) and ALEX (Neves, 1981) learners use a problem space representation of integral and algebraic
equations. They represent a problem state as a tree. A tree representing the problem state

2x et 9-5

is shown, in figure A8 -la. The state ch nge operators in time two learners are tree pruning
operations. When the subject adds a new line to the problem state above, yielding

2x 12 9-5
2x =4 4

the algebraic transformation underlying the subject's writing actions is reprpscrited by replacing a
certain node in the problem state tree. Figure As-lb shows the tree that represents the new
problem state. The expression node of a has been replaced by a constant node, 4. All the state
change operators in these two.,learners are similar. They modify a tree that represents the last
equation on the worksheet.

What a human subject actually does, of course, is write successive lines, copying the
unchanged portion of the equation from one line to the next. Yet, for LEX and ALEX, such state
changes are not copying, but mutation. Essentially, their representation embeds, in a tacit way, the
students' belief that the current focus of attention is the lowest equation in a vertical list. That is, a
piece of student knowledge is repreleted outside the grammar and the procedure. It is hidden in
the data structure used to represent% problem space (i.e., a tree) and the primitive operators used
to represent writing actions. Some way of keeping student knowledge out of problem states and
state change operators is needed. This is easily done.
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a. Eon

Term

2 x

.

= rEx

A\P
9 - 5

b.

Term

2 x

..=

Figure A8-I
Trees representing problem states before and after an algebraic transformation.,

Since the tasks covered by this theory arc written symbol manipulation problems of various
kinds, the grain size can be set at the level of individual symbols (i.e., letters, digits. arithmetic signs,
brackets, horizontal bars, etc.). A problem state is represented as a see of symbol location pairs,
where a symbol's location is represented, say, by the Cartesian coordinates of the symbol's lower left
corner and its upper right corner. The state change operations all represent writing specified
symbols at specified locations. Writing a symbol is represented by adding an clement to the set that
represents the problem state. This grain size is small enough to be universal across subjects and
tasks, and yet large enough to avoid character recognition and other theoretically irrelevant
activities. The following hypothesis formalizes the particular approach adopted by the theory:

Universal stale change operators
The set of state change operators (primitive goals) is universal across tasks and subjects.
In particular, the state change operators are
(Write x s) Writes symbol s in location x .
(CrossOut x) Draws a scratch mark over the object x .
(Bar x) Draws a horizontal or vertical line between the boundaries of

the parts of the aggregate object x.'

There is a reason why there are three primitive operators instead of just Write. As discussed in
section 15.2, the syntax of scratch marks and bars is somewhat different than other symbols. In
particular, scratch marks arc the only mathematical symbols that are placed on top of other symbols.
All the other symbols do not overlap each other. Bars also have unique properties. Vertical and
horizontal bars are often shared, in a certain sense, by several aggregate objects. For instance, the
bar in subtraction problems is shared by all the columns in the problems. One conjecture, due to
Jim Green() (personal communication), is that bars are not symbols per se, but instead are used to
mark the boundaries between aggregate objects. -

One of the entailments of this small grain size is that procedures must express the students'
actions in more detail. instead of calling a largegrained state change operator, the procedure now
calls a subprocedure that performs several writing actions. For instance, to represent decremcnting
a number in subtraction, the procedure might call a subprocedure that (1) crosses out a digit, and
(2) writes the new digit vertically above the old one. In algebra equation snlving, instead of calling
a tree pruning operation that represents the states change from a to b,

.
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a. 2x = 9-6 b. 2.i = 9-6
2x =4

the procedure calls (1) a subprocedurc that copies the left side of the equation to the next line
down. (2) a writing action that write), the equals sign on the new line. and (3) a writing action that
writes the 4 on the nett equation's right side. W',en the grain siie is fixed at the symbol level. the
procedures must express knowledge about writing notation in more detail.

The frame problem

So far. all that's been done is to plug a leak in the theory's explanatory adequacy by removing
a parameter from the theorist's control and making it a fixed part of the model instead, However,
there arc entailments of this mote. 'Ilic inoke the notorious frame problem of Al. To illustrate
how the frame problem arises in this domain, we return to the algebra equation solve as it makes
the state change from state a to state b:

a. 2x = 9-6 b. 2x a 9-6
2x = 4

Suppose that the solver pushes an instance of a goal. sohz.equation. at state a, then it goes on to
find out how to solve the equation. Suppose further that goal has the equation of state a as its
argument. At the time the solver comes to finally make the state change that yields state b, the goal
instance and its argument are deep in the stack. The goal's argument is some stored focus of
attention. What does it designate now? More impoitantly, what should it designate when the stack
pops back to the goal instance, and the solver checks to see if the goal has been satisfied, i.e.,

whether the equation has been solved? There are several possible choices:
!

1. The symbols "2x =9 5" in state a.
2. The symbols "2x =9 5" in state b.

, 3. The symbols "2x =4" in state b.

The first choice has data flow objects (foci of attention) referring to symbols in past problem states.
For computer problem solvers, this is quite possible to implement, but it is wild as a conjecture
about what people do! Choice 2 reflects the "fact" that objects such as written symbols somehow
mangage to persist over time without changing their:identity, possibly because the symbols have not
moved. (But what if the student jiggles the paper? There arc deep problems here.) A focus that was
forged in state a refers in state b. However, algebra procedures are most simply ,expressed when
choice 3 is used. This choice is exactly what LEX pod aux use., When control pops back to the
saved goal instance, its argument now refers to the latest version of the equation. This makes it easy
to check whether the solve-equation goal is now saisficd. However, as just shown, this convention
embeds knowledge (i.c., that the rule that the lowc.4 equation in a vertical list is the one that counts
as the current version of the equation) which might to be expressed explicitly in the student's
knowledge state. So choice 3 is not really tenat4, and choice 1 is crazy. That leaves choice 2,
which is (roughly) the one that Sierra uses. So the', essence of the frame problem iir this domain is
representing interstate reference: What should happen to parts of the internal state that refer
(somehow) to the external state, when, that external state changes aut from under them? The rest of
the appendix discusses two different ways to Otieve interstate reference.
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state, they fill a certain area in the pro lam state. Hence, one way to represent focus of attention is
All notational objects share the haracteristic that when they arc instantiated in the problem

as the actual region of the problem state. a rectangle in Cartesian coordinates. say. that the object
fills. (This is a particularly appealinepolution for mathematical forms because almost all of them
have the same shape: rectangular. Liirms for faces and stick figures aren't so computationally
tractable.) Using a representation that.fstands for actual space on the problem state amounts to an
extensional treatment of focus. When a description is matched during the execution of the
procedure. its extension (referent) is fbund; from then on, the procedure passes the extension
around.

The obvious alternative is to represent focus intensionally. Like a Montague grammar's
interpretation of a natural language sentence, executing a description yields an intensicn. which is
henceforth passed through the data flow paths. Only when a referent is really needed is the
intension extended. In the case of.mathematical procedures, there are two places where referents are
needed: (1) The primitive reading operation, Read, needs an extension so that it can read a location
in the problem state and return the symbol. if any. that occupies the location. (2) Primitive writing
operations, e.g., Write. need an extended form so that they can actually write in the location
specified by the form. Reading and writing are, of course, quite common in mathematical
procedures. Quite likely, every description's intension is eventually extended either as a part of al_
larger intension or alone. (In this respect. mathematical procedures arc probably quire-Tittere
from natural language.) Hence, another way to view the intensional representation of focus is as a
lazy. evaluation scheme (Henderson & Morris. 1976). **Matching" a description (pattern) just wraps it
around the values of the goal arguments that are used in the pattern (i.e., the input variables of the
pattern). An intension looks just like a very deeply nested description with no arguments; only
when the intension is actually used is this description extended. In short, the choice between
extensions and intensions comes down to when descriptions arc extended: at execution time or at
read/write time.

As the remainder of this appendix will show. there are arguments against both sides. Roughly
speaking, if descriptions are extended at execution time, the problem state can change before the
extension is used so it may no longer be an accurate reflection of the meaning of the description.
On the other hand, if descriptions are not fully extended until their time of use, the problem state
may have changed in such a way that the intension mis-extends. In both cases. changes In the
problem state between execution and use are fouling up the description-referent connection. With
some effort, it can be shown that this difficulty has empirical ramifications for the theory. Hence, it

of a moot point, one that the theory can ignore.

The extensional approach

In chapter 11, it was shown that focus can be saved on the goal stack as the argument of a
gt.31. If focus is represented extensionally, changes to the problem state can make some stored foci
become out of date. Take addition problems, for example. Suppose a problem that starts with two
columns, as a does,
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a. 61 b. 1 6 1 c. 161,
+ 96 + 96 + 96

1 4 7 f 47

grows to three columns, as -in b. This growth wi,11 make the rectangle circumscribing the column
-s-equence too mar at tbd time termination is tested. Taken literally, this would force the procedure
to believe the tens column was the List one. causing it to exit too soon. giving the answer shown in
c. Moreover, it would be impossible to represent a procedure that gives the correct answer except
by always including one more column in the original extension of the column-sequence form than
the columns that are actually visible. This sort of look-ahead accommodation for an exception
situation is difficult, if not impossible, to learn within the local learning framework erected by the
theory. In short, the theory wouldn't be able to learn anj correct procedure for addition. This false
prediction is a rather damning entailment of adopting the extensional approach.

. ----

The intensional approach _----.
..._ -

The intensional-focus hypothesis-has sidirar problems with stored foci going awry. Changes in
the state of the problem start Can cause the intension for a description that would extend correctly at
matching trine to extend incorrectly at the time of its use. An example will illustrate this problem.

_

Suppose that a subtraction procedure describes the place where an answer should be written as the
"rightmost column that I haven't written in yet." For subtraction without borroWing, this :s an
adequate description. Indeed, it is an excellent one when the procedure is equipped to suppress
leading zeros. In problems such as a,

6 14

a. 3 4 6 1 7 2 b. 3 7 4 c. 3 7 4
- 1 4 6 1 7 1 - 1 2 8 - 1 2 8

1 6

the procedure must traverse quite a few columns away from the tens column's zero before it can
determine that it should actually write the zero instead of suppress it In problem b, the intension
"rightmost column that I haven't written in" would refer to the units column at the time it's created,
namely, at the beginning of the units column's processing. HoweVer, by the time borrowing is done
and the intension is used to write the units column's answer, the intension now refers to the
hundreds column since both the units and tens have been marked up. This would yield the star bug
shown in c (given some further assumptions, which I won't describe here, that cause it to quit early).
Once again, the content of a stored focus has "gone bad" due to changes in the state of the problem
state between creation and use.

More star bugs are generated when intensions are repaired. One example involves the
following conjunction of events; the same intension is used in two places; both uses cause impasses;
and different refocus repairs are applied at each impasse. Roughly speaking. non-star bugs in such
double-use cases require both refocusings to go the same direction. But such inter-impasse
communication would violate the repair-impasse independence principle, and cannot be permitted.
Extensional-foci avoid the problem because the repair unit can only apply the refocus/relaxation
repair after it has popped the stack back to the description that originated the errant focus. Since
intensional foci can be repaired in situ', there is no reason to back the stack up, yet repair without
backing up leads to star bugs.

To sum up, there are problems for both the extensional focus and the intensional focus
approaches.--It seems that extending descriptions just once. either at execution time or at usage time,
is insufficient. This urges considering a representation of focus that extends descriptions twice, both
at creation and use. This is what the current version of Sierra does. It is not a true solution since it
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occasionally fails to work in ways that are clearly not ways that a human s procddure wouldfall:-For
completeness, the system will be described, but I make no claims for it's theoretical merit,

Using parse nodes to solve the interstate reference ploblem

The solution depends on the fact that the interface has a grammar separate from the patterns
on the rules. This design is argued for in chapter 13. Because the grarrimar -makes it possible to
give a global parse to the problem state, focus can be represented by a node in the parse. A parse
node has a box in Cartesian coordinates associated with it. so it is somewhat like an extension.
Ilowcler, it also has connections Nia the links in the parse tree to other nodes. In particular, it has
links to its constituents. Using parse nodes as foci takes care of most of the difficulties mentioned
above. -.

Since no trace of the description remains in the focus, when impasses that are caused by
misplaced foci are repaired via the refocus repair, the local problem solver must first back the stack
up until it gets to the description. In this respect, parse node foci mimic extensional foci and avoid
one pit that intensional foci fall into. Parse ;lodes also escape the other way3that intensions lead to
star bugs. The details will be surpressed here.

The problem with the extensional focus approach was that the size of an aggregate object
could grow while a box was being held on the stack. making it too small at the time of its use. If
using a name node meant simply using the box associated with it, the parse node approach would be
subject to the same difficulties with growing images that the extensional foci approach had. What if
it didn't use the box, but instead used the links from the node to the other parse nodes? In
particular, suppose that "use" of a parse node involved matching it against a current parse of the
problem state to find its closest approximation. Thus. if the problem state had not changed in any
significant way, an met isomotph of the node would be found. If it had, there would be a good
chance that matching would find the "intended" node, the one that its description would reference if
the description were extended at usage time (roughly speaking). -..

What this leads up to is an interpretation process that obeys the applicative hypothesis in a
very literal way. It does not maintain a parse of the problem state in some global resource. Instead,
the problem state is continually being parsed for various reasons. Perhaps a little story would help
make this seem plausible. Imagine that people are equipped with a visual processor that is so
powerful that glancing at an algebraic expression is sufficient to pars( it, Whenever a description
'seeds to be matched, a glance causes a parse tree to spring up, the description is matched against it,
and a pointer to the best fitting node is returned to begin its route through the data flow pathways
of the procedure. The portion of the parse tree that is not being pointed at gradually fades away.
(One should keep firmly in mind that this is fiction.) Later, when the parse node has to be used ies
obsolete; the box it mentions has coordinates relative to the person's head position that are now
quite different; connection to the visual world has been lost over time. So the reading or wilding
operation sends the parse node out to the visual processor, which glances at the problem state, gets a
new parse tree, matches the node against the tree, and returns the best fitting node with a bona fide
current (up to the millisecond!) box. This box the read /write operator can and does use.

The point of this story is to give some plausibility to the notion that adherence to the
applicativc hypothesis should be maintained by frequent parsing despite the fact that any computer
Mends( would blanch at such an extreme position on the space/time tradeoff.

a
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Appendix 9
The Lckup repair and the goal stack

303

'Phis appendix cooains several arguments concerning the goal stack. Ale arguments have
been banished from thcp. proper places in chapters 9 and 11 because they arc rather long. They
have bccn put together' in this appendix because they all use the Backup repair. The appendix
begins by showing that he Backup repair exists. Then, section 2 uses Backup to show, that a finite
state control regime wil not suffice. Control flow must be recursive. The interpretcr.)nust use a
goal stack. Section 3 Backup to show that data flow must be locally bound. It must be kept
on the goal stack Mon with the instantiations of goals. Global binding. i.e.. passing daa in
misters. will not allow Backup to function in the way that it has been observed to function.

A9.1 The Backup repair exists

o
Control and data

can go on invisibly between observed actions for one to draw strong
arc not easily deduced by observing sequences of writing actions. Too

much internal computa
inferences about control or data flow. Whk is needed is an event which can be assumed or proven.
in some sense, to be di result of an elementary, indhisiblc operation. The instances of this event
in the data would shed ight on the basic structures of control and data flow. Such a tool is found
in a particular repair cal cd the Backup repair. It bears this name since the intuition behind it is the
same as the one behind a famous strategy in problem solving: backing up to the last point where a
decision was made in cider to.try one of the other alternatives. This repair is so crucial in the
remaining arguments that it is worth a fcw pages to defend its exigence.

The existence a ument begins by demonstrating that a certain six bugs should all be
generated from the sa e core procedure. Them arc two arguments for this lemma. From thc
lemma, it is argued at the Backup repair is the best way to generate the six bugs.

A Cartesian product of bugs

The bugs all hilt an ability to borrow from zero. (Henceforth, "BFZ" will be used to
abbreviate "borrow from zero.") For easy reference, the six bugs will be broken into two sets called
bigBFZ and little-13 BigBFZ bugs seem to result from ,replacing the whole column processing
subprocedure whencvc the column requires borroyeing from. a zero. Its bugs arc:

0

Smaller-From-Larger-I steaciof-
Borrow-FronrZero:

Zerainsteadf-
Borrow-From-Zero:

Blank-Insteadf
Borrow-From-Zero:

346
-102

3

3 416
2

310 7

1 9 92 4 3 .ii

345
-102

/ f 1 ,/
3

3 416
-129

1 4 2 X

2

310 7
-169

2 4 3 i

346
-102
247 1/

2161
3

3 416
- 129

1 4 0 X

2

310 7169
2 161/ X
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(The small numbers stand for the student's scratch marks. Correctly answered problems are marked
with I/ and incorrectly answered problems are marked with X.) When a column requires
borrowing from zero, as the units column does in tha last problem, the first bug takes the absolute
difference instead of borrowing. The second bug answzrs the column with the maximum of zero
and the difference, namely zero. The third bug just leaves such BFZ columns unanswered. Notice
that all three bugs perform correctly when the borrow does not require BI-'7., as in the tens column
of the last problem.

The little-BFZ bugs have a smaller substitution target, speaking roughly. Only the operations
that normally implement borrowing across the zero are replaced. namely the operatioub Jr changing
the zero to nine and borrowing from the next digit to the left. The three little-BFZ bugs are:

3 211
Borrow-Add-Decrement- 3 4 6 3 416 3 017
instead-of-Zero: 1 0 Z - 1 Z '9 - 1 6 9

2 4 3 1 / 2 1 6 I / 1 5 8 X

3 210
Zero-Borrow-At-Zero: 3 4 5 3 416 3 017

1 0 Z I Z 9 - 1 6 9
2 4 3 / 2 1 6 I / 1 4 8 X

3 2

StopsBorrow-At-Zero: 3 4 5 3 416 31017

.113 -169
2 4 3 i / 2 1 6 I / 1 4 8 X

In the first case, absolute difference has been substituted for borrow's decrement. Hence, the zero
in the third problem is changed to the absolute difference of zero and one, namely one. The
second bug, Zero-Borrow-At-Zero, is generated by substituting the max-of-zero-and-difference
operation for borrow's decrement. This causes the bug to cross out the zero of the last problem,
and write a zero over it. The third bug, Stops-Borrow-At-Zero, simply skips the borrow-from part
or borrowing when it is a zero that is to be decremented. (Zero-Borrow-At-Zero generates exactly
the same answer as Stops-Borrow-At-Zero. The scratch marks are the only way to tell them apart.
Since DEBUGGY is not given access to the scratch marks, it dots nut distinguish between the two
bugs. Both are called Stops - Borrow -At- Nero.) The following table summarizes the bugs in a
provocative way:

Absolute cliff.

Max of zero, dirt

Noop

Big-BFZ Little-BFZ

Smaaer-From-Larger-Instead-

of-Borrow-From-Zero
Zero- Instead -of-

Borrow -From -Zero

Blank-lnstead-

of-Borrow-From-Zero

Borrow-Add-Decrement-

Instead-of-Zero
ZeroBorrow-At-Zero

Stops-Borrow-At-Zero

The Cartesian product relationship between these six bugs is exactly the kind of pattern that
local problem solving captures. The most straightforward way to formalize it would be to postulate
two core procedures, one for big-BFZ and another for little -BFZ. However, all six bugs miss the
same kind of problems, namely just those problems that require burrowing from a /cm. lntuitivdy,
they seem to have the same cause: The subskill of borrowing across zero is missing from the
subject's knowledge. This intuition ir supported by the fact that subtraction curricula generally
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contain lessons that ,caches burrowing from nonLero digits, followed by separate lessons that teach
The incremental learning hypothesis (section 3.6) implies that all core procedures associated

with a certain scginem of the lesson sequence will miss just the problems that lie outside the set of
examples and exercises of that segment. If two core procedures were used, then both core
procedures would babe to be paired with the instructional segment that teaches borrowing from
non-Acro digits. This means that whate%er the mechanism is that implements learning, it must
explain how it could generate Iwo core procedures that differed only by hm much tf the procedure
was repaired, This approach amounts to keeping the local problem sober simple by making the
learner more complex. On the other hand, the learner can be kept simple by having it generate just
one core procedure instead of two, then making the local problem solver a tad more complex by
having it generate all six bugs from that single core procedure. In short. it seems that either the
learner or the sober must be made complex, This argument doesn't say which one it should be.
The next argument shows that it Should be the solver that should be made complex.

.

Bug migration evidence for deriving all six bugs from the same core procedure

The next argrent is based on an assumption about bug migration: If a student migrates
between two bugs. it is assumcd.that the two bugs are derived from the same core procedure via
different repairs to the same impasses. This assumption is defended in chapter 6. Given it, all that
has to be done to show that the big-BFZ bugs come from the same core procedure as the littic-BFZ
bugs is to find a case of a big-i3EZ bug migrating with a little-BEL bug. Figure A9-1 exhibits such
a migration.

Figure A9-1 shows the first six problems of a subtraction test taken by subject 19 of
classroom 20. This third grader gets the first four problems right, which involve only simple
borrowing. He misses the next two, which require borrowing from zero. Crucially, these two
problems are solved as if the subject had two different bugs from the Cartesian product pattern.
This is an instance of intra-test bug migration. The fifth problem is solved by a liitle-BFZ bug:
The student hits the impasse (note the scratch mark through the zero). and repairs it by skipping
the decrement, a repair that generates the bug Stops lorrowAt-Zero. He finishes up the rest of the
problem without borrowing apparently he wants to "cut his losses" on that problem. 'On the
next problem, he again hits the decrement zero impasse, but repairs it this time by backing up and
taking the absolute difference in the column that originated the borrow, the units column. This
generates the bug Smaller- From - Larger- Instead-of-Borrow Fromqcro. Since both bugs arc in the
same bug migration class, both are somehow derived from the,same core procedure via repair.

413 k0 V27 1;703 106 $100
- 7 -24 - 95 38 -168

36 56 44 88 138 £48
N

N
Figure A9-1

First six problems of a test that shows a bug migration,
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riBackup explains the Cartesian product pattern

Two arguments have forced the conclusion that all six bugs come from the same core
procedure. Now the problem is to find repairs that will generate all of them. given that they all
stem from the same impasse. One way to do that would be to use six separate repairs. However,
that would not capture a fact about these bugs that was highlighted in their description: they fall
into a Cartesian product pattern whose dimensions are the "size" of the patch (i.c., just the
decrement, versus the whole borrowing operation) and its "function" (i.e., taking the absolute
difference, versus skipping an operation, versus taking the maximum of zero and difference). It will
be shown that this pattern can be captured by .postulating a Backup repair, and hence that the
Backup approach is more descriptively adequate.

The Backup repair resets the execution state of the interpreter back to a previous decision
point in such a way that when interpretation continues, it will choose a different alternative than the
one that led to the impasse that Backup repaired. The Backup repair is used for the big-BI-7 bugs.
Using Backup in those cases causes a secondary impasse. The secondary impasse is repaired with
the same repairs that are used for the little-1ln bugs. This is perhaps a little confusing, so it is
worth a moment to step through a specific example.

Figure A9-2 is an idealised protocol of a subject who has the bug Smaller- From- Larger-
Instead-of-Borrow -From-Zero. The (idealised) subject does not know about borrowing from zero.
When he tackles the problem 305-167, he begins by comparing the two digits in .the units column.
Since 5 is less than 7, he makes a decision to borrow (episode a in the figure). a decision that he
will later come back to. He begins to tackle the first of borrowing's two subgoals, namely
borrowing-from (episode b). At this point, he gets stuck since the digit to be borrowed from is a
zero and he knows that it is impossible to subtract a one from a zero. He's reached an impasse.
The Backup repair gets past the decrement-zero impasse by "backing up," in the problem solving
sense, to the last decision which has some alternatives open. The backing up occurs in episode c,
where the subject says "So I'll go back to doing the units column." In the units column he hits a
second impasse, saying "I still can't take 7 from 5," which he repairs ("so I'll take 5 from 7
instead"). He finishes up the rest of the problem without difficulty. His behavior is that of
Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero. The other big-BFZ bugs would be generated if
he had used different repairs in episode c. (e.g., Zero-Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero would be
generated if he reasoned, "I still can't take 7 from 5, but if I could, I certainly wouldn't have
anything left, so I'll write 0 as the answer.")

e.

A

,

306 BACKUP

Summary

It has bcen shown that the Backup repair is the best of several alternatives that generate the
six bugs. It plays an equally crucial role in the generation of many other bugs, but the argument
stuck with just six bugs for the sake of simplicity. Backup is the tool that will be used to support
several hypotheses about core procedures.

6
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a. 305 In the units column, I can't take 7 from 5, so I'll

167 have to bOrrow.

b. 305 To borrow, I first have to decrement the next

167 column's top digit. But I can't take 1 from 0!

c. 305 So I'll go back to doing the units column. I Stilltan't

167 take? from 5, so I'll take 5 from 7 instead.

2

d. &105 In the tens column; I can't take 6 from 0, so I'll have to borrow.

167 1 decrement 3 to 2 and add 10 to 0. That's no problem:

2

e. '05 Six from 10 is 4. That finishes the tens. The hundreds is

167 easy, there's no need to borrow, and 1 from 2 is I,

142

Figure A9-2
Pseudo-protocol of a student performing the bug

Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow From-Zero.

I
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I

A9.2 Backup requires a goal stack

The Backup repair sends control back to some previous decision. The question is. which
decision? There are three well known backup regimes used in Al:

I. Chronological Backup: The decision that is returned to is the 'one made most recently,
regardless of what part of the procedure made the decision.

2. Dependency-directed Backup: A special data structure is used to record which actions depend
on which other actions. When it is necessary to back up. the dependencies are traced to find
an action that doesn't depend on any other action (an "assumption" in the jargon of
Dependency-directed backtracking). That decision is the one returned to: .

. Hierarchical Backup: To support Hierarchical Backup, the procedure representation language
must be hierarchical in that it supports the notion of goals with subgoals, and the interpreter
must employ a goal stack. In order to find a decision to return to, Backup searches the goal
stack starting from the current goal, popping up from goal to supergoal. The first (lowest)
.goal that can "try a different method" is the one returned to. Such a goal must have subgoals
that function as alternative ways of .achieving the goal, and moreover, some of these
alternathe methods/subgoals must not have been tried by the current invocation of the goal.
When Backup finds such a goal on the stack, it resets the interpreter's stack in such a way
that when the interpreter resumes, it will call one of the goal's untried subgoals. (In A.I., this
is not usually thought of as a form of Backup. It is sometimes referred to by the Lisp
primitives used to implement it, e.g., THROW in Maclisp, and RETFROM in Interlisp.)

The key difference among these backup regimes is, intuitively speaking, which decision points the
interpreter "remembers." These establish which decision points the Backup repair can return to. In
Chronological and Dependency-directed backtracking, the interpreter "remembers" all decision
points. In Hierarchical backup, it forgets a decision point as soon as the corresponding goal is
popped. The critical ease to check is whether students ever back up to deciskth points whose
corresponding goals would be popped if goal stacks were in use. If they don't return to such
"popped" decision points, then Hierarchical Backup is the best model of their repair regime. On
the other hand, if students do return to "popped" decisions, then either Chronological or
Dependency-directed Backup is the better model. This section argues that students never back up
up to popped decision points. By "never," I mean that returning to popped decision points
generates star bugs. The evidence to be presented vindicates Hierarchical backup, and shows that
(I) procedures' static structure has a goalsubgoal hierarchy, and (2) a goal stack is used by the
interpreter in executing the procedure. In short, push down automata are better models of cont%
structure than finite state automata: s.

I

Chronological Backup
,

Chronol9gical Backup is able to generate the Back bugs mentioned in the previous section.
The walk-through of figure A9-2 should be evidence e ough of that. However, by the impatse-
repair independence principle, Chronological Backup can be used to repair any impasse. This
causes problems. When Chronological Backup is applied to the impasses of certain independently
motivated core procedures. it generates star bugs. The motivation for the core procedure in
question is found in bugs such as:
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With florrow:
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3 4 6
- 1 0 2

2 4 3 V

7.ercrA iler-llorrow 3 4 6
- 1 0 2

3 19
3 4 6 3 0.7

- 1 2 9 - 1 6 9
2 1 4 X 1 3 2 X

3 1 9
3 4 6 3 0 7

- 1 2 9 - 1 6 9
2,4 3 .1/ 2 1 0 X 1 3 0 X

After completing the borrow-from half of borrowing, these bugs fail to add ten to the top of the
column borrowed into (c.f.. the top of the units column in the second problem). Instead, Smaller
Fromlarger-With.Borrow answers the column, with the absolute difference, and ZeroAfter-Borrow
answers the column with zero. Apparently, and quite reasonably. the core procedure is hitting an
impasse when it returns to the original column after borrowing. Since the column has not had ten
added to the top digit as it should, the bottom digit is still latger than the top. This causes the
impasse, which is seen being repaired two different ways in the two bugs.4

With the core procedure thus independently motivated, one should find 'that a tug is
generated when Chronological Backup is applied to the impasse. Instead, one finds a star bug.
Consider a 13172 problem such as the last one above. The following is the first few problem states
as the

a.

star bug solves

310 7
- 1 6 9

it:

b .

2

310
- 1 6

7
9

c.

t.

2 9
310

- 1 6
7
9

12
9

d.' 310
- 1 6

7
9

e .
'

8
12

9

310 7
- 1 6 9

First the core procedure borrows across zero (problem states a. b. and e), then it reaches the
impasse in the origilating column just prior to problem state d. It is going to back up to the most
recent decision. Its most recent decision was that the digit that it was to borrow from in the
hundreds column was non-zero and hence could be slecremented, thereby finishing up the BFZ.
This decision occurred just prior to b. Since it is the most recent decision chronologically,
Chronological Backup causes control to go back to it and take its other alternative, which is to BFZ.
The procedure starts the BEZ by adding ten to the hundreds column, as in state d. It tries to
decrement the next column left, the thousands, but no such column appears. An impasse occurs.
Suppose tt9 student repairs it with the Noop repair, causing the decrement to be. skipped. The
BFZ continues. decrementing the tens (state e). When it gets done with this superfluous borrowing,
it comes right back to the original column, which still has a too small top digit. so the impasse
occurs again. If it is repaired with Chronological Backup again, control goes back to the, hundreds
again! Repeated uses of Chronological Backup results in an infinite loop, and a rather bizarre one
at that. Even if the.second occurrence is repaired some other way, going back to re-borrow in the
first place is extremely odd behavior. Clearly, this is a star bug, and should not be predicted 4,6'
occur by the theory. Chronological Backup is ruled out because it causes the theory to,
overgenerate.

Dependency-direcled Backup

The basic idea of Dependency-directed Backup is to return to an action that doesn't depend
on other actions. Dependency-directed Backup is really not a precise proposal for this domain until
the meaning of "actions depending on other actions" is,def.ned. Consideration of the star bug that
was just described leads to a plausible definition. Part of what makes the star bug absurd is its
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gqing back to change columns to the left of the one where the impasse occurred. It seems clear
that precondition violations in one column don't depend causally on wilting actions in a different
column. SUppose dependency between actions is defined to mean that the actions operate on the
same column, or more generally, have the same locative arguments. Dependency-directed Backup
will not make the mistake that Chronological Backup did. It will never gu to another column to fix
an impasse that occurs in this column.

However, even this rather vague dal ition limits Dependency-directed Backup too strongly.
Several examples of Backup were presented earlier (i.c., the big-01-7 bugs) where the location was
shifted. For instance, in the problem state sequence of figure 8-2, Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-of-
Borrow-From-Zero shifted to a decision in the units column from a impasse in the tens column.
Dependency-directed Backup can't generate such location-shifting Backups. Hence, it can't generate
the big-BFZ bugs. As it is presently defined, it causes the theory to undergenerate.

Hierarchical Backup

In essence. these two approaches to backing up show that neither time nor space suffice. That
is, such natural concepts as chronology or location will not support the kind of backing up that
subjects apparently use. That leaves one to infer that Backup must be using some knowledge about
the procedure itself. The issue that remains is what this extra knowledge is. A goal hierarchy is
one sort of knowledge that will do the job. as the following demonstration shows.

The basic definition of Hierarchical Backup is that it can only resume decisions which are
supergoals of the impasse that it is repairing. With this stipulation. any one of a number of goal
structures will suffice to hlock the star bug that Chronological Backup generated as well as generate
all the Backup bugs that have been presented so far. One such goal structure is shown in figure
A9-3. This figure shows the goal-subgoal relationships with arrows. In this goal structure, the
borrow-from goal (the goal that tests whedler the digit to be borrow-ed from is zero) is not a
supergoal of the Diff goal (the operation that reaches an impasse in the star brig's generation).
There would be a chain of arrows from borrow-from to Miff if it were. Hence, when Backup occurs
at the Diff impasse, it cannot go to the burrow-from decision even though that decision is
chronologically the most recent.

So fare it has only been shown that the Backup repair obeys a hierarchy. Its not been shown
that the goal hierarchy has anything to do with control of regular execution. But, if one simply
postulated that the goal hierarchy existed off to the side, with no purpose other than to constrain
Backup, then the theory is sorely damaged because there would be no way to test or refute this
hypothesis. A more reasonable suggestion is that regular execution uses the hierarchical goal
structure in such a way that Hierarchical Backup is a natural consequence of the structure of the
internal, runtime information. The usual gadstack has this property. At time: the goals on the
stack are all supergoals of the currently executing goal. Postulating a gdal stack naturally explains
why Backup returns to supergoals those are the only decision poiiits that are explicitly saved in
the runtime state. The goal stack architecture explains why the Backup repair behaves the way it
does.
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Figure A0-3
AIM hierarchy that Will allows Hierarchical Backup to function correctly.

e-
Summary

1

First, the .existence of a single core procedure for a set of six bugs was demonstrated. To
:geneiate the.bugs, a Backup repair was postulated. Three kinds of Backup were considered.

Chronological Backup used time to determine which decision points to back up to. Dependency-
directed Backup used spatial locations. Presumably, these two natural kinds of information time
and space would be accessible in a finite state machine architecture. However, they both proved
ineffective in capturing the facts about the Backup repair's behavior. This Mowed that a new kind
of information, a, goal hierarcny, had to become a part of thS procedures and a part of the
execution state. That is, the finite state machine architectlire had to be augmented with a goal
stack. In short, to explain the Backup repair, the underlying control structure has to be that of a
push down automaton.
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I. Factl: Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-of-Borrow-Prom-Zero

I

0,

.

A. The schema-instance arciiiiecture gaTiFialf-ebill----
B. Registers

L A single register generates a star bug
2, "Smart" Backup is irrefutable
3, Multiple registers allows generation of the observed bug

11. Fact2: Borrow-Across-Zero, left-ten

A. The- schema-instance architecture generates the . bug
B. Registers

1. One register per goal: can't generate the bug
2. One register per object: can't generate the bug
X "Smart" Backup is irrefutable

. .
4. Duplicate borrow-from goals: entails infinite procedure

I
N. 5. Duplicate borrow-from goals: equivalent to 'schema-instance

i '1( Figure A9-4 .

., Outline of the argument between the register hypothesis and the schema-instance hypothesis

to

.

0

A9.3 Focus is locally bounda-
The argument in ttlissection_concems_hmc_to represent focus of-attentionTor data-flow is -it--

Was labelled in chapter 11. Two alternative architectures will be discussed: register-based and
schema-instance. A register-based architecture is one that employs globally accessible memory
resources, like the registers in a microprocessor. The schema-based architecture binds its memory
resource into the contrpl flow, just as a schema's instances hold extra information. This distinction
will become clearer in a Moment. As it turns out, just two facts are needed. One is the bug
described earlier, Smaller-From-Larger-Instead-ofBorrow-From-Zero, The other fact will Se
introduced in a moment. The argument is organized around these two facts. Ftg. A9-4 is an

.outline of the argument A

lb

It will be shown that the schema-instance architecture generates the first bug (I.A in the
outline). However, the simplest version of the register-based architecture, the use of a ._.*ogle focus
register, generates a. star bug instead (1.13.1). Patching its difficulties by making the Backup repair
more complex leads to problems with retaining the falsifiability of the theory (I.B.2). However,
using several registers instead of just one register allows the bug to be generated simply (I.B.3). So
the conclusion to be drawn from the first fact is that the register approach will be adequate only if
there is more than one focus register,

.. The second pan of the argument introduces a new bug involving the Backup repair, Once
again; the schema-instance architecture predicts the facts correctly (ILA). Two different;
implementations of multiple registers fail (1143.1 and 11.13.2) by generating star bugs. A smarter
Backup would for the problem but remains methodologically undesirable (11.8.3). Postulating
various complications to the goal structure of the procedure (11.8.4 ,and 11.13.5) allow the correct
predictions to be generated, but they have problems of their own. So the second part concludes
that the register-based alternative is inadequate even when various com; lications are introduced. In

I
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overview, the argument is a nested argument-by-cases where all the cases except one are eliminated.
To aid in following it the cases will be labelled as they are in the outline of figure A9-4,

1.4 Schema-instance generates thrbirg---

The basic idea of a schema-instance architecture is that the location of a goal is strongly
associated with the goal at the time it is first set. That is. when a goal such as borrowing is
invoked, it is invoked at a certain column, or more generally. at a certain physical location in the
visual display of the problem. in a schema-instance architecture, this association between goal and
location, which is formed at invocation time, persists as long as the goal remains relevant. That is,
the goat is a schema, which is instantiated by substituting specific locations, numbers or other data
into it. if the control structure is known to be a stack. one would say that the focus is locally
Iround. Many computer languages, such as Lisp, have a schema-instance architecture: A function is
instantiated by binding its arguments when it is called, and its arguments retain their bindings as
long as the function is on the stack. However, in the interest of facto lag the various parts of the
theory independently, we will not azunne that control is recursive.

The schema-instance architecture allows the bug of figure A9-1 to be generated quite
naturally. Suppose the SublCol goal were strongly associated with its location, namely the units
column, in some short term memory associated with SublCol's instantiation. Backup causes the
resumption of the goal at the stored location. Another way to think of this is that the interpreter is
maintaining a short term "history list" that temporarily stores the various invocations of goals with
their locations. In regular execution, when the borrowing goal finishes, the SublCol goal is
resumed at the same place as it started. That is. in the long-term representation of the procedure,
the SublCol goal is a schema with its location abstracted out. It, is bound to a location
(instantiated)_whenit..isinvoked... Itistheinstantiated goal that Backup returns to, notthe-
schematic one.

This schema-instance distinction, which is at the heart of almost all modern programming
languages, entails the existence of some kind of temporary memory to store the instantiations of
goals, and thus motivates this way of implementing the Backup repair. But there are of course
other ways to account, for focus shifting during Backup. Several will be examined and shown to
have fewer advantages than the schema-instance one.

1.B. I 4 single register architecture generates a star bug

Suppose that instead of using the schema instances to implement data flow, the architecture
uses a single register, a ydli-are-here pointer to some place in, the current problem state. There
would be no problem representing the subtraction procedure in such an architecture: Actions in the
procedure's representation would change the contents of this register as the various goals are
invoked.

However, if the you-arc-here register is simply left alone during backing up. then a star bug is
generated. It is illustrated in figure A9-5. At episode.(b). Backup resumes the SublCol goal, but
the you-are-here register is not restored to the units column, Instead, the tens column is processed.
The units column is left with no answer despite the fact that its top digit has had ten added to it.
In the judgment of expert diagnosticians, this behavior would never be observed among subtraction
students. It is a star bug. The theory should not predict its -occurrence.
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a. 4d2 I n the units column, I can't take 6 from 2, so I'll

- 1 06 have to borrow. First I'll add teno-ilie-Z

b. 4 d2 I'm supposed to decrement the top zero, but I can't!

- 106 So I guess I'll back up to processing the column.

c. 4 d2 Processing it is easy: 0-0 is 0,

- 106
0

4d2 The hundreds is also easy, I'm done!

- 106
30

Figure A9-5
Pseudo-protocol of a student performing a star bug
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1.13.2 A smart Backup repair makes the theory too taitorable

To avoid the star bug. the Backup repair would have to employ an explicit action to restore
the register to the units column in episode c of the protocol of figure A9 :. But how.would it
know to do thus? Backup would have to determine that the focus of attention :Mould be sinftiFd

. rightward by doing an analysis of the goal structure contained in the stored knovv:,dge about the
procedure. It would see that in normal execution, a locative nrcus shifting function was executed
between the Burrow -from goal and the SubiCol goal. For some reason, it decides to execute the
inverse of this shift as it transfers control between the two goals.

Not only does this implementation make unmotivated assumptions. but it grants Backup the
power to du slam analyses of control structure. ..fhis would give it significantly more power than the
other repairs, which do simple, local things like skipping the stuck operation. Postulating a smart
Backup gives the local problem solver so much power that one could "explain" virtually any
behavior by cramming the explanation into the black boxes that are repairs. That is. it gives the
theory too much tailorability. It is much better to 'make the repairs as simple as possible by
embedding them in just the right architecture.

1.B.3 Multiple registers allow generation of the but

Another way to implement Backup involves using a set of registers. The registers have some
designated semantics. such as "most recently referenced column" or "most recently referenced
digit." That is, the registers could be associated with the type or visual shape of the locations
referenced, as Smalitalk's class variables are. Alternatively. they could be associated with the
schematic goals. Old programming languages used to implement a subroutine's variables this way
by allocating their storage in the compiled code. generally right before the subroutine's entry point.
SublCol -would have a register. Borrow would have a different register, and so on.

Given this architecture. Backup is quite simple. Returning to SublCol requires no locative
focus shifting on its part. Since the SublCol register (or the column register. if that's the semantics)
was not changed by the call to Borrow, it is still pointing at the units column when Backup causes
control to return to SublCol. This multi-register implementation is competitive with the schema-
instance one as far as its explanatory power. Backup is simple and local. Moreover, the data flow
architecture has motivation independent of the Backup repair in that is used during normal
interpretation. However, the multi-register approach fails to account for certain empirical facts that
will now be exposed.

11.A, Another bug. and schema-instance can generate it

The argument in this ease, case II. is similar to that of case I. It takes advantage of
subtraction's recursive borrowing to exhibit Backup occurring in a context where there arc two
instantiations of the Borrow goal active at the same time. There are two potential destinations for
Backup. It will be shown that the schema-instance mechanism is necessary to make empirically
correct predictions.
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A common bug is one that forgets to change the zero when borrowing across zero. This leads
to answers like:

2
3
41012

1-3 9
1 7 3

. .

The 4 was decremcnted once due to the borrow originating in the unPs column, and then again dui
to a borrow originating from the tens column because the tens column was not changed during the
first borrow, as it should have been. This bug is called Borrow-Across-Zero. It is a common bug.
Of 417 students with bugs, 51 had this bug.

An important fact is seen in figure A9-6. The bug decrements the one to zero during the
first borrow. Thus, when it comes to borrow a second time, it finds a zero where the one was and
performs a recursive invocation of the borrow goal. This causes an attempt to decrement in the
thousands columns, which is blank. An impasse occurs. The answer shown in the figure is
generated by assuming the impasse is repaired with Backup. This sends control back to the most
recently invoked goal that has alternatives. When Backup is trying to decide which goal to return
to, the active goals are

Borrow-tom
Borrow-from-zero
Borrow-from
Borrow
SublCol
Multi
Sub

(the recursive invocation located at the thousands .;olumn).
(at the hundreds column)
(at the hundreds colunin)
(at the tens column)
(at the tens column)

In this core procedure, the Borrow-from-zero goal has no alternatives. It should always both write a
nine over the zero and Borrow-from the next column, although here the write-nine step has been
forgotten. The Borrow-from goal has iltematives because it has to chose between ordinary, non-
zero borrowing and borrowing tom zeros. Since Borrow-from was the most recently invoked goal
that has alternatives left, Backup returns to it. Execution resumes by taking its other alternative, the
one that was not taken the first time. Hence, an attempt is made to do an ordinary I3orrowfrom,
namely a decrement. Crucially, this happens in the hundreds column, which has a zero in the top.
The attempt to decrement zero causes a new impasse. We see that it is the hundreds column that
was returned to becausc the impasse was repaired by substituting an increment for the blocked
decrement, causing the zero in the hundreds column to be changed to a one.

The crucial fact is that Backup shifted the focus from the thousands column to the hundreds
column, eve,' though both the source and the destination of the backing up were Borrow-from.
goals, This shift is predicted by the schema-instance architecture. It takes only a moment to show
that the empirical adequacy of the register architecture is not so high.
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a. 1d2 Since I can't take 9 from 2, Ill borrow. The next column is 0, so

- 39 1 II decrement the 1, then add 10 to the 2. Now I've got 12 takelay

3 a ay 9, which is 3-1._

b.

c,

e.

3 f'1, d2 Since I can't take 3 from 0, I'll borrow. The next digit is 0,

- 39 but there isn't a digit after that!

3

1012 I guess I could quit, but I'll,go back to see if I can fix things up.

- 39 Maybe I made a mistake in skipping over that 0, so Ill go

3 back there.

1

lid2 When I go back there, I'm still stuck because I can't take 1 from 0.

- 39 I'll just add instead.

. 3

kt1 d2 Now I'm okay. I'll finish the borrow by adding 10 to the ten's

- 39 column, and 3 from 10 is 7. The hundreds is easy, I just bring

1 73 *down the 1. Done!

A.

Figure A9-6
Pseudo-protocol of a student performing a variant of

the bug Borrow-Across-Zero.
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11.B.1 One register per goal can't generate the bug

Suppose each schematic goal has its own register.; Borrow-from would have a register, and it
would be set to the top digit of the thousands colunjn at the first impasse (episode b in figure
A9-6). Hence, if Backup returns to the first invocation of Borrow-from, the register will remain set
at the thousands column. Hence. Backup doesn't generate the observed bug of figure A4-6. in
fact. it can't generate it at all: The only register focused on the hundreds column is the one

_belonging to_the_Borrawfromv.cro goal. That goal has no open alternatives. so Backup can't return
to it. Even if it did, it wouldn't generate the bug of figure A9-6. So one register per goal is an
architecture that is not observationally adequate.

11.B.2 One register per object doesn't generate the bug

Assuming the registers are associated with object types fails for similar reasons. Both impasses
(episodes b and (I) involve the same type of visual object, a digit, and hence the corresponding

register would have to be reset explicitly by Backup in order to cause the observed focus shift.

11.B.3 Smart Backup makes the theory too tailorable

But providing Backup with an ability to explicitly reset registers would once again require it
to do static analysis of control structure an increase in power that should not be granted to
repairs:

11. R4 Duplicate borrow-from goals

One could object that we have made a tacit assumption that it is the same (schematic)
Borrow-from that is called both times. If there were two schematic Borrowfroms, one for an
adjacent borrow, and one for a borrow two columns away from the column originating the borrow,
then they could have separate registers. This would allow Backup to be trivial once more,
However, this argument entails either that one have a subtraction procedure of infinite size, or that
there be some limit on the number of columns away from the originating column that the
procedure can handle during borrowing. Both conclusions are implausible.

11.B.5 Duplicate borrow goals

One could object that there is another way to salvage the multiple register architecture.
Suppose that the schematic procedure is extended by duplicating Borrow goals (pits registers) as
needed. The bug could be generated, but this amounts either to a disguised version of schemata
and instantiations, or an appeal to some powerful problem solver (which then has to be explained
lest the theory lapse into infinite tailorability). So, this alternative is not really tenable either.

Conclusion

This rather lengthy argument concludes ,,ith the schemainstance architecture the only one
left standing. What this means is that representations that do not employ they schemata and
instances, such as finite state machines with registers or flow charts, cau be dropped from

. consideration. This puts us, roughly speaking. on the familiar ground of "modern" riaresentation
languages for procedures, such as stackbased languages, certain varieties of production systems,
certain messagepassing languages, and so on.
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Appendix 10
Satisfaction Conditions

This appendix presents arguments concerning what types the procedure representation
language should allow for goals. It continues a line of argument begun in chapter 10. It contrasts
two hypotheses:

I. And-Or: Goals have a binary type. If a goal's type is AND, all applicable subgoals are
executed before the goal is popped. If it is OR, the goal pops as soon as one subgoal is
executed.

2. Satisfaction conditions: Goals have a condition which is tested after each subgoal is executed.
If the condition is true, the goal is popped. Metaphorically speaking, the goal keeps trying
different subgoals until it is satisfied.

Satisfaction conditions were used in the version of repair theory presented in Brown 'and
Vani-chn (1980). First the arguments in their favor will be presented (some of these' are repeated
from chapter 10 so that the appendix will be relatively self contained). Then aigurnats against
them will be presented, and shown to be slightly stronger. The arguments concern how to constrain
the deletion operator in such a way that it will continue to generate the deletion bugs (see chapter
7) but it will not generate certain star bugs. It has already been shown (in section 10.3) that
limiting the operator to delete only AND rules allows it to genbrate all the deletion bugs while
preventing it from generating many star bugs. However, it still allows a few star bugs to be
generated. These star bugs will be examined in detail in order to motivate a way of blocking their
deletion.

A10.1 Satisfaction conditions block certain star bugs

Suppose that the main loop of subtraction, which traverses columns, has the following goal
structure when it is expressed using And-Or goal types. (The following is a translation of the goal
structure of figure 10-1 into an And-Or representation. The rule numbers are the same,)

Goal: Multi (C) Type: AND
3. (SublCol C)
4. (SubRest (Next-column C)

Goal: SubRest (C) Type: OR
5. C is not the leftmost column (Multi C)
6. C's bottom is blank * (Show C)
7. true (Diff C)

The applicability conditions or the AND rules have been omitted. The applicability conditions for
the OR goal, SubRest, reflect the fact that they are tested in order and only one is executed. For
instance, if the column C is the leftmost column, then rule 5 will not be applicable, and control
moves on to test rule 6. If that rule applies, the primitive Show answers the column,- then control
returns to SubRest. Since the goal is marked as an OR goal, and one rule has been executed, no
more rules are tested. In particular, the default rta, 7, will not be tested. instead, the SubRest
goal is popped.
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The Multi goal is an AND goal, so either of its subgoals can be deleted. Deleting rule 4
creates 4 bug that only does the units column. Intuitively. only doing one column would be the
mark of a student who has not yet been taught how to do multiple columns. Since doing multiple
columns is always taught before borrowing, it would be highly unlikely for a student to know all
about borrowing and ytt do only the units column. Hence, if all of BFZ (BFZ abbreviates "borrow
from zero") were present when rule 4 is deleted, the procedure would generate a star bug. The
work of this star bug appears below:

OnIy-Do2Units:

3 29
3 4 5 3 416 31017

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 9
3X 6X 8X

If borrowing were not yet learned and rule 4 were deleted, then reasonable bugs would be
generated. For instance, one reasonable, but as yet unobserved bug does only the units column but
it simply takes the absolute difference there instead of borrowing. This would be the bug set
{Only-Do-Units Sinai ler-From-Larger }. In short, there is nothing wrong with the deletion of rule.4
per se, but it can create a procedure that mixes competence with incompetence in an unlikely
manner.

Another star bug occurs rhea rule 13 is deleted from Borrow, give: tie following version of
column processing and borrowing (this is also a translation of figure 10-1):

Goal: SublCol (C) Type: OR
8. TO in C = (Borrow C)
9. the bottom of C is blank (Show C)
10. true (Diff C)

Goal: Borrow (C) Type: AND
11. (Borrow-from (Next-column C))
12. (Addl0 C)
13. (Diff C)

Deleting rule 13 generates a procedure that sets up to take the column difference after a borrow,
but forgets to actually take it. This leads to the following star bug:

3 29
'Blank-With-Borrow: 3 4 6 3 416 3 017

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 ' - 1 6 9
2 4 3 V 21 X 13 X

What makes this bug so unlikely is that it leaves a blank in the answer despite the fact that it shows
a sophisticated knowledge of borrowing.

It is perhaps possible to put explicit constraints on conjunctive rule deletion in order to block
IN deletion that generate the star bugs. However, there is a second way to prevent oveigeneration
that will be shown to have some advantages. The basic idea is to make the opeator hiapplicable by
changing the types of the two goals in question so that they are not AND goals. This would make
the deletion operator inapplicable. That is, one changes the knowledge representation rather than
the operator. ._

The proposed change is to adopt a new exit convention, the third one mentioned in the
introduction. The exit convention generalizes the binary AND/OR type to become satisfaction
conditions. The basic idea of an AND goal is to pop when all subgoals have been executed, while an
OR goal pops when one subgoal has been executed, The idea of satisfaction conditions is to have a
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goal pup when its satisfaction condition is true. Subgoals of a goal are executed until either the
goal's satisfaction condition beccimes true, or all the applicable subgoals have been tried. (Note that
this is not an iteration construct an "until" loop since a rule can only be executed once.) AND
goals become goals with I AISI. satisfaction conditions: Since subgoals are executed until the
satisfaction condition becomes true (which it never does for the AND) or all the subgoals have been
tried, giving a goal rAisi. as its satisfaction condition means that it will always execute all its
subgoals. Conversely, Ott goals arc given the satisfaction condition Mut:: The goal exits after just
one subgoal is executed.

With this construction in the knowledge representation language, one is free to represent
borrowing in the following way:

Goal: SublCol (C) Satisfaction condition: C's answer is non-blank:
8. T<II in C (Borrow C)
9. the bottom nfC is blank (Show C)
10. true (Diff C)

Goal: Borrow (C) Satisfaction condition: false
11. (Borrow-from (Next-column C))
12. (Add° C)

The AND'goal. Borrow, now consists of two subgoals. After they are both executed, control returns
to SublCol. Because SublCol's satisfaction condition is not yet true the column's answer is still
blank another subgoal is tried. Diff is chosen and executed, which fills in the column answer.
Now the satisfaction condition is true, so the goal pops.

Given this encoding of borrowing, the conjunctive rule deletion operator does exactly the
right thing when applied to borrow. In particular. since rule 13 is no longer present, it is no longer
possible to generate the star bug, *Blank-with-Borrow-From by deleting it. Rule 13 has been
merged, so to speak, with rule 10. Since rule 10 is under a non-AND goal, SublCol, it is protected
from deletion.

Similarly, the star bug associated with column traversal can be avoided by restructuring the
loop across columns. The two goals Multi and SubRest are replaced by a single goal:

Goal: SubAll (C) Satisfaction condition: C is the leftmost column.
5. true (SublCol C)
6. true (SubAll (Next-coluirin C))

i.

This goal first processes the given column by calling the main column processing goal, SublCol.
Then it cheeks the satisfaction condition. If the column is the problem's leftmost column, the goal
pops. Otherwise, it calls itself recursively. By using a satisfaction condition formulation, generation
of the star bug is avoided. The AND goal. Multi, has eliminated along with its rule 3, the rule
whose deletion caused the star bug.

These two illustrations indicate that augmenting the representation with satisfaction condition
creates an empirically adequate treatmeLt el" deletion, Satisfaction condition were used for several
years in Sim" (Brown & VanLehn, 1980; VanLehn, 1983). They also play a crucial role in the
formulation cr empirically adequate critics. A critic is a kind of impasse condition. Critics serve
both to trigger repairs and to filter repairs. It turns out that one of the problems with critics can be
solved using satisfaction conditions. In considering this problem, a different approach was
discovered to deletion and deletion blocking that led to the position currently taken by the theory.
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A11.1 The blank answer critic problem

One of the unsolved problems mentioned in Brown and Vanl_ehn (1980 is called the blank
answer critic problem. One function of critics is to filter out repairs that are applicable to the given
impasse whenever they act in such a way as to immediately violate a critic. There is evidence that
there is a critic. called the blank answer critic, that objects to answers that have blanks in them (i.e.,
a number thai looks like "34 5" as an answer). The evidence for this critic involves a certain rule
deletion that causes local problem solving.

In the reformulated version of Borrow, there are two rules. One :goes borrowing-into, the
other dots borrowingfrom. If the rule that does borrowing-into is deleted, then the AddlO
operation of borrowing is skipped. This means that the column difference operation that follows it
will be confronted with a column that is still in its original T<B form. This causes an impasse.
Two different repairs cause the following two bugs to be generated:

3 29
Smaller-From-Larger-With-Borrow: 3 4 5 3 4 5 310 7

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 8 9
1 4 3 I/ 2 1 4 X 1 3 2 X

3 29
ZeroAfter-Borrow: 3 4 5 3 4 5 310 7

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 8 9'
1 4 3 I/ 2 1 0 X 1 3 0 X

The existence of these two bugs establishes the impasse occurs. However, if this impasse is repaired
with the Noop repair, a repair that causes the stuck operation to be skipped, then the following star
bug is generated:

3 29
131ank-WithBorrow: 3 4 5 3 4 5 310 7

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 8 9
1 4 3 I/ 21 X 13 X

After a borrow-from, control returns to the column' which initiated the borrow. That column is still
In its original state. When the Diff operation comes to perform the column difference, it hits an
impasse because it can't take a larger number from a smaller one. The Noop repair causes the
stuck operation, in this ,case Diff, to simply be skipped. Hence, the column is left unanswered,
creating the pattern of answers shown above. This pattern makes the bug a star bug, since such
gapped answers are totally unlikely given the sophistication in borrowing.

The blank answer critic is supposed to block this bug by sensing that the Noop repair will
leave a gap in the answer. The problem is that all the other known critics in subtraction are
preconditions to primitive actions. That is, they are tested just before an action. They guard
against errors of commission. However, the blank answer critic cannot be implemented as a
precondition. The basic problem is that is must sense an error of omission rather than commission.
At the time the Noop repair is being considered, the offending gap is on the left end of the answer
(i.e., the answer string looks like " 34" with the blank on the Teft). it dots not look like a gap yet.
If the blank answer critic is a precondition, it_inust be very smart. It must be able to read the
control structure of the procedure in order to tell that what is now a harmless boundary between
digits and blanks will become a gap. In short, blocking the Noop repair with a blank answer critic
forces the model to use a very powerful model of critics. If any other way can be found to block
the star bug, this degree of freedom need not be added to the theory. .
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There is an aspect of gaps in the answers which reveals a way to solve the blank answer critic
problem. It turns out that there is a bug that does leave blanks in the answer:

IllankInsteadof-Borrow: 3 4 6 3 4 6 2 0 7

- 1 0 2 - 1 2 9 - 1 6 9

1 4 3 V 22 X I X

This bug is generated b) assuming that borrowing hasn't been .earned yet. When a column is
processed that normal') would require borrowing, an impasse occurs since a larger number can't be
taken from, a smalicr one. Repairing with Noop leaves the answers to such columns blank. The
occurrence of this bug juxtaposed with the non-occurrence of *Blank-With-Borrow shows that
whatever is preventing gaps in the answers must have bccn acquired. In particular, it must have
been acquired son...Anne between the stages of learning representer.1 by the two core procedures. It
must have been acquired sometime after borrowing was learned since Blank-Instead-of-Borrow
hasn't learned about borrowing and it also hasn't learned about blanks in the answer.

Satisfaction conditions provide the hook- that solves the mystery. Instead of a critic that is
sensitive to blanks. one postulates that a rePair is filtered out if it causes a goal to exit unsatitlied.
More accurately. one postulates that them is an impasse condition that is true if (1) a goal pops due
to the fact that all the applicable subgoals have been tried, and (2) that goal has a non-trivial
satisfaction condition that is false. That is. the goal exits unsatisfied. The intuition behind this
impasse condition is that if a goal has specific information that indicates when it is satisfied, and an
attempt is made to exit it without these conditions being true, then it is obvious that something is
wrong, and this triggers local problem solving. '

In this case, gaps in the answer arc prevented because the main column processing goal,
SublCol, has a satisfaction condition that tests whether its answer is blank. It is satisfied only if the
answer is blank. When the local problem solver is considering which repair to chose, it discovers
that the Noop repair will leave a blank in the answer causing an attempt to exit SublCol with the
answer left blank. Since the satisfaction condition is false, the new impasse condition is true. This
means the Noop repair must be filtered since repairs are chosen only if they get the interpreter
unstuck (i.e., no impasse condition is true).
0

. The explanation of the acquisition phenomenon rests on assuming that the student who knows
about borrowing has a nontrivial satisfaction condition while the student who has not yet learned
borrowing has a trivial one. That is, the student who has not learned borrowing has a simple OR-
type satisfaction condition for the goal that processes a column:

Goal: SublCol (C) Satisfaction condition: we
1. C's bottom is blank = (Show C)
2. true = (Diff C)

. ...r=....

whereas the student who has learned borrowing has the non-trivial satisfaction condition version of
SublCol:

Goal: Sub1Col (C) Satisfaction condition: C's answer is non-blank
1. TO = (Borrow C)
2. C's bottom is blank = (Show C)
3. true = (DiffC)

Goal: Borrow (C) Satisfaction condition: false
L (AddlO C)
2. (Borrowfrom (Nextcolumn C')) - -
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In the first case, where borrowing has not been taught and the second occurrence of Diff as
following borrowing has not been seen, there isn't enough evidence to separate the simple OR type
from a non-trivial satisfaction condition. Hence, the learner conpervatively takes the simpler
satisfaction

infers
In the second case, borrowing has revealed a second occurrence of Diff. The

student that the common goal of all the different ways to process a column is to make the
answer be non-blank. This motivates the inclusion of the ram - trivial satisfaction condition. This
acquisitional story accounts for the fact that pre-borrow students allow blanks in their answers
because they don't have the non-trivial satisfaction condition yet, and the post-borrow students
block repairs that leave blanks because they do have the non-trivial satisfaction condition.

To summarize, once satisfaction conditions are permitted, they can be used two ways: (1) to
block application of a deletion operator, and (2) to block the repairs that would leave satisfaction
conditions unsatisfied. Noreurer, one can account for the acquisition or the blank answer critic by
the somewhat more natural acquisition or the satisfaction condition. There are a number of good
things about this account, but there are also some st vere flaws.

A10.2 Problems with satisfactions conditions .

The first flaw lies in the "conservative" acquisition of satisfaction conditions. When
satisfaction condition acquisition is spelled out in a little more detail, it is found to make wrong
predictions. The basic idea is that a satisfaction condition is acquired when one learns a setup or
preparation step' for some main step. That is, if M is a known action and. one learns that a certain
sequence <X Y Z ?4> is an alternative to M, then one infers that M is a main step and that the
first part or the sequence, <X e Z>, is pieparation. for the main step M. For instance, the main
step of column processing is Diff and the preparations steps are borrowing-into and borrowing-
from. When such a preparation subprocedure is taught, the learner sees a second setting for ,the
main step, Diff. This new setting allows the learner to induce ,what is common about the two
occurrences and abstract it into a satisfaction condition. The attachment of the new material is done
with a satisfaction condition. In the case .431 <X Y Z M>, the resulting goal structure I.:could be:

Goal: G Satisfaction condition: SC
1. ACi P
2. true = M

Goal: P
1. X
2. Y
3. Z

Satisfaction condition: False

where SC is some condition achieved by M, and AC is some condition indicating that the new
preparation goal P is needed. This is a fine story .in that it ties in well with the step schemata
account of learning (see section 19.2). -

However, it makes wrong predictions. Just as it predicts that regular borrowing will be
learned this way, yielding the all important satisfaction condition of SubiCol, it also predicts that

he textbooks even take pains
borrowing from zero will be learned this way. Teleologi borrowing

this out. So the prediction is that
ly, borwing is just as much a setup in

one case as in the other. T
the following structure would be required for BFZ:

A
io
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Goal: Borrow-from (C) Satisfaction condition: Cs top digit is decrctnented
1. .r=o in C (BFZ C)
2. true (Decrement-top C)

Goal: BFL(C) Satisfaction condition: false
L (AddlO C)
2. (Borrow-from (Next-column C))

Them is a satisfaction condition on the Borrow-from goal, and there is no decrement action under
BPI- Because the decrement action is been discovered to be a main step, it occurs only once,
under Borrow-from. This structure is isomorphic to the structure used for borrowing, whose main
step is Diff.

Given this decomposition, rule deletion can't generate the deletion bug Don't-Decrement-
Zero. To do so, it needs to delete the decrement rule which occurs after BFZ's AddlO action (rule
18 in figure 10-)), but to leave the decrement rule of simple borrowing Alone. Under goal structure
given above. those two decrement rules are the same. Rule deletion can't delete just one. So. one
of the khree crucial deletion bugs can't be generated. If it is to be generated, then satisfaction
condition acquisition fnust not induce a satisfaction condition fix Borrow-42m when it learns BFZ.
It must instead use an oit-goal structure, similar to the one used in figt7e 10-1. But why is a
satisfaction condition learned for SttblCol but not for Borrow-from? If the acquisitional account
that solves the blank answer critic problem_is going to stand up. then -it must explain why a
satisfaction conaition. is acquired for one goal but r^t the other.

A103 Blank answer blocking: the acquisitional timing is wrong

The acquisitional account given above makes the prediction that the SublCol satisfaction .
condition will be acquired when simple. non-zero borrowing is learned. Hence, after students
learned simple borrowing. they should no longer leave blanks 41 their answers. There is some data
contradicting this prediction. Figure A10-1 reproduces a test .taken by a third grader, student 3 of
class 2. Except for three test items, the student answers as if he had a compound of three bugs (i.e.,
0N=N, Borrow-Once-Then-SmallerFrom-Larger, and Smaljer-FronitargerInstead-of-Borrow-
From-Zero). One of these three test items is the datum that is important here. It is the very first
BFZ problem, problem e. From the scratch marks in 'the tens column, it is apparent that the
student attempts to decrement the zero and hit an impasse. He apparently repairs using the Backup
repair. He resumes execution by trying to process the units column and discovers that he can't
because the column is still in its original TO form. This is a second impab. He repairs with the
Noop repair. causing him to essentially give up on the units column and go on to the next column.
The rest of the problem he answers in his usual way, which includes the bug 0 N =N (cf., the
tens column). His performance of the units column is characteristic of a bug called Blank-Instead-
ef-Borrow-From-Zero.

Problem e is the only evidence (so far) that this bug exists. However, the analysis of problem
e is supported by this student's performance on all the other BFZ problems on the test. The other
BFZ problems are answered with the bug Smallerkern-LargerInstead-of-BorrowFrom-Zero
(problems m and n are evidence for the bug; problems f; o and r are answered by 0 N =N). This
bug is generated by following the same course that the 4erivatiOn of Blank-Instead-of-Borrow-From-
Zero f011owed, except that the second impasse, the T<B impasse in the units column, is repaired by
Refocus instead of Noop. That is, the two bugs are in the same bug migration class. They come
from the same core procedure. It seems quite clear that this student knows about simple, non-zero
borrowing. But the. 'first time he encounters a BFZ problem, he impasses and repairs in a way
characterized by Blank- Instead-of- Borrow - From-Zero. The other BFZ problems
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Subtraction Teat

Nt1371C Grade

Teacher Date

313 012 182
a. 43 b. 80 c. 127 d. 183 e. 10i3
. 7 - 24 - 83 - 95 - 38.

36 64 144 193 13

0 in ° I I
f. 800 g. 51z- h. 4X 1 654

- 168 . - 268 - 215 204
768 365 216 450

811 414
5391 k. 2487 m. 3005 n. 854
2697 - 5 - 28 247
3314 2482 3023 607

014 .013
0.700 F. 608 q. 3014 r. 100'3
- 5 - 209 - 206 - 318
705. 401 3208 10315

Figure A10-1
A test showing Blank-instead-oftBotTow-From-Zero
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are repaired slightly differently. This is evidence that Blank-Instead-of-Borrow-From-Zero exists.
Since there is only this one problem to support the existence. of the bug, it could perhaps be
dismissed as a fluke. Perhaps thc student got rattled by the impasse and temporarily abandoned his
knowledge of the procedure. But he is not so rattled that he fails to finish the problem. so it is
equally plausible that this ;s a true bug migration.

The existence of this bug contradicts thc conjecture that students will stop leaving blanks in
the answer when they learn simple borrowing. licre is a student that has learned simple borrowing,
and yet he leaves ,a blank in the answer. The prediction still stands that by the time students have
learned BI-7.. they will stop leaving blanks in the answer (c.f.. the earlier discussion of *Blank-With-

!,Borrow). However, it a pears that linking the acquisition of blank-blocking with borrowing is a
little premature. This c is doubt on the wholi. satisfaction condition framework for blocking the
star bugs that generate blanks.

A10.4 Ill-formed answers

Two arguments were given against using satisfaction conditions to block the star tugs that
generate gaps in answers. One was based on the fact that SublCol needs to have a satisfaction
condition but Borrow-from needs not have one. Any account of how satisfaction conditions are
acquired would have to explain why one goal and not the other acquires a satisfaction condition.
The second argument indicated that the acquisition of the blank-blocking subskill might not occur
at the time the appropriate satisfaction conditions are acquired.

A totally different approach to the blank answer critic problem is to focus on the notation
rather than the procedure. The basic idea is that it is not the fact that SublCol wants to answer
columns that prevents blanks, but the fact that answers must have a certain syntax, and that syntax
excludes blanks in the middle of numbers. This solves the mystery of why some goals seem to
acquire satisfaction conditions and others don't. SublCol seems to have a satisfaction condition
because answer blanks are blocked by knowledge that they make the answer ill-formed. That is,
*Blank-with-Borrow is blocked because it produces syntactically ill-formed notation. On the other
hand, Borrow-from seems not to have a satisfaction condition because there is nothing ill-formed
about a column that lacks a decrement. Hence, the bug Don't-Decrement-Zero is not blocked,
because it generates only syntactically correct notation. So the general ,idea is that no goal has a
satisfaction condition. What appeared to be satisfaction conditions was just syntactic knowledge
being applied somehow to block bugs.

Using knowledge of notational syntax to block the star bugs also solves the mystery involving
the timing of acquisition. The e-acquisition of knowledge about the notation would be decoupled
from the acquisition of the procedure per se. Hence, there would be nothing unusual about a
student, such as the third grader mentioned above, who knew how to do non-zero borrowing but
did not know to filter repairs that leave blanks in the answer. The acquisition of borrowing
apparently occurred before the knowledge of the ill-formedness of gapped answers.

The presence of such notational knowledge is much clearer in algebra than in subtraction. It's
a widely accepted empirical generalization than algebra students almost always produce syntactically
well-formed answers. The answers might be wrong, but they are syntactically correct. Carry et al.
(1978) present hundreds of error types, and all are syntactically well formed. Indeed, Carry et al.
assume that students impose syntactical well-formedness on thei answers in order to explain several
classes of errors. ifbr instance, they propose a general deletion transfo ation that excises
subcxpressions from algebraic expressions. A common example involves ncelling, as in
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x 1.
3+x 3

The two instances of the variable have been cancelled. Carry et al. note that if such deletions were
taken literaly, they would leave syntactically malformed expressions:

x

3+x 3+

Subjects don't do this. They fill in blanks with zero or one, and they delete extra operator signs.
Apparently, they do this in order to make the output expression syntactically well formed. This
adherence to wellformetiness applies to intermediate expressions, as well as to the final expression.
In particular, when the task is to solve an equation, one sees line after line of wellformed equations
produced. Apparently. students will repair syntactic malformations of intermediate expressions
before going on to the next transformation. They don't wait until the end to check the syntax. The
same is true of blanks in subtraction answers. The students don't wait until the end to repair a
blank, they fill it right away.

This solution to the problem of generating star bugs is not well formulated yet. In particular,
nothing implementing it exists in Sierra at this time. However, it is a more promising direction
than using satisfaction conditions to achieve the same blocking.

Thking the syntactic approach removes the motivation for satisfaction conditions. There is no
reason 0 use the more powerful goal type now. To keep satisfaction conditions in the
representation anyway is possible, but creates the problem that the learner must be equipped to
learn satisfaction conditions. As indicated earlier, satisfaction condition acquisition is problematic.
Since there is 'no motivation Mr satisfaction conditions and their presence in the representation
creates extra difficulties for the learning theory, the satisfaction condition position will be
abandoned. The goal type convention for the representation will be the AndOr convention, which
is simpler and weaker than the satisfaction conditions anyway.
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